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Abstract
Given a∞-category X we exhibit the∞-category of right adjoint func-
tors with target X as a localization of the opposite of the ∞-category of
monads on X. This localization restricts to an equivalence between the
∞-category of monadic functors with target X and the opposite of the
∞-category of monads on X.
We refine this result in the case that the monads carry ”algebraic”
structure, e.g. are monads on a (symmetric) monoidal ∞-category com-
patible with the (symmetric) monoidal structure, monads on a ∞-operad
compatible with the∞-operad structure or monads on a double∞-category
compatible with this structure.
This says that structure on a monad corresponds to structure on its
∞-category of algebras.
Moreover we prove dual results about left adjoint functors, comonads
and comonadic functors.
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1 Introduction
Let X be a category. The composition of endofunctors of X defines a monoidal
structure on the category of endofunctors of X, whose associative algebras we
call monads on X.
Given a monad T on X we can form the category of T-algebras LModT(X),
which comes equipped with a forgetful functor LModT(X) → X and a free
functor X→ LModT(X) left adjoint to the forgetful functor.
On the other hand every functor g ∶ Y → X with left adjoint f ∶ X→ Y gives
rise to a monad T = g ○ f on X, where T arises as the monad associated to the
forgetful functor LModT(X) → X.
Moreover we have a canonical functor Y → LModT(X) over X that sometimes
happens to be an equivalence, in which case we call g a monadic functor.
This way we can turn right adjoint functors to monads and vice versa and
obtain a correspondence between monads and monadic functors.
This correspondence between monads and monadic functors is especially
desirable when working with ∞-categories:
The coherence data that exhibit an endofunctor of X as a monad are quite
complicated, where the property of a functor of being monadic is quite easy to
check by the famous theorem of Barr-Beck.
Given a∞-category X we have an analogous monoidal∞-category Fun(X,X)
of endofunctors of X and define monads as in the 1-categorical definition as
objects of the ∞-category Alg(Fun(X,X)) of associative algebras in Fun(X,X).
Denote Cat∞ the ∞-category of small ∞-categories.
We form the ∞-category (Cat∞)/X of functors with target X and its full
subcategory ((Cat∞)/X)
R of right adjoint functors with target X and construct
a localization
((Cat∞)/X)
R ⇄ Alg(Fun(X,X))op
with local objects the monadic functors with target X (theorem 5.1).
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The left adjoint sends a functor g ∶ Y → X with left adjoint f ∶ X → Y to
its associated monad g ○ f and the right adjoint sends a monad on X to its
∞-category of algebras.
So the localization restricts to an equivalence
((Cat∞)/X)
mon ⇄ Alg(Fun(X,X))op,
where ((Cat∞)/X)
mon ⊂ (Cat∞)/X denotes the full subcategory spanned by the
monadic functors with target X.
This result is expected by Lurie [1] remark 4.7.4.8.
Moreover we prove a global version:
We form the arrow-category Fun(∆1,Cat∞) and its full subcategories
Fun(∆1,Cat∞)
mon ⊂ Fun(∆1,Cat∞)R of monadic functors respectively right
adjoint functors and show that the full subcategory
Fun(∆1,Cat∞)
mon ⊂ Fun(∆1,Cat∞)R
is a localization.
Having this correspondence between monads and monadic functors we study
how structure on a monad corresponds to structure on its ∞-category of alge-
bras.
To make this precise we use the notion of categorical pattern (def. in [1],
Def. B.0.19.):
Structure on a ∞-category X is typically given by a ∞-category S equipped
with some object s ∈ S and a ∞-category over S satisfying some properties such
that X is the fiber at s.
For example is a symmetric monoidal structure on a ∞-category X encoded
by a cocartesian fibration X⊗ → Fin∗ satisfying a segal condition and such that
X is the fiber at ⟨1⟩ ∈ Fin∗, where Fin∗ denotes the category of pointed finite
sets. Such a datum can elegantly be desribed using categorical pattern:
Slightly simplified a categorical pattern P on a ∞-category S consists of
a subcategory E of S and a family (K◁j → S)j∈J of functors that send every
morphism to one of E.
We call a functor φ ∶ B → S fibered with respect to P if the following
conditions hold:
• For every morphism f ∶ s → t of E and every b ∈ B lying over s there
is a φ-cocartesian lift of f. This implies that for every j ∈ J the pullback
K▷j ×S B → K
◁
j is a cocartesian fibration classifying a functor H ∶ K
◁
j →
Cat∞.
• The functor H is a limit diagram.
• For every cocartesian section α of K▷j ×S B→ K
◁
j the composition K
▷
j
α
Ð→
K▷j ×S B→ B is a φ-limit diagram.
Given P-fibered objects φ ∶ B → S, φ′ ∶ B′ → S we call a functor B → B′
over S a map of P-fibered objects if it sends φ-cocartesian morphisms lying over
morphisms of E to φ′-cocartesian morphisms.
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Categorial pattern turn out to be very useful as virtually all ”algebraic”
structures on ∞-categories are P-fibered objects for some categorial pattern P:
For example symmetric monoidal∞-categories and∞-operads are P-fibered
objects for categorial pattern on Fin∗ or monoidal∞-categories, planar operads
and double ∞-categories are P-fibered objects for categorial pattern on ∆op.
Let P be a categorial pattern on a ∞-category S denote CatP∞ ⊂ Cat∞/S the
subcategory of P-fibered objects and maps of those.
Given P-fibered objects X → S,Y → S denote Fun(X,Y)P ⊂ FunS(X,Y)
the full subcategory spanned by the functors X → Y over S that are maps of
P-fibered objects and (CatP∞/X)
R ⊂ CatP∞/X the full subcategory spanned by the
maps of P-fibered objects Y → X that admit a left adjoint relative to S that is
a map of P-fibered objects.
We construct a localization
(CatP∞/X)
R ⇄ Alg(Fun(X,X)P)op
with local objects the maps of P-fibered objects Y → X that induce for every
P-fibered object Z → S a monadic functor Fun(Z,Y)P → Fun(Z,X)P (theorem
5.1).
We interprete this by saying that structure on a monad corresponds to struc-
ture on its ∞-category of algebras.
Combined with theorem 6.8 this refined localization result specializes to
the following situations and generalizes theorems about hopf monads on tensor
categories like theorem 7.1. of [3] from 1-categories to ∞-categories:
Let T be a monad on a ∞-category C.
1. Assume that C carries the structure of an ∞-operad.
Then T lifts to a map of ∞-operads such that the unit and multiplication
of T are natural transformations of ∞-operads if and only if the forgetful
functor LModT(C) → C and its left adjoint lift to maps of ∞-operads.
2. Assume that C carries the structure of a symmetric monoidal ∞-category.
Then T lifts to an oplax symmetric monoidal functor such that the unit
and multiplication of T are oplax symmetric monoidal natural transfor-
mations (such a T is called a commutative Hopf-monad or symmetric
opmonoidal monad) if and only if the forgetful functor LModT(C) → C
lifts to a symmetric monoidal functor.
This result generalizes theorem 7.1. of [3] from 1-categories to∞-categories.
3. Assume that C carries the structure of a left module over a monoidal
∞-category V.
Then T lifts to an oplax V-linear functor such that the unit and multipli-
cation of T are oplax V-linear natural transformations if and only if the
forgetful functor LModT(C) → C lifts to a V-linear functor.
4. Assume that C carries the structure of a symmetric monoidal ∞-category
and admits geometric realizations that are preserved by the tensorproduct
of C in each component.
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Then T preserves geometric realizations and lifts to a lax symmetric
monoidal functor such that the unit and multiplication of T are lax sym-
metric monoidal natural transformations if and only if the free functor
C→ LModT(C) lifts to a symmetric monoidal functor and LModT(C) ad-
mits geometric realizations that are preserved by the forgetful functor and
the tensorproduct in each component.
Moreover if C admits small colimits that are preserved by the tensorprod-
uct in each component, then the same holds for LModT(C).
5. Assume that C is a presentable symmetric monoidal closed ∞-category
and T preserves geometric realizations, is an acessible functor and lifts to
a lax symmetric monoidal functor such that the unit and multiplication
of T are lax symmetric monoidal natural transformations.
Then LModT(C) is a presentable symmetric monoidal closed ∞-category
and the free functor C → LModT(C) lifts to a symmetric monoidal functor.
6. Assume that C is a presentable closed left module over a presentable
monoidal closed category V such that T lifts to a lax V-linear functor
and the unit and multiplication of T are lax V-linear natural transforma-
tions and T is an accessible functor and preserves geometric realizations,
then LModT(C) is a presentable closed left module over V and the free
functor C → LModT(C) lifts to a V-linear functor.
Let D be a monoidal ∞-category and A an associative algebra of D.
Then the functor T ∶= A⊗− ∶D →D that tensors with A is naturally a monad
on D and we have a canonical equivalence LModA(D) ≃ LModT(D) between
the ∞-category of left modules in D over A and the ∞-category of T-algebras.
This implies the following results:
1. Let D be a Ek+1-monoidal ∞-category for some natural k and A a bial-
gebra, i.e. an associative algebra in the monoidal ∞-category of Ek-
coalgebras of D. Then the ∞-category LModA(D) is a Ek-monoidal ∞-
category and the forgetful functor LModA(D) →D is a Ek-monoidal func-
tor.
2. Let D be an associative monoid in the ∞-category of Ek-operads for some
natural k and A a Ek+1-algebra of D.
Then the ∞-category LModA(D) carries the structure of a Ek-operad and
the forgetful functor LModA(D) → D and its left adjoint are maps of
Ek-operads.
If D is additionally a Ek-monoidal ∞-category that admits geometric
realizations that are preserved by the Ek-monoidal structure and the
functor A ⊗ − ∶ D → D induced by the associative monoid structure on
the Ek-monoidal ∞-category D, then the ∞-category LModA(D) is a
Ek-monoidal ∞-category and the free functor D → LModA(D) is a Ek-
monoidal functor.
Moreover if D admits small colimits that are preserved by the Ek-monoidal
structure, then the same holds for LModA(D).
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The ∞-category Cat∞ of small ∞-categories is naturally a (∞,2)-category,
i.e. a ∞-category enriched over small ∞-categories.
Given two ∞-categories C,D the enrichment is given by the ∞-category of
functors Fun(C,D).
Other examples of (∞,2)-categories are Cat∞/S for every small ∞-category
S or CatP∞ for every categorial pattern P on S.
To treat all localization results the same time we work with general (∞,2)-
categories.
(∞,2)-categories are the natural setting, where one can define monads, ad-
junctions and monadicity:
Given a (∞,2)-category C and an object X of C one can form the∞-category
[X,X] of endomorphisms in C, which is equipped with a natural monoidal struc-
ture given by composition of endomorphisms.
Similar to the case of categories we define a monad on X to be an associative
algebra in [X,X].
We say that a morphism g ∶ Y → X in C is left adjoint to a morphism f ∶ X→ Y
in C if the pair (f,g) satisfies the triangular identities in C or equivalently in the
homotopy bicategory of C (that arises by taking the homotopy category of each
morphism category).
Moreover we call g ∶ Y → X monadic if it admits a left adjoint morphism and
yields for every Z ∈ C a monadic functor [Z,Y]→ [Z,X] on morphism categories.
We show that every right adjoint morphism g ∶ Y → X in C with left adjoint
f ∶ X→ Y gives rise to a monad g ○ f on X (proposition 3.6).
On the other hand given a monad T on X which is the associated monad of
a morphism ψ ∶ Y → X we call ψ an Eilenberg-Moore object of T.
Eilenberg-Moore objects don’t have to exist in general but if they exist,
they are unique. We show that Eilenberg-Moore objects exist in many (∞,2)-
categories (theorem 4.16):
Given a small ∞-category S and a categorial pattern P on S we show that
every monad in the (∞,2)-categories Cat∞/S and Cat
P
∞ admits an Eilenberg-
Moore object.
For Cat∞ the Eilenberg-Moore object of a monad T on a ∞-category X is
given by the usual∞-category LModT(X) of T-algebras also known as Eilenberg-
Moore category, from which the name comes.
For Cat∞/S and Cat
P
∞ the Eilenberg-Moore object of a monad T induces on
the fiber over every s ∈ S the ∞-category LModTs(Xs) of algebras in the fiber
Xs over the induced monad Ts on the fiber over s.
With this terminology we can formulate our main theorem 5.1, from which
we deduce all localization results:
Let C be a (∞,2)-category and X an object of C.
Assume that every monad on X admits an Eilenberg-Moore object in C.
There is a localization
End ∶ (C/X)
R → Alg([X,X])op ∶ Alg
between the ∞-category of right adjoint morphisms with target X and the ∞-
category of monads on X.
The functor End sends a morphism g ∶ Y → X with left adjoint f ∶ X → Y
to its associated monad g ○ f and the right adjoint Alg associates the Eilenberg-
Moore object to a monad.
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Moreover the local objects of this localization are exactly the monadic mor-
phisms in C with target X.
So restricting the functor End to the full subcategory (C/X)
mon ⊂ (C/X)R
spanned by the monadic morphisms we obtain an equivalence End ∶ (C/X)
mon ≃
Alg([X,X])op.
For C = Cat∞ we obtain the localization
((Cat∞)/X)
R ⇄ Alg(Fun(X,X))op
and for C = CatP∞ we obtain the refined localization
(CatP∞/X)
R ⇄ Alg(Fun(X,X)P)op.
Moreover we have the dual notions of comonadic morphism and co-Eilenberg-
Moore object, for which we get dual statements applying our statements to
the (∞,2)-category Cop that arises from a (∞,2)-category C by reversing all
2-morphisms.
1.1 Notation and Terminologie
Fix your preferred model of ∞-categories.
By category we always mean ∞-category, by 2-category we mean (∞,2)-
category and by operad we mean ∞-operad.
We describe∞-operads and (∞,2)-categories purely in terms of∞-categories,
where we take Lurie’s definitions found in [1] 2.1.1.10. and 4.2.1.28. but in-
terprete them derived or homotopy-invariant (see for example the notion of
(locally) cocartesian fibration in the next subsection).
Given a strongly inaccessible cardinal κ by saying κ-small we mean essen-
tially κ-small.
Given a κ-small category C denote Ho(C) its homotopy category.
Given a strongly inaccessible cardinal κ denote Cat∞(κ) the category of
κ−small categories and S(κ) the full subcategory of Cat∞(κ) spanned by the
κ−small spaces.
S(κ) and Cat∞(κ) admit all κ-small limits and colmits.
Given two κ-small categories C,D denote Fun(C,D) the category of functors
C →D being the internal hom of Ho(Cat∞(κ)).
Given a κ-small category and objects X,Y ∈ C we write C(X,Y) for the
space of morphisms X→ Y in C that can be defined as C(X,Y) ∶= {(X,Y)}×C×C
Fun(∆1,C).
Moreover we have a natural equivalence
Cat∞(κ)(B × C,D) ≃ Cat∞(κ)(B,Fun(C,D))
for B,C,D ∈ Cat∞(κ).
Given a κ-small category containing a morphism ι ∶ X → Y, we call X a
subobject of Y if ι ∶ X → Y is a monomorphism, i.e. for every Z ∈ C induces a
fully faithful map C(Z,X) → C(Z,Y).
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If ι is clear from the context, we also write X ⊂ Y to indicate that X is a
subobject of Y via ι.
We often use this notion in the cases of a morphism of κ-small categories
and κ-small operads, where we also use the term subcategory and suboperad.
Remark that monomorphisms are stable under pullback and thus are pre-
served by pullback preserving functors.
(locally) (co)cartesian morphisms and fibrations
Let φ ∶ C →D be a functor. We call a morphism f ∶ X→ Y in C φ-cocartesian if
the commutative square
C(Y,Z)

// C(X,Z)

D(φ(Y), φ(Z)) // D(φ(X), φ(Z))
is a pullback square of spaces.
By the pasting law for pullbacks the following statements follow immediately
from the definition:
1. Let f ∶ X→ Y and g ∶ Y → Z be morphisms of C.
Assume that f is φ-cocartesian.
Then g is φ-cocartesian if and only if g ○ f is φ-cocartesian.
2. Let ψ ∶ D′ → D be a functor and φ′ ∶ C′ → D′ the pullback of φ ∶ C → D
along ψ.
Let f ∶ X→ Y be a morphism of C′, whose image in C is φ-cocartesian.
Then f ∶ X→ Y is φ′-cocartesian.
3. Let ϕ ∶D→ E be a functor and f ∶ X→ Y a morphism of C such that φ(f)
is ϕ-cocartesian.
Then f is φ-cocartesian if and only if f is ϕ ○ φ-cocartesian.
We call a morphism f ∶ X→ Y in C locally φ-cocartesian if one of the following
equivalent conditions holds:
1. f ∶ X → Y is φ′-cocartesian, where φ′ denotes the pullback ∆1 ×D C → ∆
1
of φ along φ(f).
2. f ∶ X→ Y is a final object of the category {φ(f)} ×Dφ(X)/ CX/.
3. For every Z ∈ C lying over the object φ(Y) composition with f ∶ X→ Y
{id} ×D(φ(Y),φ(Y)) C(Y,Z) → {φ(f)} ×D(φ(X),φ(Y)) C(X,Z)
is an equivalence.
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The following statements follow immediately from the definition:
Every φ-cocartesian morphism is locally φ-cocartesian.
Let ψ ∶D′ →D be a functor and φ′ ∶ C′ →D′ the pullback of φ ∶ C→D along
ψ. Let f ∶ X→ Y be a morphism of C′.
Then f ∶ X → Y is locally φ′-cocartesian if and only if the image of f in C is
locally φ-cocartesian.
We call a functor φ ∶ C → ∆1 a cocartesian fibration if for every object X of
C lying over 0 there is a φ-cocartesian morphism X → Y in C such that Y lies
over 1.
We call a functor φ ∶ C → D a locally cocartesian fibration if the pullback
∆1 ×D C →∆
1 along every morphism of D is a cocartesian fibration.
We call a functor φ ∶ C→D a cocartesian fibration if it is a locally cocartesian
fibration and every locally φ-cocartesian morphism is φ-cocartesian.
We call a functor C → D a left fibration if it is a cocartesian fibration and
all its fibers over objects of D are spaces.
Dually, we define (locally) cartesian morphisms, (locally) cartesian fibrations
and right fibrations.
Given a strongly inaccessible cardinal κ denote
• Cat
L
∞(κ) and Cat
R
∞(κ) the wide subcategories of Cat∞(κ) with morphisms
the left adjoint respectively right adjoint functors
• Op∞(κ) the category of κ−small operads
• L(κ) and R(κ) the full subcategories of Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)) spanned by
the left respectively right fibrations
• Cocart(κ),Cart(κ) and Bicart(κ) the subcategories of
Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)) with objects the cocartesian fibrations, cartesian fi-
brations respectively bicartesian fibrations and morphisms the squares of
κ−small categories, whose top functor preserves cocartesian, cartesian,
respectively both cocartesian and cartesian morphisms
• U(κ) the full subcategory of R(κ) spanned by the representable right
fibrations.
Remark 1.1. The evaluation at the target functor Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)) →
Cat∞(κ) is a cartesian fibration as Cat∞(κ) admits pullbacks.
As left, right, cocartesian, cartesian and bicartesian fibrations and their
morphisms (over a fixed category) are stable under pullback, the restric-
tions L(κ)→ Cat∞(κ),R(κ)→ Cat∞(κ),Cocart(κ) → Cat∞(κ),Cart(κ)→
Cat∞(κ) and Bicart(κ)→ Cat∞(κ) of the evaluation at the target functor
are cartesian fibrations.
Given a κ-small category C we usually denote the corresponding fibers by
LC(κ),RC(κ),Cat
cocart
∞/C (κ),Cat
cart
∞/C(κ) respectively Cat
bicart
∞/C (κ).
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By proposition 7.3 the restriction U(κ) → Cat∞(κ) of the evaluation at
the target functor Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ))→ Cat∞(κ) to U(κ) is a cocartesian
fibration and classifies the identity of Cat∞(κ).
Given a κ-small category C denote Pκ(C) = Fun(Cop,S(κ)) the category of
presheaves on C.
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1.3 Overview
In section 2. we study parametrized categories of sections what are a basic tool
for fibering categorical constructions.
In higher category theory functor-categories and more generally categories
of section play a prominent role as (homotopy coherent) structure and relations
are usually encoded by diagrams.
When working with higher categories it can be very tricky to make assign-
ments functorial or maps natural as one has to introduce structure that exhibits
assignments functorial or maps natural.
To avoid this problem we always work with categories relative to a base
category when we do category theory.
Doing this consequently we always get fibered or parametrized constructions
from which we get the desired structure that makes assignments functorial and
maps natural.
For these reasons parametrized categories of sections are very important for
us.
Based on parametrized categories of sections we define parametrized cate-
gories of algebras over a family of operads and parametrized categories of left
modules over a parametrized associative algebra in the evident way.
As in the absolute case we define parametrized categories of algebras over a
parametrized monad as parametrized left modules over it.
In section 3. we give the basic definitions and constructions of 2-categories,
where we define 2-categories as categories enriched over categories.
So our theory of 2-categories is a special case of the theory of categories
enriched over a monoidal category, where we take Lurie’s model of enriched
categories found in [1] 4.2.1.28. (but interprete it derived).
Slightly more general we work with categories (lax) enriched over a repre-
sentable planar operad V and families of such.
In section 3. and the appendix we show that many familiar constructions of
the theory of enriched categories generalize to our setting.
Especially we endow the object of endomorphisms [X,X] of an object X
in a V-enriched category M with the structure of an associative algebra in V
(using Lurie’s theory of endomorphism objects based on enriched strings in
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combination with the enveloping LM⊗-monoidal category) and show that for
every Y ∈M the associative algebra [X,X] acts on [Y,X] from the left.
Applying this result to 2-categories, i.e. V ∶= Cat∞(κ) we can define left
actions of a monad on X, i.e. an associative algebra in [X,X], on an object ψ
in [Y,X].
If ψ is endowed with a left-module structure over T that exhibits T as the
endomorphism object of ψ, we call T the associated monad to ψ and call ψ
the Eilenberg-Moore object of T, which we think of as an internalization of the
Eilenberg-Moore category of T-algebras.
We show in proposition 3.6 that every right adjoint morphism of a 2-category
admits an associated monad, whereas not every monad of a general 2-category
admits an Eilenberg-Moore object. But if the Eilenberg-Moore object exists, it
is unique.
In section 4. we study Eilenberg-Moore objects of a monad in a 2-category
systematically and show that for every categorical pattern P on a category S
(def. in [1], Def. B.0.19.) the subcategory of Cat∞/S of P-fibered objects admits
Eilenberg-Moore objects and co-Eilenberg-Moore objects (for every (co)monad)
that are preserved by the subcategory inclusion to Cat∞/S (theorem 4.16).
In section 5. we prove the main localization results:
We write Alg([X,X])rep for the full subcategory of Alg([X,X]) spanned by
the monads that admit an Eilenberg-Moore object and (C/X)
rep ⊂ (C/X)R for
the full subcategory spanned by the morphisms over X, whose associated monad
admits an Eilenberg-Moore object.
So End ∶ (C/X)
R → Alg([X,X])op restricts to a functor End ∶ (C/X)
rep →
(Alg([X,X])rep)op.
We show that End ∶ (C/X)
rep → (Alg([X,X])rep)op admits a fully faithful
right adjoint Alg, whose essential image are the monadic morphisms over X
(theorem 5.1).
Especially every monad admits at most one Eilenberg-Moore object and the
functor End restricts to an equivalence (C/X)
mon → (Alg([X,X])rep)op inverse
to the functor Alg that associates the Eilenberg-Moore object to a monad if it
exists.
Especially the full subcategory (C/X)
mon ⊂ (C/X)rep is a localization.
So if all monads on X admit an Eilenberg-Moore object, we get a localization
End ∶ (C/X)
R ⇄ Alg([X,X])op ≃ (C/X)
mon ∶ Alg.
More coherently we construct for every cocartesian S-family C → S of (∞,2)-
categories for some ∞-category S and every cocartesian section X of C → S a
localization End ∶ (C/S
/X
)rep ⇄ (Alg/S([X,X]/S)rep)rev relative to S with essential
image (C/S
/X
)mon (theorem 5.1) that induces on every fiber the former localiza-
tion.
Denote Cat∞ the ∞-category of small ∞-categories.
We are especially interested in cocartesian S-families of (∞,2)-categories that
are given by a subcategory C of the pullback S ×Cat∞ Fun(∆
1,Cat∞) of the
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evaluation at the target functor Fun(∆1,Cat∞) → Cat∞ along a functor S →
Cat∞, i.e. for S contractible by a subcategory of Cat∞/B for some ∞-category
B.
In this case we construct another localization
End ∶ (C/S
/X
)rep ⇄ (Alg/S
op
([X,X]/S
op
)rep)op
relative to S that induces on every fiber the first localization of theorem 5.4,
where we don’t need to assume the section X to be cocartesian (5.5).
In this case the localization relative to S is not between cocartesian fibrations
over S anymore, which makes it hard to generalize it to arbitrary S-families of
(∞,2)-categories.
Having this more flexible localization relative to S we are able to show that
for every subcategory C of Cat∞/B for some ∞-category B the full subcategory
Fun(∆1,C)mon ⊂ Fun(∆1,C)rep
is a localization relative to C (corollary 5.6) by taking the constant C-family
with value C and its diagonal section, where Fun(∆1,C)mon ⊂ Fun(∆1,C)rep ⊂
Fun(∆1,C) denote the full subcategories spanned by the monadic morphisms
respectively those morphism Y → X, whose associated monad on X admits
an Eilenberg-Moore object in C that is preserved by the subcategory inclusion
C/X ⊂ (Cat∞/B)/X.
From this result applied to the ∞-category Fun(Cop,Cat∞) and theorem 5.1
we deduce that for every (∞,2)-category C the full subcategory Fun(∆1,C)mon ⊂
Fun(∆1,C)rep is a localization relative to C (theorem 5.9) generalizing corollary
5.6.
To derive the general result from the special result for Fun(Cop,Cat∞) we
use that the functor θ ∶ C → Fun(Cop,Cat∞) that sends an object X of C to
the functor [−,X] ∶ Cop → Cat∞ induces a right inverse functor C → θ(C) to its
essential image (remark 5.8).
Moreover we show in theorem 5.9 that the localization Fun(∆1,C)mon ⊂
Fun(∆1,C)rep relative to C can be enhanced to a localization of (∞,2)-categories
relative to C if C is cotensored over Cat∞.
So if C is a (∞,2)-category that admits Eilenberg-Moore objects, we obtain
a localization Fun(∆1,C)mon ⊂ Fun(∆1,C)R relative to C that can be enhanced
to a localization of (∞,2)-categories relative to C if C is cotensored over Cat∞.
If C is a subcategory of Cat∞/B for some ∞-category B and X ∈ C, we give a
more explicite description of the adjunction End ∶ (C/X)
rep ⇄ (Alg([X,X])rep)op ∶
Alg.
We show in theorem 5.4 that Alg is the restriction of the functor
Alg(FunB(X,X))
op → ((Cat∞/B)/X)
R ⊂ Cat∞/X
classified by the map LMod/B(X)→ X×Alg(FunB(X,X)) of cartesian fibrations
over Alg(FunB(X,X)), where we use the theory of ∞-categories of left modules
relative to B developed in section 2.3.
Let C be a (∞,2)-category and ψ ∶ Y → X an Eilenberg-Moore object for
some monad T on some object X of C.
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In section 6. we study when the existence of kan-extensions for a given object
X of a 2-category C implies the existence of kan-extensions for the Eilenberg-
Moore object of a given monad T on X if it exists (proposition 6.3 and corollary
6.6).
Here we work in a purely 2-categorical setting and derive all our results only
from the universal property of the Eilenberg-Moore object.
We abstract the following definitions from category theory that make sense
in every 2-category:
Let C be a 2-category, X an object of C and ϕ ∶ A→ B a morphism of C.
Let H ∶ A → X and H′ ∶ B → X be morphisms of C and α ∶ H → H′ ○ ϕ a
2-morphism of C.
We say that α exhibits H′ as the left kan-extension of H along ϕ and write
lanϕ(H) for H′ if the canonical map [B,X](H′,G) → [A,X](H′ ○ ϕ,G ○ ϕ) →
[A,X](H,G ○ϕ) is an equivalence. Dually we define right kan-extensions.
Let ϕ ∶ A→ B be a functor.
We say that X is compatible with left kan-extensions along ϕ if for every
object Y of C the category [Y,X] admits left kan-extensions along ϕ and for
every morphism β ∶ Z → Y of C the functor [β,X] ∶ [Y,X] → [Z,X] preserves
left kan-extensions along ϕ.
Dually we say that X is compatible with right kan-extensions along ϕ if for
every object Y of C the category [Y,X] admits right kan-extensions along ϕ and
for every morphism β ∶ Z→ Y of C the functor [β,X] ∶ [Y,X] → [Z,X] preserves
right kan-extensions along ϕ.
Let X,X′ be objects of C that are compatible with left kan-extensions along
ϕ ∶ A→ B.
We say that a morphism θ ∶ X → X′ of C is compatible with left kan-
extensions along ϕ if for every object Y of C the functor [Y, θ] ∶ [Y,X] → [Y,X′]
preserves left kan-extensions along ϕ and dually for right kan-extensions.
With these notions we prove the following:
Let ϕ ∶ A→ B be a morphism of C.
If X admits left kan-extensions along ϕ and T ∶ X → X preserves left kan-
extensions along ϕ, then Y admits left kan-extensions along ϕ that are preserved
and reflected by ψ ∶ Y → X.
If X admits right kan-extensions along ϕ, then Y admits right kan-extensions
along ϕ that are preserved and reflected by ψ ∶ Y → X.
If X is compatible with left kan-extensions along ϕ and T ∶ X → X is com-
patible with left kan-extensions along ϕ, then Y is compatible with left kan-
extensions along ϕ and ψ ∶ Y → X is compatible with left kan-extensions along
ϕ.
If X is compatible with right kan-extensions along ϕ, then Y is compatible
with right kan-extensions along ϕ and ψ ∶ Y → X is compatible with right kan-
extensions along ϕ.
Let C be a Ek-monoidal category for some natural k and T a monad on C
such that T is a lax Ek-monoidal functor and the unit and multiplication of T
are lax Ek-monoidal natural transformations.
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From the results about kan-extensions combined with theorem 4.16 and
proposition 6.8 we are able to construct a Ek-monoidal structure on LModT(C)
with the property that not the forgetful functor LModT(C) → C but the free
functor C → LModT(C) lifts to a Ek-monoidal functor provided that C admits
geometric realizations that are preserved by T and the tensorproduct in each
component.
This allows us to construct a Ek-monoidal structure on the category
LModA(D) of left modules in a Ek+1-monoidal category D over an Ek+1-
algebra A provided that D admits geometric realizations that are preserved
by the monad T ∶= A ⊗ − ∶ D → D and the tensorproduct of the underlying
Ek-monoidal category in each component.
The Ek+1-algebra A corresponds to an associative algebra in the category
of Ek-algebras and thus the functor T ∶= A ⊗ − ∶ D → D does not only define a
monad but a monad such that T is a lax Ek-monoidal functor and the unit and
multiplication of T are lax Ek-monoidal natural transformations.
So by our result we obtain a symmetric monoidal structure on LModA(D) ≃
LModT(D) such that the free functor D → LModA(D) is symmetric monoidal,
which is the expected symmetric monoidal structure.
Similar results have been proven by Lurie in 4.8.5.20., 5.1.2.6. [1] but with
very different methods.
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2 Parametrized categories of sections
2.1 Parametrized categories of sections
In the first section we study parametrized versions of categories of sections,
from which we define parametrized versions of categories of algebras and left
modules.
Those will serve us as a tool to make constructions involving categories of
algebras and modules natural or functorial.
A functor ψ ∶ T → S between κ-small categories gives rise to an adjunction
ψ∗ ∶ Cat∞(κ)/T ⇄ Cat∞(κ)/S ∶ ψ
∗ = T ×S −.
Being a right adjoint functor T ×S − ∶ Cat∞(κ)/S Ð→ Cat∞(κ)/T preserves
finite products and so endows Cat∞(κ)/T with a canonical left module structure
over Cat∞(κ)/S.
Let φ ∶ C → T be a κ-small category over T.
The functor ξ ∶ Cat∞(κ)/S
T×S−
ÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ)/T
C×T−
ÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ)/T is equivalent
to the composition Cat∞(κ)/S
C×S−
ÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ)/C
φ∗
Ð→ Cat∞(κ)/T.
Hence ξ admits a right adjoint if (and only if) the functor C×S− ∶ Cat∞(κ)/S →
Cat∞(κ)/C does.
We call a functor γ ∶ C → S flat or say that γ exhibits C as flat over S if the
functor C ×S − ∶ Cat∞(κ)/S → Cat∞(κ)/C admits a right adjoint or equivalently
by the adjoint functor theorem applied to the presentable category Cat∞(κ)/S
if C ×S − preserves κ-small colimits.
Remark 2.1. It follows immediately from the definition that flat functors are
closed under composition.
Moreover the opposite functor and the pullback of a flat functor C → S along
any functor α ∶ S′ → S are flat as we have commutative diagrams
Cat∞(κ)/Sop
≃ op

// Cat∞(κ)/Cop
≃ op

Cat∞(κ)/S // Cat∞(κ)/C
and
Cat∞(κ)/S′
α∗

// Cat∞(κ)C′
α′∗

Cat∞(κ)/S // Cat∞(κ)/C
with α′ ∶ C′ ∶= S′ ×S C → S′ the canonical functor, where α∗, α′∗ preserve and
reflect κ-small colimits.
Moreover a functor is a cocartesian fibration if and only if it is a locally
cocartesian fibration and flat functor and dually a functor is a cartesian fibration
if and only if it is a locally cartesian fibration and flat functor.
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So if the functor C → S is flat, ξ admits a right adjoint Fun
/S
T (C,−) ∶
Cat∞(κ)/T → Cat∞(κ)/S.
Denote Cat∞(κ)
flat/S
/T
⊂ Cat∞(κ)/T the full subcategory spanned by the cat-
egories over T that are flat over S.
The left action functor Cat∞(κ)/S×Cat∞(κ)/T → Cat∞(κ)/T yields a functor
(Cat∞(κ)/S)
op × (Cat∞(κ)/T)
op → (Cat∞(κ)/T)
op ⊂ Fun(Cat∞(κ)/T,S(κ))
adjoint to a functor (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op × (Cat∞(κ)/T)
op × Cat∞(κ)/T → S(κ) ad-
joint to a functor (Cat∞(κ)/T)
op ×Cat∞(κ)/T → Fun((Cat∞(κ)/S)
op,S(κ)) that
restricts to a functor Fun
/S
T (−,−) ∶ (Cat∞(κ)
flat/S
/T
)op × Cat∞(κ)/T → Cat∞(κ)/S.
So we get a canonical equivalence
Cat∞(κ)/S(B,Fun
/S
T (C,D)) ≃ Cat∞(κ)/T(B ×S C,D)
natural in κ-small categories C,D over T with C flat over S and a κ-small
category B over S.
Remark 2.2.
1. We have a canonical equivalence
FunS(B,Fun
/S
T (C,D)) ≃ FunT(B ×S C,D)
natural in κ-small categories C,D over T with C flat over S and a κ-small
category B over S represented by the canonical equivalence
Cat∞(κ)(K,FunS(B,Fun
/S
T (C,D))) ≃ Cat∞(κ)/S(K ×B,Fun
/S
T (C,D)) ≃
Cat∞(κ)/T((K ×B) ×S C,D) ≃ Cat∞(κ)/T(K × (B ×S C),D) ≃
Cat∞(κ)(K,FunT(B ×S C,D))
natural in κ-small categories C,D over T with C flat over S, a κ-small
category B over S and a κ-small category K.
2. Let T→ S,S → R,B→ S,C → T,D → T be functors.
Generalizing 1. we have a canonical equivalence
Fun
/R
S
(B,Fun/S
T
(C,D)) ≃ Fun/R
T
(B ×S C,D)
over R represented by the canonical equivalence
FunR(K,Fun
/R
S (B,Fun
/S
T (C,D))) ≃ FunS(K ×R B,Fun
/S
T (C,D)) ≃
FunT(K ×R B ×S C,D) ≃ FunR(K,Fun
/R
T (B ×S C,D))
natural in a κ-small category K over R.
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3. We have a canonical equivalence
Fun
/S
T (C,D)
op ≃ Fun/S
op
Top (C
op,Dop)
over Sop natural in κ-small categories C,D over T with C flat over S
represented by the canonical equivalence
Cat∞(κ)/Sop(B,Fun
/S
T (C,D)
op) ≃ Cat∞(κ)/S(B
op,Fun
/S
T (C,D)) ≃
Cat∞(κ)/T(B
op ×S C,D) ≃ Cat∞(κ)/Top(B ×Sop C
op,Dop) ≃
Cat∞(κ)/Sop(B,Fun
/Sop
Top (C
op,Dop))
natural in κ-small categories C,D over T with C flat over S and a κ-small
category B over Sop.
4. Let S′ → S be a functor of κ-small categories. Set T′ ∶= S′ ×S T.
There is a canonical equivalence
S′ ×S Fun
/S
T (C,D) ≃ Fun
/S′
T′ (S
′ ×S C,S
′ ×S D)
of categories over S′ represented by the canonical equivalence
FunS′(K,S
′ ×S Fun
/S
T (C,D)) ≃ FunS(K,Fun
/S
T (C,D)) ≃ FunT(C ×S K,D)
≃ FunT′(C ×S K,T′ ×T D) ≃ FunT′((S′ ×S C) ×S′ K,S′ ×S D)
≃ FunS′(K,Fun
/S′
T′ (S
′ ×S C,S
′ ×S D))
natural in a κ-small category K over S′.
Especially for every object s of S we have a canonical equivalence
Fun
/S
T
(C,D)s ≃ FunTs(Cs,Ds).
So if S is contractible, we have Fun
/S
T (C,D) ≃ FunT(C,D).
5. If ψ ∶ T → S is the identity, we write MapS(C,D) for Fun
/S
T (C,D) and
have a canonical equivalence
S′ ×SMapS(C,D) ≃MapS′(S
′ ×S C,S
′ ×S D)
of categories over S′ and for every object s of S a canonical equivalence
MapS(C,D)s ≃ Fun(Cs,Ds).
6. We have a canonical equivalence
Fun
/S
T (C,D) ≃ S ×MapS(C,T) MapS(C,D)
over S represented by the canonical equivalence
FunS(K,Fun
/S
T (C,D)) ≃ FunT(K ×S C,D) ≃
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{φ∗(K ×S C)} ×Fun(K×SC,T) Fun(K ×S C,D) ≃
{φ∗(K ×S C)} ×FunS(K×SC,T) FunS(K ×S C,D) ≃
{φ∗(K ×S C)} ×FunS(K,MapS(C,T)) FunS(K,MapS(C,D))
≃ FunS(K,S ×MapS(C,T) MapS(C,D))
natural in a κ-small category K over S.
7. Let E→ T,T→ S be functors and C → E,D → E functors over T.
We have a canonical equivalence
S ×
Fun
/S
T
(C,E)
Fun
/S
T (C,D) ≃ Fun
/S
E
(C,D)
over S given by the composition
S ×
Fun
/S
T
(C,E)
Fun
/S
T (C,D) ≃ S ×MapS(C,E) MapS(C,D) ≃ Fun
/S
E
(C,D)
of canonical equivalences over S.
More generally given a functor B→ Fun
/S
T (C,E) over S we have a canonical
equivalence
B ×
Fun
/S
T
(C,E)
Fun
/S
T
(C,D) ≃ Fun/B
B×SE
(B ×S C,B ×S D)
over B given by the composition
B ×
Fun
/S
T
(C,E)
Fun
/S
T (C,D) ≃ B ×(B×SFun/ST (C,E))
(B ×S Fun
/S
T (C,D)) ≃
B×
Fun
/B
B×ST
(B×SC,B×SE)
Fun
/B
B×ST
(B×SC,B×SD) ≃ Fun
/B
B×SE
(B×SC,B×SD)
of canonical equivalences over B.
8. Given functors C → T′,T′ → T,T → S,D → T we have a canonical equiva-
lence
Fun
/S
T (C,D) ≃ Fun
/S
T′(C,T
′ ×TD)
over S represented by the canonical equivalence
FunS(K,Fun
/S
T (C,D)) ≃ FunT(K ×S C,D) ≃
FunT′(K ×S C,T
′ ×T D) ≃ FunS(K,Fun
/S
T′(C,T
′ ×T D))
natural in a κ-small category K over S.
Remark 2.3. Let κ be a strongly inaccessible cardinal, R,S,T be κ-small cate-
gories and T → S,R → S and X→ T ×S R be functors.
Let B be a κ-small category over T and D be a κ-small category over R.
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1. Assume that the functors B→ S and D → R are flat.
There is a canonical equivalence
MapR(D,Fun
/R
R×ST
(R ×S B,X)) ≃ Fun
/R
R×ST
(R ×S B,MapR×ST(T ×S D,X))
of categories over R represented by the following canonical equivalence
natural in a κ-small category K over R, where we set Z ∶= Fun/RR×ST(R ×S
B,X) and W ∶=MapR×ST(T ×S D,X) ∶
FunR(K,MapR(D,Z)) ≃ FunR(K×RD,Z) ≃ FunR×ST((K×RD)×R(R×SB),X) ≃
FunR×ST((K ×R (R ×S B)) ×RD,X) ≃ FunR×ST((K ×S B) ×R D,X) ≃
FunR×ST((K ×S B) ×(T×SR) (T ×S D),X) ≃ FunR×ST(K ×S B,W) ≃
FunR×ST(K ×R (R ×S B),W) ≃ FunR(K,Fun
/R
R×ST
(R ×S B,W)).
2. Assume that the functors B→ S and D → S are flat.
There is a canonical equivalence
Fun
/S
T (B,Fun
/T
T×SR
(T ×S D,X)) ≃ Fun
/S
R (D,Fun
/R
R×ST
(R ×S B,X))
over S.
We have a canonical equivalence natural in a κ-small category L over S ∶
FunS(L,Fun
/S
T
(B,Fun/T
T×SR
(T ×S D,X))) ≃
FunT(L ×S B,Fun
/T
T×SR
(T ×S D,X)) ≃ FunT×SR((L ×S B) ×T (T ×S D),X)
FunT×SR((L ×S B) ×S D,X)
Changing the roles of R and T and D and B we get a canonical equivalence
natural in a κ-small category L over S ∶
FunS(L,Fun
/S
R (D,Fun
/R
R×ST
(R ×S B,X))) ≃ FunR×ST((L ×S D) ×S B,X).
So we get a canonical equivalence
FunS(L,Fun
/S
T
(B,Fun/T
T×SR
(T ×S D,X))) ≃ FunT×SR((L ×S B) ×S D,X)
FunR×ST((L ×S D) ×S B,X) ≃ FunS(L,Fun
/S
R (D,Fun
/R
R×ST
(R ×S B,X)))
natural in a κ-small category L over S that represents a canonical equiva-
lence
Fun
/S
T (B,Fun
/T
T×SR
(T ×S D,X)) ≃ Fun
/S
R (D,Fun
/R
R×ST
(R ×S B,X))
over S.
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3. Set Y ∶= Fun/TT×SR(T ×S R,X).
For B→ T and D→ R the identities the canonical equivalence
Fun
/S
T (T,Fun
/T
T×SR
(T ×S R,X)) ≃ Fun
/S
R (R,Fun
/R
R×ST
(R ×S T,X))
over S of 2. is adjoint to the functor
R ×S Fun
/S
T (T,Y) ≃ Fun
/R
R×ST
(R ×S T,R ×S Y)→ Fun
/R
R×ST
(R ×S T,X)
over R induced by the functor
R ×S Y ≃ Fun
/T
T×SR
(T ×S R,X) ×T (T ×S R)→ X
over T ×S R.
Remark 2.4. Let T → S and φ ∶ C → T be functors such that the composition
C → T → S is flat and let ϕ ∶D → E a functor over T.
If the functor ϕ ∶D → E is a subcategory inclusion, then the induced functor
Fun
/S
T
(C,D) → Fun/S
T
(C,E) also is.
If the functor ϕ ∶D → E is fully faithful, then the induced functor Fun
/S
T (C,D) →
Fun
/S
T (C,E) also is.
Being right adjoint to the functor Cat∞(κ)/S
C×S−
ÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ)/C
φ∗
Ð→ Cat∞(κ)/T
the functor Fun
/S
T (C,−) ∶ Cat∞(κ)/T → Cat∞(κ)/S preserves pullbacks and so
monomorphisms.
The forgetful functor Cat∞(κ)/S → Cat∞(κ) preserves and reflects pullbacks
and so preserves and reflects monomorphisms, where the monorphisms in Cat∞(κ)
are by definition the subcategory inclusions.
Assume that ϕ ∶D→ E is fully faithful and so a subcategory inclusion.
Then the induced functor Fun
/S
T
(C,D) → Fun/S
T
(C,E) is a subcategory inclu-
sion.
Let α ∶ ∆1 → Fun
/S
T (C,E) be a morphism of Fun
/S
T (C,E), whose source and
target belong to Fun
/S
T (C,D) ⊂ Fun
/S
T (C,E) and that lies over a morphism f ∶ s→ t
of S.
α corresponds to a functor F ∶∆1 ×S C →∆
1 ×S E over ∆
1 ×ST such that the
induced functors F1 ∶ Cs → Es over Ts and F2 ∶ Ct → Et over Tt factor through
Ds respectively Dt.
As D is a full subcategory of E, the functor F ∶ ∆1 ×S C → ∆
1 ×S E over
∆1 ×S T induces a functor ∆
1 ×S C →∆
1 ×S D over ∆
1 ×S T corresponding to a
morphism ∆1 → Fun
/S
T
(C,D) of Fun/S
T
(C,D) that is sent to α.
Let S be a category and ES ⊂ Fun(∆1,S),WS ⊂ Fun(∆2,S) full subcategories.
We call the triple (S,ES,WS) a categorical pre-pattern on S if ES contains
all equivalences of S and WS contains all functors ∆
2 → S that factor through
∆1.
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We call a categorical pre-pattern (S,ES,WS) good if the morphisms of S
corresponding to objects of ES are closed under composition, in other words if
ES defines a subcategory of S.
We call a functor C → S fibered with respect to the categorical pre-pattern
(S,ES,WS) if the pullback ES ×S C → ES is a locally cocartesian fibration and
for every functor ∆2 → S that belongs to WS a morphism of ∆
2 ×S C lying over
0→ 1 is cocartesian with respect to the functor ψ ∶∆2 ×S C →∆
2 if its image in
S belongs to ES.
[1] Theorem B.4.2. implies the following properties:
Remark 2.5.
Let α ∶ T → S,C → T, γ ∶ D → T be functors such that the composition
φ ∶ C → T → S is flat. Let (S,ES,WS), (T,ET,WT) be a good categorical pre-
pattern.
Assume that the pullback ES ×S C→ ES is a cartesian fibration, whose carte-
sian morphisms are sent to morphisms of ET by the functor C → T.
Assume that every functor ∆2 → C that lies over an object of WS is sent to
WT.
If D → T is fibered with respect to the categorical pattern (T,ET,WT), then
ψ ∶ Fun
/S
T (C,D)→ S is fibered with respect to the categorical pattern (S,ES,WS).
A morphism of Fun
/S
T
(C,D) lying over a morphism of ES is locally ψ-cocartesian
if and only if the corresponding functor ∆1 ×S C→∆
1 ×S D over ∆
1 ×S T sends
locally φ-cartesian morphisms to morphisms that are locally cocartesian with
respect to the functor D→ T.
Especially if T → S is the identity, ψ ∶MapS(C,D) → S is fibered with respect
to the categorical pattern (S,ES,WS) if the pullback ES ×S C → ES is a cartesian
fibration and D → S is fibered with respect to the categorical pattern (S,ES,WS).
In the following we will consider the most important cases of the last state-
ment:
1. Let WS = Fun(∆2,S),WT = Fun(∆2,T) ∶
If the functor C→ S is a cartesian fibration relative to ES, whose cartesian
morphisms are sent to morphisms of ET by the functor C → T and D → T
is a cocartesian fibration relative to ET, then the functor Fun
/S
T (C,D)→ S
is a cartesian fibration relative to ES.
Especially if ES = S and ET = T ∶ If the functor C → S is a carte-
sian fibration and D → T is a cocartesian fibration, then the functor
Fun
/S
T (C,D)→ S is a cocartesian fibration.
2. By 2.2 3. for every functor ∆1 → S we have a canonical equivalence
∆1 ×S Fun
/S
T
(C,D) ≃ Fun/∆
1
∆1×ST
(∆1 ×S C,∆1 ×S D) over ∆1.
Consequently if the functor ES ×S C → ES is a cartesian fibration and for
every functor ∆1 → S corresponding to a morphism of ES the pullback
∆1 ×S D → ∆
1 ×S T is a cocartesian fibration, then the pullback ES ×S
Fun
/S
T
(C,D)→ ES is a locally cocartesian fibration.
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2. can also deduced directly from the choices ET = ES ×S T ⊂ T,WS ⊂
Fun(∆2,S) the full subcategory spanned by the functors ∆2 → S that factor
through ∆1 and WT ⊂ Fun(∆2,T) the full subcategory spanned by the
functors ∆2 → T that lie over objects of WS, i.e. that factor through
∆1 ×S T for some functor ∆
1 → S.
3. Assume that α ∶ T→ S is a cocartesian fibration.
Let ES = S,ET ⊂ T the subcategory with the same objects and with mor-
phisms the α-cocartesian morphisms. Let WS = Fun(∆2,S) and WT =
Fun(∆2,T).
If the functor C → S is a cartesian fibration, whose cartesian morphisms
are sent to α-cocartesian morphisms by the functor C → T and D → T
is a map of cocartesian fibrations over S, then ψ ∶ Fun
/S
T (C,D) → S is a
cocartesian fibration.
By 2.2 3. we have a canonical equivalence ES ×S Fun
/S
T (C,D) ≃
Fun
/ES
ES×ST
(ES ×S C,ES ×S D) over ES.
So pulling back to ES we get the following statement:
If the functor C→ S is a cartesian fibration relative to ES, whose cartesian
morphisms lying over morphisms of ES are sent to α-cocartesian mor-
phisms by the functor C→ T and D → T is a map of cocartesian fibrations
relative to ES, then ψ ∶ Fun
/S
T (C,D) → S is a cocartesian fibration relative
to ES.
3. can also be deduced from the choices ET ⊂ ES ×S T the subcategory
with the same objects and with morphisms the α′-cocartesian morphisms,
WS = Fun(∆2,S) and WT ⊂ Fun(∆2,T) the full subcategory spanned by the
functors ∆2 → T such that the composition ∆2 → T → S factors through
ES.
4. Let θ ∶ S → R be a cocartesian fibration.
Let ES ⊂ S be the subcategory with the same objects and with morphisms the
θ-cocartesian morphisms and ET ⊂ T the subcategory with the same objects
and with morphisms the morphisms that are cocartesian with respect to the
composition α ∶ T → S→ R.
Assume that the pullback ∆1 ×S C → ∆
1 along every θ-cocartesian mor-
phism is a cartesian fibration, whose cartesian morphisms are sent to α-
cocartesian morphisms by the functor C→ T.
If the functor D → T is a map of cocartesian fibrations over R, then the
functor Fun
/S
T (C,D) → S is a map of cocartesian fibrations over R.
5. Let ES = S and ET ⊂ T the subcategory with the same objects and with
morphisms the morphisms that are cartesian with respect to the functor
α ∶ T → S. Let WS = Fun(∆2,S),WT = Fun(∆2,T).
Assume that C → S is a cartesian fibration, whose cartesian morphisms
are sent to α-cartesian morphisms.
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Assume that the pullback ∆1×TD →∆
1 along every α-cartesian morphism
is a cocartesian fibration and that every locally γ-cocartesian morphism
lying over a α-cartesian morphism is γ-cocartesian.
Then the functor Fun
/S
T (C,D)→ S is a cocartesian fibration.
Let C→ T, γ ∶D → T be maps of cartesian fibrations over S.
Assume that for every morphism f ∶ s → t of S the induced functor Cs →
Ts ×Tt Ct is an equivalence.
By lemma 7.41 the pullback ∆1 ×T D → ∆
1 along every α-cartesian mor-
phism is a cocartesian fibration and every locally γ-cocartesian morphism
lying over a α-cartesian morphism is γ-cocartesian.
So the functor Fun
/S
T (C,D) → S is a cocartesian fibration.
6. Let α ∶ X → S be a cartesian fibration and β ∶ Y → S a locally cocartesian
fibration.
(a) Then γ ∶ MapS(X,Y) → S is a locally cocartesian fibration, where a
morphism is locally γ-cocartesian if the corresponding functor ∆1 ×S
X→∆1 ×S Y over ∆
1 sends locally α-cartesian morphisms to locally
β-cocartesian morphisms.
(b) Let β′ ∶ T → S be a locally cocartesian fibration, F ∶ Y → T a map
of locally cocartesian fibrations over S and G ∶ X → T a functor over
S that sends locally α-cartesian morphisms to locally β′-cocartesian
morphisms.
Then the induced functors MapS(X,Y) →MapS(X,T) and
S →MapS(X,T) are maps of locally cocartesian fibrations over S and
so the pullback
ψ ∶ Fun
/S
T (X,Y) ≃ S ×MapS(X,T) MapS(X,Y) → S
is a locally cocartesian fibration, where a morphism is locally ψ-
cocartesian if the corresponding functor ∆1 ×S X → ∆
1 ×S Y over
∆1 ×ST sends locally α-cartesian morphisms to locally β-cocartesian
morphisms.
7. Let E ⊂ S be a subcategory. Let α ∶ X → S be a flat functor such that
the pullback E ×S X → E is a cartesian fibration and β ∶ Y → S, β
′ ∶ T →
S functors such that the pullbacks E ×S Y → E,E ×S T → E are locally
cocartesian fibrations.
Let F ∶ Y → T be a functor over S that sends locally β-cocartesian mor-
phisms lying over morphisms of E to locally β′-cocartesian morphisms and
G ∶ X→ T a functor over S that sends locally α-cartesian morphisms lying
over morphisms of E to locally β′-cocartesian morphisms.
(a) By 1. E ×S ψ ∶ E ×S Fun
/S
T
(X,Y) ≃ Fun/E
E×ST
(E ×S X,E ×S Y)→ E and
E ×S γ ∶MapE(E ×S X,E ×S Y) ≃ E ×SMapS(X,Y) → E
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are locally cocartesian fibrations, where a morphism is locally ψ-
cocartesian respectively locally γ-cocartesian if the corresponding func-
tor ∆1×SX→∆
1×SY over ∆
1×ST respectively over ∆
1 sends locally
α-cartesian morphisms to locally β-cocartesian morphisms.
(b) By 2.5 we have the following:
If every locally β-cocartesian morphism lying over a morphism of E is
β-cocartesian, then every locally γ-cocartesian morphism lying over
a morphism of E is γ-cocartesian.
Consequently if every locally β-cocartesian morphism lying over a
morphism of E is β-cocartesian and every locally β′-cocartesian mor-
phism lying over a morphism of E is β′-cocartesian, then every locally
ψ-cocartesian morphism lying over a morphism of E is ψ-cocartesian.
(c) Especially for E = S we see:
The functor γ ∶MapS(X,Y) → S is a cocartesian fibration if α ∶ X→ S
is a cartesian fibration and β ∶ Y → S is a cocartesian fibration.
The functor ψ ∶ Fun
/S
T (X,Y) → S is a cocartesian fibration if α ∶ X→ S
is a cartesian fibration and β ∶ Y → S, β′ ∶ Y′ → S are cocartesian
fibrations.
(d) Let θ ∶ S → R be a cocartesian fibration.
For E ⊂ S the subcategory with the same objects and with morphisms
the θ-cocartesian morphisms we get the following:
Let α ∶ X → S be a flat functor such that the pullback ∆1 ×S X → ∆
1
along every θ-cocartesian morphism of S is a cartesian fibration.
Let β ∶ Y → S, γ ∶ T → S be maps of cocartesian fibrations over
R and F ∶ X → T,G ∶ Y → T functors over S such that F sends
locally α-cartesian morphisms lying over θ-cocartesian morphisms to
γ-cocartesian morphisms and G is a map of cocartesian fibrations
over R.
Then the functors ψ ∶ Fun
/S
T (X,Y) → S and γ ∶ MapS(X,Y) → S are
maps of cocartesian fibrations over R.
8. Let α ∶ X → S, β ∶ T → S be cartesian fibrations and ρ ∶ X → T a map of
cartesian fibrations over S.
Let γ ∶ Y → T be a functor such that the pullback ∆1 ×T Y → ∆
1 along
every β-cartesian morphism is a cocartesian fibration.
Assume that every locally γ-cocartesian morphism lying over a β-cartesian
morphism is γ-cocartesian.
The functor ψ ∶ Fun
/S
T (X,Y) → S is a cocartesian fibration.
9. Let E ⊂ S be a subcategory. Pulling back along E we get the following:
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(a) Let α ∶ X → S be a flat functor and β ∶ T → S a functor such that the
pullbacks E×SX→ E and E×ST→ E are cartesian fibrations and let ρ ∶
X → T be a functor over S that sends locally α-cartesian morphisms
lying over morphisms of E to locally β-cartesian morphisms.
Let γ ∶ Y → T be a functor such that the pullback ∆1×TY →∆
1 along
every locally β-cartesian morphism lying over a morphism of E is a
cocartesian fibration.
Assume that every locally γ-cocartesian morphism lying over a β-
cartesian morphism that lies over a morphism of E is E×Sγ-cocartesian.
The functor E×S ψ ∶ E×S Fun
/S
T (X,Y) ≃ Fun
/E
E×ST
(E×SX,E×SY) → E
is a cocartesian fibration.
(b) By 2.5 we have the following:
If every locally α-cartesian morphism lying over a morphism of E is
α-cartesian and every locally β-cartesian morphism lying over a mor-
phism of E is β-cartesian and every locally γ-cocartesian morphism
lying over a β-cartesian morphism that lies over a morphism of E is
γ-cocartesian, then every locally ψ-cocartesian morphism lying over
a morphism of E is ψ-cocartesian.
(c) Let θ ∶ S → R be a cartesian fibration.
For E ⊂ S the subcategory with the same objects and with morphisms
the θ-cartesian morphisms we get the following:
Let α ∶ X→ S, β ∶ T→ S and ρ ∶ X→ T be maps of cartesian fibrations
over R. Assume that α is a flat functor.
Let γ ∶ Y → T be a functor such that the pullback ∆1×TY →∆
1 along
every θ ○ β-cartesian morphism is a cocartesian fibration.
Assume that every locally γ-cocartesian morphism lying over a θ ○β-
cartesian morphism is γ-cocartesian.
The functor ψ ∶ Fun
/S
T
(X,Y) → S is a map of cocartesian fibrations
over R.
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2.2 Parametrized categories of algebras
Based on parametrized categories of sections we define parametrized categories
of algebras in the evident way:
Let S be a κ-small category, O′⊗ → O⊗ and C⊗ → O⊗ be maps of κ-small
S-families of operads such that the functor O′⊗ → S is flat.
We define Alg
/S
O′⊗/O⊗
(C) to be the full subcategory of Fun/S
O⊗
(O′⊗,C⊗) spanned
by the functors O′⊗
s
→ C⊗
s
over O⊗
s
that preserve inert morphisms for some s ∈ S.
So for every s ∈ S the canonical equivalence Fun/S
O⊗
(O′⊗,C⊗)s ≃ FunO⊗s (O
′⊗
s ,C
⊗
s )
restricts to an equivalence Alg
/S
O′⊗/O⊗
(C)s ≃ AlgO′⊗s /O⊗s (Cs).
More generally given a functor S′ → S the canonical equivalence
S′ ×S Fun
/S
O⊗
(O′⊗,C⊗) ≃ Fun/S
′
S′×SO⊗
(S′ ×S O
′⊗,S′ ×S C
⊗)
over S′ of remark 2.2 4. restricts to an equivalence
S′ ×S Alg
/S
O′⊗/O⊗
(C) ≃ Alg/S
′
S′×SO′⊗/S′×SO⊗
(S′ ×S C)
over S′.
For every section S → O′⊗ of the functor O′⊗ → S lying over some section
α ∶ S→ O⊗ of the functor O⊗ → S we have a forgetful functor
Alg
/S
O′⊗/O⊗
(C) ⊂ Fun/S
O⊗
(O′⊗,C⊗) → Fun/S
O⊗
(S,C⊗) ≃ S ×O⊗ C
⊗
over S, which induces on the fiber over every s ∈ S the forgetful functor
Alg
O′⊗s /O
⊗
s
(Cs)→ {α(s)} ×O⊗s C
⊗
s .
Given a map of operads O′⊗ → O⊗ we often write Alg
/S
O′⊗/O⊗
(C) for
Alg
/S
S×O′⊗/S×O⊗
(C) and Alg/S(C) for Alg/S
Ass⊗/Ass⊗
(C).
Remark 2.6. Given maps O′⊗ → O⊗,O⊗ → O˜⊗ and C⊗ → O˜⊗ of κ-small S-
families of operads we have a canonical equivalence
Alg
/S
O′⊗/O˜⊗
(C) ≃ Alg/S
O′⊗/O⊗
(O ×
O˜
C)
over S that is the restriction of the canonical equivalence
Fun
/S
O˜⊗
(O′⊗,C⊗) ≃ Fun/S
O⊗
(O′⊗,O⊗ ×
O˜⊗
C
⊗)
over S of remark 2.2 4.
Remark 2.7. Let (S,ES,WS), (O
⊗,EO⊗ ,WO⊗) be good categorical pre-pattern.
Assume that the pullback φ ∶ ES ×S O
′⊗ → ES is a cartesian fibration, whose
cartesian morphisms are sent to morphisms of EO⊗ by the functor O
′⊗ → O⊗.
Assume that every functor ∆2 → O′⊗ that lies over an object of WS is sent
to WO⊗ .
If β ∶ C⊗ → O⊗ is fibered with respect to the categorical pattern (O⊗,EO⊗ ,WO⊗),
then by remark 2.5 the functor Fun
/S
O⊗
(O′⊗,C⊗)→ S is fibered with respect to the
categorical pattern (S,ES,WS).
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Thus also ϕ ∶ Alg
/S
O′⊗/O⊗
(C) → S is fibered with respect to the categorical
pattern (S,ES,WS).
A morphism of Alg
/S
O′⊗/O⊗
(C) lying over a morphism of ES is locally ϕ-
cocartesian if and only if the corresponding functor ∆1 ×S O
′⊗ → ∆1 ×S C
⊗
over ∆1×SO
⊗ sends locally φ-cartesian morphisms to locally β-cocartesian mor-
phisms.
We are especially interested in the following cases:
Remark 2.8.
1. If O′⊗ → S × O⊗ is a cocartesian S-family of operads over O⊗ for some
κ-small operad O⊗ classifying a functor S → Op∞(κ)/O⊗ and C
⊗ → S×O⊗
is a cartesian S-family of operads over O⊗ classifying a functor Sop →
Op∞(κ)/O⊗ such that the functor O
′⊗ → S is flat, the functor
Alg
/S
O′⊗/S×O⊗
(C) → S is a cartesian fibration classifying the functor Sop →
(Op∞(κ)/O⊗)
op ×Op∞(κ)/O⊗
Alg/O⊗(−,−)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ) by theorem 7.7.
Let C⊗ → S ×O⊗ be a O⊗-monoidal category over S and E ⊂ Fun(∆1,S) a
full subcategory.
Assume that for all X ∈ O the functor CX → S is a cartesian fibration
relative to E, then by corollary 7.39 the functor C⊗ → S ×O⊗ is a map of
cartesian fibrations relative to E.
This implies the following:
Let O′⊗ → O⊗ be a map of operads and C⊗ → S×O⊗ a O⊗-monoidal category
over S such that for all X ∈ O the functor CX → S is a cartesian fibration
relative to E, then the functor Alg
/S
O′⊗/S×O⊗
(C)→ S is a cartesian fibration
relative to E.
2. Assume that the functor θ ∶ S → R is a cocartesian fibration, the pullback
∆1 ×S O
′⊗ → ∆1 along every θ-cocartesian morphism is a cartesian fibra-
tion, the functors C⊗ → O⊗, γ ∶ O⊗ → S are maps of cocartesian fibrations
over R and φ ∶ O′⊗ → O⊗ sends locally γ ○ φ-cartesian morphisms lying
over θ-cocartesian morphisms to γ-cocartesian morphisms.
Then the functor Fun
/S
O⊗
(O′⊗,C⊗) → S is a map of cocartesian fibration
over R and the cocartesian fibration Fun
/S
O⊗
(O′⊗,C⊗) → R restricts to a
cocartesian fibrations ϕ ∶ Alg
/S
O′⊗/O⊗
(C) → R with the same cocartesian
morphisms.
A morphism of Alg
/S
O′⊗/O⊗
(C) is ϕ-cocartesian if and only if the induced
functor ∆1 ×RO
′⊗ →∆1 ×R C
⊗ over ∆1 ×RO
⊗ sends locally γ ○φ-cartesian
morphisms lying over θ-cocartesian morphisms to γ-cocartesian morphisms.
2. specializes to the following case:
Given a map of operads O′⊗ → O⊗ the induced functor φ ∶ S×O′⊗ → S×O⊗
over S sends locally γ○φ-cartesian morphisms to γ-cocartesian morphisms,
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where γ denotes the projection S × O⊗ → S and the pullback ∆1 × O′⊗ ≃
∆1 ×S (S ×O
′⊗)→∆1 along every morphism of S is a cartesian fibration.
Thus by 2. given cocartesian fibrations θ ∶ S → R, ρ ∶ C⊗ → R, a map
C⊗ → S of cocartesian fibrations over R and a functor C⊗ → O⊗ that sends
ρ-cocartesian morphisms to equivalences such that for every r ∈ R the
induced functor C⊗r → Sr × O
⊗ exhibits C⊗r as a Sr-family of operads over
O⊗, the functor Alg
/S
S×O′⊗/S×O⊗
(C) → S is a map of cocartesian fibrations
over R.
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2.3 O⊗-monoidal categories of sections
For every functor C → T over S such that C → S is flat we have an adjunction
C ×S − ∶ Cat∞(κ)/S ⇄ Cat∞(κ)/T ∶ Fun
/S
T (C,−).
Being a right adjoint functor Fun
/S
T
(C,−) ∶ Cat∞(κ)/T Ð→ Cat∞(κ)/S preserves
finite products and thus monoid objects.
Let O⊗ be a κ-small operad and D → T ×O⊗ a O⊗-monoidal category over
T classified by a O⊗-monoid φ of Cat∞(κ)/T.
Theorem 7.7 implies that the image of φ under the finite products preserving
functor Fun
/S
T (C,−) ∶ Cat∞(κ)/T Ð→ Cat∞(κ)/S is classified by the O
⊗-monoidal
category
Fun
/S
T (C,D)
⊗ ∶= Fun/S×O
⊗
T×O⊗ (C ×O
⊗,D⊗)
over S.
This motivates the following definition:
Given functors C → T and T→ S of κ-small categories over a κ-small category
R such that the functor C → S is flat, a R-family of operads O⊗ → R×Fin∗ and
a functor D⊗ → T ×R O
⊗ over R such that for every object r of R the induced
functor D⊗r → Tr ×O
⊗
r on the fiber over r exhibits D
⊗
r as a Tr-family of operads
over O⊗r we set
Fun
/S
T
(C,D)⊗ ∶= Fun/S×RO
⊗
T×RO⊗
(C ×R O
⊗,D⊗).
If the functor T → S is the identity, we write MapS(C,D)
⊗ for Fun
/S
T (C,D)
⊗.
Given a functor S′ → S and a map of R-families of operads O′⊗ → O⊗ we
have a canonical equivalence
(S′ ×R O
′⊗) ×(S×RO⊗) Fun
/S
T
(C,D)⊗ ≃ Fun/S
′
S′×ST
(S′ ×S C, (S
′ ×R O
′) ×(S×RO) D)
⊗
by remark 2.2 4. and so canonical equivalences
S′ ×S Fun
/S
T (C,D)
⊗ ≃ Fun/S
′
S′×ST
(S′ ×S C,S
′ ×S D)
⊗
and
O
′⊗ ×O⊗ Fun
/S
T (C,D)
⊗ ≃ Fun/ST (C,O
′ ×O D)
⊗.
So especially for every r ∈ R and X ∈ Or we have canonical equivalences
Fun
/S
T
(C,D)⊗r ≃ Fun
/Sr
Tr
(Cr,Dr)
⊗
and
(Fun/ST (C,D)
⊗
r )X ≃ Fun
/Sr
Tr
(Cr, (Dr)X).
Remark 2.9. Theorem B.4.2. [1] implies the following:
Let T be a category and P a categorical pattern on some category B.
If D→ B ×T is a T-family of P-fibered objects, the functor
Fun
/B
T×B(T ×B,D) → B
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is P-fibered.
Especially given an operad O⊗ and a T-family D⊗ → T×O⊗ of operads over
O⊗ the functor
FunT(T,D)
⊗ ∶= Fun/O
⊗
T×O⊗(T ×O
⊗,D⊗) → O⊗
is a map of operads that is a (locally) cocartesian fibration if D⊗ → T ×O⊗ is a
T-family of representable O⊗-operads respectively O⊗-monoidal categories.
Remark 2.10. Given a map O′⊗ → O⊗ of R-families of operads such that the
functor O′⊗ → R is flat, remark 2.3 provides a canonical equivalence
Fun
/S
T (C,Fun
/T
T×RO⊗
(T×RO
′⊗,D⊗)) ≃ Fun/S
S×RO⊗
(S×RO
′⊗,Fun
/S×RO
⊗
T×RO⊗
(C×RO
⊗,D⊗))
= Fun/S
S×RO⊗
(S ×R O
′⊗,Fun
/S
T (C,D)
⊗)
over S that restricts to an equivalence
Fun
/S
T (C,Alg
/T
T×RO′⊗/T×RO⊗
(D⊗)) ≃ Alg/S
S×RO′⊗/S×RO⊗
(Fun/ST (C,D)
⊗)
over S that induces on the fiber over every object r of R the restriction
Fun
/Sr
Tr
(Cr,Alg
/Tr
O′⊗r /O
⊗
r
(D⊗r )) ≃ Alg
/Sr
O′⊗r /O
⊗
r
(Fun/Sr
Tr
(Cr,Dr)
⊗)
of the canonical equivalence
Fun
/Sr
Tr
(Cr,Fun
/Tr
Tr×O
⊗
r
(Tr ×O
′⊗
r ,D
⊗
r )) ≃ Fun
/Sr
Sr×O
⊗
r
(Sr ×O
′⊗
r ,Fun
/Sr
Tr
(Cr,Dr)
⊗)
over Sr.
To see this, we can reduce to the case that R and S are contractible according
to remark 2.4.
In this case we have to show that the canonical equivalence
FunT(C,Fun
/T
T×O⊗(T ×O
′⊗,D⊗)) ≃ FunO⊗(O
′⊗,FunT(C,D)
⊗)
restricts to an equivalence
FunT(C,Alg
/T
T×O′⊗/T×O⊗
(D⊗)) ≃ AlgO′⊗/O⊗(FunT(C,D)
⊗).
By remark 2.5 a functor O′⊗ → FunT(C,D)⊗ over O⊗ belongs to
AlgO′⊗/O⊗(FunT(C,D)
⊗) and a functor C → Fun/T
T×O⊗(T × O
′⊗,D⊗) over T
factors through Alg
/T
T×O′⊗/T×O⊗
(D⊗) if and only if their corresponding functor
C×O′⊗ →D⊗ over T×O⊗ sends a morphism (f,g) of C×O′⊗ with f an equivalence
of C and g an inert morphism of O′⊗ to an inert morphism of D⊗.
Moreover by remark 2.3 we have the following compatibility:
Denote ϕ the evaluation functor
T ×S Fun
/S
T (T,D)
⊗ = T ×S Fun
/S×RO
⊗
T×RO⊗
(T ×R O
⊗,D⊗) ≃
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Fun
/S×RO
⊗
T×RO⊗
(T ×R O
⊗,D⊗) ×(S×RO⊗) (T ×R O
⊗) →D⊗
over T ×R O
⊗.
The composition
T ×S ×Fun
/S
T (T,Alg
/T
O′⊗/O⊗
(D⊗)) ≃ T ×S Alg
/S
O′⊗/O⊗
(Fun/ST (T,D)
⊗) ≃
Alg
/T
O′⊗/O⊗
(T ×S Fun
/S
T (T,D)
⊗)
Alg
/T
O′⊗/O⊗
(ϕ)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ Alg
/T
O′⊗/O⊗
(D⊗)
is equivalent to the evaluation functor over T.
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Especially we are interested in the case that for every s ∈ S the induced
functor M⊗s → Ts × LM
⊗ on the fiber over s exhibits M⊗s as a LM
⊗-monoid of
Cat∞(κ)/Ts .
2.4 Parametrized categories of modules
In this subsection we specialize from parametrized categories of O⊗-algebras and
O⊗-monoidal categories of sections to parametrized categories of left modules
and LM⊗-monoidal categories of sections by taking O⊗ ∶= LM⊗.
We remark that all results given here work for right modules in a similar
way:
Let T be a category and M⊗ → T × LM⊗ a T-family of operads over LM⊗.
Set C⊗ ∶= Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ M
⊗ and B ∶= {m} ×LM⊗ M
⊗.
We write LMod/T(B) for Alg/T
LM⊗/LM⊗
(M).
For every functor T′ → T we have a canonical equivalence
T′ ×T LMod
/T(B) ≃ LMod/T
′
(T′ ×T B).
We have forgetful functors
LMod/T(B) = Alg/T
LM⊗/LM⊗
(M⊗) → Alg/T
Ass⊗/LM⊗
(M⊗) ≃ Alg/T(C)
and
LMod/T(B) ⊂ Fun/T
T×LM⊗
(T × LM⊗,M⊗) →
Fun
/T
T×LM⊗
(T × {m},M⊗) ≃ B
over T.
Given a section A of Alg/T(C) → T we set LMod/T
A
(B) ∶= T ×Alg/T(C)
LMod/T(B).
If C⊗ =D⊗ ×T for an operad D⊗ over Ass⊗ and A is an associative algebra
of D, we write LMod
/T
A (B) for LMod
/T
A′ (B) ≃ {A} ×Alg(D⊗) LMod
/T(B), where
A′ denotes the functor T→ Alg/T(C) ≃ T×Alg(D) over T corresponding to the
constant functor T → Alg(D) with image A.
Remark 2.11.
Let E ⊂ Fun(∆1,T) be a full subcategory.
If the functors B→ T,C → T are cartesian fibrations relative to E, by 2.8 the
functors LMod/T(B) → T and Alg/T(C) → T are cartesian fibrations relative
to E and the functor LMod/T(B) → Alg/T(C) over T is a map of cartesian
fibrations relative to E.
Moreover if the functors B → T,C → T are cartesian fibrations, the functor
Φ ∶ LMod/T(B) → Alg/T(C) over T is a cartesian fibration whose cartesian
morphisms are those that are sent to cartesian morphisms of B→ T.
This follows from the fact that Φ induces on the fiber over every t ∈ T the
cartesian fibration LMod(Bt) → Alg(Ct), whose cartesian morphisms are those
that get equivalences in Bt and are thus preserved by the induced functors on
the fibers of the cartesian fibration LMod/T(B) → T.
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Thus for every section A of Alg/T(C⊗) → T the functor LMod/TA (B) → T is
a cartesian fibration and the composition LMod
/T
A (B) → LMod
/T(B) → B is a
map of cartesian fibrations over T.
Lemma 2.12. Let S be a κ-small category, C⊗ be a κ-small monoidal category
over S and ϕ ∶D → T a map of κ-small cartesian fibrations over S.
Let M⊗ be a LM⊗-monoidal category over T that exhibits the functor D → T
as a left module over the pullback of the monoidal category C⊗ → Ass⊗ × S over
S along the functor T→ S.
The forgetful functor LMod/T(D)→ Alg/S(C) ×SD is a map of cartesian fibra-
tions over Alg/S(C).
A morphism of LMod/T(D) is cartesian with respect to the cartesian fibra-
tion LMod/T(D) → Alg/S(C) if and only if its image in D is cartesian with
respect to the cartesian fibration D → S.
Proof. Assume first that S is contractible and ϕ ∶D→ T is a cartesian fibration.
In this case remark 2.11 implies that the canonical functor Ψ ∶ LMod/T(D)→
Alg(C)×T is a cartesian fibration, where a morphism is Ψ-cartesian if and only
if its image in D is ϕ-cartesian.
Therefore the composition Φ ∶ LMod/T(D) → Alg(C) × T → Alg(C) is a
cartesian fibration, where a morphism is Φ-cartesian if and only if it is Ψ-
cartesian and its image in T is an equivalence, i.e. if and only if its image in D
is an equivalence.
Now let ϕ ∶D → T be an arbitrary functor but S still be contractible.
In this case we embed the functor D→ T into a cartesian fibration:
The subcategory inclusion Catcart∞/T(κ) ⊂ Cat∞(κ)/T admits a left adjoint
E ∶ Cat∞(κ)/T → Cat
cart
∞/T(κ) with the following properties:
1. For every functor X → T the cartesian fibration E(X) → T is equiv-
alent over T to the functor X ×Fun({1},T) Fun(∆
1,T) → Fun(∆1,T) →
Fun({0},T).
2. The unit X → E(X) ≃ X ×Fun({1},T) Fun(∆1,T) is the pullback of the
fully faithful diagonal embedding T→ Fun(∆1,T) over Fun({1},T) along
X→ T and is thus itself fully faithful.
3. For every category K and every functor C → T the map E(K×C)→ K×E(C)
of cartesian fibrations over T adjoint to the functor K×C→ K×E(C) over
T is an equivalence.
This follows from the following considerations: Taking the opposite category
Cat∞(κ)/T ≃ Cat∞(κ)/Top restricts to an equivalence Cat
cart
∞/T(κ) ≃ Cat
cocart
∞/Top(κ).
So it is enough to see that the subcategory inclusion Catcocart∞/T (κ) ⊂ Cat∞(κ)/T
admits a left adjoint E with properties 1., 2., 3., where we have to change {1}
with {0}.
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We have a colocalization ι ∶ Cat∞(κ) ⇄ Op∞(κ) ∶ γ that induces an equiva-
lence ι ∶ Cat∞(κ)T ⇄ Op∞(κ)ι(T) ∶ γ that restricts to an equivalence Cat
cocart
∞/T (κ) ≃
Opcocart∞/ι(T)(κ).
But the subcategory inclusion Opcocart∞/ι(T)(κ) ⊂ Op∞(κ)ι(T) admits a left ad-
joint given by the enveloping ι(T)-monoidal category that induces on underlying
categories the properties 1., 2., 3., when we change {1} with {0}.
The Cat∞(κ)-left module structure on Cat∞(κ)/T induced by the symmetric
monoidal functor − ×T ∶ Cat∞(κ)
× → (Cat∞(κ)/T)
× restricts to a Cat∞(κ)-left
module structure on Catcart∞/T(κ) as the functor − × T ∶ Cat∞(κ) → Cat∞(κ)/T
factors through the subcategory Catcart∞/T(κ) ⊂ Cat∞(κ)/T.
So the subcategory inclusion Catcart∞/T(κ) ⊂ Cat∞(κ)/T is a Cat∞(κ)-linear
functor and so by 3. the adjunction E ∶ Cat∞(κ)/T ⇄ Cat
cart
∞/T(κ) is a Cat∞(κ)-
linear adjunction.
Thus we get an induced adjunction LModC(Cat∞(κ)/T) ⇄ LModC(Cat
cart
∞/T(κ))
over the adjunction E ∶ Cat∞(κ)/T ⇄ Cat
cart
∞/T(κ) so that the unit D→ E(D) lifts
to a C-linear functor over T.
So the fully faithful unit D→ E(D) induces a full subcategory inclusion
LMod/T(D) ⊂ LMod/T(E(D)) over T such that the functor LMod/T(D) →
Alg(C) is the restriction of the functor ψ ∶ LMod/T(E(D)) → Alg(C).
As the lemma holds for the case that ϕ ∶ D → T is a cartesian fibration
and S is contractible, the functor ψ ∶ LMod/T(E(D)) → Alg(C) is a cartesian
fibration, where a morphism is ψ-cartesian if and only if its image in E(D) is
an equivalence.
Consequently every ψ-cartesian morphism has with its target also its source
in LMod/T(D) ≃ D ×E(D) (LMod
/T(E(D)) so that the cartesian fibration ψ
restricts to a cartesian fibration LMod/T(D)→ Alg(C) with the same cartesian
morphisms.
Now let S be arbitrary.
Let X→ Y be a map of cartesian fibrations over S over a cartesian fibration
Z→ S.
Then the functor X → Y is a map of cartesian fibrations over Z if and only
if the following two conditions are satisfied:
1. For every object s of S the induced functor Xs → Ys on the fiber over s is
a map of cartesian fibrations over Zs.
2. For every morphism s′ → s of S the induced functors Xs → Xs′ and Ys → Ys′
on the fiber send Xs → Zs-cartesian morphisms to Xs′ → Zs′ -cartesian mor-
phisms respectively Ys → Zs-cartesian morphisms to Ys′ → Zs′-cartesian
morphisms.
Moreover the functor X → Y is a map of cartesian fibrations over Z that
reflects cartesian morphisms over Z if and only if 1. and 2. holds and for every
object s of S the induced functor Xs → Ys on the fiber over s reflects cartesian
morphisms over Zs.
By remark 2.11 the functor φ(M⊗,C⊗) ∶ LMod/T(D) → Alg/S(C) ×S D is a
map of cartesian fibrations over S over the cartesian fibration Alg/S(C)→ S.
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For every object s of S the induced functor φ(M⊗,C⊗)s ∶ LMod
/Ts(Ds) ≃
LMod/T(D)s → Alg(Cs) × Ds on the fiber over s is equivalent to the functor
φ(M⊗s ,C
⊗
s ) ∶ LMod
/Ts(Ds)→ Alg(Cs) ×Ds.
As the lemma holds for the case that S is contractible, the functor φ(M⊗s ,C
⊗
s ) ∶
LMod/Ts(Ds)→ Alg(Cs)×Ds is a map of cartesian fibrations over Alg(Cs), where
a morphism of LMod/Ts(Ds) is cartesian with respect to the cartesian fibration
LMod/Ts(Ds)→ Alg(Cs) if and only if its image in Ds is an equivalence.
This implies condition 1. and 2., where we use for condition 2. that the
canonical functor LMod/T(D)→D is a map of cartesian fibrations over S.
Remark 2.13. Let κ be a strongly inaccessible cardinal, T → S a functor be-
tween κ-small categories and M⊗ → LM⊗ ×T a LM⊗-monoidal category over T
that exhibits a functor D → T as a left module over the pullback of a monoidal
category C⊗ → Ass⊗ × S over S along the functor T→ S.
Assume that the functor D → T is a map of cartesian fibrations over S
classifying a natural transformation H→ G of functors Sop → Cat∞(κ).
Then by lemma 2.12 the forgetful functor
LMod/T(D) →D ×T Alg
/T(T ×S C) ≃D ×T (T ×S Alg
/S(C)) ≃D ×S Alg
/S(C)
is a map of cartesian fibrations over Alg/S(C) and so classifies a functor
Alg/S(C)op → Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ))
over Cat∞(κ) adjoint to a functor
φ(M,C) ∶ Alg/S(C)op → H∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)))
over Sop.
Denote X ∶ Sop → G∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ))) the functor over S
op corresponding
to the natural transformation H→ G of functors Sop → Cat∞(κ).
By lemma ... we have a canonical equivalence
H∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ))) ≃ Sop ×G∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ))){1} G
∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)))
∆1
= G∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)))
/Sop
/X
over Sop.
So we obtain a functor
φ(M,C) ∶ Alg/S(C)op → H∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ))) ≃ G∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)))
/Sop
/X
over Sop.
Remark 2.14.
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1. Let ϕ ∶ S′ → S be a functor. Set T′ ∶= S′ ×S T.
Then the pullback of the map LMod/T(D) → D ×S Alg
/S(C) of cartesian
fibrations over Alg/S(C) along the functor
Alg/S
′
(S′ ×S C) ≃ S′ ×S Alg
/S(C) → Alg/S(C) is equivalent to the canoni-
cal map LMod/T
′
(T′ ×T D) → (T
′ ×T D) ×S′ Alg
/S′(S′ ×S C) of cartesian
fibrations over Alg/S
′
(S′ ×S C).
So the functor φ(T′ ×T M,S
′ ×S C) ∶
Alg/S
′
(S′ ×S C)
op → ϕ∗(H∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ))))
over S′op is equivalent to the pullback of the functor φ(M,C) over Sop
along the functor ϕop ∶ S′op → Sop.
2. Let β ∶ C′⊗ → C⊗ be a monoidal functor over S and M′⊗ the pullback of
M⊗ along T ×S β ∶ T ×S C
′⊗ → T ×S C
⊗.
Then the functor LMod/T(D) → D ×T Alg
/T(T ×S C′) ≃ D ×S Alg
/S(C′)
over Alg/S(C′) is the pullback of the map
LMod/T(D)→D ×T Alg
/T(T ×S C) ≃D ×S Alg
/S(C)
of cartesian fibrations over Alg/S(C) along the functor Alg/S(β) ∶ Alg/S(C′)→
Alg/S(C).
Thus φ(M′,C′) is the composition
Alg/S(C′)op
Alg/S(β)op
ÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ Alg/S(C)op
φ(M,C)
ÐÐÐÐ→ H∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)))
of functors over Sop.
3. Let γ ∶ S→ R be a cartesian fibration.
Denote H′ ∶ S′op → Cat∞(κ) the functor classified by the composition D→
S→ R.
Then the functor LMod/T(D)→D×S′Alg
/S′(S′×SC) ≃D×SAlg
/S(C) over
Alg/S
′
(S′ ×S C) ≃ S′ ×S Alg
/S(C) considered as a functor over Alg/S(C) is
equivalent to the functor LMod/T(D)→D ×S Alg
/S(C).
Denote ρ ∶ T×RFun
/R
S
(S,C)⊗ → T×SC⊗ the pullback of the monoidal counit
S ×R Fun
/R
S
(S,C)⊗ → C⊗ over S along the functor T → S and ρ∗(M⊗) the
pullback of the T ×S C
⊗-left module structure on D→ T along ρ.
By 2. the functor
θ ∶ (S ×R Fun
/R
S (S,Alg
/S(C)))op ≃ Alg/S(S ×R Fun
/R
S (S,C))
op
φ(ρ∗(M),S×RFun
/R
S
(S,C))
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ H∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)))
over Sop factors as
(S ×R Fun
/R
S (S,Alg
/S(C)))op ≃ Alg/S(S ×R Fun
/R
S (S,C))
op
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→ Alg/S(C)op
φ(M,C)
ÐÐÐÐ→ H∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ))),
in other words θ is adjoint to the functor
Fun
/Rop
Sop
(Sop,Alg/S(C)op)
Fun
/Rop
Sop
(Sop,φ(M,C))
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→
Fun
/Rop
Sop (S
op,H∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ))))
over Rop.
So by lemma 2.15 the composition
Fun
/Rop
Sop (S
op,Alg/S(C)op) ≃ Fun/RS (S,Alg
/S(C))op ≃ Alg/R(Fun/RS (S,C))
op
φ(ρ∗(M),Fun
/R
S
(S,C))
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ H′∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)))
is equivalent to the composition
Fun
/Rop
Sop (S
op,Alg/S(C)op)
Fun
/Rop
Sop
(Sop,φ(M,C))
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→
Fun
/Rop
Sop (S
op,H∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)))) ⊂ H′∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ))).
Lemma 2.15. Let Y → R be a functor and γ ∶ S → R and D → S be cartesian
fibrations between κ-small categories.
Denote H ∶ Sop → Cat∞(κ) the functor classified by D → S and H′ ∶ Rop →
Cat∞(κ) the functor classified by the composition D→ S → R.
Let ϕ ∶ X → D ×S (S ×R Y) ≃ D ×R Y be a map of cartesian fibrations over
S ×R Y that gives rise to a map of cartesian fibrations ϕ
′ over Y via forgetting
along the canonical functor S ×R Y → Y.
ϕ classifies a functor H∗(Sop ×Rop Yop) → Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)) over Cat∞(κ)
adjoint to a functor α ∶ Sop ×Rop Y
op → H∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ))) over S
op and
ϕ′ classifies a functor H′∗(Y
op) → Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)) adjoint to a functor
β ∶ Yop → H′∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ))) over Rop.
Then β factors as the functor
Yop → Fun
/Rop
Sop (S
op,H∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ))))
over Rop adjoint to α followed by the canonical subcategory inclusion
Fun
/Rop
Sop
(Sop,H∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)))) ⊂ H′∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)))
over Rop, which is represented by the subcategory inclusion
FunRop(K,Fun
/Rop
Sop (S
op,H∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ))))) ≃
FunSop(S
op ×Rop K,H
∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)))) ≃
FunCat∞(κ)(H∗(S
op ×Rop K),Fun(∆
1,Cat∞(κ))) ≃ Cat
cart
∞/S×RKop(κ)/D×S(S×RKop)
≃ Catcart∞/S×RKop(κ)/D×RKop ⊂ Cat
cart
∞/Kop(κ)/D×RKop
≃
FunCat∞(κ)(H
′
∗(K),Fun(∆
1,Cat∞(κ))) ≃ FunRop(K,H′∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ))))
natural in a κ-small category K over Rop.
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Remark 2.16. If R is contractible, the canonical subcategory inclusion
FunSop(S
op,H∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)))) ⊂ H′∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ))) ≃
{D} ×Fun({1},Cat∞(κ)) Fun(∆
1,Cat∞(κ)) ≃ Cat∞(κ)/D
is the composition
FunSop(S
op,H∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)))) ≃ FunCat∞(κ)(H∗(S
op),Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)))
≃ Catcart∞/S(κ)/D ⊂ (Cat∞(κ)/S)/D ≃ Cat∞(κ)/D.
Proof. The assertion of the lemma follows tautologically from the definition of
the canonical functor Fun
/Rop
Sop (S
op,H∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ))))→ H
′∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)))
over Rop.
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2.5 LM⊗-monoidal categories of sections
Let D→ T,T → S be functors such that the composition D → T→ S is flat.
Let M⊗ → T × LM⊗ be a T-family of operads over LM⊗.
We set
Fun
/S
T (D,M)
⊗ ∶= Fun/S×LM
⊗
T×LM⊗
(D × LM⊗,M⊗)
and
Fun
/S
T (D,C)
⊗ ∶= Fun/S×Ass
⊗
T×Ass⊗
(D ×Ass⊗,C⊗).
We have canonical equivalences
Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ Fun
/S
T (D,M)
⊗ ≃ Fun/ST (D,C)
⊗
over S ×Ass⊗ and
{m} ×LM⊗ Fun
/S
T (D,M)
⊗ ≃ Fun/ST (D,B)
over S and for every functor S′ → S a canonical equivalence
S′ ×S Fun
/S
T (D,M)
⊗ ≃ Fun/S
′
S′×ST
(S′ ×S D,S
′ ×S M)
⊗
over S′ × LM⊗.
Remark 2.17.
Let M⊗ → T ×LM⊗ be a LM⊗-monoidal category over T classifying a LM⊗-
monoid φ of Cat∞(κ)/T.
Theorem 7.7 implies that the image of φ under the finite products preserving
functor Fun
/S
T (C,−) ∶ Cat∞(κ)/T Ð→ Cat∞(κ)/S is classified by the LM
⊗-monoidal
category
Fun
/S
T (T,M)
⊗ = Fun/S×LM
⊗
T×LM⊗
(T × LM⊗,M⊗) → LM⊗
over S.
Remark 2.9 specializes to the following:
Given a T-family M⊗ → T × LM⊗ of operads over LM⊗ the functor
FunT(T,M)
⊗ = Fun/LM
⊗
T×LM⊗
(T × LM⊗,M⊗) → LM⊗
is a map of operads that is a (locally) cocartesian fibration if M⊗ → T ×LM⊗ is
a T-family of representable LM⊗-operads respectively LM⊗-monoidal categories.
Remark 2.18. 1. By remark 2.10 we have a canonical equivalence
Fun
/S
T
(D,LMod/T(B)) = Fun/S
T
(D,Alg/T
LM⊗/LM⊗
(M)) ≃
Alg
/S
LM⊗/LM⊗
(Fun/ST (D,M)) = LMod
/S(Fun/ST (D,B))
over Fun
/S
T
(D,B), whose pullback along the canonical functor Ass⊗ → LM⊗
is the canonical equivalence
Fun
/S
T (D,Alg
/T(C)) ≃ Alg/S(Fun/ST (D,C))
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over S and such that we have a commutative square
Fun
/S
T (D,LMod
/T(B))

≃
// LMod/S(Fun/ST (D,B))

Fun
/S
T (D,Alg
/T(C))
≃
// Alg/S(Fun/ST (D,C))
(1)
of categories over S.
Let A be a section of Alg/T(C)→ T and A′ the section of Alg/S(Fun/ST (D,C))→
S corresponding to the composition D → T
A
Ð→ Alg/T(C) of functors over
T.
Square 1 induces an equivalence
Fun
/S
T (D,LMod
/T
A (B)) ≃ LMod
/S
A′(Fun
/S
T (D,B)).
2. Especially we are interested in the following situation:
Let T→ S be a functor, A⊗ → Ass⊗ × S a monoidal category over S and
M⊗ → LM⊗ ×T a LM⊗-monoidal category over T that exhibits a category
B→ T over T as a left module over the category T ×S A over T.
We have a canonical diagonal monoidal functor
δ ∶ A⊗ ≃MapS(S,A)
⊗ →MapS(D,A)
⊗ ≃ Fun/ST (D,T ×S A)
⊗
over S that induces a functor
Alg/S(δ) ∶ Alg/S(A)→ Alg/S(MapS(D,A)) ≃ Alg
/S(Fun/ST (D,T ×S A)) ≃
Fun
/S
T
(D,T ×S Alg
/S(A))
over S that is equivalent over S to the diagonal functor
Alg/S(A) ≃MapS(S,Alg
/S(A))→MapS(D,Alg
/S(A)) ≃ Fun/ST (D,T×SAlg
/S(A))
over S.
Pulling back the LM⊗-monoidal category Fun
/S
T (D,M)
⊗ over S along δ we
obtain a LM⊗-monoidal category δ∗(Fun/ST (D,M)
⊗) over S that exhibits
Fun
/S
T (D,B) as a left module over A.
Square 1 specializes to the commutative square
Fun
/S
T
(D,LMod/T(B))

≃
// LMod/S(Fun/S
T
(D,B))

MapS(D,Alg
/S(A))
≃
// Alg/S(MapS(D,A))
(2)
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of categories over S.
Pulling back square 2 along the functor Alg/S(δ) ∶ Alg/S(A)→
MapS(D,Alg
/S(A)) over S we obtain a canonical equivalence
Alg/S(δ)∗(Fun/ST (D,LMod
/T(B))) ≃ LMod/S(δ∗(Fun/ST (D,B)))
over Alg/S(A) ×S Fun
/S
T (D,B).
3. We have a canonical equivalence
Alg/S(δ)∗(Fun/ST (D,LMod
/T(B))) ≃
Fun
/Alg/S(A)
T×SAlg/S(A)
(D ×S Alg
/S(A),LMod/T(B))
over Alg/S(A) represented by the following canonical equivalence natural
in every functor α ∶ K→ Alg/S(A) ∶
FunAlg/S(A)(K,Alg
/S(δ)∗(Fun/ST (D,LMod
/T(B)))) ≃
FunMapS(D,Alg/S(A))(Alg
/S(δ)∗(K),Fun
/S
T (D,LMod
/T(B))) ≃
{δ ○ α} ×FunS(K,MapS(D,Alg/S(A))) FunS(K,Fun
/S
T (D,LMod
/T(B))) ≃
{α ○ p} ×FunS(D×SK,Alg/S(A)) FunT(D ×S K,LMod
/T(B)) ≃
FunT×SAlg/S(A)(D ×S K,LMod
/T(B)) ≃
FunAlg/S(A)(K,Fun
/Alg/S(A)
T×SAlg/S(A)
(D ×S Alg
/S(A),LMod/T(B))),
where p ∶D ×S K→ K denotes the canonical functor.
So we get a canonical equivalence
Ψ ∶ LMod/S(δ∗(Fun/S
T
(D,B))) ≃ Fun/Alg
/S(A)
T×SAlg/S(A)
(D×SAlg
/S(A),LMod/T(B))
over Alg/S(A) such that we have a commutative square
LMod/S(δ∗(Fun/S
T
(D,B)))

// Fun
/Alg/S(A)
T×SAlg/S(A)
(D ×S Alg
/S(A),LMod/T(B))

Alg/S(A) ×S Fun
/S
T (D,B)
// Fun
/Alg/S(A)
T×SAlg/S(A)
(D ×S Alg
/S(A),B ×S Alg
/S(A))
(3)
of categories over S.
The pullback of Ψ along a section A of Alg/S(A)→ S is a canonical equiv-
alence
LMod
/S
A (δ
∗(Fun/ST (D,B))) ≃ Fun
/S
T (D,LMod
/T
A (B))
over S.
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3 Endomorphism objects
3.1 Basic notions and constructions of enriched category
theory
3.1.1 Basic notions of enriched category theory
We take Lurie’s model of enriched categories with some slight modifications:
Let M⊗ → LM⊗ be an operad over LM⊗. Set D ∶= {m} ×LM⊗ M
⊗ and C⊗ ∶=
Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ M
⊗.
Let X,Y be objects of D and A an object of C and let α ∈MulM⊗(A,X;Y).
If (A, α) represents the presheaf MulM⊗(−,X;Y) ∶ C
op → S(κ), i.e. if evalu-
ation at α induces an equivalence
C(B,A) → S(κ)(MulM⊗(A,X;Y),MulM⊗(B,X;Y)) →MulM⊗(B,X;Y),
we say that α ∈MulM⊗(A,X;Y) exhibits A as the morphism object of X and Y
and write [X,Y] for A.
If X = Y, we say that α ∈MulM⊗(A,X;X) exhibits A as the endomorphism
object of X and write [X,X] for A.
For every n ∈ N we set Assn ∶=MulAss⊗(a, ...,a
´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
n
;a).
Denote σ ∈ MulLM⊗(a,m;m) the unique object and for every α ∈ Assn for
some n ∈ N denote α′ the image of α, the identity of m and σ under the op-
eradic composition MulLM⊗(a,m;m) × (MulLM⊗(a, ...,a;a) ×MulLM⊗(m;m)) →
MulLM⊗(a, ...,a,m;m).
We say that M⊗ → LM⊗ exhibits D = {m}×LM⊗ M
⊗ as pseudo enriched over
C⊗ = Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ M
⊗ if the functor C⊗ → Ass⊗ is a locally cocartesian fibration
and the following condition holds:
For every objects A1, ...,An ∈ C for some n ∈ N and X,Y ∈ D and every
α ∈ Assn the canonical map
ζ ∶MulM⊗(⊗α(A1, ...,An),X;Y) ≃
{σ} ×MulLM⊗(a,m;m)MulM⊗(⊗α(A1, ...,An),X;Y) →
{α′} ×MulLM⊗(a,...,a,m;m)MulM⊗(A1, ...,An,X;Y)
is an equivalence.
We say that an operad M⊗ → LM⊗ over LM⊗ exhibits D as enriched over
C⊗ if it exhibits D as pseudo enriched over C⊗ and for every objects X,Y ∈ D
there exists a morphism object [X,Y] ∈ C.
Let M⊗,N⊗ be operads over LM⊗ that exhibit categories M,N as enriched
over the same locally cocartesian fibration of operads C⊗ → Ass⊗.
We call a map of operads M⊗ → N⊗ over LM⊗, whose pullback to Ass⊗ is
the identity, a C-enriched functor.
Convention 1. We make the following convention for the next sections except
the appendix.
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Let M⊗ → LM⊗ be an operad over LM⊗. Set D ∶= {m} ×LM⊗ M
⊗ and C⊗ ∶=
Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ M
⊗. Let X be an object of D.
When we say that X admits an endomorphism object or that an object Y ∈
C is the endomorphism object of X or that a morphism α ∈ MulM⊗(Y,X;X)
exhibits Y as the endomorphism object of X, we implicitely assume that for
every objects A1, ...,An ∈ C for some n ∈ N and every α ∈ Assn the canonical map
ζ ∶MulM⊗(⊗α(A1, ...,An),X;X) ≃
{σ} ×MulLM⊗(a,m;m)MulM⊗(⊗α(A1, ...,An),X;X) →
{α′} ×MulLM⊗(a,...,a,m;m)MulM⊗(A1, ...,An,X;X)
is an equivalence.
As usual we give parametrized notions of enrichment:
Let M⊗ → LM⊗ × S a locally cocartesian S-family of operads over LM⊗.
Set D ∶= {m} ×LM⊗ M
⊗ and C⊗ ∶= Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ M
⊗.
We call a locally cocartesian S-family M⊗ → LM⊗×S of operads over LM⊗ a
locally cocartesian S-family of categories pseudo-enriched respectively enriched
in C⊗ if for all s ∈ S the induced functor C⊗
s
→ Ass⊗ is a locally cocartesian
fibration (equivalently if the functor C⊗ → Ass⊗ × S is a locally cocartesian
fibration) and C⊗
s
exhibits Ds as pseudo-enriched respectively enriched in Cs.
Let M⊗,N⊗ be locally cocartesian S-families of categories enriched in C⊗.
We call a map M⊗ → N⊗ of locally cocartesian S-families of operads over
LM⊗, whose pullback to Ass⊗ is the identity, a map of locally cocartesian S-
families of C⊗-enriched categories.
Example 3.1. Let M⊗ → LM⊗ be a LM⊗-monoidal category that exhibits a
category D as left module over a monoidal category C.
Denote 1C ∶ Ass
⊗ → C⊗ the initial object of Alg(C) and C⊗
/1C
the pullback
of the cocartesian fibration (C⊗)∆
1
→ (C⊗){1} of operads along the map 1C ∶
Ass⊗ → C⊗ of operads over Ass⊗.
By remark 7.42 the functor Fun(∆1,D) → Fun({1},D) is a left module over
D × C⊗
/1C
in Catcocart∞/D (κ).
Given a morphism f ∶ K → 1C in C and g ∶ Y → X in D we have f ⊗ g =
K⊗Y → 1C ⊗X ≃ X.
Especially the functor Fun(∆1,D) → Fun({1},D) can be promoted to a co-
cartesian D-family of categories pseudo-enriched over C/1C .
For every category S ∈ Cat∞(κ) we have a finite products preserving func-
tor − × S ∶ Cat∞(κ) → Cat∞(κ)/S that makes Cat∞(κ)/S to a left module over
Cat∞(κ).
For D = Cat∞(κ) with the left C = Cat∞(κ)-module structure coming from
the cartesian structure we see that the left modules Cat∞(κ)/S over Cat∞(κ)
for S ∈ Cat∞(κ) organize to a left module structure on Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)) →
Fun({1},Cat∞(κ)) over Cat∞(κ) × Cat∞(κ)→ Cat∞(κ).
So the functor Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ))→ Fun({1},Cat∞(κ)) lifts to a cocartesian
Cat∞(κ)-family of categories pseudo-enriched over Cat∞(κ).
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Given a functor H ∶ S → Cat∞(κ) this left module structure gives rise to a
left module structure on FunCat∞(κ)(S,Fun(∆
1,Cat∞(κ))) ≃ Fun(S,Cat∞(κ))/H
over FunCat∞(κ)(S,Cat∞(κ)×Cat∞(κ)) ≃ Fun(S,Cat∞(κ)), which is the diagonal
action.
3.1.2 Functoriality of morphism objects
Let M⊗ be a cocartesian S-family of categories enriched in C⊗ ∶= Ass⊗×LM⊗ M
⊗.
By ....... we have a multi-mapping space functor MulM⊗(−,−;−) ∶ C
rev ×S
Mrev ×S M → S(κ) relative to S that is adjoint to a functor M
rev ×S M →
MapS(C
rev,S(κ) × S) over S.
As M⊗ → LM⊗ is a cocartesian S-family of categories enriched over C⊗, this
functor over S induces a functor Mrev ×S M → C over S adjoint to a functor
θ ∶ M → MapS(M
rev,C) that sends an object X of M lying over some s ∈ S to
the functor [−,X] ∶Mop
s
→ Cs.
In proposition 7.15 we construct a map M⊗ →MapS(M
rev,C)⊗ of S-families
of operads over LM⊗, whose underlying functor is the functor
θ ∶ M → MapS(M
rev,C) over S and whose pullback to Ass⊗ is the diagonal
map δ ∶ C⊗ →MapS(M
rev,C)⊗ of S-families of operads over Ass⊗.
For S contractible this guarantees the following:
Let X be an object of M and β ∈MulM⊗(B,X;X) an operation that exhibits
B = [X,X] as the endomorphism object of X in C.
Being a map of operads over LM⊗ the functor θ sends the endomorphism
[X,X]-left module structure on X to a δ([X,X])-left module structure on [−,X] ∶
Mop → C corresponding to a lift Mop → LMod[X,X](C) of [−,X] ∶M
op → C.
So for every object Y of M the morphism object [Y,X] is a left-module over
the endomorphism object [X,X] in C and for every morphism Y → Z in M the
induced morphism [Z,X] → [Y,X] is [X,X]-linear.
3.1.3 Change of enriching category
Let M⊗ be an operad over LM⊗ that exhibits a category M as enriched over a
locally cocartesian fibration of operads D⊗ → Ass⊗.
Let C⊗ → Ass⊗ be a locally cocartesian fibration of operads and F ∶ C⊗ →D⊗
a map of operads over Ass⊗ that admits a right adjoint G ∶D⊗ → C⊗ relative to
Ass⊗.
Then by proposition 7.21 combined with lemma 7.22 one can pullback M⊗
along F ∶ C⊗ → D⊗ to obtain an operad F∗(M)⊗ over LM⊗ that exhibits M as
enriched in C⊗.
F∗(M)⊗ is determined by the condition that for every operad Q⊗ over LM⊗,
where we set B⊗ ∶= Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ Q
⊗, the commutative square
AlgQ⊗/LM⊗(F
∗(M)⊗)

// AlgQ⊗/LM⊗(M
⊗)

AlgB⊗/Ass⊗(C
⊗) // AlgB⊗/Ass⊗/(D
⊗).
(4)
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is a pullback square.
The morphism object of F∗(M)⊗ of two objects X,Y of M is given by
G([X,Y]) ∈ C, where [X,Y] denotes the morphism object of X and Y ofM⊗.
Remark 3.2.
Let M⊗ → LM⊗,N⊗ → LM⊗ be κ-small operads over LM⊗ that exhibit cate-
gories M respectively N as pseudo-enriched over locally cocartesian fibrations of
operads C⊗ → Ass⊗ respectively D⊗ → Ass⊗ and let F ∶ M⊗ → N⊗ be a map of
operads over LM⊗.
Let X,Y be objects of M that admit a morphism object [X,Y].
The canonical morphisms
F([Y,X]) → [F(Y),F(X)], F([X,X]) → [F(X),F(X)]
in D organize to a morphism of LM⊗-algebras, where F([Y,X]) carries the
F([X,X])-left module structure that is the image under F ∶ C→D of the canon-
ical [X,X]-left module structure on [Y,X] and [F(Y),F(X)] carries the canon-
ical [F(X),F(X)]-left module structure.
Assume that the pullback of F to Ass⊗ is the identity.
Let T ∈ Alg([X,X]) be a monad on X and φ ∶ Y → X a left-module over T in
[Y,X] with respect to the canonical [X,X]-left module structure on [Y,X].
Then the morphism F(φ) ∶ F(Y) → F(X) in D is a left-module over the
monad F(T) ∈ Alg([F(X),F(X)]) on F(X) with respect to the canonical [F(X),F(X)]-
left module structure on [F(Y),F(X)].
If T is the endomorphism object of φ, the monad F(T) is the endomorphism
object of F(φ) by proposition 3.6.
Now we specify to the case C⊗ = Cat∞(κ)× ∶
We call a category enriched over Cat∞(κ)
× a 2-category and a Cat∞(κ)
×
enriched functor a 2-functor.
We call a (locally) cocartesian S-family of categories enriched in Cat∞(κ)
× a
(locally) cocartesian S-family of 2-categories and a map of (locally) cocartesian
S-families of Cat∞(κ)
×-enriched categories a map of (locally) cocartesian S-
families of 2-categories.
We denote the pullback of a 2-category C along the opposite category invo-
lution (−)op ∶ Cat∞(κ) → Cat∞(κ) by Cop so that in Cop the 2-morphisms are
reversed.
We have a notion of adjunction in any 2-category C ∶
Let f ∶ X→ Y and g ∶ Y → X be morphisms of C.
We say that f is left adjoint to g or g is right adjoint to f or that (f,g) is an
adjoint pair if there are 2-morphisms η ∶ idX → g ○ f and ε ∶ f ○ g → idY such that
the triangular identities (ε ○ f) ○ (f ○ η) = idf and (g ○ ε) ○ (η ○ g) = idg hold.
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3.2 Endomorphism objects
Let M⊗ → LM⊗ be an operad over LM⊗. Set C⊗ ∶= Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ M
⊗ and M ∶=
{m} ×LM⊗ M
⊗. Let X be an object of M.
Denote ϕ ∶ ∆1 → LM⊗ the morphism of LM⊗ corresponding to the unique
object of MulLM⊗(a,m;m).
Using ϕ we form the category FunLM⊗(∆
1,M⊗) and have canonical func-
tors FunLM⊗(∆
1,M⊗) → M⊗
(a,m)
≃ C × M and FunLM⊗(∆
1,M⊗) → M⊗m ≃ M
evaluating at 0 respectively 1.
We set C[X] ∶= {(X,X)} ×M×M FunLM⊗(∆
1,M⊗).
We have a forgetful functor C[X]→ FunLM⊗(∆
1,M⊗) → C that is a right fi-
bration classifying the functor MulM⊗(−,X;X) ∶ C
op → S(κ) according to lemma
7.29.
So an object of C[X] corresponding to a pair (A, α) consisting of an object
A of C and an object α of MulM⊗(A,X;X) is a final object of C[X] if and only
if for all objects B of C evaluation at α induces an equivalence
C(B,A) → S(κ)(MulM⊗(A,X;X),MulM⊗(B,X;X)) →MulM⊗(B,X;X),
i.e. if and only if α exhibits A as the endomorphism object of X.
We have a forgetful functor
LMod(M) = AlgLM⊗/(M
⊗) ⊂ FunLM⊗(LM
⊗,M⊗) →M ×M×M FunLM⊗(∆
1,M⊗)
over M, where the functor M →M ×M is the diagonal functor, that induces a
forgetful functor
{X}×MLMod(M) = {X}×MAlgLM⊗/(M
⊗) ⊂ {X}×MFunLM⊗(LM
⊗,M⊗)→ C[X] =
{(X,X)} ×M×M FunLM⊗(∆
1,M⊗).
By proposition 7.12 and convention 1 if C[X] admits a final object, the final
object lifts to a final object of {X} ×M LMod(M).
As the forgetful functor {X} ×M LMod(M) → C[X] is conservative, in this
case an object of {X} ×M LMod(M) is a final object if and only if its image in
C[X] is.
So by abuse of notation we will identify the final object of {X}×MLMod(M)
with the final object of C[X] if both exist.
Endomorphism objects are functorial in the following way:
Let F ∶M⊗ →M′⊗ be a map of operads over LM⊗.
Set C⊗ ∶= Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ M
⊗,D⊗ ∶= Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ M
′⊗,M ∶= {m} ×LM⊗ M
⊗,M′ =
{m} ×LM⊗ M
′⊗.
Let X be an object ofM such that X and F(X) admit endomorphism objects
[X,X] respectively [F(X),F(X)].
The map F ∶ M⊗ → M′⊗ of operads over LM⊗ gives rise to a commutative
square
{X} ×M LMod(M)

// {F(X)} ×M′ LMod(M′)

Alg(C) // Alg(D).
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The endomorphism objects [X,X] of X and [F(X),F(X)] of F(X) are by
definition the final objects of the categories {X} ×M LMod(M) respectively
{F(X)} ×M′ LMod(M
′).
Consequently F sends the endomorphism left module structure on X over
[X,X] to a left module structure on F(X) over F([X,X]) that is the pullback
of the endomorphism left module structure on F(X) over [F(X),F(X)] along a
canonical morphism F([X,X]) → [F(X),F(X)] in Alg(C).
Let M⊗ → S×LM⊗ be a cocartesian S-family of categories enriched over the
cocartesian S-family C⊗ → S ×Ass⊗ of representable planar operads.
Denote M′⊗ → S×LM⊗ its enveloping cocartesian S-family of LM⊗-monoidal
categories.
The functor Mrev ×S M → MapS(V
′rev,S(κ) × S) over S adjoint to the com-
position V′rev ×S M
rev ×S M ⊂ V′rev ×M′rev ×S M′ →M′rev ×S M′ → S(κ) factors
as Mrev ×S M→ V ⊂ V′ ⊂MapS(V
′rev,S(κ) × S).
More coherently we study endomorphism objects relative to S ∶
Let M⊗ → S × LM⊗ be a S-family of operads over LM⊗ and X a section of
ϕ ∶M→ S.
Denote ϕ ∶ ∆1 → LM⊗ the morphism of LM⊗ corresponding to the unique
object of MulLM⊗(a,m;m).
Using ϕ we form the category Fun
/S
S×LM⊗
(S × ∆1,M⊗) and have canonical
functors Fun
/S
S×LM⊗
(S ×∆1,M⊗) → M⊗
(a,m)
≃ C ×S M and FunLM⊗(∆
1,M⊗) →
M⊗m ≃M over S evaluating at 0 respectively 1.
We set C[X]/S ∶= {(X,X)} ×M×SM Fun
/S
S×LM⊗
(S ×∆1,M⊗).
We have a forgetful functor
C[X]/S → Fun/S
S×LM⊗
(S ×∆1,M⊗)→ C
over S that induces on the fiber over s ∈ S the right fibration
Cs[X(s)] = {(X(s),X(s))} ×Ms×Ms FunLM⊗(∆
1,M⊗
s
)→ FunLM⊗(∆
1,M⊗
s
) → Cs
classifying the functor MulM⊗s (−,X(s);X(s)) ∶ C
op
s → S(κ) according to lemma
7.29 and on sections the right fibration
FunS(S,C)[X] = {(X,X)} ×FunS(S,M)×FunS(S,M) FunLM⊗(∆
1,FunS(S,M)
⊗)→
FunLM⊗(∆
1,FunS(S,M)
⊗)→ FunS(S,C)
classifying the functor MulFunS(S,M)⊗(−,X;X) ∶ FunS(S,C)
op → S(κ) according
to remark 2.3 2. and lemma 7.29.
We have a forgetful functor
LMod/S(M) = Alg/S
LM⊗/
(M⊗) ⊂ Fun/S
S×LM⊗
(S × LM⊗,M⊗) →
M ×(M×SM) Fun
/S
S×LM⊗
(S ×∆1,M⊗)
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over M, where the functor M → M ×S M is the diagonal functor over S, that
induces a forgetful functor
S ×M LMod
/S(M) = S ×M Alg
/S
S×LM⊗/
(M⊗) ⊂ S ×M Fun
/S
S×LM⊗
(S × LM⊗,M⊗)
→ C[X]/S = S ×(M×SM) Fun
/S
S×LM⊗
(S ×∆1,M⊗)
over S that induces on the fiber over s ∈ S the forgetful functor
{X(s)}×MsLMod(Ms) = {X(s)}×MsAlgLM⊗/(M
⊗
s
) ⊂ {X(s)}×MsFunLM⊗(LM
⊗,M⊗
s
)
→ Cs[X(s)] = {(X(s),X(s))} ×Ms×Ms FunLM⊗(∆
1,M⊗s )
and on sections the forgetful functor
{X} ×FunS(S,M) LMod(FunS(S,M)) = {X} ×FunS(S,M) AlgLM⊗/(FunS(S,M)
⊗) ⊂
{X} ×FunS(S,M) FunLM⊗(LM
⊗,FunS(S,M)
⊗)→ FunS(S,C)[X] =
{(X,X)} ×(FunS(S,M)×FunS(S,M)) FunLM⊗(∆
1,FunS(S,M)
⊗).
Assume that M⊗ → S × LM⊗ is a locally cocartesian S-family of operads
over LM⊗ and X is a locally cocartesian section of ϕ ∶ M → S such that for all
s ∈ S the image X(s) ∈ Cs admits an endomorphism object, in other words the
category C[X]/Ss ≃ Cs[X(s)] admits a final object.
Then by proposition 7.12 for every s ∈ S the final object of C[X]/Ss lifts to a
final object of the category (S ×M LMod
/S(M))s ≃ {X(s)} ×Ms LMod(Ms).
So by lemma 7.32 the category
FunS(S,S ×M LMod
/S(M)) ≃ {X} ×FunS(S,M) FunS(S,LMod
/S(M)) ≃
{X} ×FunS(S,M) LMod(FunS(S,M))
admits a final object Y such that for every object s ∈ S the image Y(s) is the
final object of the category {X(s)} ×Ms LMod(Ms).
The functor S ×M LMod
/S(M) → Alg/S(C) over S sends Y to an object
[X,X]/S of the category Alg(FunS(S,C)) ≃ FunS(S,Alg
/S(C)).
So Y exhibits [X,X]/S as the endomorphism object of X with respect to
FunS(S,M)
⊗ → LM⊗.
Remark 3.3.
Let f ∶ s→ t be a morphism of S such that the induced map f∗ ∶M
⊗
s
→M⊗t of
operads over LM⊗ preserves the endomorphism object of X(s), in other words
such that the functor (S ×M LMod
/S(M))s → (S ×M LMod
/S(M))t induced by f
preserves the final object.
Then the functor Y ∶ S → S ×M LMod
/S(M) over S sends f to a locally
cocartesian morphism of the locally cocartesian fibration S ×M LMod
/S(M) → S
and thus the composition [X,X]/S ∶ S
Y
Ð→ S×MLMod
/S(M)→ Alg/S(C) sends f to
a locally cocartesian morphism of the locally cocartesian fibration Alg/S(C)→ S.
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Let ψ ∶ T → S be a κ-small category over S and X ∶ T → M a functor
over S that sends every morphism of T to a locally ϕ-cocartesian morphism
corresponding to a cocartesian section of the pullback T ×S M→ T.
Assume that for every object t ∈ T the image X(t) ∈Mψ(t) admits an endo-
morphism object.
Then the category
{X} ×FunS(T,M) LMod(FunS(T,M)) ≃ FunT(T,T ×(T×SM) LMod
/T(T ×S M)) ≃
FunT(T,T ×M LMod
/S(M))
admits a final object Y such that for every object t ∈ T the image Y(t) is the
final object of the category {X(t)} ×Mψ(t) LMod(Mψ(t)) and that lies over an
object [X,X]/T of the category Alg(FunS(T,C)) ≃ FunS(T,Alg
/S(C)).
In other words Y exhibits [X,X]/T as the endomorphism object of X with
respect to T ×S M
⊗ → LM⊗ ×T.
Let f ∶ s → t be a morphism of T such that the induced map f∗ ∶ M
⊗
ψ(s)
→
M⊗
ψ(t)
of operads over LM⊗ preserves the endomorphism object of X(s), in
other words such that the functor (T×M LMod
/S(M))s → (T×M LMod
/S(M))t
induced by f preserves the final object.
Then the functor Y ∶ T → T ×M LMod
/S(M) over T sends f to a locally co-
cartesian morphism of T×MLMod
/S(M)→ T and so the composition [X,X]/T ∶
T
Y
Ð→ T ×M LMod
/S(M) → T ×S Alg
/S(C) sends f to a locally cocartesian mor-
phism of the locally cocartesian fibration T ×S Alg
/S(C) → T.
Construction 1.
Denote M≃ the subcategory of M spanned by the morphisms that are cocarte-
sian with respect to the locally cocartesian fibration M→ S.
Let E ⊂ S be a subcategory.
Denote MunivEnd ⊂MEnd ⊂M
≃ the full subcategories spanned by the objects of
M lying over some object s of S that admit an endomorphism object respectively
that admit an endomorphism object that is preserved by the functors on the fibers
of the locally cocartesian fibration M→ S induced by morphisms of E.
The left fibration M≃ → S restricts to a left fibration MunivEnd → S.
For T = MEnd → S and X the canonical inclusion MEnd ⊂ M the endomor-
phism object of X is a functor End ∶MEnd → Alg
/S(C) over S.
For T = MunivEnd → S and X the canonical inclusion M
univ
End ⊂ M the endo-
morphism object of X is a map End ∶ MunivEnd → Alg
/S(C) of locally cocartesian
fibrations relative to E.
Remark 3.4.
1. By lemma 7.2 we have a canonical equivalence over Alg/S(C) between the
map S ×M LMod
/S(M)→ Alg/S(C) of locally cocartesian fibrations over S
and the map Alg/S(C)/[X,X]/S ∶= S×Alg/S(C){1} Alg
/S(C)∆
1
→ Alg/S(C){0} of
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cocartesian fibrations over S that induces on the fiber over s ∈ S the canon-
ical equivalence {X(s)} ×Ms LMod(Ms) ≃ Alg(Cs)/[X(s),X(s)] over Alg(Cs).
Pulling back this equivalence over Alg/S(C) along a section of Alg/S(C)→ S
we obtain a canonical equivalence
S ×(Alg/S(C)×SM) LMod
/S(M) ≃ S ×(Alg/S(C){0}×SAlg/S(C){1}) Alg
/S(C)∆
1
over S.
2. Let ψ ∶ T → S be a κ-small category over S and X ∶ T → MEnd,Y ∶ T →
Alg/S(C) functors over S.
Applying 1. to the pullback T ×S M
⊗ → LM⊗ × T we obtain a canoni-
cal equivalence T ×(Alg/S(C)×SM) LMod
/S(M) ≃ T ×(Alg/S(C){0}×SAlg/S(C){1})
Alg/S(C)∆
1
over T that induces on the fiber over t ∈ T the canonical equiv-
alence
{X(t)} ×Ms LModY(t)(Ms) ≃ Alg(Cs)(Y(t), [X(t),X(t)]).
Especially we obtain a canonical equivalence
(Alg/S(C) ×S MEnd) ×(Alg/S(C)×SM) LMod
/S(M) ≃
(Alg/S(C) ×S MEnd) ×(Alg/S(C){0}×SAlg/S(C){1}) Alg
/S(C)∆
1
over Alg/S(C) ×S MEnd.
For later use we add the following lemma:
Lemma 3.5. Let B,C be κ-small monoidal categories and F ∶ B→ C a monoidal
functor that admits a right adjoint G ∶ C→ B.
Let D be a left module over C.
The monoidal functor F ∶ B → C induces a functor on left modules F∗ ∶
LModC(Cat∞(κ))→ LModB(Cat∞(κ)) via the cartesian fibration
LMod(Cat∞(κ))→ Alg(Cat∞(κ)).
Let X be an object of D that admits an endomorphism object [X,X] ∈ Alg(C)
with respect to the given C-left module structure on D.
The adjunction F ∶ B ⇄ C ∶ G induces an adjunction Alg(F) ∶ Alg(B) ⇄
Alg(C) ∶ Alg(G) on associative algebras.
Denote ε ∶ Alg(F) ○Alg(G) → idAlg(C) its counit. The counit
ε([X,X]) ∶ Alg(F)(Alg(G)([X,X])) → [X,X]
in Alg(C) induces a functor on left modules ε([X,X])∗ ∶
LMod[X,X](D)→ LModAlg(F)(Alg(G)([X,X]))(D) ≃ LModAlg(G)([X,X])(F
∗(D))
via the cartesian fibration LMod(D)→ Alg(C).
The left module structure on X over Alg(G)([X,X]) given by ε([X,X])∗(X)
exhibits Alg(G)([X,X]) as the endomorphism object of X with respect to the
B-left module structure on D given by F∗(D).
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Proof. Choose a cartesian lift ϕ ∶ F∗(D)→D in LMod(Cat∞(κ)) of the monoidal
functor F ∶ B → C with respect to the cartesian fibration LMod(Cat∞(κ)) →
Alg(Cat∞(κ)).
Then ϕ (considered as a LM⊗-monoidal functor) induces a pullback square
LMod(F∗(D))

// LMod(D)

Alg(B) // Alg(C)
and thus a pullback square
{X} ×D LMod(F
∗(D))

// {X} ×D LMod(D)

Alg(B) // Alg(C).
By definition [X,X] represents the right vertical right fibration of this square.
As Alg(F) ∶ Alg(B) → Alg(C) is left adjoint to Alg(G) ∶ Alg(C) → Alg(B),
the left vertical right fibration of the square is represented by Alg(G)([X,X])
and is thus the endomorphism object of X with respect to the B-left module
structure on D given by F∗(D).
The Alg(G)([X,X])-left module structure on X that exhibits Alg(G)([X,X])
as the endomorphism object of X with respect to F∗(D), i.e. the final object of
{X} ×D LMod(F∗(D)) is given by the image of the identity of Alg(G)([X,X])
under the equivalence
Alg(B)/Alg(G)([X,X]) ≃ Alg(B) ×Alg(C) Alg(C)/[X,X] ≃
Alg(B) ×Alg(C) ({X} ×D LMod(D)) ≃ {X} ×D LMod(F
∗(D)),
which is ε([X,X])∗(X).
Now we use the theory of endomorphism objects to associate a monad to a
given right adjoint morphism in a 2-category.
Let C be a κ-small 2-category and let g ∶ Y → X be a morphism of C that
admits a left adjoint.
Let T ∈ Alg([X,X]) be a monad equipped with a left-action on g ∶ Y → X
with respect to the canonical [X,X]-left modul structure on [Y,X].
We say that the left action map µ ∶ T ○ g → g in [Y,X] exhibits T as the
monad associated to g or the endomorphism monad of g if µ exhibits T as
the endomorphism object of g with respect to the canonical [X,X]-left module
structure on [Y,X].
The next proposition tells us that every right adjoint morphism in a 2-
category admits an associated monad.
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Proposition 3.6. Let C be a κ-small 2-category for a strongly inaccessible car-
dinal κ.
Let X,Y be objects of C and g ∶ Y → X a morphism of C that admits a left
adjoint f ∶ X→ Y in C.
Denote η ∶ idX → g○f the unit and ε ∶ f○g → idY the counit of this adjunction.
1. For every morphism h ∶ X→ X of C the map
α ∶ [X,X](h,g ○ f)→ [Y,X](h ○ g,g ○ f ○ g)
[Y,X](h○g,g○ε)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ [Y,X](h ○ g,g) is
an equivalence.
So g ○ε ∶ g ○ f ○g → g exhibits g ○ f as the endomorphism object of g ∶ Y → X
with respect to the canonical [X,X]-left module structure on [Y,X].
2. Let T ∶ X→ X be a morphism of C and ϕ ∶ T○g → g a morphism in [Y,X].
Denote ψ the composition T
T○η
ÐÐ→ T ○ g ○ f
ϕ○f
ÐÐ→ g ○ f in [X,X] and γ the
composition
[X,X](h,T) → [Y,X](h ○ g,T ○ g)
[Y,X](h○g,ϕ)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ [Y,X](h ○ g,g).
The morphism ψ is an equivalence if and only if for every morphism h ∶
X→ X of C the map γ is an equivalence.
So ϕ ∶ T ○ g → g exhibits T as the endomorphism object of g ∶ Y → X with
respect to the canonical [X,X]-left module structure on [Y,X] if and only
if ψ is an equivalence.
Proof. Statement 1. and 2. follow from the following lemma 3.7.
Lemma 3.7. Let C be a κ-small 2-category for a strongly inaccessible cardinal
κ.
Let X,Y be objects of C and g ∶ Y → X a morphism of C that admits a left
adjoint f ∶ X→ Y in C.
Denote η ∶ idX → g○f the unit and ε ∶ f○g → idY the counit of this adjunction.
1. For every morphism h ∶ X→ X of C the following two maps are inverse to
each other:
α ∶ [X,X](h,g ○ f) → [Y,X](h ○ g,g ○ f ○ g)
[Y,X](h○g,g○ε)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ [Y,X](h ○ g,g)
β ∶ [Y,X](h ○ g,g)→ [X,X](h ○ g ○ f,g ○ f)
[X,X](h○η,g○f)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ [X,X](h,g ○ f).
2. Let T ∶ X→ X be a morphism of C and ϕ ∶ T○g → g a morphism in [Y,X].
Denote ψ the composition T
T○η
ÐÐ→ T ○ g ○ f
ϕ○f
ÐÐ→ g ○ f in [X,X].
Then ϕ factors as T ○ g
ψ○g
ÐÐ→ g ○ f ○ g
g○ǫ
ÐÐ→ g.
Consequently for every morphism h ∶ X→ X of C the map
γ ∶ [X,X](h,T) → [Y,X](h ○ g,T ○ g)
[Y,X](h○g,ϕ)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ [Y,X](h ○ g,g)
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factors as
[X,X](h,T)
[X,X](h,ψ)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ [X,X](h,g ○ f)
α
Ð→ [Y,X](h ○ g,g).
Thus ψ is an equivalence if and only if for every morphism h ∶ X → X of
C the map γ is an equivalence.
3. Let g ∶ Y → X,h ∶ Z → X be morphisms of C that admit left adjoints
f ∶ X→ Y respectively k ∶ X→ Z and let φ ∶ Y → Z be a morphism in C over
X.
Denote ω the morphism
h ○ k → h ○ k ○ g ○ f ≃ h ○ k ○ h ○ φ ○ f → h ○ φ ○ f ≃ g ○ f
in [X,X].
Then h ○ k ○ g
ω○g
ÐÐ→ g ○ f ○ g → g is equivalent to the composition
h ○ k ○ g ≃ h ○ k ○ h ○ φ→ h ○ φ ≃ g.
Proof. The composition
[Y,X](h ○ g,g ○ f ○ g)
[Y,X](h○g,g○ε)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ [Y,X](h ○ g,g)
→ [X,X](h ○ g ○ f,g ○ f)
is equivalent to the composition
[Y,X](h ○ g,g ○ f ○ g)→ [X,X](h ○ g ○ f,g ○ f ○ g ○ f)
[X,X](h○g○f,g○ε○f)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→
[X,X](h ○ g ○ f,g ○ f)
and the composition
[X,X](h ○ g ○ f,g ○ f)
[X,X](h○η,g○f)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ [X,X](h,g ○ f)
→ [Y,X](h ○ g,g ○ f ○ g)
is equivalent to the composition
[X,X](h ○ g ○ f,g ○ f)→ [Y,X](h ○ g ○ f ○ g,g ○ f ○ g)
[Y,X](h○η○g,g○f○g)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ [Y,X](h ○ g,g ○ f ○ g).
So β ○ α is equivalent to
[X,X](h,g ○ f) → [X,X](h ○ g ○ f,g ○ f ○ g ○ f)
[X,X](h○η,g○f○g○f)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→
[X,X](h,g ○ f ○ g ○ f)
[X,X](h,g○ε○f)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ [X,X](h,g ○ f)
and α ○ β is equivalent to
[Y,X](h ○ g,g)→ [Y,X](h ○ g ○ f ○ g,g ○ f ○ g)
[Y,X](h○g○f○g,g○ε)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→
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[Y,X](h ○ g ○ f ○ g,g)
[Y,X](h○η○g,g)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ [Y,X](h ○ g,g).
As
[X,X](h,g ○ f) → [X,X](h ○ g ○ f,g ○ f ○ g ○ f)
[X,X](h○η,g○f○g○f)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→
[X,X](h,g ○ f ○ g ○ f)
is equivalent to
[X,X](h,g ○ f)
[X,X](h,g○f○η)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ [X,X](h,g ○ f ○ g ○ f)
and
[Y,X](h ○ g,g)→ [Y,X](h ○ g ○ f ○ g,g ○ f ○ g)
[Y,X](h○g○f○g,g○ε)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→
[Y,X](h ○ g ○ f ○ g,g)
is equivalent to
[Y,X](h ○ g,g)
[Y,X](h○g○ε,g)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ [Y,X](h ○ g ○ f ○ g,g),
β ○ α is equivalent to
[X,X](h,g ○ f)
[X,X](h,g○f○η)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ [X,X](h,g ○ f ○ g ○ f)
[X,X](h,g○ε○f)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→
[X,X](h,g ○ f)
and α ○ β is equivalent to
[Y,X](h ○ g,g)
[Y,X](h○g○ε,g)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ [Y,X](h ○ g ○ f ○ g,g)
[Y,X](h○η○g,g)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→
[Y,X](h ○ g,g).
Therefore statement 1. follows from the triangular identities:
The compositions f
f○η
ÐÐ→ f ○ g ○ f
ε○f
Ð→ f and g
η○g
ÐÐ→ g ○ f ○ g
g○ε
ÐÐ→ g of morphisms
of the category [X,Y] respectively [Y,X] are the identities.
It remains to show 2:
The composition ψ ∶ T ○ g
T○η○g
ÐÐÐ→ T ○ g ○ f ○ g
ϕ○f○g
ÐÐÐ→ g ○ f ○ g
g○ǫ
ÐÐ→ g is equivalent
to
T ○ g
T○η○g
ÐÐÐ→ T ○ g ○ f ○ g
T○g○ǫ
ÐÐÐ→ T ○ g
ϕ
Ð→ g and is thus equivalent to ϕ due to
the triangular identities.
It remains to show 3:
The composition
h ○ k ○ g → h ○ k ○ g ○ f ○ g ≃ h ○ k ○ h ○ φ ○ f ○ g → h ○ φ ○ f ○ g ≃ g ○ f ○ g → g
is equivalent to the composition
h ○ k ○ g → h ○ k ○ g ○ f ○ g ≃ h ○ k ○ h ○ φ ○ f ○ g → h ○ φ ○ f ○ g → h ○ φ ≃ g
and thus equivalent to the composition
h ○ k ○ g → h ○ k ○ g ○ f ○ g → h ○ k ○ g ≃ h ○ k ○ h ○ φ→ h ○ φ ≃ g,
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which is equivalent to
h ○ k ○ g ≃ h ○ k ○ h ○ φ→ h ○ φ ≃ g
by the triangular identities.
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4 Eilenberg-Moore objects
In this section we develop the theory of Eilenberg-Moore objects and Co-Eilenberg-
Moore objects in a given 2-category that abstract the category of monadic al-
gebras and coalgebras from the 2-category Cat∞(κ) to an arbitrary 2-category.
To do so we abstract in definition 4.3 the notions monadic functor and monad
from Cat∞(κ) to an arbitrary 2-category.
We show in example 4.5 that for every κ-small category S the 2-category
Cat∞(κ)/S admits Eilenberg-Moore objects and co-Eilenberg-Moore objects.
From this we deduce in theorem 4.16 that for every categorical pattern P
on S the subcategory of P-fibered objects of Cat∞(κ)/S is closed in Cat∞(κ)/S
under Eilenberg-Moore objects and Co-Eilenberg-Moore objects.
4.1 Eilenberg-Moore objects
Let S be a category and G ∶ D → C a functor over S that admits a left adjoint
relative to S.
By proposition 7.43 the functor G over S admits an endomorphism object
T ∈ FunS(C,C) with respect to the canonical left module structure on FunS(D,C)
over FunS(C,C).
By remark 2.18 for every category B over S we have a canonical equivalence
θ ∶ LModT(FunS(B,C)) ≃ FunS(B,LMod
/S
T
(C))
over FunS(B,C).
For B =D the endomorphism left module structure on G over T corresponds
to lift α ∶D→ LMod
/S
T (C) of G.
We will say that G is a monadic functor over S or that G exhibits D as
monadic over C relative to S if α is an equivalence.
If S is contractible, we will drop S. In this case our definition coincides with
the usual one.
Remark 4.1. Let G ∶ D → C be a functor over S that admits a left adjoint
relative to S.
Then G is a monadic functor over S if and only if for every category B
over S the induced functor FunS(B,G) ∶ FunS(B,D) → FunS(B,C) is a monadic
functor.
Let α ∶D→ LMod
/S
T
(C) be the canonical lift of G from above.
By Yoneda α is an equivalence if and only if for every functor B → S the
induced functor β ∶ FunS(B,D) → FunS(B,LMod
/S
T (C)) ≃ LModT(FunS(B,C))
over FunS(B,C) is an equivalence.
The canonical FunS(C,C)-left module structure on FunS(D,C) is the pullback
of the endomorphism left module structure on FunS(D,C) over
Fun(FunS(B,C),FunS(B,C)) along a unique monoidal functor FunS(C,C) →
Fun(FunS(B,C),FunS(B,C)) that sends T to some monad T′ on FunS(B,C).
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By remark 3.2 the 2-functor FunS(B,−) ∶ Cat∞(κ)/S → Cat∞(κ) sends the
endomorphism left module structure on G over T to an endomorphism left mod-
ule structure on FunS(B,G) over T
′ with respect to the canonical left module
structure on Fun(FunS(B,D),FunS(B,C)) over Fun(FunS(B,C),FunS(B,C)).
By ... we have a commutative square
LModT(FunS(D,C))

// FunS(D,LMod
/S
T (C))

LModT′(Fun(FunS(B,D),FunS(B,C)))
θ′
// Fun(FunS(B,D),LModT′(FunS(B,C))).
Hence the endomorphism T′-left module structure on FunS(B,G) corresponds
to β under the canonical equivalence θ′.
So β is an equivalence if and only if FunS(B,G) is monadic.
Remark 4.2. Let G ∶ D → C be a functor over S that admits a left adjoint
relative to S.
Then G is a monadic functor over S if and only if G is equivalent over C to
the forgetful functor LMod
/S
A (C) → C for some left module structure on C → S
over some monoidal category E over S and some functor A ∶ S → Alg/S(E) over
S.
The only if direction is evident.
By proposition 7.43 the forgetful functor LMod
/S
A
(C) → C admits a left adjoint
relative to S. Denote δ ∶ FunS(S,E) → FunS(B,E) the monoidal diagonal functor.
By remark 2.18 we have a canonical equivalence
LModA(δ
∗(FunS(B,C))) ≃ FunS(B,LMod
/S
A (C))
over FunS(B,C).
By remark 4.1 the forgetful functor LMod
/S
A (C) → C is a monadic functor
over S if and only if for all functors B→ S the induced functor
LModA(δ∗(FunS(B,C))) ≃ FunS(B,LMod
/S
A
(C))→ FunS(B,C) is monadic.
So we can reduce to the case that S is contractible.
The left module structure on C over E is the pullback of the endomorphism
left module structure on C over Fun(C,C) along a unique monoidal functor ρ ∶
E→ Fun(C,C) that sends A to some monad T on C.
Thus by corollary 7.18 we have a canonical equivalence LModA(C) ≃ LModT(C)
over C.
By proposition 7.43 the forgetful functor ψ ∶ LModT(C) → C admits a left
adjoint.
For B = LModT(C) the identity corresponds under θ to a left T-module
structure on ψ ∶ LModT(C) → C that exhibits T as the endomorphism object of
ψ by lemma 4.10.
So tautologically ψ is a monadic functor.
By remark 4.1 the following definition generalizes the notion of monadic
functor over S.
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Definition 4.3. (monadic morphism, Eilenberg-Moore object, representable monad)
Let C be a 2-category and ψ ∶ Z→ X a morphism of C.
We say that ψ exhibits Z as monadic over X or call ψ ∶ Z → X a monadic
morphism if ψ admits a left adjoint in C and for every object Y of C the induced
functor [Y,Z]→ [Y,X] is monadic.
Let T ∈ Alg([X,X]) be a monad.
We say that a morphism φ ∶ Z → X of C exhibits Z as an Eilenberg-Moore
object of T or that φ ∶ Z→ X is an Eilenberg-Moore object of T if φ is monadic
and there is a left T-module structure on φ with respect to the canonical [X,X]-
left module structure on [Z,X] that exhibits T as the endomorphism object of
φ.
In this case we say that φ ∶ Z→ X represents the monad T.
We call the monad T representable if there is an Eilenberg-Moore object of
T.
We say that a morphism φ ∶ Z → X of C is representable if its associated
monad is representable.
If φ ∶ Z → X is a morphism of C that admits a left adjoint f ∶ X → Z and
exhibits Z as an Eilenberg-Moore object of T, by proposition 3.6 we have a
canonical equivalence T ≃ φ ○ f in Fun(X,X).
If every monad T ∈ Alg([X,X]) admits an Eilenberg-Moore object, we say
that X admits Eilenberg-Moore objects.
If all objects X of C admit Eilenberg-Moore objects, we say that C admits
Eilenberg-Moore objects.
By proposition 3.6 every right adjoint morphism Y → X admits an endo-
morphism object with respect to the canonical [X,X]-left modul structure on
[Y,X]. So every monadic morphism Y → X is an Eilenberg-Moore object of
some monad T on X.
Tautologically every monadic morphism is representable.
We have the dual notion of comonadic morphism and coEilenberg-Moore
object.
Given a 2-category C we call a morphism ψ ∶ Z → X of C comonadic if ψ is
a monadic morphism in Cop, i.e. if for every object Y of C the induced functor
[Y,Z] → [Y,X] is comonadic.
Let T ∈ Alg([X,X]op) be a comonad.
We say that a morphism φ ∶ Z → X of C exhibits Z as a coEilenberg-Moore
object of T or that φ ∶ Z → X is a coEilenberg-Moore object of T if φ is an
Eilenberg-Moore object of T in Cop.
Remark 4.4. Let S be a category.
The opposite category involution lifts to a canonical equivalence
(Cat∞(κ)/S)op ≃ Cat∞(κ)/Sop
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of 2-categories, as the opposite category involution Cat∞(κ)/Sop ≃ Cat∞(κ)/S
induces for every operad Q⊗ over LM⊗, where we set B⊗ ∶= Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ Q
⊗, a
pullback square
AlgQ⊗/LM⊗(Cat∞(κ)/Sop)

≃
// AlgQ⊗/LM⊗(Cat∞(κ)/S)

AlgB⊗/Ass⊗(Cat∞(κ)/Sop)
≃
// AlgB⊗/Ass⊗/(Cat∞(κ)/S).
Example 4.5. Let C→ S be a functor and T ∈ Alg(FunS(C,C)) a monad.
By proposition 7.43 the functor ψ ∶ LMod
/S
T (C) → C over S admits a left
adjoint relative to S.
By remark 2.18 for every category B over S we have a canonical equivalence
θ ∶ LModT(FunS(B,C)) ≃ FunS(B,LMod
/S
T (C))
over FunS(B,C).
For B = LMod/ST (C) the identity corresponds under θ to a left T-module
structure on ψ ∶ LMod
/S
T (C) → C that exhibits T as the endomorphism object of
ψ by proposition 4.13.
So ψ is a monadic functor over S with associated monad T, in other words
ψ is an Eilenberg-Moore object of T in Cat∞(κ)/S.
So for every κ-small category S the 2-category Cat∞(κ)/S admits Eilenberg-
Moore objects.
By remark 4.4 the duality involution lifts to a canonical equivalence
(Cat∞(κ)/S)op ≃ Cat∞(κ)/Sop of 2-categories.
Thus (Cat∞(κ)/S)op ≃ Cat∞(κ)/Sop admits Eilenberg-Moore objects so that
Cat∞(κ)/S also admits co-Eilenberg-Moore objects.
Given a comonad L ∈ coAlg(FunS(C,C)) on a category C over S its co-
Eilenberg-Moore object is given by the forgetful functor
coLMod
/S
L (C) ∶= LMod
/Sop
L (C
op)op → C
over S.
Let φ ∶D→ C be an Eilenberg-Moore object of T in Cat∞(κ)/S.
For B =D the endomorphism T-left module structure on φ corresponds under
θ to a functor D → LMod
/S
T (C) over C.
As φ ∶D→ C is a monadic functor over S, the functor D → LMod
/S
T (C) over
C is an equivalence.
Let F ∶ C → D be a 2-functor and ψ ∶ Z → X an Eilenberg-Moore object of
some monad T ∈ Alg([X,X]) on some object X of C.
By remark 3.2 the T-left module structure on ψ gives rise to a F(T)-left mod-
ule structure on F(ψ) ∶ F(Z) → F(X) that exhibits F(T) as the endomorphism
object of F(ψ).
So if F(ψ) is a monadic morphism, F(ψ) is an Eilenberg-Moore object of
F(T).
In this case we say that F preserves the Eilenberg-Moore object of T.
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Remark 4.6. Suppose we haven given a commutative square
D′
ψ′

// D
ψ

C′ // C
(5)
of κ-small categories, where the horizontal functors are fully faithful and the
right vertical functor ψ is monadic and its left adjoint F ∶ C → D restricts to a
functor C′ →D′.
Then the functor ψ′ ∶D′ → C′ is monadic if and only if square 5 is a pullback
square.
Denote Fun(C,C)′ ⊂ Fun(C,C) the full subcategory spanned by the functors
C → C that send objects of C′ to objects of C′.
Then the endomorphism left modul structure on C over Fun(C,C) restricts
to a left modul structure on C′ over Fun(C,C)′ that is the pullback of the endo-
morphism left modul structure on C′ over Fun(C′,C′) along a unique monoidal
functor Fun(C,C)′ → Fun(C′,C′).
As ψ ∶ D → C is monadic, we have a canonical equivalence D ≃ LModT(C)
over C for some monad T on C with T ≃ ψ ○ F in Fun(C,C).
As F restricts to a functor C′ → D′, the monad T is an associative algebra
of Fun(C,C)′ and so gives rise to a monad T′ on C′.
We have a canonical equivalence LModT′(C′) ≃ C′ ×C LModT(C) ≃ C′ ×C D
over C′. So the functor C′ ×C D → C
′ is monadic.
Moreover F ∶ C → D restricts to a functor F′ ∶ C′ → C′ ×C D that restricts to
a functor C′ →D′.
So by theorem 5.1 the canonical functor D′ → C′×CD over C
′ is an equivalence
if and only if ψ′ is monadic.
Remark 4.7.
Let C be a 2-category, B a subcategory of C, ψ ∶ Z→ X a morphism of B and
T ∈ Alg([X,X]B) a monad.
If B is a full subcategory of C, ψ ∶ Z → X is a monadic morphism of B if
and only if ψ is a monadic morphism of C and ψ ∶ Z→ X is an Eilenberg-Moore
object of T in B if and only if ψ is an Eilenberg-Moore object of T in C.
If B is an arbitrary subcategory of C we have the following:
Assume that ψ ∶ Z→ X is a monadic morphism of C with left adjoint F ∶ X→
Z.
Remark 4.6 implies the following:
ψ is a monadic morphism in B if and only if for all Y ∈ B the commutative
square
[Y,Z]B

// [Y,Z]C

[Y,X]B // [Y,X]C
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is a pullback square and F ∶ X → Z is a morphism of B or equivalently if and
only if for all morphisms α ∶ Y → Z of C with ψ ○ α ∶ Y → Z → X also α belongs
to B and the composition ψ ○ F ∶ X→ Z → X is a morphism of B.
Assume that ψ ∶ Z→ X is an Eilenberg-Moore object of T in C.
Then ψ ∶ Z → X is an Eilenberg-Moore object of T in B if and only if ψ
is a monadic morphism of B or equivalently if and only if for all morphisms
α ∶ Y → Z of C with ψ ○ α ∶ Y → Z→ X also α belongs to B.
Let C be a 2-category, B a subcategory of C and X an object of B.
Assume that X admits Eilenberg-Moore objects in C.
We say that B is closed in C under Eilenberg-Moore objects of X if X admits
Eilenberg-Moore objects in B that are preserved by the subcategory inclusion
B ⊂ C.
By remark 4.7 B is closed in C under Eilenberg-Moore objects of X if and
only if for every monad T ∈ Alg([X,X]B) the Eilenberg-Moore object ψ ∶ Z→ X
in C is a monadic morphism of B or equivalently if and only if for all morphisms
α ∶ Y → Z of C with ψ ○ α ∶ Y → Z→ X also α belongs to B.
This has the following consequence:
Let A ⊂ C,B ⊂ C be subcategories and X ∈ A ×C B ⊂ C.
If A,B are closed in C under Eilenberg-Moore objects of X, the pullback
A ×C B is also closed in C under Eilenberg-Moore objects of X.
Assume that C admits Eilenberg-Moore objects.
We say that B is closed in C under Eilenberg-Moore objects if B is closed in
C under Eilenberg-Moore objects of X for all objects X of B.
So B is closed in C under Eilenberg-Moore objects if and only if B admits
Eilenberg-Moore objects that are preserved by the subcategory inclusion B ⊂ C.
Remark 4.8. Let G ∶D→ C be a 2-functor that admits a left adjoint F.
Then for all X ∈ C,Y ∈D the induced functor
[F(X),Y] → [G(F(X)),G(Y)] → [X,G(Y)]
is an equivalence.
So G ∶D→ C preserves monadic morphisms and Eilenberg-Moore objects:
Being a 2-functor G ∶D→ C preserves right adjoint morphisms.
Let ψ ∶ Z → X be a morphism of D. Then for every object Y of C the functor
[F(Y),Z] → [F(Y),X] is equivalent to the functor [Y,G(Z)] → [Y,G(X)] so
that with ψ also G(ψ) is monadic.
So by remark 3.2 if Z → X is an Eilenberg-Moore object for a monad T on
X in D, the image G(Z) → G(X) is an Eilenberg-Moore object for the monad
G(T) in C.
Let ψ ∶ Z→ X be a morphism of D that admits a left adjoint.
The full subcategory of Cat∞(κ) spanned by those categories K with the prop-
erty that [K,Z]→ [K,X] is monadic, is closed under κ-small colimits as the full
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subcategory of Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)) spanned by the monadic functors is closed un-
der κ-small limits in the full subcategory of Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ))
R spanned by the
right adjoint functors.
So if D is generated by the essential image of F under κ-small colimits,
ψ ∶ Z → X is monadic if and only if G(ψ) is monadic.
Remark 4.9. Let C be a 2-category and B a 2-localization of C.
Let φ ∶ Z→ X be an Eilenberg-Moore object in C of a monad T ∈ Alg([X,X])
on some object X of B.
Denote Φ ∶ Z → X the map of cocartesian fibrations over Cop classifying the
natural transformation [−, φ] ∶ [−,Z]→ [−,X] of functors Cop → Cat∞(κ).
By corollary 4.11 the canonical map Z→ LModT(X) of cocartesian fibrations
over Cop over the cocartesian fibration X→ Cop is an equivalence.
Thus for every morphism f ∶ A→ B of C the commutative square
[B,Z]

// [A,Z]

[B,X] // [A,X]
is equivalent to the commutative square
LModT([B,X])

// LModT([A,X])

[B,X] // [A,X].
So if f ∶ A→ B is a local equivalence of C, the [X,X]-linear functor [B,X]→
[A,X] is an equivalence and thus induces an equivalence LModT([B,X]) →
LModT([A,X]).
Hence the functor [B,Z]→ [A,Z] is an equivalence so that Z belongs to B.
So φ ∶ Z→ X is an Eilenberg-Moore object of T in B.
Consequently every Eilenberg-Moore object in C of a monad T ∈ Alg([X,X])
on some object X of B is an Eilenberg-Moore object of T in B.
Especially if an object X of B admits Eilenberg-Moore objects in C, it admits
Eilenberg-Moore objects in B and thus with C also B admits Eilenberg-Moore
objects.
Let C be a 2-category and B a 2-localization of C, then Bop is a 2-localization
of Cop.
So every co-Eilenberg-Moore object in C of a comonad T ∈ coAlg([X,X]) on
some object X of B is a co-Eilenberg-Moore object of T in B.
Proposition 4.10. Let C be a κ-small 2-category for a strongly inaccessible
cardinal κ and T ∈ Alg([X,X]) a monad on some object X of C.
Let φ ∶ Z→ X be a morphism of C.
Denote T′ ∈ {T}×[X,X]LModT([X,X]) the left T-module structure on T coming
from the associative algebra structure on T.
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1. Assume that φ is endowed with a left T-module structure such that for
every Y ∈ C the induced left T-modul structure on [Y, φ] ∶ [Y,Z] → [Y,X]
corresponds to an equivalence [Y,Z] → LModT([Y,X]) over [Y,X].
Denote T ∶ X→ Z the image of T′ under this equivalence for Y = X so that
T ∶ X → Z lifts the functor T along φ ∶ Z → X and denote η ∶ idX → T the
unit of the monad T.
Then η ∶ idX → T ≃ φ○T exhibits T ∶ X→ Z as the left adjoint of φ ∶ Z→ X.
2. Let [X,X], [Z,X] be endowed with the canonical left-modul structures over
[X,X].
Assume that the functor [T,X] ∶ [Z,X]→ [X,X] is a [X,X]-linear functor
such that the induced C(X,X)-linear functor
C(T,X) ∶ C(Z,X) → C(X,X) on maximal subspaces is the canonical C(X,X)-
linear functor.
Suppose that the commutative square
[Z,Z]

[T,Z]
// [X,Z]

[Z,X]
[T,X]
// [X,X]
is equivalent over [T,X] ∶ [Z,X]→ [X,X] to the commutative square
LModT([Z,X])

LModT([T,X])
// LModT([X,X])

[Z,X]
[T,X]
// [X,X].
Denote φ′ the left T-module structure on φ ∶ Z → X that corresponds to the
identity of Z.
Then the action map β ∶ T ○ φ → φ of φ′ exhibits T as the endomorphism
object of φ with respect to the canonical [X,X]-left module structure on
[Z,X].
Proof. 1.
We first assume that φ ∶ Z → X admits a left adjoint F.
Denote η˜ the unit of the adjunction F ∶ X⇄ Z ∶ φ in C.
The functor [X,−] ∶ C → Cat∞(κ) is a 2-functor.
Thus the natural transformation [X, η˜] ∶ id[X,X] → [X, φ] ○ [X,F] exhibits
[X,F] ∶ [X,X] → [X,Z] as the left adjoint of the forgetful functor LModT([X,X])
≃ [X,Z]
[X,φ]
ÐÐÐ→ [X,X], i.e. as the free left T-module functor.
As T
T○η
ÐÐ→ T ○ T
µ
Ð→ T is the identity, the unit η ∶ idX → T of the monad T
exhibits T′ as the free T-module generated by the tensor unit idX of [X,X].
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Thus there is a unique equivalence T → F ≃ [X,F](idX) such that η ∶ idX →
φ ○ T ≃ φ ○ F is homotopic to η˜ = [X, η˜](idX) ∶ idX → φ ○ F.
So η ∶ idX → T ≃ φ ○ T exhibits T ∶ X→ Z as the left adjoint of φ ∶ Z→ X.
Now let φ be arbitrary. We will show that φ admits a left adjoint.
By lemma ... it is enough to see that for every Y ∈ C the induced natural
transformation [Y, η] ∶ id → [Y, φ] ○ [Y,T] of functors [Y,X] → [Y,X] exhibits
[Y,T] as left adjoint to [Y, φ].
The 2-functor [Y,−] ∶ C → Cat∞(κ) sends the monad T on X to a monad
[Y,T] on [Y,X].
The left T-module structure on φ gives rise to a left [Y,T]-module structure
on Fun([Y,X], [Y, φ]) ∶ Fun([Y,X], [Y,Z]) → Fun([Y,X], [Y,X]).
We have a canonical equivalence
Fun([Y,X], [Y,Z]) ≃ Fun([Y,X],LModT([Y,X])) ≃
LMod[Y,T](Fun([Y,X], [Y,X]))
over Fun([Y,X], [Y,X]).
We have a commutative square
[X,Z]

// LModT([X,X])

Fun([Y,X], [Y,Z]) // LMod[Y,T](Fun([Y,X], [Y,X])).
The functor [Y, φ] ∶ [Y,Z] ≃ LModT([Y,X]) → [Y,X] admits a left adjoint.
So by what we have proved so far, [Y, η] ∶ id → [Y,T] ≃ [Y, φ] ○ [Y,T]
exhibits [Y,T] ∶ [Y,X] → [Y,Z] as the left adjoint of [Y, φ] ∶ [Y,Z]→ [Y,X].
As next we prove 2.:
By (a) the unit η ∶ idX → T ≃ φ ○ T of the monad T exhibits T as the left
adjoint of φ ∶ Z→ X.
Thus by proposition 3.6 we have to see that the composition T
T○η
ÐÐ→ T ○ φ ○
T
β○T
ÐÐ→ φ ○ T is an equivalence.
The [X,X]-linear functor T∗ ∶= [T,X] ∶ [Z,X]→ [X,X] yields a functor
LModT([Z,X]) → LModT([X,X]) that sends the left T-module structure φ′
on φ to the left T-module T′.
So T ○ T ≃ T ○ T∗(φ) ≃ T∗(T ○ φ)
β○T
ÐÐ→ T∗(φ) ≃ T is the multiplication
map of the monad T as the canonical equivalence T ○ T∗(φ) ≃ T∗(T ○ φ) is the
associativity equivalence of C.
So β ○T ∶ T○φ○T ≃ T○T→ φ○T ≃ T is the multiplication map of the monad
T.
Corollary 4.11. Let C be a κ-small 2-category for a strongly inaccessible cardi-
nal κ and φ ∶ Z → X an Eilenberg-Moore object of some monad T ∈ Alg([X,X])
on some object X of C.
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Denote Φ ∶ Z → X the map of cocartesian fibrations over Cop classifying the
natural transformation [−, φ] ∶ [−,Z]→ [−,X] of functors Cop → Cat∞(κ).
Then φ ∶ Z→ X is an Eilenberg-Moore object of T if and only if Z is equivalent
over X to LModT(X) ∶
By proposition 7.15 we have a 2-functor θ ∶ C → Catcocart∞/Cop(κ) that sends the
morphism φ ∶ Z → X to Φ ∶ Z → X. By definition of the notion of monadic
morphism θ preserves monadic morphisms and thus Eilenberg-Moore objects.
So if φ ∶ Z → X is an Eilenberg-Moore object of T in C, the map Φ ∶ Z →
X of cocartesian fibrations over Cop is an Eilenberg-Moore object of θ(T) in
Cat
cocart
∞/Cop(κ) ⊂ Cat∞(κ)/Cop .
Thus by 4.5 we have a canonical equivalence Z ≃ LModT(X) over X.
On the other hand if there is an equivalence LMod
/Cop
T (X) ≃ Z of cocartesian
fibrations over Cop over the cocartesian fibration X → Cop, the assumptions of
proposition 4.10 2. are satisfied so that the morphism φ ∶ Z→ X is an Eilenberg-
Moore object of T.
Remark 4.12. In the following we want to apply corollary 4.11 to the 2-category
C = Cat∞(κ)/S for some κ-small category S.
Let T ∈ Alg(FunS(X,X)) be a monad on some category X over S and φ ∶ Z→
X a functor over S that admits a left adjoint relative to S.
φ ∶ Z → X yields a map Φ ∶ Y ∶= Fun
/(Cat∞(κ)/S)
op
(Cat∞(κ)/S)op×S
(U′(κ)S, (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op ×
Z) → X ∶= Fun
/(Cat∞(κ)/S)
op
(Cat∞(κ)/S)op×S
(U′(κ)S, (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op × X) of cocartesian fibra-
tions over (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op that classifies the natural transformation FunS(−, φ) ∶
FunS(−,Z) → FunS(−,X) of functors (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op → Cat∞(κ) due to theorem
7.7.
Denote M⊗ → LM⊗ × S the LM⊗-monoidal category over S that encodes the
endomorphism left module structure on X → S over FunS(X,X) and denote
U′(κ)S → (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op ×S the map of cartesian fibrations over (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op
classifying the identity of Cat∞(κ)/S.
By remark 2.17 we have a LM⊗-monoidal category
Fun
/(Cat∞(κ)/S)
op
(Cat∞(κ)/S)op×S
(U′(κ)S, (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op ×M)⊗ over (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op, whose
pullback along the monoidal diagonal functor
δ ∶ (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op×FunS(X,X)
⊗ →Map(Cat∞(κ)/S)op(U
′(κ)S, (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op×
FunS(X,X))
⊗ ≃ Fun
/(Cat∞(κ)/S)
op
(Cat∞(κ)/S)op×S
(U′(κ)S, (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op × S × FunS(X,X))
⊗
over (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op endows X with the structure of a left module over FunS(X,X)
that is the image of the endomorphism left module structure on X → S over
FunS(X,X) under the 2-functor θ ∶ C→ Cat
cocart
∞/Cop(κ) due to remark 7.8.
So by 4.11 φ ∶ Z → X is an Eilenberg-Moore object of T if and only if
there is an equivalence LMod
/(Cat∞(κ)/S)
op
T (X) ≃Y of cocartesian fibrations over
(Cat∞(κ)/S)
op over the cocartesian fibration X → (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op.
Proposition 4.13. Let C → S be a functor and T ∈ Alg(FunS(C,C)) a monad.
By remark 2.18 for every category B over S we have a canonical equivalence
θ ∶ LModT(FunS(B,C)) ≃ FunS(B,LMod
/S
T (C))
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over FunS(B,C).
For B = LMod/S
T
(C) the identity corresponds under θ to a left T-module
structure on the forgetful functor ψ ∶ LMod
/S
T
(C)→ C with respect to the canon-
ical FunS(C,C)-left module structure on FunS(LMod
/S
T (C),C).
This left T-module structure exhibits T as the endomorphism object of ψ.
Proof. Denote M⊗ → LM⊗ × S the LM⊗-monoidal category over S that encodes
the endomorphism left module structure on X→ S over FunS(X,X).
Denote U′(κ)S → (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op × S the map of cartesian fibrations over
(Cat∞(κ)/S)
op classifying the identity of Cat∞(κ)/S.
The forgetful functor ψ ∶ LMod
/S
T
(C)→ C yields a map
Ψ ∶ Y ∶= Fun
/(Cat∞(κ)/S)
op
(Cat∞(κ)/S)op×S
(U′(κ)S, (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op × LMod
/S
T (X)) → X ∶=
Fun
/(Cat∞(κ)/S)
op
(Cat∞(κ)/S)op×S
(U′(κ)S, (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op×X) of cocartesian fibrations over (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op.
By remark 2.17 we have a LM⊗-monoidal category
Fun
/(Cat∞(κ)/S)
op
(Cat∞(κ)/S)op×S
(U′(κ)S, (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op ×M)⊗ over (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op, whose
pullback along the monoidal diagonal functor
δ ∶ (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op×FunS(X,X)
⊗ →Map(Cat∞(κ)/S)op(U
′(κ)S, (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op×
FunS(X,X))⊗ ≃ Fun
/(Cat∞(κ)/S)
op
(Cat∞(κ)/S)op×S
(U′(κ)S, (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op × S × FunS(X,X))⊗
over (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op endows X with a left module structure over FunS(X,X).
By remark 4.12 it is enough to show that there is an equivalence
LMod
/(Cat∞(κ)/S)
op
T (X) ≃Y
of cocartesian fibrations over (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op over the cocartesian fibration
X→ (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op.
This desired equivalence is the composition of canonical equivalences
LMod
/(Cat∞(κ)/S)
op
T (X) =
LMod
/(Cat∞(κ)/S)
op
T (Fun
(Cat∞(κ)/S)
op
(Cat∞(κ)/S)op×S
(U′(κ)S, (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op ×X)) ≃
Fun
/(Cat∞(κ)/S)
op
(Cat∞(κ)/S)op×S
(U′(κ)S,LMod
/(Cat∞(κ)/S)
op×S
T ((Cat∞(κ)/S)
op ×X)) ≃
Fun
/(Cat∞(κ)/S)
op
(Cat∞(κ)/S)op×S
(U′(κ)S, (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op × LMod
/S
T (X)) =Y
over X provided by remark 2.18 1.
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4.2 An existence result for 2-categories with Eilenberg-
Moore objects
Let S be a κ-small category. By example 4.5 the 2-category Cat∞(κ)/S admits
Eilenberg-Moore objects and co-Eilenberg-Moore objects.
Goal of this subsection is to show that many subcategories of Cat∞(κ)/S
are closed in Cat∞(κ)/S under Eilenberg-Moore objects and co-Eilenberg-Moore
objects.
We will show that for every categorical pattern P on S the subcategory
Cat∞(κ)
P
/S
⊂ Cat∞(κ)/S with objects the P-fibered objects and with morphisms
the maps of those admits Eilenberg-Moore objects and co-Eilenberg-Moore ob-
jects which are preserved by the subcategory inclusion Cat∞(κ)
P
/S
⊂ Cat∞(κ)/S
(theorem 4.16).
Example 4.14. Theorem 4.16 will imply that structure on a monad is reflected
in structure on its category of algebras and dually structure on a comonad is
reflected in structure on its category of coalgebras:
Let T be a monad on a category C and denote LModT(C) → C its category
of algebras.
Let L be a comonad on C and denote coLModL(C) = LModT(Cop)op → C its
category of coalgebras.
1. If C carries the structure of an operad and T lifts to a map of operads
such that the unit and multiplication of T are natural transformations of
operads, then the forgetful functor LModT(C) → C and its left adjoint lift
to maps of operads.
2. If C carries the structure of an operad and L lifts to a map of operads such
that the counit and comultiplication of L are natural transformations of
operads, then the forgetful functor coLModL(C) → C and its right adjoint
lift to maps of operads.
Let V⊗ be a monoidal category.
3. If C carries the structure of a left module over V and T lifts to a V-linear
functor such that the unit and multiplication of T are V-linear natural
transformations, then the forgetful functor LModT(C) → C and its left
adjoint lift to V-linear functors.
4. If C carries the structure of a left module over V and L lifts to a V-linear
functor such that the counit and comultiplication of L are V-linear natural
transformations, then the forgetful functor coLModL(C)→ C and its right
adjoint lift to V-linear functors.
5. If C carries the structure of a symmetric monoidal category and T lifts to
an oplax symmetric monoidal functor such that the unit and multiplica-
tion of T are oplax symmetric monoidal natural transformations, then the
forgetful functor LModT(C) → C lifts to a symmetric monoidal functor.
6. If C carries the structure of a symmetric monoidal category and L lifts to
a lax symmetric monoidal functor such that the unit and multiplication of
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L are lax symmetric monoidal natural transformations, then the forgetful
functor coLModL(C)→ C lifts to a symmetric monoidal functor.
We start with the following observation:
Proposition 4.15. Let S be a κ-small category.
1. The full subcategory of Cat∞(κ)/S spanned by the (locally) cartesian fibra-
tions over S admits Eilenberg-Moore objects, which are preserved by the
full subcategory inclusion to Cat∞(κ)/S.
Dually, the full subcategory of Cat∞(κ)/S spanned by the (locally) cocarte-
sian fibrations over S admits co-Eilenberg-Moore objects, which are pre-
served by the full subcategory inclusion to Cat∞(κ)/S.
Moreover for every (locally) cartesian fibration C→ S and every monad
T ∈ Alg(FunS(C,C)) the functor LMod
/S
T (C) → C is a map of (locally)
cartesian fibrations over S.
Dually for every (locally) cocartesian fibration C→ S and every comonad
T ∈ coAlg(FunS(C,C)) the functor coLMod
/S
T
(C) → S is a map of (locally)
cocartesian fibrations over S.
2. The subcategory of Cat∞(κ)/S with objects the (locally) cartesian fibra-
tions over S and with morphisms the functors over S that preserve (locally)
cartesian morphisms admits Eilenberg-Moore objects and co-Eilenberg-Moore
objects, which are preserved by the subcategory inclusion to Cat∞(κ)/S.
Dually, the subcategory of Cat∞(κ)/S with objects the (locally) cocartesian
fibrations over S and with morphisms the functors over S that preserve
(locally) cocartesian morphisms admits Eilenberg-Moore objects and co-
Eilenberg-Moore objects, which are preserved by the subcategory inclusion
to Cat∞(κ)/S.
Proof. We have a canonical equivalence (Cat∞(κ)/S)op ≃ Cat∞(κ)/Sop of 2-
categories that restricts to an equivalence of 2-categories between the full sub-
category of (Cat∞(κ)/S)op spanned by the (locally) cocartesian fibrations over
S and the full subcategory of Cat∞(κ)/Sop spanned by the (locally) cartesian
fibrations over Sop and restricts to an equivalence of 2-categories between the
subcategory of (Cat∞(κ)/S)op with objects the (locally) cocartesian fibrations
over S and with morphisms the functors over S that preserve (locally) cocarte-
sian morphisms and the subcategory of Cat∞(κ)/Sop with objects the (locally)
cartesian fibrations over Sop and with morphisms the functors over Sop that
preserve (locally) cartesian morphisms.
Thus it is enough to show that the full subcategory of Cat∞(κ)/S spanned
by the (locally) cartesian fibrations over S and the subcategory of Cat∞(κ)/S
with objects the (locally) (co)cartesian fibrations over S and with morphisms the
functors over S that preserve (locally) (co)cartesian morphisms admit Eilenberg-
Moore objects, which are preserved by the subcategory inclusions to Cat∞(κ)/S.
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By remark 4.7 2. it is enough to see the following:
For every (locally) cartesian fibration C → S and every monad
T ∈ Alg(FunS(C,C)) the functor LMod
/S
T (C) → S is a (locally) cartesian
fibration and the functor LMod
/S
T (C)→ C over S preserves and reflects (locally)
cartesian morphisms.
For every (locally) cocartesian fibration C → S and every monad
T ∈ Alg(Fun(C,C)), whose underlying endofunctor C → C over S is a map of
(locally) cocartesian fibrations over S, the functor LMod
/S
T (C)→ S is a (locally)
cocartesian fibration and the functor LMod
/S
T (C) → C over S preserves and
reflects (locally) cocartesian morphisms.
This follows from remark 2.11 and the fact that the functor LMod
/S
T
(C) → C
over S induces on the fiber over every object s of S the conservative functor
LModTs(Cs) → Cs.
From proposition 4.15 we deduce the following theorem:
Theorem 4.16. Let S be a κ-small category and P a categorical pattern on S.
The subcategory Cat∞(κ)
P
/S
⊂ Cat∞(κ)/S with objects the P-fibered objects
and with morphisms the maps of those admits Eilenberg-Moore objects and
coEilenberg-Moore objects which are preserved by the subcategory inclusion
Cat∞(κ)
P
/S
⊂ Cat∞(κ)/S.
Proof. Denote E ∶= EP ⊂ Fun(∆1,S) and F ∶= FP ⊂ Fun(∆2,S) the specified
morphisms and triangles of P.
Let P′ be the categorial pattern on S with EP′ = E,FP′ ⊂ Fun(∆2,S) the
functors ∆2 → S that factor through ∆1 and with no diagrams.
The identity of S defines a map of categorical pattern P′ → P that gives
rise to a Cat∞(κ)-linear functor Cat∞(κ)
P′
/S
→ Cat∞(κ)
P
/S
with a lax Cat∞(κ)-
linear fully faithful right adjoint compatible with the subcategory inclusions to
Cat∞(κ)/S.
Especially Cat∞(κ)
P
/S
is a 2-localization of Cat∞(κ)
P
′
/S
.
So by remark 4.9 it is enough to show that Cat∞(κ)
P
′
/S
admits Eilenberg-
Moore objects and coEilenberg-Moore objects which are preserved by the sub-
category inclusion Cat∞(κ)
P′
/S
⊂ Cat∞(κ)/S.
So we can assume that P has no diagrams and F consists of the functors
that factor through ∆1.
A category C over S is P-fibered if and only if for every morphism of E
corresponding to a functor ∆1 → S the pullback ∆1 ×S C → ∆
1 is a cocartesian
fibration, a functor F ∶ C → D over S is a map of P-fibered objects if and only
if for every morphism of E corresponding to a functor ∆1 → S the pullback
∆1 ×S F ∶∆
1 ×S C →∆
1 ×S D is a map of cocartesian fibrations over ∆
1.
Let C → S be a functor, T ∈ Alg(FunS(C,C)) a monad on C and L ∈
Alg(FunS(C,C)
op) ≃ Alg(FunSop(Cop,Cop)) a comonad on C.
A functor ∆1 → S yields a canonical monoidal functor FunS(C,C) →
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Fun∆1(∆
1 ×S C,∆
1 ×S C) that induces functors
Alg(FunS(C,C))→ Alg(Fun∆1(∆
1 ×S C,∆
1 ×S C))
and
Alg(FunS(C,C)
op)→ Alg(Fun∆1(∆
1 ×S C,∆
1 ×S C)
op)
that send T to a monad structure on ∆1 ×S T respectively L to a comonad
structure on ∆1 ×S L.
By remark 2.2 4. we have canonical equivalences
∆1 ×S LMod
/S
T (C) ≃ LMod
/∆1
∆1×ST
(∆1 ×S C)
and
∆1 ×S coLMod
/S
L
(C) ≃ coLMod/∆
1
∆1×SL
(∆1 ×S C)
over ∆1 ×S C.
∆1 ×S LMod
/Sop
Lop
(Cop)op ≃ LMod/(∆
1)op
(∆1×SL)op
((∆1 ×S C)op)op
By remark 4.7 2. and example 4.5 we have to check the following:
Let C → S be a functor, T ∈ Alg(FunS(C,C)) a monad on C and
L ∈ Alg(FunS(C,C)op) ≃ Alg(FunSop(Cop,Cop)) a comonad on C.
If for every morphism of E corresponding to a functor ∆1 → S the pullback
∆1 ×S C → ∆
1 is a cocartesian fibration and the functors ∆1 ×S T,∆
1 ×S L ∶
∆1 ×S C→∆
1 ×S C over ∆
1 are maps of cocartesian fibrations over ∆1, then for
every morphism of E corresponding to a functor ∆1 → S the pullbacks
∆1 ×S LMod
/S
T
(C) → ∆1 and ∆1 ×S coLMod
/S
L
(C) → ∆1 are cocartesian fi-
brations and the functors ∆1 ×S LMod
/S
T (C)→∆
1 ×S C and ∆
1 ×S coLMod
/S
L (C)
→∆1 ×S C over ∆
1 preserve and reflect cocartesian morphisms.
Hence we can reduce to the case that S = ∆1,E = Fun(∆1,∆1) and F =
Fun(∆2,∆1).
But in this case Cat∞(κ)
P
/∆1
= Cat∞(κ)cocart/∆1 so that the result follows from
proposition 4.15.
Example 4.17. Let O⊗ be an operad and P the categorial pattern for operads
over O⊗.
Then Op∞(κ)/O⊗ is closed in Cat∞(κ)/O⊗ under Eilenberg-Moore objects and
co-Eilenberg-Moore objects.
This implies 1.-4. of example 4.14.
Denote W the full subcategory of Cat∞(κ)/O⊗ spanned by the (locally) co-
cartesian fibrations over O⊗.
Then Op∞(κ)/O⊗ ×Cat∞(κ)/O⊗ W is the category of O
⊗-monoidal categories
(respectively representable O⊗-operads) and lax O⊗-monoidal functors.
By proposition 4.15 W is closed in Cat∞(κ)/O⊗ under co-Eilenberg-Moore
objects.
Thus by remark 4.9 the 2-category Op∞(κ)/O⊗ ×Cat∞(κ)/O⊗ W is closed in
Cat∞(κ)/O⊗ under co-Eilenberg-Moore objects.
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This together with proposition 4.15 1. implies 6. of example 4.14.
5. of of example 4.14 follow in the following way:
Let C⊗ → O⊗ be a O⊗-monoidal category classifying a O⊗-monoid φ of
Cat∞(κ).
Denote (C⊗)rev → O⊗ the fiberwise dual relative to O⊗ of the cocartesian
fibration C⊗ → O⊗ and (C⊗)∨ ≃ ((C⊗)rev)op the cartesian fibration classifying φ.
Let T ∈ Coalg(AlgO⊗((C
⊗)rev, (C⊗)rev)) be a comonad in Op∞(κ)/O⊗×Cat∞(κ)/O⊗
W, which we think of as a opmonoidal monad on C.
So the co-Eilenberg-Moore object
coLMod
/O⊗
T ((C
⊗)rev) = LMod/(O
⊗)op
T (((C
⊗)rev)op)op → O⊗
of T in Cat∞(κ)/O⊗ is a O
⊗-monoidal category and the forgetful functor
V ∶ coLMod
/O⊗
T ((C
⊗)rev)→ (C⊗)rev is a O⊗-monoidal functor.
Thus LMod
/(O⊗)op
T ((C
⊗)∨)∨
−1
≃ coLMod/O
⊗
T ((C
⊗)rev)rev → O⊗ is a O⊗-monoidal
category and the forgetful functor
Vrev ∶ LMod
/(O⊗)op
T ((C
⊗)∨)∨
−1
→ C⊗ is a O⊗-monoidal functor.
For every X ∈ O the O⊗-monoidal functor Vrev ∶ LMod/(O
⊗)op
T
((C⊗)∨)∨
−1
→
C⊗ induces the forgetful functor LMod(TX)op(CX)→ CX.
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5 A localization between monads and right ad-
joint morphisms
Let S be a κ-small category, C⊗ → S × LM⊗ a cocartesian S-family of categories
enriched in Cat∞(κ) and X a section of C → S.
We construct a map End ∶ (C/S
/X
)R → Alg/S([X,X]/S)rev of cocartesian fibra-
tions over S that sends a morphism g ∶ Y → X(s) for some s ∈ S with left adjoint
f ∶ X(s) → Y to its associated monad on X(s).
Denote (C/S
/X
)mon ⊂ (C/S
/X
)rep ⊂ (C/S
/X
)R the full subcategories spanned by the
monadic morphisms respectively morphisms whose associated monad is repre-
sentable and Alg([X,X]/S)rep ⊂ Alg([X,X]/S) the full subcategory spanned by
the representable monads.
We show that End ∶ (C/S
/X
)rep → (Alg([X,X]/S)rep)rev admits a fully faithful
right adjoint Alg relative to S with essential image (C/S
/X
)mon (theorem 5.1).
Thus the functor End restricts to an equivalence (C/S
/X
)mon → (Alg([X,X]/S)rep)rev
inverse to the functor Alg and the full subcategory (C/S
/X
)mon ⊂ (C/S
/X
)rep is a lo-
calization relative to S.
If C is a subcategory of Cat∞/S for some κ-small category S and X ∈ C, we give
a more explicite description of the adjunction End ∶ (C/X)
rep → (Alg([X,X])rep)op.
We show in theorem 5.4 that Alg is the restriction of the functor
Alg(FunS(X,X))
op → ((Cat∞(κ)/S)/X)
R ⊂ Cat∞(κ)/X
classified by the map LMod/S(X)→ X×Alg(FunS(X,X)) of cartesian fibrations
over Alg(FunS(X,X)).
Having this more explicite description we are able to give a more coherent
version of the adjunction of theorem 5.1 for the case that C is a subcategory of
Cat∞/S ∶
We define a category Alg([X,X]/C
op
)rep over Cop, whose fiber over an ob-
ject X of C is the category Alg([X,X])rep of monads on X that admit an
Eilenberg-Moore object in C that is preserved by the subcategory inclusion
C/X ⊂ (Cat∞/S)/X.
Denote Fun(∆1,C)rep ⊂ Fun(∆1,C) the full subcategory spanned by the
morphisms Y → X, whose associated monad on X admits an Eilenberg-Moore
object in C that is preserved by the subcategory inclusion C/X ⊂ (Cat∞/S)/X.
We construct a localization End ∶ Fun(∆1,C)rep ⇄ (Alg([X,X]/C
op
)rep)op ∶
Alg relative to C that induces on the fiber over an object X of C the localization
End ∶ (C/X)
rep ⇄ (Alg([X,X])rep)op ∶ Alg (theorem 5.5), where we use the
explicite description of the functor Alg given by theorem 5.4.
So the functor End restricts to an equivalence
Fun(∆1,C)mon → (Alg([X,X]/C
op
)rep)op
relative to C and the full subcategory Fun(∆1,C)mon ⊂ Fun(∆1,C)rep is a local-
ization relative to C.
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From this we deduce the statement that for every 2-category C the full sub-
category Fun(∆1,C)mon ⊂ Fun(∆1,C)rep is a localization relative to C (theorem
5.9).
We deduce this from the following facts:
By proposition 7.15 we have a functor θ ∶ C → Catcocart∞/Cop(κ) that sends an
object X of C to the cocartesian fibration classifying the functor [−,X] ∶ Cop →
Cat∞(κ). The induced functor C → θ(C) admits a left inverse due to remark 5.8.
By theorem 5.1 for every X ∈ C the full subcategory (C/X)mon ⊂ (C/X)rep of
representable morphisms over X spanned by the monadic morphisms over X is
a localization.
The full subcategory Fun(∆1,Catcocart∞/Cop(κ))
mon ⊂ Fun(∆1,Catcocart∞/Cop(κ))
R is
a localization due to theorem 5.5.
Moreover we show in theorem 5.9 that this localization can be enhanced to
a localization of 2-categories relative to C if C is cotensored over Cat∞(κ).
So if C is a 2-category that admits Eilenberg-Moore objects, we obtain a
localization Fun(∆1,C)mon ⊂ Fun(∆1,C)R from monadic morphisms into right
adjoint morphisms.
5.1 A localization between monads and right adjoint mor-
phisms
Let S be a κ-small category, C⊗ → S×LM⊗ a cocartesian S-family of 2-categories
and X a cocartesian section of C → S.
Denote (C/S
/X
)mon ⊂ (C/S
/X
)rep ⊂ (C/S
/X
)R ⊂ C/S
/X
the full subcategories spanned
by the morphisms Y → X(s) in Cs for some s ∈ S that are monadic respectively
whose associated monad on X(s) is representable, i.e. admits an Eilenberg-
Moore object, respectively is a right adjoint morphism.
Construction 2.
Let S be a κ-small category and C⊗ → S × LM⊗ a cocartesian S-family of
2-categories.
By proposition 7.15 we have a map
θ ∶ C⊗ →MapS(C
rev,S × Cat∞(κ))
⊗
of S-families of operads over LM⊗, whose pullback to Ass⊗ is the diagonal map
S × Cat∞(κ)
× ≃MapS(S,S × Cat∞(κ))
⊗ →MapS(C
rev,S × Cat∞(κ))
⊗
of S-families of operads over Ass⊗.
θ induces a FunS(S,S × Cat∞(κ))× ≃ Fun(S,Cat∞(κ))× ≃ (Cat∞(κ)cocart/S )
×-
linear map
χ ∶ FunS(S,C)
⊗ → FunS(S,MapS(C
rev,S×Cat∞(κ)))
⊗ ≃ FunS(Crev,S×Cat∞(κ))×
≃ Fun(Crev,Cat∞(κ))× ≃ (Cat∞(κ)cocart/Crev )
×
of operads over LM⊗.
The composition
C→MapS(C
rev,S × Cat∞(κ)) ≃ S ×Cat∞(κ) Cocart(κ)→ S ×Cat∞(κ) L(κ)
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of functors over S is equivalent to the Yoneda-embedding
C ≃ S ×Cat∞(κ) U(κ)→ S ×Cat∞(κ) R(κ) ≃ S ×Cat∞(κ) L(κ)
over S.
Hence the composition
FunS(S,C) → FunS(S,MapS(C
rev,S × Cat∞(κ))) ≃ FunS(Crev,S × Cat∞(κ))
≃ Fun(Crev,Cat∞(κ)) ≃ Cat∞(κ)cocart/Crev → L(κ)Crev
is equivalent to the Yoneda-embedding
FunS(S,C) ≃ FunCat∞(κ)(S,U(κ)) ⊂ FunCat∞(κ)(S,R(κ)) ≃ FunCat∞(κ)(S,L(κ))
≃ L(κ)Crev .
Let X be a cocartesian section of C → S and ρ ∶ X → Crev the cocartesian
fibration that classifies the functor Crev → Cat∞(κ) adjoint to the functor θ ○X ∶
Crev → Cat∞(κ) × S over S.
Let X be a cocartesian section of C→ S. We have a canonical endomorphism
left module structure on X over the cocartesian fibration [X,X]/S → S with re-
spect to the LM⊗-operad structure on FunS(S,C) over FunS(S,S × Cat∞(κ)) ≃
Fun(S,Cat∞(κ)) ≃ Cat∞(κ)cocart/S , which is sent by χ to a left module structure
on ρ ∶ X→ Crev over the pullback Crev ×S [X,X]
/S → Crev.
By proposition 7.3 we have a canonical equivalence (C/S
/X
)rev ≃ X≃ of left
fibrations over Crev, where X≃ ⊂ X denotes the subcategory with the same objects
and with morphisms the ρ-cocartesian morphisms.
Denote XunivEnd ⊂ X
≃ ≃ (C/S
/X
)rev the full subcategory spanned by the morphisms
f ∶ Y → X(s) in Cs for some s ∈ S that admit an endomorphism object with respect
to the canonical [X(s),X(s)]-left module structure on [Y,X(s)] that is sent by
any morphism φ ∶ s→ t of S to an endomorphism object of φ∗(f) with respect to
the canonical [X(t),X(t)]-left module structure on [φ∗(Y),X(t)].
By proposition 3.6 we have a full inclusion ((C/S
/X
)R)rev ⊂ XunivEnd .
So by construction 1 we have a map
((C/S
/X
)R)rev → Alg/S([X,X]/S)
of cocartesian fibrations over S that is the endomorphism object of the canonical
inclusion ((C/S
/X
)R)rev ⊂ X with respect to the left module structure on
FunCrev(((C
/S
/X
)R)rev,X) over FunCrev(((C
/S
/X
)R)rev,Crev ×S [X,X]
/S) ≃
FunS(((C
/S
/X
)R)rev, [X,X]/S).
Passing to fiberwise duals over S we get a map End ∶ (C/S
/X
)R → Alg/S([X,X]/S)rev
of cocartesian fibrations over S.
End sends a morphism g ∶ Y → X(s) for some s ∈ S with left adjoint f ∶
X(s)→ Y to its endomorphism object with respect to the canonical [X(s),X(s)]-
left module structure on [Y,X(s)], which is given by g○f according to proposition
3.6.
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Now we are ready to state the main theorem:
Theorem 5.1. Let S be a κ-small category, C⊗ → S×LM⊗ a cocartesian S-family
of 2-categories and X a cocartesian section of C → S.
We have a localization End ∶ (C/S
/X
)rep → (Alg/S([X,X]/S)rep)rev ∶ Alg relative
to S.
For every object s ∈ S the local objects of ((Cs)/X(s))rep are the monadic
morphisms over X(s) so that the restriction
(C/S
/X
)mon ⊂ (C/S
/X
)rep
End
ÐÐ→ (Alg/S([X,X]/S)rep)rev
is an equivalence and (C/S
/X
)mon ⊂ (C/S
/X
)rep is a localization relative to S.
Let s ∈ S and let g ∶ Y → X,h ∶ Z → X be morphisms in Cs that admit left
adjoints f ∶ X→ Y respectively k ∶ X→ Z.
A morphism φ ∶ Y → Z in ((Cs)/X(s))
rep is a local equivalence if and only if
the morphism h ○ k → h ○ k ○ g ○ f ≃ h ○ k ○ h ○ φ ○ f → h ○ φ ○ f ≃ g ○ f in [X,X] is
an equivalence.
Especially a morphism φ ∶ Y → Z in ((Cs)/X(s))
rep with Z a local object is a
local equivalence if and only if the morphism k → k ○ g ○ f ≃ k ○ h ○φ ○ f → φ ○ f in
[X,Z] is an equivalence.
Let s ∈ S and let g ∶ Y → X be a right adjoint morphism in Cs with associated
monad T that admits an Eilenberg-Moore object ψ ∶ Z → X in Cs.
We have a canonical equivalence [Y,Z] ≃ LModT([Y,X]) over [Y,X] under
which the endomorphism left module structure on g ∶ Y → X over T corresponds
to lift g′ ∶ Y → Z of g ∶ Y → X.
g′ ∶ Y → Z is a local equivalence in ((Cs)/X(s))
rep with target a local object.
Proof. Being a map of cocartesian fibrations over S the functor End ∶ (C/S
/X
)rep →
(Alg/S([X,X]/S)rep)rev over S admits a fully faithful right adjoint relative to
S if and only if for every s ∈ S the induced functor Ends ∶ ((Cs)/X(s))rep →
(Alg([X(s),X(s)])rep)op on the fiber over s admits a fully faithful right adjoint.
So we can reduce to the case that S is contractible.
Let φ ∶ Z→ X be a monadic morphism of C and T ≃ End(Z) its endomorphism
object with respect to the canonical [X,X]-left module structure on [Y,X].
It is enough to find an equivalence
α ∶ C/X(−,Z) ≃ Alg([X,X])
op(End(−),End(Z))
of functors ((C/X)
rep)op → S(κ) such that under the induced equivalence
C/X(Z,Z) ≃ Alg([X,X])
op(End(Z),End(Z))
of spaces the identity of Z corresponds to an autoequivalence of End(Z).
The morphism φ ∶ Z → X induces a natural transformation [−, φ] ∶ [−,Z] →
[−,X] of functors Cop → Cat∞(κ) classified by a map Z → X of cocartesian
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fibrations over Cop. By 4.11 there is a canonical equivalence Z → LMod
/Cop
T (X)
over X.
By remark 3.4 2. we have a canonical equivalence
(Alg([X,X]) × ((C/X)
R)op) ×(Alg([X,X])×X) LMod
/Cop(X) ≃
(Alg([X,X]) × ((C/X)
R)op) ×(Alg([X,X]){0}×Alg([X,X]){1}) Alg([X,X])
∆1
over Alg([X,X]) × ((C/X)
R)op that gives rise to an equivalence
((C/X)
R)op ×X LMod
/Cop
T (X) ≃ ((C/X)
R)op ×Alg([X,X]) Alg([X,X])T/
over ((C/X)
R)op.
As φ ∶ Z→ X is monadic, for every Y ∈ C the functor [Y, φ] ∶ [Y,Z]→ [Y,X]
is monadic and thus conservative.
Hence the commutative square
C/Z

// Zop

C/X
// Xop
of cartesian fibrations over C is a pullback square as it induces on the fiber over
every Y ∈ C the pullback square
C(Y,Z)

// [Y,Z]op

C(Y,X) // [Y,X]op.
So we get a canonical equivalence
(C/X)
R ×C/X (C/X)/Z ≃ (C/X)
R ×C/X C/Z ≃ (C/X)
R ×Xop Z
op ≃
(C/X)
R ×Xop LMod
/Cop
T (X)
op ≃ (C/X)
R ×Alg([X,X])op (Alg([X,X])T/)
op ≃
(C/X)
R ×Alg([X,X])op (Alg([X,X])
op)/T
of right fibrations over (C/X)
R that classifies an equivalence
C/X(−,Z) ≃ Alg([X,X])
op(End(−),End(Z))
of functors ((C/X)
R)op → S(κ), whose restriction to ((C/X)
rep)op ⊂ ((C/X)R)op
is the desired equivalence.
Proposition 3.6 guarantees that under the induced equivalence
C/X(Z,Z) ≃ Alg([X,X])
op(End(Z),End(Z))
the identity of Z corresponds to an autoequivalence of End(Z).
So the functor End ∶ (C/X)
rep → (Alg([X,X])rep)op admits a fully faithful
right adjoint that sends a representable monad T on X to the monadic morphism
Z→ X representing the functor Alg([X,X])op(End(−),T) ∶ ((C/X)
rep)op → S(κ).
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So given a monadic morphism Z→ X the right adjoint sends the representable
monad End(Z) on X to Z→ X.
Hence the local objects of (C/X)
rep are exactly the monadic morphisms over
X.
The statements about local equivalences follow from lemma 3.7 3.
Let s ∈ S and let g ∶ Y → X be a right adjoint morphism in Cs with associated
monad T that admits an Eilenberg-Moore object ψ ∶ Z→ X in Cs.
By definition of α under the equivalence
α(Y) ∶ (Cs)/X(s)(Y,Z) ≃ Alg([X(s),X(s)])
op(End(Y),T)
the lift g′ ∶ Y → Z of g ∶ Y → X corresponds to the identity of T = End(Y) and
is thus the unit and so a local equivalence.
Corollary 5.2. Let S be a κ-small category, C⊗ → S × LM⊗ a cocartesian S-
family of 2-categories and X a cocartesian section of C → S. Assume that for
every s ∈ S the image X(s) admits Eilenberg-Moore objects in Cs.
The map End ∶ (C/S
/X
)R → Alg/S([X,X]/S)rev of cocartesian fibrations over
S admits a fully faithful right adjoint Alg relative to S that sends a monad on
X(s) for some s ∈ S to its Eilenberg-Moore object.
For every object s ∈ S the local objects of (Cs)/X(s) are the monadic morphisms
over X(s) so that the restriction
(C/S
/X
)mon ⊂ C/S
/X
End
ÐÐ→ Alg/S([X,X]/S)rev
is an equivalence and the full subcategory (C/S
/X
)mon ⊂ (C/S
/X
)R is a localization
relative to S.
Let s ∈ S and let g ∶ Y → X,h ∶ Z → X be morphisms in Cs that admit left
adjoints f ∶ X→ Y respectively k ∶ X→ Z.
A morphism φ ∶ Y → Z in (Cs)/X(s) is a local equivalence if and only if the
morphism h ○ k → h ○ k ○ g ○ f ≃ h ○ k ○ h ○ φ ○ f → h ○ φ ○ f ≃ g ○ f in [X,X] is an
equivalence.
Especially a morphism φ ∶ Y → Z in (Cs)/X(s) with Z a local object is a local
equivalence if and only if the morphism k→ k○g ○ f ≃ k○h○φ○ f → φ○ f in [X,Z]
is an equivalence.
Remark 5.3. Let F ∶ C→D be a 2-functor.
We have a commutative square
(C/X)
rep

End
// (Alg([X,X])rep)op

(D/F(X))
rep End // (Alg([F(X),F(X)])rep)op.
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If F preserves monadic morphisms with target X, by remark 3.2 F preserves
the Eilenberg-Moore object of every monad on X. In this case the last square
induces a commutative square
(C/X)
rep

(Alg([X,X])rep)op
Alg
oo

(D/F(X))
rep (Alg([F(X),F(X)])rep)op.
Alg
oo
Applying remark 5.3 to the 2-functor θ ∶ C → Catcocart∞/Cop(κ) that preserves
monadic morphisms we obtain a commutative square
(Alg([X,X])rep)op

Alg
// (C/X)
rep

Alg([X,X])op
Alg
// (Catcocart∞/Cop(κ)/X)
R
with X ∶= θ(X).
As the composition C
θ
Ð→ Catcocart∞/Cop(κ)
(−)≃
ÐÐ→ L(κ)Cop is the Yoneda-embedding,
the composition
(Alg([X,X])rep)op
Alg
ÐÐ→ (C/X)
rep ⊂ C/X ⊂ L(κ)Cop/(C/X)op
is equivalent to the functor
(Alg([X,X])rep)op → Alg([X,X])op
Alg
ÐÐ→ (Catcocart∞/Cop(κ)/X)
R ⊂ Catcocart∞/Cop(κ)/X
(−)≃
ÐÐ→
L(κ)Cop /(C/X)op .
Thus the functor Alg ∶ (Alg([X,X])rep)op → (C/X)
rep is induced by the
functor Alg ∶ Alg([X,X])op → (Catcocart∞/Cop(κ)/X)
R.
In the following we will give a more explicite description of the localization
End ∶ (Catcocart∞/Cop(κ)/X)
R ⇄ Alg([X,X])op ∶ Alg,
i.e. the localization End ∶ (D/X)
R
rep ⇄ Alg([X,X])
op
rep ∶ Alg of theorem 5.1 for
D = Catcocart∞/Cop(κ) and X = X ∈D.
More generally we will give a more explicite description of the localization
End ∶ (D/X)
R
rep ⇄ Alg([X,X])
op
rep ∶ Alg
of theorem 5.1 for D a subcategory of Cat∞(κ)/S for some κ-small category S
and X ∈ D.
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Construction 3.
Let G ∶ Sop → Cat∞(κ) be a functor and C ⊂ Sop ×Cat∞(κ) Fun(∆
1,Cat∞(κ))
a subcategory.
Passing to cotensors over Sop we obtain a subcategory inclusion
C∆
1
⊂ G∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)))∆
1
≃ G∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ))∆
1
) over Sop.
Denote (C∆
1
)mon ⊂ (C∆
1
)rep ⊂ (C∆
1
)R ⊂ C∆
1
the full subcategories spanned
by the objects of Fun(∆1,Cs) for some s ∈ S corresponding to morphisms in Cs
that are monadic, whose associated monad admits an Eilenberg-Moore object
that is preserved by the subcategory inclusion Cs ⊂ Cat∞(κ)/G(s) respectively that
admit a left adjoint.
Given a section X of the functor C ⊂ G∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ))) → Sop corre-
sponding to a natural transformation H → G of functors Sop → Cat∞(κ) we
set
(C/S
op
/X
)mon ∶= Sop ×C{1} (C
∆1)mon, (C/S
op
/X
)rep ∶= Sop ×C{1} (C
∆1)rep and
(C/S
op
/X
)R ∶= Sop ×C{1} (C
∆1)R.
Let D → T be a map of κ-small cartesian fibrations over S classifying the
natural transformation H→ G of functors Sop → Cat∞(κ).
Denote [X,X]/S ⊂ Fun/S
T
(D,D) the full subcategory spanned by the objects
that belong to [X(s),X(s)]Cs ⊂ FunTs(Ds,Ds) for some s ∈ S.
As for every s ∈ S the monoidal structure on FunTs(Ds,Ds) restricts to a
monoidal structure on [X(s),X(s)]Cs , the monoidal structure on Fun
/S
T (D,D)
over S restricts to a monoidal structure on [X,X]/S over S.
Denote Alg/S([X,X]/S)rep ⊂ Alg/S([X,X]/S) the full subcategory spanned by
the monads on X(s) for some s ∈ S that admit an Eilenberg-Moore object that is
preserved by the subcategory inclusion Cs ⊂ Cat∞(κ)/G(s).
1. The endomorphism Fun
/S
T (D,D)-left module structure on D → T corre-
sponds to a left module structure on the functor D → T over the pullback
T ×S Fun
/S
T
(D,D) of the monoidal category Fun/S
T
(D,D) over S along a
functor T → S.
By lemma 2.12 the forgetful functor
ζ ∶ LMod/T(D) → Alg/S(Fun/ST (D,D)) ×S D
is a map of cartesian fibrations over Alg/S(Fun/ST (D,D)), where a mor-
phism of LMod/T(D) is cartesian with respect to the cartesian fibration
LMod/T(D)→ Alg/S(Fun/S
T
(D,D)) if and only if its image in D is carte-
sian with respect to the cartesian fibration D→ S
So ζ classifies a functor
ξ ∶ Alg/S(Fun/ST (D,D))
op → H∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ))) ≃
Sop ×G∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ))){1} G
∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)))
∆
1
= G∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)))
/Sop
/X
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over Sop that induces on the fiber over s ∈ S the functor
Alg(FunTs(Ds,Ds))
op → Cat∞(κ)/H(s) ≃
(Cat∞(κ)/G(s))/H(s)
classified by the map LMod/Ts(Ds)→ Alg(FunTs(Ds,Ds))×Ds of cartesian
fibrations over Alg(FunTs(Ds,Ds)).
By ... for every monad T ∈ Alg(FunTs(Ds,Ds)) the functor LMod
/Ts(Ds)→
Ds is the Eilenberg-Moore object in Cat∞(κ)/G(s).
As every monad T ∈ Alg([X(s),X(s)]) admits an Eilenberg-Moore object
in Cs that is preserved by the subcategory inclusion Cs ⊂ Cat∞(κ)/G(s), the
functor LMod/Ts(Ds) → Ds over Ts ≃ G(s) belongs to ((Cs)/H(s))
mon ⊂
(Cat∞(κ)/G(s))/H(s).
Thus ξ induces a functor
Alg ∶ (Alg/S([X,X]/S)rep)op → (C/S
op
/X
)mon
over Sop that induces on the fiber over s ∈ S the functor
Alg ∶ (Alg([X(s),X(s)])rep)op → (Cs/X(s))
mon
that is equivalent to the functor of theorem 5.4 with the same name.
More generally by remark 2.14 1. for every functor S′ → S the pullback
S′op ×Sop Alg ∶ S
′op ×Sop (Alg
/S(Fun/ST (D,D))
rep)op →
S′op ×Sop (C
/Sop)mon ⊂ S′op ×Sop (C
/Sop
/X
)R
is equivalent over S′op to the functor
S′op×Sop(Alg
/S(Fun/S
T
(D,D))rep)op ≃ (Alg/S
′
(Fun/S
′
S′×ST
(S′×SD,S
′×SD))
rep)op
Alg
ÐÐ→ ((S′op ×Sop C)
/S′op
/S′op×SopX
)R ≃ S′op ×Sop (C
/Sop
/X
)R
over S′op.
We have a commutative square
(Alg/S([X,X]/S)rep)op

Alg
// (C/S
op
/X
)rep

Alg/S(Fun/ST (D,D))
op Alg // ((Sop ×Cat∞(κ) Fun(∆
1,Cat∞(κ)))
/Sop
/X
)R
(6)
of categories over Sop.
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2. Let
α ∶ Rop → (C/S
op
/X
)R ⊂ (Sop ×Cat∞(κ) Fun(∆
1,Cat∞(κ)))
/Sop
/X
≃
Sop ×Cat∞(κ) Fun(∆
1,Cat∞(κ))
be a functor over Sop corresponding to a map of cartesian fibrations ϕ ∶
E→ R ×S D over R.
For every r ∈ R lying over some s ∈ S the induced functor ϕr ∶ Er →Ds over
Ts admits a left adjoint relative to Ts that is a morphism of Cs.
So ϕ admits a left adjoint F relative to R ×S T being a map of cartesian
fibrations over R.
So by proposition 3.6 ϕ admits an endomorphism object T with respect to
the canonical left module structure on FunR×ST(E,R×SD) over FunR×ST(R×S
D,R ×S D), which is given by ϕ ○F.
We have a canonical equivalence
FunR×ST(R ×S D,R ×S D) ≃ FunR(R,Fun
/R
R×ST
(R ×S D,R ×S D)) ≃
FunR(R,R ×S Fun
/S
T (D,D)) ≃ FunS(R,Fun
/S
T (D,D))
of monoidal categories, under which T corresponds to an associative alge-
bra of FunS(R,Fun
/S
T (D,D)) corresponding to a functor
φ ∶ R → Alg/S(Fun/S
T
(D,D)) over S that sends r ∈ R lying over some s ∈ S
to the morphism ϕr ○ Fr ∶ Ds → Ds of Cs that is the endomorphism object
of ϕr.
So φ induces a functor R → Alg/S([X,X]/S) ⊂ Alg/S(Fun/ST (D,D)) over S
corresponding to a functor Rop → Alg/S([X,X]/S)op ⊂ Alg/S(Fun/ST (D,D))
op
over Sop.
For R = ((C/S
op
/X
)R)op and α ∶ Rop → (C/S
op
/X
)R the canonical equivalence we
obtain a functor End ∶ (C/S
op
/X
)R → Alg/S([X,X]/S)op over Sop.
We have a commutative square
(C/S
op
/X
)R

End
// Alg/S([X,X]/S)op

((Sop ×Cat∞(κ) Fun(∆
1,Cat∞(κ)))
/Sop
/X
)R
End
// Alg/S(Fun/ST (D,D))
op,
(7)
where the bottom functor over Sop is the functor End for C = Sop ×Cat∞(κ)
Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)).
End restricts to a functor (C/S
op
/X
)rep → (Alg/S([X,X]/S)rep)op with the
same name.
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3. By 2.18 3. we have a canonical equivalence
LModT(FunR×ST(E,R ×S D)) ≃ FunR×ST(E,LMod
/R×ST
T
(R ×S D)),
under which the endomorphism T-left module on ϕ corresponds to a func-
tor β ∶ E→ LMod
/R×ST
T
(R ×S D) over R ×S T.
As R ×S D → R ×S T is a map of cartesian fibrations over R, by remark
2.5 the functor LMod
/R×ST
T
(R ×S D) → R is a cartesian fibration, whose
cartesian morphisms are those that get cartesian morphisms of R×SD→ R.
So with ϕ also β is a map of cartesian fibrations over R.
We have a canonical equivalence
R ×
Alg/S(Fun/S
T
(D,D))
LMod/T(D) ≃
R ×
Alg/R(Fun
/R
R×ST
(R×SD,R×SD))
LMod/R×ST(R ×S D)
≃ R×Alg(FunR×ST(R×SD,R×SD))×RLMod
/R×ST(R×SD) ≃ LMod
/R×ST
T
(R×SD)
over R ×S D.
So the map β ∶ E→ LMod
/R×ST
T
(R×SD) ≃ R×Alg/S(Fun/S
T
(D,D))
LMod/T(D)
of cartesian fibrations over R over the cartesian fibration R ×S D → R
classifies a natural transformation γ ∶ α → Alg ○ φop of functors Rop →
(Sop×Cat∞(κ)Fun(∆
1,Cat∞(κ)))
/Sop
/X
≃ Sop×Cat∞(κ)Fun(∆
1,Cat∞(κ)) over
Sop that sends r ∈ R lying over some s ∈ S to the functor γ(r) ∶ Er →
LMod
/Ts
Tr
(Ds) over Ts that corresponds to the endomorphism Tr-left mod-
ule structure on the functor ϕr ∶ Er →Ds over Ts.
So with ϕr also γ(r) belongs to Cs.
Thus γ induces a natural transformation α → Alg ○φop of functors Rop →
(C/S
op
/X
)R over Sop that sends r ∈ R lying over some s ∈ S to the functor
γ(r) ∶ Er → LMod
/Ts
Tr
(Ds) over Ts that corresponds to the endomorphism
Tr-left module structure on the functor ϕr ∶ Er →Ds over Ts.
For R = ((C/S
op
/X
)R)op and α ∶ Rop → (C/S
op
/X
)R the canonical equivalence we
obtain a natural transformation λ ∶ id → Alg ○End of functors (C/S
op
/X
)R →
(C/S
op
/X
)R over Sop that sends an object Y ∈ ((Cs)/X(s))R ⊂ ((Cat∞(κ)/Ts)/Ds)
R
for some s ∈ S to the the functor Y → LMod/Ts
T
(Ds) over Ts that corre-
sponds to the endomorphism T-left module structure on the right adjoint
functor Y →Ds over Ts.
Theorem 5.4. Let S be a κ-small category, C ⊂ Cat∞(κ)/S a subcategory and
X an object of C.
The functor Alg ∶ (Alg([X,X])rep)op → (C/X)
mon ⊂ (C/X)rep of construction
3 1. is right adjoint to the functor End ∶ (C/X)
rep → (Alg([X,X])rep)op of
theorem 5.1.
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Especially the functor Alg is fully faithful.
So if every monad on X admits an Eilenberg-Moore object that is preserved
by the subcategory inclusion C ⊂ Cat∞(κ)/S, the functor Alg ∶ Alg([X,X])op →
(C/X)
mon ⊂ (C/X)R of construction 3 1. is a fully faithful right adjoint of the
functor End ∶ (C/X)
R → Alg([X,X])op of theorem 5.1.
Proof. We first observe that we can reduce to the case C = Cat∞(κ)/S ∶
We have commutative squares
(Alg([X,X])rep)op

Alg
// (C/X)
rep

Alg(FunS(X,X))
op Alg // ((Cat∞(κ)/S)/X)
R.
and
(C/X)
rep

End
// (Alg([X,X])rep)op

((Cat∞(κ)/S)/X)
R End // Alg(FunS(X,X))
op,
where the vertical functors are subcategory inclusions.
For every representable monad T ∈ Alg([X,X]) ⊂ Alg(FunS(X,X)) and mor-
phism ψ ∶ Y → X of C ⊂ Cat∞(κ)/S that admits a left adjoint in C the canonical
map
Alg(FunS(X,X))
op(End(ψ),T) ≃ (Cat∞(κ)/S)/X(ψ,Alg(T))
is canonically equivalent to the map
Alg([X,X])(End(ψ),T)op ≃ C/X(ψ,Alg(T)),
where by remark 4.7 the full subcategory inclusion C/X(ψ,Alg(T)) ⊂
(Cat∞(κ)/S)/X(ψ,Alg(T)) is an equivalence as Alg(T) is an Eilenberg-Moore
object for T that is preserved by the subcategory inclusion C ⊂ Cat∞(κ)/S.
As Cat∞(κ)/S admits Eilenberg-Moore objects, for C = Cat∞(κ)/S we have
to show that the functor Alg ∶ Alg(FunS(X,X))
op → ((Cat∞(κ)/S)/X)
mon ⊂
((Cat∞(κ)/S)/X)
R is right adjoint to the functor ((Cat∞(κ)/S)/X)
R →
Alg(FunS(X,X))
op.
To show this, we will construct an equivalence
Alg(FunS(X,X))
op(End(ψ),T) ≃ (Cat∞(κ)/S)/X(ψ,Alg(T))
≃ Cat∞(κ)/X(ψ,Alg(T))
natural in every monad T ∈ Alg(FunS(X,X)) and functor ψ ∶ Y → X over S that
admits a left adjoint relative to S.
Let X→ S be endowed with the canonical endomorphism left module struc-
ture over FunS(X,X).
Denote U′(κ)S → (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op × S the map of cartesian fibrations over
(Cat∞(κ)/S)
op classifying the identity of Cat∞(κ)/S.
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As the functor U′(κ)X → (Cat∞(κ)/X)
op ×X is a map of cartesian fibrations
over (Cat∞(κ)/X)
op, the functor
Ψ ∶ Fun
Alg(FunS(X,X))×((C/X)
R)op
Alg(FunS(X,X))×((C/X)R)op×X
(Alg(FunS(X,X)) × U
′(κ)X, ((C/X)
R)op ×
LMod/S(X)) → Alg(FunS(X,X))×((C/X)
R)op is a map of cocartesian fibrations
over ((C/X)
R)op.
Ψ induces on the fiber over a functor ψ ∶ Y → X over S that admits a left
adjoint relative to S the functor
Fun
Alg(FunS(X,X))
Alg(FunS(X,X))×X
(Alg(FunS(X,X)) ×Y,LMod
/S(X)) → Alg(FunS(X,X))
that is a cartesian fibration by remark 2.5 3. and the fact that the func-
tor LMod/S(X) → Alg(FunS(X,X)) × X is a map of cartesian fibrations over
Alg(FunS(X,X)) due to remark 2.11.
By proposition 7.7 Ψ classifies the functor ((C/X)
R)op → Catcart∞/Alg(FunS(X,X))(κ)
≃ Fun(Alg(FunS(X,X))op,Cat∞(κ)) adjoint to the functor
((C/X)
R)op ×Alg(FunS(X,X))
op ⊂ (Cat∞(κ)/X)
op ×Alg(FunS(X,X))
op
id×Alg
ÐÐÐÐ→ (Cat∞(κ)/X)
op × Cat∞(κ)/X
FunX(−,−)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ).
The functor
Φ ∶ ((C/X)
R)op×Alg(FunS(X,X)){1}Alg(FunS(X,X))
∆1 → Alg(FunS(X,X))×((C/X)
R)op
is a map of cocartesian fibrations over ((C/X)
R)op that induces on the fiber over
a functor ψ ∶ Y → X over S that admits a left adjoint relative to S the right
fibration Alg(FunS(X,X))/End(ψ) → Alg(FunS(X,X)).
By ... Φ classifies the functor ((C/X)
R)op → R(κ)Alg(FunS(X,X)) ⊂ Cat
cart
∞/Alg(FunS(X,X))(κ)
adjoint to the functor
((C/X)
R)op×Alg(FunS(X,X))
op End
op×id
ÐÐÐÐÐ→ Alg(FunS(X,X))×Alg(FunS(X,X))
op
Alg(FunS(X,X))
op(−,−)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ S(κ) ⊂ Cat∞(κ).
So we have to construct an equivalence
Fun
Alg(FunS(X,X))×((C/X)
R)op
Alg(FunS(X,X))×((C/X)R)op×X
(Alg(FunS(X,X))×U
′(κ)X, ((C/X)
R)op×LMod/S(X))
≃ ((C/X)
R)op ×Alg(FunS(X,X)){1} Alg(FunS(X,X))
∆1
over Alg(FunS(X,X)) × ((C/X)
R)op.
Denote M⊗ → LM⊗ × S the LM⊗-monoidal category over S that encodes the
endomorphism left module structure on X→ S over FunS(X,X).
By remark 2.17 M⊗ gives rise to a LM⊗-monoidal category
M′⊗ ∶= Fun
(Cat∞(κ)/S)
op
(Cat∞(κ)/S)op×S
(U′(κ)S, (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op ×M)⊗ over (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op,
whose pullback along the monoidal diagonal functor
δ ∶ (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op×FunS(X,X)
⊗ →Map(Cat∞(κ)/S)op(U
′(κ)S, (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op×
FunS(X,X))⊗ ≃ Fun
(Cat∞(κ)/S)
op
(Cat∞(κ)/S)op×S
(U′(κ)S, (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op × S × FunS(X,X))⊗
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over (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op exhibits X′ ∶= Fun
(Cat∞(κ)/S)
op
(Cat∞(κ)/S)op×S
(U′(κ)S, (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op×X)
as a left module over FunS(X,X).
The endomorphism left module structure on X → S over FunS(X,X) gives
rise to a canonical left module structure over FunS(X,X) on the cocartesian
fibration X → (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op classifying the functor [−,X] ∶ (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op →
Cat∞(κ).
By remark 4.12 we have a canonical FunS(X,X)-linear equivalence X ≃
δ∗(X′) of cocartesian fibrations over (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op.
By remark 2.18 3. we have a canonical equivalence
LMod/C
op
(X) ≃ LMod/C
op
(δ∗(X′)) ≃
N ∶= FunAlg(FunS(X,X))×C
op
Alg(FunS(X,X))×Cop×S
(Alg(FunS(X,X)) ×U
′(κ)S,C
op × LMod/S(X))
over
Alg(FunS(X,X)) ×X ≃ Alg(FunS(X,X)) ×X′ ≃
Fun
Alg(FunS(X,X))×C
op
Alg(FunS(X,X))×Cop×S
(Alg(FunS(X,X))×U
′(κ)S,C
op ×Alg(FunS(X,X))×X).
By remark 2.2 7. we have a canonical equivalence
((C/X)
R)op ×X′ N ≃ (Alg(FunS(X,X)) × ((C/X)
R)op) ×(Alg(FunS(X,X))×X′) N ≃
(Alg(FunS(X,X)) × ((C/X)
R)op)
×
Fun
/Alg(FunS(X,X))×C
op
Alg(FunS(X,X))×C
op×S
(Alg(FunS(X,X))×U′(κ)S,Cop×Alg(FunS(X,X))×X)
N ≃
≃ Fun
Alg(FunS(X,X))×((C/X)
R)op
Alg(FunS(X,X))×((C/X)R)op×X
(Alg(FunS(X,X))×U
′(κ)X, ((C/X)
R)op×LMod/S(X))
over Alg(FunS(X,X)) × ((C/X)
R)op.
By 3.4 we have a canonical equivalence
((C/X)
R)op ×X LMod
/Cop(X) ≃ ((C/X)
R)op ×Alg(FunS(X,X)){1} Alg(FunS(X,X))
∆
1
over Alg(FunS(X,X)) × ((C/X)
R)op.
So we obtain the desired equivalence
Fun
Alg(FunS(X,X))×((C/X)
R)op
Alg(FunS(X,X))×((C/X)R)op×X
(Alg(FunS(X,X))×U
′(κ)X, ((C/X)
R)op×LMod/S(X))
≃ ((C/X)
R)op ×Alg(FunS(X,X)){1} Alg(FunS(X,X))
∆
1
over Alg(FunS(X,X)) × ((C/X)
R)op.
Let S be a κ-small category, G ∶ Sop → Cat∞(κ) a functor,
C ⊂ G∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ))) a subcategory and X a section of the functor
C ⊂ G∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)))→ Sop.
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In the following we will see that the functor Alg ∶ (Alg/S([X,X]/S)rep)op →
(C/S
op
/X
)rep of construction 3 1. is a fully faitful right adjoint relative to Sop of
the functor End ∶ (C/S
op
/X
)rep → (Alg/S([X,X]/S)rep)op constructed in 3 2.
By theorem 5.4 this localization
End ∶ (C/S
op
/X
)rep ⇄ (Alg/S([X,X]/S)rep)op ∶ Alg
relative to Sop induces on the fiber over every object s ∈ S the localization of
theorem 5.1 applied to Cs and X(s).
But different to the situation of theorem 5.1 we don’t need to assume X to
be a cocartesian section.
This flexibility is essential to prove corollary 5.6.
Theorem 5.5. Let S be a κ-small category, G ∶ Sop → Cat∞(κ) a functor,
C ⊂ G∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ))) a subcategory and X a section of the functor C ⊂
G∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)))→ S
op.
We have a localization
End ∶ (C/S
op
/X
)rep ⇄ (Alg/S([X,X]/S)rep)op ∶ Alg
relative to Sop constructed in 3.
Proof. Let D → T be the map of cartesian fibrations over S classifying the
natural transformation H → G of functors Sop → Cat∞(κ) corresponding to the
functor X ∶ Sop → C ⊂ G∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ))) over Sop.
In view of the commutative squares 6 and 7 we can reduce to the case that
C = Sop ×Cat∞(κ) Fun(∆
1,Cat∞(κ)).
We first show that the functor
Alg ∶ Alg/S(Fun/ST (D,D))
op → ((Sop ×Cat∞(κ) Fun(∆
1,Cat∞(κ)))
/Sop
/X
)mon
is an equivalence.
This is equivalent to the condition that for every functor α ∶ S′ → S the
induced functor
FunSop(S
′op,Alg) ∶ FunSop(S
′op,Alg/S(Fun/ST (D,D))
op)→
FunSop(S
′op, ((Sop ×Cat∞(κ) Fun(∆
1,Cat∞(κ)))
/Sop
/X
)mon)
is an equivalence.
By remark 2.14 1. this functor FunSop(S′op,Alg) is equivalent to the functor
FunSop(S
′op,Alg/S(Fun/ST (D,D))
op) ≃
FunS′op(S
′op,Alg/S
′
(Fun/S
′
S′×ST
(S′ ×S D,S
′ ×S D))
op)
FunS′op(S
′op,Alg)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→
FunS′op(S
′op, ((S′op ×Cat∞(κ) Fun(∆
1,Cat∞(κ)))
/S′op
/X○α
)mon) ≃
FunSop(S
′op, ((Sop ×Cat∞(κ) Fun(∆
1,Cat∞(κ)))
/Sop
/X
)mon).
So we can reduce to the case that α ∶ S′ → S is the identity.
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By remark 2.14 3. the functor
Alg(FunT(D,D))
op ≃ FunSop(Sop,Alg
/S(Fun/ST (D,D))
op)
FunSop (S
op,Alg)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ FunSop(S
op, (Sop ×Cat∞(κ) Fun(∆
1,Cat∞(κ)))
/Sop
/X
) ≃
(Catcart∞/S(κ)/T)/D ⊂ (Cat∞(κ)/T)/D
is equivalent to the functor
Alg ∶ Alg(FunT(D,D))
op Ð→ (Cat∞(κ)/T)/D.
By theorem 5.4 this functor induces an equivalence
Alg ∶ Alg(FunT(D,D))
op Ð→ ((Cat∞(κ)/T)/D)
mon.
Consequently it is enough to see that the subcategory inclusion
FunSop(S
op, (Sop ×Cat∞(κ) Fun(∆
1,Cat∞(κ)))
/Sop
/X
) ≃
(Catcart∞/S(κ)/T)/D ⊂ (Cat∞(κ)/T)/D
restricts to a full subcategory inclusion
FunSop(S
op, ((Sop ×Cat∞(κ) Fun(∆
1,Cat∞(κ)))
/Sop
/X
)mon) ⊂ ((Cat∞(κ)/T)/D)
mon.
Let ϕ ∶ E → D be a map of cartesian fibrations over S over the cartesian
fibration T → S that induces on the fiber over every s ∈ S a functor ϕs ∶ Es →Ds
over Ts that admits a left adjoint relative to Ts.
Being a map of cartesian fibrations over S the functor ϕ ∶ E → D admits a
left adjoint relative to T and so admits an associated monad T in Cat∞(κ)/T.
The T-left module structure on ϕ corresponds to a functor β ∶ E→ LMod
/T
T
(D)
over D that induces on the fiber over every s ∈ S the functor Es → LMod
/Ts
Ts
(Ds)
over Ds corresponding to the endomorphism Ts-left modul structure on ϕs.
As D → T is a map of cartesian fibrations over S, by remark 2.5 the functor
LMod
/T
T
(D) → S is a cartesian fibration, whose cartesian morphisms are those
that get cartesian morphisms of D→ S.
So with ϕ also β is a map of cartesian fibrations over S.
Hence ϕ is monadic in Cat∞(κ)/T if and only if for every s ∈ S the functor
ϕs ∶ Es →Ds is monadic in Cat∞(κ)/Ts .
In this case a morphism of E is cartesian with respect to E → S if and only
if its image in D is cartesian with respect to D→ S.
So we have seen that
Alg ∶ Alg/S(Fun/ST (D,D))
op → ((Sop ×Cat∞(κ) Fun(∆
1,Cat∞(κ)))
/Sop
/X
)R
is fully faithful.
By construction 3 3. we have a natural transformation λ ∶ id → Alg ○ End
of endofunctors of ((Sop ×Cat∞(κ) Fun(∆
1,Cat∞(κ)))
/Sop
/X
)R over Sop that sends
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an object Y ∈ ((Cat∞(κ)/Ts)/Ds)
R for some s ∈ S to the the functor λ(Y) ∶
Y → LMod
/Ts
T
(Ds) over Ts that corresponds to the endomorphism T-left module
structure on the right adjoint functor Y →Ds over Ts with associated monad T.
We will show that λ ∶ id → Alg ○ End exhibits End as left adjoint to Alg
relative to Sop.
As Alg is fully faithful, it is enough to see that End○λ ∶ End→ End○Alg○End
and λ○Alg ∶ Alg → Alg○End○Alg are equivalences or equivalently that for every
s ∈ S the induced natural transformations Ends ○ λs ∶ Ends → Ends ○Algs ○ Ends
and λs ○Algs ∶ Algs → Algs ○Ends ○Algs on the fiber over s are equivalences.
So it is enough to see that for every s ∈ S the natural transformation
λs ∶ id → Algs ○ Ends exhibits Ends as left adjoint to the fully faithful func-
tor Algs, in other words that for every Y ∈ ((Cat∞(κ)/Ts)/Ds)
R the functor
λ(Y) ∶ Y → LMod/Ts
T
(Ds) over Ds induces for every E ∈ ((Cat∞(κ)/Ts)/Ds)
mon
an equivalence Cat∞(κ)/Ds(LMod
/Ts
T
(Ds),E) → Cat∞(κ)/Ds(Y,E).
By theorem 5.1 the full subcategory ((Cat∞(κ)/Ts)/Ds)
mon ⊂
((Cat∞(κ)/Ts)/Ds)
R is a localization and λ(Y) ∶ Y → LMod/Ts
T
(Ds) is the
unit.
Let S be a κ-small category, G ∶ Sop → Cat∞(κ) a functor and
C ⊂ G∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ))) a subcategory.
Set C′ ∶= C×Sop C ⊂ C×Cat∞(κ) Fun(∆
1,Cat∞(κ)) and denote U the section of
C′ → C adjoint to the identity of C.
Then we have a canonical equivalence C
′/C
/X
≃ C∆
1
over C{1}.
So we obtain the following corollary:
Corollary 5.6. Let S be a κ-small category, G ∶ Sop → Cat∞(κ) a functor and
C ⊂ G∗(Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ))) a subcategory.
We have a localization
End ∶ (C∆
1
)rep ⇄ (Alg/C
op
([U,U]/C
op
)rep)op ∶ Alg
relative to C.
So the restriction
(C∆
1
)mon ⊂ (C∆
1
)rep
End
ÐÐ→ (Alg/C
op
([U,U]/C
op
)rep)op
is an equivalence and the full subcategory (C∆
1
)mon ⊂ (C∆
1
)rep is a localization.
Lemma 5.7. Suppose we have given a commutative square
C

ϕ
// C′

D
ψ
// D′
(8)
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of κ-small categories and let A ⊂ B ⊂ C,A′ ⊂ B′ ⊂ C′ full subcategories with
ϕ(A) ⊂ A′, ϕ(B) ⊂ B′.
1. Assume that the functor C→ ϕ(C) induced by ϕ admits a left inverse.
Assume that the full subcategory inclusion A′ ⊂ B′ admits a left adjoint
and that for every object X of D the full subcategory inclusion AX ⊂ BX
admits a left adjoint.
Assume that the induced functor CX → C
′
ψ(X) preserves local equivalences.
Then the full subcategory inclusion A ⊂ B admits a left adjoint relative to
D.
2. Let V be a κ-small monoidal category and assume that square 8 is a com-
mutative square of V-enriched categories.
Assume that one of the following conditions holds:
(a) The V-enriched functor C→ ϕ(C) induced by ϕ admits a left inverse.
(b) The functor C→ ϕ(C) induced by the underlying functor of ϕ admits
a left inverse and the V-enriched categories C,C′ are cotensored over
V and ϕ ∶ C→ C′ commutes with cotensors.
Assume that the full subcategory inclusion A′ ⊂ B′ admits a V-enriched
left adjoint, that for every object X of D the full subcategory inclusion
AX ⊂ BX admits a left adjoint and that the induced functor CX → C′ψ(X)
preserves local equivalences.
Then the full subcategory inclusion A ⊂ B admits a V-enriched left adjoint
relative to D.
Proof. Let Y be an object of B lying over some object X of D.
For 1. it is enough to find a morphism Y → Z of BX with Z ∈ A such that
for every object A of A the induced map C(Z,A) → C(Y,A) is an equivalence,
for 2. it is enough to find a morphism Y → Z of BX with Z ∈ A such that for
every object A of A the induced map [Z,A] → [Y,A] is an equivalence.
As the full subcategory inclusion AX ⊂ BX admits a left adjoint, we find a
local equivalence f ∶ Y → Z of BX with Z ∈ A.
Denote X′ the image of X in D′.
By assumption the image ϕ(f) ∶ ϕ(Y) → ϕ(Z) is a local equivalence with
respect to the localization A′ ⊂ B′ for 1. respectively with respect to the V-
enriched localization A′ ⊂ B′ for 2.
So for every object A ofA the induced map C′(ϕ(Z), ϕ(A)) → C′(ϕ(Y), ϕ(A))
is an equivalence for 1. respectively the induced map [ϕ(Z), ϕ(A)]→ [ϕ(Y), ϕ(A)]
is an equivalence for 2.
As the functor C → ϕ(C) induced by ϕ admits a left inverse, we have a
commutative square
C(Z,A)

// C′(ϕ(Z), ϕ(A))

// C(Z,A)

C(Y,A) // C′(ϕ(Y), ϕ(A)) // C(Y,A)
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of spaces, where the compositions C(Z,A) → C′(ϕ(Z), ϕ(A)) → C(Z,A) and
C(Y,A) → C′(ϕ(Y), ϕ(A)) → C(Y,A) are the identity.
So with the map C′(ϕ(Z), ϕ(A)) → C′(ϕ(Y), ϕ(A)) also the map C(Z,A) →
C(Y,A) is an equivalence. This shows 1.
Similarly for 2. a) we have a commutative square
[Z,A]

// [ϕ(Z), ϕ(A)]

// [Z,A]

[Y,A] // [ϕ(Y), ϕ(A)] // [Y,A]
(9)
in V, where the compositions [Z,A] → [ϕ(Z), ϕ(A)] → [Z,A] and [Y,A] →
[ϕ(Y), ϕ(A)] → [Y,A] are the identity.
So with the morphism [ϕ(Z), ϕ(A)] → [ϕ(Y), ϕ(A)] also the morphism
[Z,A]→ [Y,A] is an equivalence.
For 2. b) we use that C,C′ are cotensored over V and that ϕ ∶ C → C′
commutes with cotensors to produce a commutative square like square 9:
We have a commutative square
C(Z,A(−))

// C′(ϕ(Z), ϕ(A(−)))

// C(Z,A(−))

C(Y,A(−)) // C′(ϕ(Y), ϕ(A(−))) // C(Y,A(−))
of functors Vop → S(κ), where the compositions C(Z,A(−)) → C′(ϕ(Z), ϕ(A(−))) →
C(Z,A(−)) and C(Y,A(−))→ C′(ϕ(Y), ϕ(A(−))) → C(Y,A(−)) are the identity.
This square is equivalent to a commutative square
V(−, [Z,A])

// V(−, [ϕ(Z), ϕ(A)])

// V(−, [Z,A])

V(−, [Y,A]) // V(−, [ϕ(Y), ϕ(A)]) // V(−, [Y,A])
of functors Vop → S(κ) that represents a commutative square
[Z,A]

// [ϕ(Z), ϕ(A)]

// [Z,A]

[Y,A] // [ϕ(Y), ϕ(A)] // [Y,A]
in V, where the compositions [Z,A] → [ϕ(Z), ϕ(A)] → [Z,A] and [Y,A] →
[ϕ(Y), ϕ(A)] → [Y,A] are the identity.
Remark 5.8. Let S be a κ-small category and C → S a cocartesian S-family of
2-categories.
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By proposition 7.15 we have a canonical functor θ ∶ C→ S×Cat∞(κ)Cocart(κ)
over S that sends an object X of C lying over some s ∈ S to the cocartesian
fibration over Cops classifying the functor [−,X] ∶ C
op
s → Cat∞(κ).
By ... the composition θ ∶ C → S ×Cat∞(κ) Cocart(κ)
(−)≃
ÐÐ→ S ×Cat∞(κ) L(κ) ≃
P
/S
κ (C) over S is the Yoneda-embedding relative to S.
Thus the functor (−)≃ ∶ S ×Cat∞(κ) Cocart(κ) → S ×Cat∞(κ) L(κ) ≃ P
/S
κ (C)
over S restricts to a functor θ(C) → C ⊂ P/Sκ (C) over S and the composition
C
θ′
Ð→ θ(C)→ C is the identity.
So the functor θ′ ∶ C → θ(C) over S induced by θ admits a left inverse.
Especially θ ∶ C → S ×Cat∞(κ) Cocart(κ) is conservative.
Theorem 5.9. Let S be a κ-small category and C → S a cocartesian S-family
of 2-categories.
The full inclusion (C∆
1
)mon ⊂ (C∆
1
)rep of categories admits a left adjoint
relative to C.
If C is cotensored over Cat∞(κ), the full inclusion (C∆
1
)mon ⊂ (C∆
1
)rep of
2-categories admits a left adjoint relative to C.
So if C → S admits Eilenberg-Moore objects, the full inclusion (C∆
1
)mon ⊂
(C∆
1
)R of categories admits a left adjoint relative to C and if C → S is ad-
ditionally cotensored over Cat∞(κ), the full inclusion (C
∆1)mon ⊂ (C∆
1
)R of
2-categories admits a left adjoint relative to C.
Proof. We apply lemma 5.7:
The canonical map of S-families of 2-categories θ ∶ C → S ×Cat∞(κ) Cocart(κ)
induces a commutative square
C∆
1

θ∆
1
// S ×Cat∞(κ) Cocart(κ)
∆
1

C{1}
θ
// S ×Cat∞(κ) Cocart(κ)
{1}
of κ-small categories over S.
Being a map of S-families of 2-categories θ induces functors (C∆
1
)R →
S×Cat∞(κ) (Cocart(κ)
∆
1
)R and (C∆
1
)mon → S×Cat∞(κ) (Cocart(κ)
∆
1
)mon over S.
By remark 5.8 the functor θ′ ∶ C → θ(C) over S induced by θ admits a left
inverse in Cat∞(κ
′)/S.
Thus the functor θ′∆
1
∶ C∆
1
→ θ(C)∆
1
over S also does and so, as we have
a full subcategory inclusion θ∆
1
(C∆
1
) ⊂ θ(C)∆
1
, the functor C∆
1
→ θ∆
1
(C∆
1
)
over S induced by θ∆
1
∶ C∆
1
→ S ×Cat∞(κ) Cocart(κ)
∆1 admits a left inverse in
Cat∞(κ
′)/S.
By theorem 5.1 for every object X of C lying over some object s of S the full
subcategory inclusions ((Cs)/X)
mon ⊂ ((Cs)/X)R and (Cat
cocart
∞/Cops
(κ)/θs(X))
mon ⊂
(Catcocart∞/Cops (κ)/θs(X))
R admit left adjoints and the canonical 2-functor
(Cs)/X → Cat
cocart
∞/Cops
(κ)/θs(X) preserves local equivalences being a 2-functor.
By corollary 5.6 the full subcategory inclusion S×Cat∞(κ)(Cocart(κ)
∆
1
)mon ⊂
S×Cat∞(κ) (Cocart(κ)
∆1)R admits a left adjoint relative to S×Cat∞(κ)Cocart(κ).
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So all requirements are satisfied to apply lemma 5.7.
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6 Kan-extensions in Eilenberg-Moore objects
Let T be a monad on some symmetric monoidal category C such that T lifts to
an oplax symmetric monoidal functor and the unit and multiplication of T are
oplax symmetric monoidal natural transformations.
Then by theorem 4.16 the forgetful functor LModT(C) → C lifts to a sym-
metric monoidal functor.
In this section we will construct another symmetric monoidal structure on
LModT(C) with the property that not the forgetful functor LModT(C)→ C
but the free functor C → LModT(C) lifts to a symmetric monoidal functor:
Let T be a monad on some symmetric monoidal category C such that T lifts
to a lax symmetric monoidal functor and the unit and multiplication of T are
lax symmetric monoidal natural transformations.
Assume that C admits geometric realizations that are preserved by T and
the tensorproduct of C in each component.
Then the free functor C→ LModT(C) lifts to a symmetric monoidal functor
and the tensorproduct of LModT(C) preserves geometric realizations in each
component.
If the tensorproduct of C preserves κ-small colimits in each component, then
the tensorproduct of LModT(C) preserves κ-small colimits in each component.
Example 6.1.
1. Let C be a presentable symmetric monoidal category and T a monad on
C such that T lifts to a lax symmetric monoidal functor and the unit and
multiplication of T are lax symmetric monoidal natural transformations.
Assume that T is an accessible functor and preserves geometric realizations
( e.g. preserves sifted colimits).
Then LModT(C) is a presentable symmetric monoidal category and the
free functor C → LModT(C) lifts to a symmetric monoidal functor.
2. Let C be a presentable monoidal category and M a presentable left-modul
over C.
Let T be a monad on M such that T lifts to a lax C-linear functor and the
unit and multiplication of T are lax C-linear natural transformations.
Assume that T is an accessible functor and preserves geometric realizations
( e.g. preserves sifted colimits).
Then LModT(M) is a presentable left modul over C and the free functor
M→ LModT(M) is C-linear.
This follows from theorem 4.16 and proposition 6.8:
Let C → S be a cocartesian fibration between κ-small categories that is
compatible with geometric realizations and let T ∈ Alg(FunS(C,C)) be a monad
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such that for every object s of S the induced functor Ts ∶ Cs → Cs on the fiber
over s preserves geometric realizations.
Then LMod
/S
T (C) → S is a cocartesian fibration compatible with geometric
realizations and the free functor C → LMod
/S
T (C) over S is a map of cocartesian
fibrations over S.
Moreover if C→ S is compatible with κ-small colimits, then LMod
/S
T (C)→ S
is compatible with κ-small colimits.
Moreover we can derive the following example:
Example 6.2.
Let X⊗ → E⊗
k
be an associative monoid in the category of Ek-operads for
some natural k and A an Ek+1-algebra of X.
Then by theorem 4.16 the category LModA(X) carries the structure of an
Ek-operad and the forgetful functor LModA(X) → X and its left adjoint are
maps of Ek-operads.
If X⊗ → E⊗
k
is additionally an Ek-monoidal category that admits geometric
realizations that are preserved by the tensor product of X⊗ → E⊗
k
and the functor
A⊗− ∶ X→ X induced by the associative monoid structure on X⊗ → E⊗
k
, then by
proposition 6.8 the category LModA(X) is a Ek-monoidal category and the free
functor X→ LModA(X) is a Ek-monoidal functor.
Moreover if X admits κ-small colimits that are preserved by the tensor prod-
uct of X⊗ → E⊗
k
, then the same holds for LModA(X).
We start with the following definitions:
Let C be a 2-category, X an object of C and ϕ ∶ A→ B a morphism of C.
Let H ∶ A → X and H′ ∶ B → X be morphisms of C and α ∶ H → H′ ○ ϕ a
2-morphism of C.
We say that α exhibits H′ as the left kan-extension of H along ϕ and write
lanϕ(H) for H
′ if the canonical map [B,X](H′,G) → [A,X](H′ ○ ϕ,G ○ ϕ) →
[A,X](H,G ○ϕ) is an equivalence.
We say that X admits left kan-extensions along ϕ if every morphisms H ∶
A→ X admits a left kan-extension B→ X along ϕ.
X admits left kan-extensions along ϕ if and only if the functor [ϕ,X] ∶
[B,X]→ [A,X] admits a left adjoint lanϕ ∶ [A,X]→ [B,X].
Let φ ∶ X→ Y be a morphism of C.
Let H ∶ A → X and H′ ∶ B → X be morphisms of C and α ∶ H → H′ ○ ϕ a
2-morphism of C that exhibits H′ as the left kan-extension of H along ϕ.
We say that φ ∶ X → Y preserves the left kan-extension of H along ϕ if
φ○α ∶ φ○H → φ○H′ ○ϕ exhibits φ○H′ as the left kan-extension of φ○H along ϕ.
We say that φ ∶ X → Y preserves left kan-extensions along ϕ if φ ∶ X → Y
preserves the left kan-extension of every morphism H ∶ A→ X of C along ϕ.
Let φ′ ∶ Y → Z a morphism of C. If φ ∶ X→ Y preserves the left kan-extension
of H along ϕ and φ′ ∶ Y → Z preserves the left kan-extension of φ ○H along ϕ,
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then φ′ ○ φ ∶ X→ Z preserves the left kan-extension of H along ϕ.
Thus with φ ∶ X → Y and φ′ ∶ Y → Z also the composition φ′ ○ φ ∶ X → Z
preserves left kan-extensions along ϕ.
Let C be a 2-category, X an object of C and ϕ ∶ A→ B a morphism of C.
Let H ∶ A → X and H′ ∶ B → X be morphisms of C and α ∶ H′ ○ ϕ → H a
2-morphism of C.
We say that α exhibits H′ as the right kan-extension of H along ϕ and write
ranϕ(H) for H′ if α exhibits H′ as the left kan-extension of H along ϕ in Cop.
Proposition 6.3. Let C be a 2-category and ψ ∶ Y → X an Eilenberg-Moore
object for some monad T on some object X of C.
Let ϕ ∶ A→ B be a morphism of C.
1. If X admits left kan-extensions along ϕ and T ∶ X→ X preserves left kan-
extensions along ϕ, then Y admits left kan-extensions along ϕ that are
preserved and reflected by ψ ∶ Y → X.
2. If X admits right kan-extensions along ϕ, then Y admits right kan-extensions
along ϕ that are preserved and reflected by ψ ∶ Y → X.
So the subcategory of C with objects the objects of C that admit left (right)
kan-extensions along ϕ and with morphisms the morphisms of C that preserve
left (right) kan-extensions along ϕ admits Eilenberg-Moore objects and coEilenberg-
Moore objects.
The full subcategory of C spanned by the objects of C that admit left (right)
kan-extensions along ϕ admits coEilenberg-Moore objects (Eilenberg-Moore ob-
jects).
Proof. 1.: Denote [X,X]′ the full subcategory of [X,X] spanned by those mor-
phisms X→ X that preserve left kan-extensions along ϕ ∶ A→ B.
As [X,X]′ is closed under composition in [X,X], the monoidal structure on
[X,X] restricts to a monoidal structure on [X,X]′.
The functor [ϕ,X] ∶ [B,X] → [A,X] is [X,X]-linear and thus also [X,X]′-
linear after pulling back along the monoidal full subcategory inclusion [X,X]′ ⊂
[X,X].
If X admits left kan-extensions along ϕ, the functor [ϕ,X] ∶ [B,X] → [A,X]
admits a left adjoint lanϕ ∶ [A,X] → [B,X]. Denote η the unit of this adjunction
and let φ ∶ X→ X a morphism of C that preserves left kan-extensions along ϕ.
Then for every morphisms H ∶ A → X of C the morphism lanϕ(φ ○ H) →
φ ○ lanϕ(H) in [B,X] adjoint to the morphism φ ○ η ∶ φ ○H→ φ ○ lanϕ(H) ○ϕ in
[A,X] is an equivalence.
Hence we obtain a [X,X]′-linear adjunction lanϕ ∶ [A,X] ⇄ [B,X] ∶ [ϕ,X].
So given a monad T on X that preserves left kan-extensions along ϕ, i.e.
an associative algebra of [X,X]′ we obtain an adjunction LModT([A,X]) ⇄
LModT([B,X]) and a map of adjunctions from the adjunction LModT([A,X]) ⇄
LModT([B,X]) to the adjunction lanϕ ∶ [A,X] ⇄ [B,X] ∶ [ϕ,X].
Let ψ ∶ Y → X be an Eilenberg-Moore object for T.
Then by corollary 4.11 the induced functor [B,Y] → [A,Y] is equivalent to
the functor LModT([B,X]) → LModT([A,X]) over the functor [B,X]→ [A,X].
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So the morphism Y → X yields a map of adjunctions from the adjunction
[A,Y] ⇄ [B,Y] to the adjunction [A,X] ⇄ [B,X].
As the forgetful functors LModT([B,X]) → [B,X] and LModT([A,X]) →
[A,X] are conservative, wee see that Y admits left kan-extensions along ϕ that
are preserved and reflected by ψ ∶ Y → X.
2.: The proof of 2. is similar but easier than 1.
If X admits right kan-extensions along ϕ, the functor [ϕ,X] ∶ [B,X]→ [A,X]
admits a right adjoint ranϕ ∶ [A,X] → [B,X].
Hence we obtain a [X,X]-linear adjunction [ϕ,X] ∶ [B,X]⇄ [A,X] ∶ ranϕ.
So given a monad T on X we obtain an adjunction LModT([B,X]) ⇄
LModT([A,X]) and a map of adjunctions from the adjunction LModT([B,X]) ⇄
LModT([A,X]) to the adjunction [ϕ,X] ∶ [B,X] ⇄ [A,X] ∶ ranϕ.
Let ψ ∶ Y → X be an Eilenberg-Moore object for T.
Then by corollary 4.11 the induced functor [B,Y] → [A,Y] is equivalent to
the functor LModT([B,X]) → LModT([A,X]) over the functor [B,X]→ [A,X].
So the morphism Y → X yields a map of adjunctions from the adjunction
[B,Y] ⇄ [A,Y] to the adjunction [B,X]⇄ [A,X].
As the forgetful functors LModT([B,X]) → [B,X] and LModT([A,X]) →
[A,X] are conservative, wee see that Y admits right kan-extensions along ϕ
that are preserved and reflected by ψ ∶ Y → X.
Especially for C = Cat∞(κ) proposition 6.3 implies the following:
Let T be a monad on a category X and ϕ ∶ A→ B a functor.
If X admits left kan-extensions along ϕ that are preserved by T, then LModT(X)
admits left kan-extensions along ϕ that are preserved and reflected by the for-
getful functor LModT(X)→ X.
If X admits right kan-extensions along ϕ, then LModT(X) admits right kan-
extensions along ϕ that are preserved and reflected by the forgetful functor
LModT(X) → X.
In the following we will study some consequences of proposition 6.3.
We begin by giving some further notions:
Let C be a 2-category, X an object of C and ϕ ∶ A→ B a functor.
We say that X is compatible with left kan-extensions along ϕ if for every
object Y of C the category [Y,X] admits left kan-extensions along ϕ and for
every morphism β ∶ Z → Y of C the functor [β,X] ∶ [Y,X] → [Z,X] preserves
left kan-extensions along ϕ.
Dually we say that X is compatible with right kan-extensions along ϕ if for
every object Y of C the category [Y,X] admits right kan-extensions along ϕ and
for every morphism β ∶ Z→ Y of C the functor [β,X] ∶ [Y,X] → [Z,X] preserves
right kan-extensions along ϕ.
If ϕ is the full subcategory inclusion K ⊂ K⊳ for some category K, we say
that X is compatible with colimits indexed by K for saying that X is compatible
with left kan-extensions along ϕ.
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Dually if ϕ is the full subcategory inclusion K ⊂ K⊲ for some category K,
we say that X is compatible with limits indexed by K for saying that X is
compatible with right kan-extensions along ϕ.
Let X,X′ be objects of C that are compatible with left kan-extensions along
ϕ ∶ A→ B.
We say that a morphism θ ∶ X → X′ of C is compatible with left kan-
extensions along ϕ if for every object Y of C the functor [Y, θ] ∶ [Y,X] → [Y,X′]
preserves left kan-extensions along ϕ and dually for right kan-extensions.
Remark 6.4. Let C be a cotensored module over Cat∞(κ).
Then X is compatible with left kan-extensions along ϕ if and only if the
morphism Xϕ ∶ XB → XA of C admits a left adjoint:
By proposition 7.43 the morphism Xϕ ∶ XB → XA of C admits a left ad-
joint if and only if for every object Y of C the induced functor Fun(ϕ, [Y,X]) ∶
Fun(B, [Y,X]) ≃ [Y,XB] → [Y,XA] ≃ Fun(A, [Y,X]) admits a left adjoint
lan[Y,X]ϕ and for every morphism β ∶ Z→ Y of C the natural transformation
lan[Z,X]ϕ ○Fun(A, [β,X]) → Fun(B, [β,X]) ○ lan
[Y,X]
ϕ
adjoint to Fun(A, [β,X]) → Fun(A, [β,X]) ○Fun(ϕ, [Y,X]) ○ lan[Y,X]ϕ ≃
Fun(ϕ, [Z,X]) ○Fun(B, [β,X]) ○ lan[Y,X]ϕ is an equivalence.
Dually X is compatible with right kan-extensions along ϕ if and only if the
morphism Xϕ ∶ XB → XA of C admits a right adjoint.
If X,X′ are objects of C that are compatible with left kan-extensions along
ϕ ∶ A→ B, then a morphism θ ∶ X→ X′ of C is compatible with left kan-extensions
along ϕ if and only if θ induces a map of adjunctions from the adjunction
XA ⇄ XB to the adjunction X′A ⇄ X′B.
Example 6.5. Let C = Cat∞(κ)cocart/S for some category S.
Let ϕ ∶ A→ B be a functor and X→ S a cocartesian fibration.
The map Xϕ ∶ XB → XA of cocartesian fibrations over S admits a left adjoint
in Cat∞(κ)
cocart
/S , i.e. a left adjoint relative to S, if and only if for every s ∈ S
the induced functor Fun(ϕ,Xs) ∶ Fun(B,Xs) → Fun(A,Xs) on the fiber over s
admits a left adjoint lanXsϕ and for every morphism f ∶ s → t of S the natural
transformation
lanXtϕ ○Fun(A, f∗)→ Fun(B, f∗) ○ lan
Xs
ϕ
adjoint to Fun(A, f∗) → Fun(A, f∗)○Fun(ϕ,Xs)○lan
Xs
ϕ ≃ Fun(ϕ,Xt)○Fun(B, f∗)○
lanXsϕ is an equivalence.
Consequently X is compatible with left kan-extensions along ϕ if and only
if for every s ∈ S the fiber Xs admits left kan-extensions along ϕ and for every
morphism f ∶ s→ t of S the induced functor Xs → Xt preserves left kan-extensions
along ϕ.
Similarly the map Xϕ ∶ XB → XA of cocartesian fibrations over S admits a
right adjoint in Cat∞(κ)
cocart
/S , i.e. a right adjoint relative to S that is a map of
cocartesian fibrations over S, if and only if for every s ∈ S the induced functor
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Fun(ϕ,Xs) ∶ Fun(B,Xs)→ Fun(A,Xs) on the fiber over s admits a right adjoint
ranXsϕ and for every morphism f ∶ s→ t of S the natural transformation
Fun(B, f∗) ○ ran
Xs
ϕ → ran
Xt
ϕ ○Fun(A, f∗)
adjoint to Fun(ϕ,Xt) ○ Fun(B, f∗) ○ ranXsϕ ≃ Fun(A, f∗) ○ Fun(ϕ,Xs) ○ ran
Xs
ϕ →
Fun(A, f∗) is an equivalence.
Hence X is compatible with right kan-extensions along ϕ if and only if for
every s ∈ S the fiber Xs admits right kan-extensions along ϕ and for every mor-
phism f ∶ s → t of S the induced functor Xs → Xt preserves right kan-extensions
along ϕ.
Let X → S,X′ → S be cocartesian fibrations that are compatible with left
kan-extensions along ϕ.
A map θ ∶ X → X′ of cocartesian fibrations over S is compatible with left
kan-extensions along ϕ if and only if for every s ∈ S the induced functor Xs → X′s
on the fiber over s preserves left kan-extensions along ϕ ∶
By ... θ ∶ X → X′ is compatible with left kan-extensions along ϕ if and
only if θ induces a map of adjunctions from the adjunction XA ⇄ XB to the
adjunction X′A ⇄ X′B, which is equivalent to the condition that for every s ∈ S
the induced functor Xs → X
′
s on the fiber over s induces a map of adjunctions
from the adjunction Fun(A,Xs) ⇄ Fun(B,Xs) to the adjunction Fun(A,X
′
s
) ⇄
Fun(B,X′s).
Dually if X → S,X′ → S be cocartesian fibrations that are compatible with
right kan-extensions along ϕ, a map θ ∶ X → X′ of cocartesian fibrations over S
is compatible with right kan-extensions along ϕ if and only if for every s ∈ S the
induced functor Xs → X
′
s on the fiber over s preserves right kan-extensions along
ϕ.
Corollary 6.6. Let C be a 2-category and ψ ∶ Y → X an Eilenberg-Moore object
for some monad T on some object X of C.
Let ϕ ∶ A→ B be a morphism of C.
1. If X is compatible with left kan-extensions along ϕ and T ∶ X → X is
compatible with left kan-extensions along ϕ, then Y is compatible with
left kan-extensions along ϕ and ψ ∶ Y → X is compatible with left kan-
extensions along ϕ.
2. If X is compatible with right kan-extensions along ϕ, then Y is compatible
with right kan-extensions along ϕ and ψ ∶ Y → X is compatible with right
kan-extensions along ϕ.
Thus the subcategory of C with objects the objects of C that are compatible
with left (right) kan-extensions along ϕ and with morphisms the morphisms of
C that are compatible with left (right) kan-extensions along ϕ admits Eilenberg-
Moore objects and coEilenberg-Moore objects.
The full subcategory of C spanned by the objects of C that are compatible with
left (right) kan-extensions along ϕ admits coEilenberg-Moore objects (Eilenberg-
Moore objects).
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Lemma 6.7. Let C be a category, T a monad on C and I a set.
Assume that LModT(C) admits geometric realizations.
1. With C also LModT(C) admits coproducts indexed by I.
2. Let H ∶ LModT(C)→D be a functor that preserves geometric realizations.
If LModT(C) admits coproducts indexed by I and the composition H ○T ∶
C → LModT(C) → D preserves coproducts indexed by I, then H preserves
coproducts indexed by I.
Proof. 1.
Denote γ ∶ C → Fun(I,C) and δ ∶ LModT(C) → Fun(I,LModT(C)) the diago-
nal functors.
Denote W ⊂ Fun(I,LModT(C)) the full subcategory spanned by the families
A = (Ai)i∈I in LModT(C) that admit a coproduct indexed by I, i.e. that the
functor Fun(I,LModT(C))(A,−) ○ δ ∶ LModT(C)→ S(κ) is corepresentable.
W is closed under geometric realizations as LModT(C) admits geometric
realizations.
By ... every object of LModT(C) is the geometric realization of a simplicial
object of LModT(C) that takes values in the full subcategory of LModT(C)
spanned by the free T-algebras of C.
Hence it is enough to see that for every family B = (Bi)i∈I in C the family
A ∶= (T(Bi))i∈I in LModT(C) belongs to W.
The functor Fun(I,LModT(C))(A,−) ○ δ ∶ LModT(C) → S(κ) factors as the
forgetful functor LModT(C) → C followed by the functor Fun(I,C)(B,−) ○ γ ∶
C → S(κ).
As C admits coproducts indexed by I, the functor Fun(I,C)(B,−) ○ γ ∶ C →
S(κ) is corepresentable and thus also its composition with the right adjoint
forgetful functor LModT(C) → C is corepresentable.
2:
Replacing H ∶ LModT(C) →D by the functor LModT(C)
H
Ð→D ⊂ Fun(D,S(κ))op
we can assume that D admits coproducts indexed by I.
As LModT(C) and D admit coproducts indexed by I, the diagonal functors
δ ∶ LModT(C) → Fun(I,LModT(C)) and δ
′ ∶ D → Fun(I,D) admit left adjoints
∐ respectively ∐′ . Denote
α ∶
′
∐○Fun(I,H) → H ○∐
the natural transformation of functors Fun(I,LModT(C)) → D adjoint to the
natural transformation Fun(I,H) → Fun(I,H) ○ δ ○∐ ≃ δ′ ○ H ○∐ of functors
Fun(I,LModT(C))→ Fun(I,D).
As LModT(C) admits geometric realizations, with H ∶ LModT(C)) →D also
Fun(I,H) ∶ Fun(I,LModT(C)) → Fun(I,D) preserves geometric realizations so
that source and target of α are geometric realizations preserving functors.
Thus the full subcategory Q ⊂ Fun(I,LModT(C)) spanned by the objects X
such that α(X) is an equivalence is closed under geometric realizations.
Consequently it is enough to see that for every family B = (Bi)i∈I in C
the morphism α(T(B1), ...,T(Bn)) ∶ ∐
n
i=1H
′(T(Bi)) → H′(∐
n
i=1T(Bi)) is an
equivalence.
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But the composition ∐ni=1H
′(T(Bi)) → H′(∐
n
i=1T(Bi)) ≃ H
′(T(∐ni=1Bi)) is
the canonical morphism and thus an equivalence as H ○T preserves coproducts
indexed by I.
Proposition 6.8. Let C → S be a cocartesian fibration between κ-small cate-
gories that is compatible with geometric realizations and let T ∈ Alg(FunS(C,C))
be a monad such that for every object s of S the induced functor Cs → Cs on the
fiber over s preserves geometric realizations.
Then LMod
/S
T
(C) → S is a cocartesian fibration compatible with geometric
realizations and the free functor C → LMod
/S
T
(C) over S is a map of cocartesian
fibrations over S.
Moreover if C→ S is compatible with κ-small colimits, then LMod
/S
T (C)→ S
is compatible with κ-small colimits.
Proof. By corollary 6.6 LMod
/S
T (C) → S is compatible with geometric realiza-
tions.
So by remark 6.4 the functor LMod
/S
T
(C)(∆
op)⊳ → LMod
/S
T
(C)∆
op
over S
admits a left adjoint relative to S.
Being a relative left adjoint the free functor C → LMod
/S
T (C) over S preserves
cocartesian morphisms.
For every object s of S the fiber Cs is the only full subcategory of LMod
/S
T (C)s ≃
LMod
/S
Ts
(Cs) that contains the free Ts-algebras and is closed in LMod
/S
T (C)s un-
der geometric realizations.
Hence by remark 7.34 LMod
/S
T (C)→ S is a cocartesian fibration and the free
functor C→ LMod
/S
T
(C) over S is a map of cocartesian fibrations over S.
By lemma 6.7 LMod
/S
T (C) → S is compatible with coproducts and is thus
compatible with κ-small colimits.
Example 6.9.
Let S be a category and M⊗ → LM⊗ be an operad over LM⊗ such that we
have a monoidal equivalence Ass⊗ ×Comm⊗ (Cat∞(κ)/S)
× ≃ Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ M
⊗. Set
M ∶= {m} ×LM⊗ M
⊗.
Let B be a monoidal category over S and X a left modul over B in M.
Assume that X admits an endomorphism object.
Then the left modul structure on X over B corresponds to a monoidal functor
B→ [X,X] over S that gives rise to a functor ξ ∶ Alg/S(B)→ Alg/S([X,X]) over
S.
This way every section A of Alg/S(B)→ S gives rise to a monad ξ(A) on X.
If ξ(A) admits an Eilenberg-Moore object Y → X in M, i.e. in the associated
2-category by applying FunS(S,−) to all morphism categories of M, then we
think of Y → X as the object of left A-modules in M.
We specialize to the following situation:
Let T → S be a functor. Then the canonical functor Cat∞(κ)/S → Cat∞(κ)/T
makes Cat∞(κ)/T to a left module over Cat∞(κ)/S.
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Let X → T be a left modul in Cat∞(κ)/T over a monoidal category B → S
over S.
Assume that the composition X → T → S is flat so that X admits an endo-
morphism object Fun
/S
T (X,X).
So we get a monoidal functor B → Fun
/S
T (X,X) over S that gives rise to a
functor ξ ∶ Alg/S(B)→ Alg/S(Fun/ST (X,X)) over S.
Given a section A of Alg/S(Fun/ST (X,X)) → S we have a canonical equiva-
lence
LMod
/T
A (X) ≃ LMod
/T
ξ(A)
(X)
over X.
We further specialize to the following situation:
Let O⊗ be an operad and X⊗ → O⊗ be a left module over an associative
monoid B⊗ → O⊗ in Op∞(κ)/O⊗ ⊂ Cat∞(κ)/O⊗ .
Assume that the functor X⊗ → O⊗ is flat.
Then we get a monoidal functor B⊗ → MapO⊗(X
⊗,X⊗) over O⊗ that gives
rise to a monoidal functor FunO⊗(O
⊗,B⊗) → FunO⊗(O
⊗,MapO⊗(X
⊗,X⊗)) ≃
FunO⊗(X
⊗,X⊗) that restricts to a monoidal functor β ∶ AlgO/(B) → AlgX/O(X)
that yields a functor AlgAss⊗O/(B) ≃ Alg(AlgO/(B)) → Alg(AlgX/O(X)).
Given an Ass⊗ ⊗O⊗-algebra A of B we have a canonical equivalence
LMod
/O⊗
A
(X⊗) ≃ LMod/O
⊗
β(A)
(X⊗)
over X⊗.
By theorem 4.16 the functor LMod
/O⊗
A (X
⊗) → O⊗ is a map of operads and
the forgetful functor LMod
/O⊗
A (X
⊗)→ X⊗ and its left adjoint over O⊗ are maps
of operads over O⊗.
By proposition 6.8 the functor LMod
/O⊗
A
(X⊗) → O⊗ is a O⊗-monoidal cat-
egory and the free functor X⊗ → LMod
/O⊗
A (X
⊗) is a O⊗-monoidal functor if
X⊗ → O⊗ is a O⊗-monoidal category compatible with geometric realizations and
for every X ∈ O the functor A(X)⊗− ∶ BX → BX preserves geometric realizations.
Moreover if X⊗ → O⊗ is compatible with κ-small colimits, then LMod
/O⊗
A (X
⊗)
is compatible with κ-small colimits.
Let X be a O⊗ ⊗ Ass⊗-monoidal category corresponding to an associative
algebra in the category of O⊗-monoidal categories.
Then the fiberwise dual (X⊗)rev → O⊗ of the O⊗-monoidal category X⊗ → O⊗
is an associative algebra in the category of O⊗-monoidal categories.
So we have a monoidal functor β ∶ CoalgO/(X)
op → Alg(X⊗)rev/O⊗((X
⊗)rev)
that yields a functor Alg(CoalgO/(X))
op → Coalg(Alg(X⊗)rev/O⊗((X
⊗)rev)).
So every associative algebra A in the monoidal category of O⊗-coalgebras
of X gives rise to a comonad T on (X⊗)rev → O⊗ in Op∞(κ)/O⊗, i.e. a O
⊗-
opmonoidal monad.
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So by theorem 4.16 the category LModA(X) ≃ LModT(X) lifts to a O⊗-
monoidal category and the forgetful functor LModA(X) ≃ LModT(X) → X lifts
to a O⊗-monoidal functor.
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7 Appendix
7.1 Appendix A: Parametrized categories of sections
In this subsection we prove the following:
Denote R(κ) ⊂ Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)) the full subcategory spanned by the right
fibrations and U(κ) ⊂ R(κ) the full subcategory spanned by the representable
right fibrations.
The restriction U(κ) ⊂ R(κ) → Fun({1},Cat∞(κ)) is a cocartesian fibration
and classifies the identity of Cat∞(κ).
We start with the following basic lemma:
Lemma 7.1. Let κ be a strongly inaccessible cardinal and ρ ∶ X → S a cocarte-
sian fibration between κ-small categories.
Denote ̺ ∶ X∆
1
→ X{1} ≃ X the induced map of cocartesian fibrations over S.
Then ̺ ∶ X∆
1
→ X{1} ≃ X is a cocartesian fibration, where a morphism of
X∆
1
is ̺-cocartesian if and only if its image under the map σ ∶ X∆
1
→ X{0} ≃ X
of cocartesian fibrations over S is ρ-cocartesian.
Proof. 2) follows from 1) by the commutativity of the square
X∆
1

ξ∆
1
// Y∆
1

X{0}
ξ{0}
// Y{0}
of cocartesian fibrations over S.
As ̺ ∶ X∆
1
→ X{1} is a map of cocartesian fibrations over S, it is enough to see
that for every object Z ∈ S the induced functor on the fiber ̺Z ∶ X∆
1
Z → X
{1}
Z is
a cocartesian fibration and for every morphism Z → Z′ in S the induced functor
on the fiber X∆
1
Z → X
∆
1
Z′ sends ̺Z-cocartesian morphisms to ̺Z′-cocartesian
morphisms.
The induced functor on the fiber ̺Z ∶ X
∆1
Z → X
{1}
Z is equivalent to the evalu-
ation at the target functor Fun(∆1,XZ) → Fun({1},XZ) and thus a cocartesian
fibration.
The ̺Z-cocartesian morphisms are those morphisms of X
∆1
Z that are sent
to equivalences by the induced functor X∆
1
Z → X
{0}
Z and similar for the ̺Z′ -
cocartesian morphisms.
Therefore the commutativity of
X∆
1
Z

// X
{0}
Z

X∆
1
Z′
// X
{0}
Z′
implies that the induced functor on the fiber X∆
1
Z → X
∆
1
Z′ sends ̺Z-cocartesian
morphisms to ̺Z′ -cocartesian morphisms.
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This shows that ̺ ∶ X∆
1
→ X{1} ≃ X is a cocartesian fibration.
It remains to characterize the ̺-cocartesian morphisms.
Let f ∶ A→ B be a morphism of X∆
1
lying over a morphism g in S.
Then we can factor f as a ρ∆
1
-cocartesian morphism α ∶ A→ g∗(A) followed
by a morphism β ∶ g∗(A)→ B in the fiber over ρ
∆1(B).
As σ ∶ X∆
1
→ X{0} is a map of cocartesian fibrations over S, the mor-
phism σ(α) ∶ σ(A) → g∗(σ(A)) is ρ-cocartesian and thus α ∶ A → g∗(A) is
̺-cocartesian.
Therefore f ∶ A → B is ̺-cocartesian if and only if β ∶ g∗(A) → B is ̺-
cocartesian which is equivalent to the condition that β is ̺
ρ∆
1 (B)-cocartesian
because ̺ is a cocartesian fibration.
β is ̺ρ∆1 (B)-cocartesian if and only if σ(β) ∶ g∗(σ(A)) → σ(B) is an equiva-
lence which is equivalent to the condition that σ(f) is ρ-cocartesian.
Lemma 7.2. Let S be a κ-small category and φ ∶ C → D a map of κ-small
(locally) cocartesian fibrations over S that induces on the fiber over every object
s of S a right fibration.
Let X be a section of the (locally) cocartesian fibration C → S such that for
all s ∈ S the image X(s) ∈ Cs is a final object of Cs.
Then C→D is canonically equivalent over D to the pullback S ×D{1} D
∆1 →
D∆
1
→ D{0} of the map D∆
1
→ D{1} of (locally) cocartesian fibrations over S
along φ ○X ∶ S →D.
Proof. Let E→ S be a κ-small (locally) cocartesian fibration and Z a section of
E→ S.
By lemma 7.1 the map E∆
1
→ E{1} of (locally) cocartesian fibrations over
S is a (locally) cocartesian fibration, whose (locally) cocartesian morphisms are
those that are sent to (locally) cocartesian morphisms of E → S under the map
E∆
1
→ E{0} of (locally) cocartesian fibrations over S.
Thus also the pullback S ×E{1} E
∆1 → S of E∆
1
→ E{1} along Z ∶ S → E
is a (locally) cocartesian fibration, whose (locally) cocartesian morphisms are
those that are sent to (locally) cocartesian morphisms of E → S under the map
S ×E{1} E
∆1 → E∆
1
→ E{0}.
So the functor ξ ∶ S ×E{1} E
∆
1
→ E∆
1
→ E{0} over S is a map of (locally)
cocartesian fibrations over S.
So we get a commutative square
S ×C{1} C
∆1

// S ×D{1} D
∆1

C{0} // D{0}
(10)
of (locally) cocartesian fibrations over S that induces on the fiber over every
object s of S the commutative square
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(Cs)/Xs

// (Ds)/φ(Xs)

Cs // Ds.
(11)
As Cs → Ds is a right fibration, the top horizontal morphism of square 11 is an
equivalence.
As X(s) is a final object of Cs, the left vertical morphism of square 11 is an
equivalence.
Hence the left vertical and top horizontal morphism of square 11 is an equiv-
alence.
Proposition 7.3. Denote U(κ) ⊂ R(κ) the full subcategory spanned by the
representable right fibrations.
The restriction U(κ) ⊂ R(κ) → Cat∞(κ) is a cocartesian fibration and clas-
sifies the identity of Cat∞(κ).
Remark 7.4. The cartesian fibration R(κ)→ Cat∞(κ) is a bicartesian fibration
as for every functor C → D the induced functor R(κ)D → R(κ)C admits a left
adjoint.
The left adjoint R(κ)C → R(κ)D preserves representable right fibrations.
Hence the cocartesian fibration R(κ) → Cat∞(κ) restricts to a cocartesian
fibration U(κ)→ Cat∞(κ) with the same cocartesian morphisms.
Proof. Let U′(κ)→ Cat∞(κ) be the cocartesian fibration classifying the identity
of Cat∞(κ).
Wewill show that there is a canonical equivalence U′(κ) ≃ U(κ) over Cat∞(κ).
By Yoneda it is enough to find for every functor H ∶ S → Cat∞(κ) a bijection
between equivalence classes of objects of the categories FunCat∞(κ)(S,U
′(κ)) and
FunCat∞(κ)(S,U(κ)) such that for every functor T → S over Cat∞(κ) the square
FunCat∞(κ)(S,U
′(κ))

// FunCat∞(κ)(S,U(κ))

FunCat∞(κ)(T,U
′(κ)) // FunCat∞(κ)(T,U(κ))
commutes on equivalence classes.
Denote D → S the cocartesian fibration classifying H ∶ S → Cat∞(κ) so that
we have a canonical equivalence D ≃ S ×Cat∞(κ) U
′(κ) over S.
We have a canonical equivalence FunCat∞(κ)(S,U
′(κ)) ≃ FunS(S,D) such
that the square
FunCat∞(κ)(S,U
′(κ))

// FunS(S,D)

FunCat∞(κ)(T,U
′(κ)) // FunT(T,T ×S D)
commutes on equivalence classes.
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We have a fully faithful functor
FunCat∞(κ)(S,U(κ)) ⊂ FunCat∞(κ)(S,R(κ)) ⊂ FunCat∞(κ)(S,Fun(∆
1,Cat∞(κ))
≃ Fun(S,Cat∞(κ))/H ≃ Cat
cocart
∞/S (κ)/D,
whose essential image W(S,D) consists of those maps C → D of cocartesian
fibrations over S that induce on the fiber over every object of S a representable
right fibration and the square
FunCat∞(κ)(S,U(κ))

// Cat
cocart
∞/S (κ)/D

FunCat∞(κ)(T,U(κ))
// Cat
cocart
∞/T (κ)/T×SD
commutes on equivalence classes.
Consequently it is enough to find for every cocartesian fibration D → S a
bijection between equivalence classes of objects of the categories FunS(S,D) and
W(S,D) such that the square
FunS(S,D)

// W(S,D)

FunT(T,T ×S D) // W(T,T ×S D)
(12)
commutes on equivalence classes.
Let X be a section of D → S.
By lemma 7.1 the map D∆
1
→ D{1} of cocartesian fibrations over S is a
cocartesian fibration, whose cocartesian morphisms are those that are sent by
the map D∆
1
→D{0} of cocartesian fibrations over S to a cocartesian morphism
of D→ S.
So the pullback D
/S
/X
∶= S ×D{1} D
∆
1
→ S along X is a cocartesian fibration
and α ∶ S ×D{1} D
∆1 →D∆
1
→D{0} is a map of cocartesian fibrations over S.
The map α of cocartesian fibrations over S induces on the fiber over every
object s of S the representable right fibration (Ds)/X(s) = {X(s)} ×Fun({1},Ds)
Fun(∆1,Ds)→ Fun(∆
1,Ds)→ Fun({0},Ds). So α belongs to W(S,D).
Pulling back α along the functor T → S we get the map
T×(T×SD){1} (T×SD)
∆1 → (T×SD)
∆1 → (T×SD)
{0} of cocartesian fibrations
over T, where the pullback T ×(T×SD){1} (T ×S D)
∆1 is taken over the functor
T→ T ×S D over T corresponding to the functor T → S
X
Ð→D over S.
This shows the commutativity of square 12.
On the other hand let C →D be a map of cocartesian fibrations over S such
that for every object s of S the induced functor Cs →Ds is a representable right
fibration.
As for every object s of S the category Cs admits a final object, by lemma
7.32 the category FunS(S,C) admits a final object Z such that for every object
s of S the image Z(s) is the final object of Cs.
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The functor FunS(S,C) → FunS(S,D) sends Z to the desired object Y of
FunS(S,D).
We have a canonical equivalence FunS(S,S ×D{1} D
∆1) ≃ FunS(S,D)/X over
FunS(S,D) so that the image of the final object of the category FunS(S,S×D{1}
D∆
1
) under the functor FunS(S,S×D{1} D
∆
1
) → FunS(S,D∆
1
)→ FunS(S,D{0})
is X.
So the functor FunS(S,D) → W(S,D) induces a retract on equivalence
classes.
Lemma 7.2 states that we have a canonical equivalence C ≃D/S
/Y
over D.
Proposition 7.5. Let κ be a strongly inaccessible cardinal.
There is a canonical equivalence
Cocart(κ) ≃Map
Cat∞(κ)(U(κ),Cat∞(κ) × Cat∞(κ))
of cartesian fibrations over Cat∞(κ) that induces on the fiber over every κ-small
category C the canonical equivalence Catcocart∞/C (κ) ≃ Fun(C,Cat∞(κ)).
Consequently this equivalence restricts to an equivalence
L(κ) ≃MapCat∞(κ)(U(κ),Cat∞(κ) × S(κ))
of cartesian fibrations over Cat∞(κ).
Proof. Let κ′ > κ be a strongly inaccessible cardinal.
By Yoneda it is enough to show that for every κ′-small category S over
Cat∞(κ) there is a bijection between equivalence classes of functors
S → MapCat∞(κ)(U(κ),Cat∞(κ) × Cat∞(κ)) over Cat∞(κ) and equivalence
classes of functors S → Cocart(κ) over Cat∞(κ) such that for every functor
φ ∶ T→ S of κ′-small categories over Cat∞(κ) the square
FunCat∞(κ)(S,MapCat∞(κ)(U(κ),Cat∞(κ) × Cat∞(κ)))

// FunCat∞(κ)(S,Cocart(κ))

FunCat∞(κ)(T,MapCat∞(κ)(U(κ),Cat∞(κ) × Cat∞(κ)))
// FunCat∞(κ)(T,Cocart(κ))
commutes on equivalence classes.
We have a canonical equivalence
Cat∞(κ
′)/Cat∞(κ)(−,MapCat∞(κ)(U(κ),Cat∞(κ) × Cat∞(κ))) ≃
Cat∞(κ
′)/Cat∞(κ)(− ×Cat∞(κ) U(κ),Cat∞(κ) × Cat∞(κ)) ≃
Cat∞(κ
′)(− ×Cat∞(κ) U(κ),Cat∞(κ))
of functors (Cat∞(κ
′)/Cat∞(κ))
op → S(κ′).
Consequently it is enough to see that for every κ′-small category ϕ ∶ S →
Cat∞(κ) over Cat∞(κ) there is a bijection between equivalence classes of func-
tors S×Cat∞(κ)U(κ) → Cat∞(κ) and equivalence classes of functors S→ Cocart(κ)
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over Cat∞(κ) such that for every functor φ ∶ T → S of κ′-small categories over
Cat∞(κ) the square
Fun(S ×Cat∞(κ) U(κ),Cat∞(κ))

// FunCat∞(κ)(S,Cocart(κ))

Fun(T ×Cat∞(κ) U(κ),Cat∞(κ))
// FunCat∞(κ)(T,Cocart(κ))
commutes on equivalence classes.
A functor S ×Cat∞(κ) U(κ) → Cat∞(κ) is classified by a cocartesian fibration
over S ×Cat∞(κ) U(κ) with κ-small fibers.
Being a right fibration the forgetful functor Cat∞(κ′)/S → Cat∞(κ
′) in-
duces an equivalence (Cat∞(κ
′)/S)/S×Cat∞(κ)U(κ)
→ (Cat∞(κ
′)/S×Cat∞(κ)U(κ), un-
der which a functor ψ ∶ X → S ×Cat∞(κ) U(κ) corresponds to a functor β ∶ X →
S ×Cat∞(κ) U(κ) over S.
A map Y → S×Cat∞(κ)U(κ) of cocartesian fibrations over S is itself a cocarte-
sian fibration if and only if it induces on the fiber over every s ∈ S a cocartesian
fibration, whose cocartesian morphisms are preserved by the induced functors
on the fibers of Y → S, in other words if and only if it classifies a natural trans-
formation S → Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)) of functors S → Cat∞(κ) with target ϕ that
factors through the subcategory Cocart(κ) ⊂ Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)).
Consequently ψ ∶ X→ S×Cat∞(κ)U(κ) is a cocartesian fibration with κ-small
fibers if and only if β ∶ X → S ×Cat∞(κ) U(κ) is a map of cocartesian fibrations
over S classifying a functor S → Cocart(κ) over Cat∞(κ).
Given a functor φ ∶ T → S of κ′-small categories over Cat∞(κ) and a co-
cartesian fibration X → S ×Cat∞(κ) U(κ) classifying a functor S ×Cat∞(κ) U(κ) →
Cat∞(κ) the composition T ×Cat∞(κ) U(κ)→ S×Cat∞(κ) U(κ)→ Cat∞(κ) is clas-
sified by the pullback of the cocartesian fibration X→ S×Cat∞(κ)U(κ) along the
functor T ×Cat∞(κ) U(κ)→ S ×Cat∞(κ) U(κ).
Therefore if α denotes the natural transformation of functors S → Cat∞(κ) with
target ϕ corresponding to the functor S×Cat∞(κ)U(κ)→ Cat∞(κ) then α○φ is the
natural transformation of functors T → Cat∞(κ) with target ϕ○φ corresponding
to the composition T ×Cat∞(κ) U(κ)→ S ×Cat∞(κ) U(κ) → Cat∞(κ).
So the functor T → Cocart(κ) over Cat∞(κ) corresponding to the com-
position T ×Cat∞(κ) U(κ) → S ×Cat∞(κ) U(κ) → Cat∞(κ) is the composition
T
φ
Ð→ S → Cocart(κ) of φ ∶ T → S and the functor S → Cocart(κ) over Cat∞(κ)
corresponding to the functor S ×Cat∞(κ) U(κ) → Cat∞(κ).
2. follows from the fact that a cocartesian fibration is a left fibration if and
only if all its fibers are spaces.
Remark 7.6. By proposition 7.3 we have a canonical fully faithful map U(κ) ⊂
R(κ) of cocartesian fibrations over Cat∞(κ) and by proposition 7.5 we have a
canonical equivalence L(κ) ≃Map
Cat∞(κ)(U(κ),Cat∞(κ) × S(κ)) over Cat∞(κ),
whose pullback along (−)op ∶ Cat∞(κ)→ Cat∞(κ) is a canonical equivalence
R(κ) ≃MapCat∞(κ)(U(κ)
rev,Cat∞(κ) × S(κ))
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over Cat∞(κ). So we obtain a canonical fully faithful map
χ ∶ U(κ) ⊂MapCat∞(κ)(U(κ)
rev,Cat∞(κ) × S(κ))
of cocartesian fibrations over Cat∞(κ).
Let E → S be a cocartesian fibration classifying a functor φ ∶ S → Cat∞(κ)
and Erev → S its fiberwise dual.
Pulling back χ along φ ∶ S → Cat∞(κ) we get a fully faithful map E ⊂ P
/S
κ (E) ∶=
MapS(E
rev,S × S(κ)) of cocartesian fibrations over S.
This map of cocartesian fibrations over S is adjoint to a functor
α ∶ Erev ×S E → S(κ) such that for every s ∈ S the composition (Es)op × Es →
Erev ×S E→ S(κ) is the mapping space functor of Es.
We call α the mapping space functor of E→ S relative to S.
Theorem 7.7. (Fundamental theorem of parametrized categories of sections)
Let κ be a strongly inaccessible cardinal.
Let R,S,T be κ-small categories, T → R a functor, α ∶ X → S ×T a map of
cartesian fibrations over S and β ∶ Y → S×T a map of cocartesian fibrations over
S corresponding to functors F ∶ Sop → Cat∞(κ)/T respectively G ∶ S → Cat∞(κ)/T.
Assume that the composition X → S ×T → S ×R is a flat functor so that F
induces a functor Sop → Cat∞(κ)
flat/R
/T
.
The map Fun
/S×R
S×T (X,Y) → S × R of cocartesian fibrations over S classifies
the functor S
(Fop,G)
ÐÐÐÐ→ (Cat∞(κ)
flat/R
/T
)op × Cat∞(κ)/T
Fun
/R
T
(−,−)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ)/R.
This implies the dual statement:
Assume that the composition Y → S ×T → S ×R is a flat functor so that G
induces a functor S→ Cat∞(κ)
flat/R
/T
.
The map Fun
/S×R
S×T (Y,X) → S ×R of cartesian fibrations over S classifies the
functor Sop
(Gop,F)
ÐÐÐÐ→ (Cat∞(κ)
flat/R
/T
)op × Cat∞(κ)/T
Fun
/R
T
(−,−)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ)/R.
Proof. We only prove the first statement, the second is dual to the first:
By the first part the map
Fun
/S×R
S×T (Y,X)
op ≃ Fun/S
op×Rop
Sop×Top (Y
op,Xop)→ Sop ×Rop
of cocartesian fibrations over Sop classifies the functor Sop
(Gop,F)
ÐÐÐÐ→ (Cat∞(κ)
flat/R
/T
)op×
Cat∞(κ)/T
(−)op×(−)op
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ (Cat∞(κ)
flat/Rop
/Top
)op×Cat∞(κ)/Top
Fun
/Rop
Top
(−,−)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ)/Rop
being equivalent to the functor Sop
(Gop,F)
ÐÐÐÐ→ (Cat∞(κ)
flat/R
/T
)op×Cat∞(κ)/T
Fun
/R
T
(−,−)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐ→
Cat∞(κ)/R
(−)op
ÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ)/Rop .
Hence the map Fun
/S×R
S×T (Y,X) → S×R of cartesian fibrations over S classifies
the functor Sop
(Gop,F)
ÐÐÐÐ→ (Cat∞(κ)
flat/R
/T
)op × Cat∞(κ)/T
Fun
/R
T
(−,−)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ)/R.
The proof will take place in 4 reduction steps:
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1. We reduce to the case that R is contractible.
2. We reduce to the case that R and T are contractible.
3. We reduce to the case that R,T are contractible and Y → S is equiva-
lent over S to MapS(Y
′,S × S(κ)) for some bicartesian fibration Y′ → S
classifying a functor G′′ ∶ Sop → CatR∞(κ).
4. We reduce to the case that R,T are contractible and Y → S is equivalent
over S to S×S(κ), in which case we deduce the statement from proposition
7.5.
1.: Denote Ψ the functor S → Cat∞(κ)/T classified by the map Fun
/S×R
S×T (X,Y) →
S ×R of cocartesian fibrations over S.
We want to see that there is an equivalence Ψ ≃ Fun/RT (−,−) ○ (F
op,G) of
functors S → Cat∞(κ)/R. Such an equivalence is represented by an equivalence
of functors S→ Cat∞(κ)/R ⊂ P(Cat∞(κ)/R) adjoint to an equivalence
Cat∞(κ)/R(B,Ψ(s)) ≃ Cat∞(κ)/R(B,Fun
/R
T (F(s),G(s)))
≃ Cat∞(κ)/T(B ×R F(s),G(s))
natural in B ∈ Cat∞(κ)/R and s ∈ S.
Therefore it is enough to find an equivalence
ρ ∶ FunR(B,Ψ(s)) ≃ FunT(B ×R F(s),G(s))
natural in B ∈ Cat∞(κ)/R and s ∈ S.
Assume that we have already proved the statement for R contractible.
Then ρ is classified by an equivalence
Fun
/(Cat∞(κ)/R)
op×S
(Cat∞(κ)/R)op×S×R
(UR × S, (Cat∞(κ)/R)
op ×Fun
/S×R
S×T (X,Y)) ≃
Fun
/(Cat∞(κ)/R)
op×S
(Cat∞(κ)/R)op×S×T
((UR × S)×(S′×R) ((Cat∞(κ)/R)
op ×X), (Cat∞(κ)/R)
op ×Y)
over S′ ∶= (Cat∞(κ)/R)op × S.
But we have a canonical equivalence
Fun
/(Cat∞(κ)/R)
op×S
(Cat∞(κ)/R)op×S×R
(UR × S, (Cat∞(κ)/R)
op ×Fun
/S×R
S×T (X,Y)) ≃
Fun
/S′
S′×R(UR × S,Fun
/S′×R
S′×T ((Cat∞(κ)/R)
op ×X, (Cat∞(κ)/R)
op ×Y)) ≃
Fun
/S′
S′×T((UR × S) ×(S′×R) ((Cat∞(κ)/R)
op ×X), (Cat∞(κ)/R)
op ×Y)
over S′.
We continue with 2:
We want to show that the cocartesian fibration Fun
/S
S×T(X,Y) → S classifies
the functor S
(Fop,G)
ÐÐÐÐ→ (Cat∞(κ)
flat
/T )
op × Cat∞(κ)/T
FunT(−,−)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ).
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We have a pullback square
FunT(−,−) ○ (F
op,G)

// Fun(−,−) ○ (Fop,G)

FunT(−,−) ○ (F
op,T) // Fun(−,−) ○ (Fop,T)
of functors S → Cat∞(κ), where the natural transformation G → T to the con-
stant functor S→ Cat∞(κ)/T with image T is the unique one.
If we assume that the statement holds for R and T contractible, this square
is classified by the canonical pullback square
Fun
/S
S×T(X,Y)

// MapS(X,Y)

S // MapS(X,S ×T)
of cocartesian fibrations over S.
3.: The statement we want to prove is equivalent to the following one:
For every cartesian fibration X→ S and every cocartesian fibration Y → S the
cocartesian fibration MapS(X,Y
rev) → S classifies the functor S
(Fop,(−)op○G)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→
Cat∞(κ)
op × Cat∞(κ)
Fun(−,−)
ÐÐÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ), where Y
rev → S denotes the fiberwise
dual of the cocartesian fibration Y → S.
To show this, we are free to enlarge Y → S in the following way:
Let Z → S be a cocartesian fibration classifying a functor H ∶ S → Cat∞(κ)
and let Y → Z be a fully faithful map of cocartesian fibrations over S classifying
a component-wise fully faithful natural transformation G → H of functors S →
Cat∞(κ).
If the cocartesian fibration MapS(X,Z) → S classifies the functor S
(Fop,H)
ÐÐÐÐ→
Cat∞(κ)
op×Cat∞(κ)
Fun(−,−)
ÐÐÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ), the cocartesian fibration MapS(X,Y) →
S classifies the functor S
(Fop,G)
ÐÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ)
op × Cat∞(κ)
Fun(−,−)
ÐÐÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ).
This follows from the fact that the induced fully faithful map MapS(X,Y) ⊂
MapS(X,Z) of cocartesian fibrations over S and the fully faithful map of co-
cartesian fibrations over S classified by the component-wise fully faithful nat-
ural transformation Fun(−,−) ○ (Fop,G) → Fun(−,−) ○ (Fop,H) have the same
essential image.
By remark 7.6 we have fully faithful maps Y ⊂ P/Sκ (Y) and P
/S
κ (Y)rev ⊂
P
/S
κ′ (P
/S
κ (Y)rev) = MapS(P
/S
κ (Y),S × S(κ′)) of cocartesian fibrations over S and
so a fully faithful map Yrev ⊂ P/Sκ (Y)rev ⊂MapS(P
/S
κ (Y),S×S(κ
′)) of cocartesian
fibrations over S.
Consequently we can reduce to the case that Y → S is equivalent over S to
MapS(Y
′,S × S(κ)) for some bicartesian fibration Y′ → S classifying a functor
G′ ∶ S → CatL∞(κ) respectively a functor G
′′ ∶ Sop
G′
Ð→ CatL∞(κ)
op ≃ CatR∞(κ).
4.: Assume we have shown the statement for Y = S × S(κ).
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Then the cocartesian fibration MapS(Y
′,S × S(κ))→ S classifies the functor
S
G′′op
ÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ)op
Fun(−,S(κ))
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ) and the cocartesian fibration
MapS(X,MapS(Y
′,S × S(κ))) ≃ MapS(X ×S Y
′,S × S(κ)) → S classifies the
functor S
(Fop,G′′op)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ)×Cat∞(κ)
×
Ð→ Cat∞(κ)
Fun(−,S(κ))
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ) equiv-
alent to the functor S
(Fop,Fun(−,S(κ))○G′′op)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ)
op×Cat∞(κ)
Fun(−,−)
ÐÐÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ).
It remains to show that the cocartesian fibration MapS(X,S × S(κ)) → S
classifies the functor S
Fop
ÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ)
op
Fun(−,S(κ))
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ).
To do so, we show that for every category B the cocartesian fibration
MapS(X,S ×B)→ S classifies the functor S
Fop
ÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ)
op
Fun(−,B)
ÐÐÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ).
This is equivalent to the dual statement:
For every category B the cartesian fibration MapS(Y,S ×B) → S classifies
the functor Sop
Gop
ÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ)
op
Fun(−,B)
ÐÐÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ) ∶
If this holds, the cartesian fibration MapSop(X
op,Sop ×Bop) → Sop classifies
the functor S
(op○F)op
ÐÐÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ)
op
Fun(−,Bop)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ) so that the cocartesian
fibration MapS(X,S ×B) ≃MapSop(X
op,Sop ×Bop)op → S classifies the functor
S
(op○F)op
ÐÐÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ)op
Fun(−,Bop)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ)
op
Ð→ Cat∞(κ), i.e. the functor S
Fop
ÐÐ→
Cat∞(κ)op
Fun(−,B)
ÐÐÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ).
By the remark from above it is enough to show that for every category B
the cartesian fibration MapS(Y,S × P(B)) → S classifies the functor S
op G
op
ÐÐ→
Cat∞(κ)
op
Fun(−,P(B))
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ).
Assume that we have already shown the statement for B = S(κ).
Then the cartesian fibration MapS(X,S ×P(B)) ≃MapS((S ×B
op)×S X,S ×
S(κ))→ S classifies the functor Sop
G
op
ÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ)
op B
op×−
ÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ)
op
Fun(−,S(κ))
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→
Cat∞(κ
′), i.e. the functor Sop
G
op
ÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ)
op
Fun(−,P(B))
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ
′).
So it finally remains to show the statement for B = S(κ).
By proposition 7.5 we have a canonical equivalence
L(κ) ≃MapCat∞(κ)(U(κ),Cat∞(κ) × S(κ))
of cartesian fibrations over Cat∞(κ), whose pullback along G ∶ S → Cat∞(κ) is a
canonical equivalence G∗(L(κ)) ≃Map
Cat∞(κ)(Y,S×S(κ)) of cartesian fibrations
over S.
By ... the cartesian fibration L(κ) → Cat∞(κ) classifies the functor Fun(−,S(κ)) ∶
Sop → Cat∞(κ) so that the cartesian fibration G∗(L(κ)) ≃MapS(Y,S×S(κ))→
S classifies the functor Sop
Gop
ÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ)op
Fun(−,S(κ))
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ′).
Remark 7.8. Let φ ∶ C → T be a flat functor between κ-small categories.
Then by definition of flatness the functor ξ ∶ Cat∞(κ)/S
T×S−
ÐÐÐ→ Cat∞(κ)/T
C×T−
ÐÐÐ→
Cat∞(κ)/T admits a right adjoint Fun
/S
T (C,−) ∶ Cat∞(κ)/T → Cat∞(κ)/S.
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Denote Cat∞(κ)
flat/S
/T
⊂ Cat∞(κ)/T the full subcategory spanned by the cate-
gories over T that are flat over S.
Then we have a functor Fun
/S
T
(−,−) ∶ (Cat∞(κ)
flat/S
/T
)op×Cat∞(κ)/T → Cat∞(κ)/S.
determined by a canonical equivalence
FunS(B,Fun
/S
T (C,D)) ≃ FunT(B ×S C,D)
natural in κ-small categories C,D over T with C flat over S and a κ-small
category B over S.
Let R,S,T be κ-small categories, T → R a functor, α ∶ X → S ×T a map of
cartesian fibrations over S corresponding to a functor F ∶ Sop → Cat∞(κ)/T.
Assume that the composition X → S ×T → S ×R is a flat functor so that F
induces a functor Sop → Cat∞(κ)
flat/R
/T
.
Let O⊗ be a κ-small operad and D⊗ → T ×O⊗ a O⊗-monoidal category over
T classified by a O⊗-monoid φ of Cat∞(κ)/T.
The composition S×Cat∞(κ)/T
Fop×id
ÐÐÐÐ→ (Cat∞(κ)
flat/R
/T
)op×Cat∞(κ)/T
Fun
/R
T
(−,−)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐ→
Cat∞(κ)/R is adjoint to a functor Cat∞(κ)/T → Fun(S,Cat∞(κ)/R) ≃
Cat
cocart
∞/S (κ
′)/S×R ⊂ Cat∞(κ′)/S×R.
As for every s ∈ S the functor Fun/RT (F(s),−) ∶ Cat∞(κ)/T → Cat∞(κ)/R
preserves finite products, the functor Cat∞(κ)/T → Cat∞(κ
′)/S×R also does and
so sends φ to a O⊗-monoid φ′ of Cat∞(κ
′)/S×R.
By theorem 7.7 φ′ is classified by the O⊗-monoidal category
Fun
/S×R
S×T (X,D)
⊗ ∶= Fun/S×R×O
⊗
S×T×O⊗ (X ×O
⊗,S ×D⊗) → S ×R ×O⊗
over S ×R.
Now we study the situation for O⊗ = LM⊗ ∶
Let M⊗ → T ×LM⊗ be a LM⊗-monoidal category over T classifying a LM⊗-
monoid φ of Cat∞(κ)/T that exhibits a category B over T as a left module over
a monoidal category C over R with respect to the canonical left module structure
on Cat∞(κ)/T over Cat∞(κ)/R.
Then φ′ is classified by the LM⊗-monoidal category
Fun
/S×R
S×T (X,M)
⊗ = Fun/S×R×LM
⊗
S×T×LM⊗
(X × LM⊗,S ×M⊗)→ S ×R × LM⊗
over S×R that exhibits the category Fun
/S×R
S×T (X,S×B) over S×R as a left module
over the monoidal category
MapS×R(X,C)
⊗ ∶=MapS×R×Ass⊗(X ×Ass
⊗,S × C⊗) ≃
Fun
/S×R
S×T (X,T ×R C)
⊗ ∶= Fun/S×R×Ass
⊗
S×T×Ass⊗
(X ×Ass⊗,S × (T ×R C
⊗))→ S ×R ×Ass⊗
over S ×R.
By ... the functor Cat∞(κ)/T → Fun((Cat∞(κ)
flat/R
/T
)op,Cat∞(κ)/R) is lax
Cat∞(κ)/R-linear and thus also the functor Cat∞(κ)/T → Cat∞(κ
′)/S×R is lax
Cat∞(κ)/R-linear and so sends φ to a canonical left module structure on B
′ ∶=
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Fun
/S×R
S×T (X,S ×B) → S × R over the monoidal category S × C
⊗ → S × R × Ass⊗
over S × R that is classified by the pullback of the LM⊗-monoidal category
Fun
/S×R
S×T (X,M)
⊗ over S ×R along the monoidal diagonal functor
δ ∶ S × C⊗ ≃MapS×R(S ×R,C)
⊗ =MapS×R×Ass⊗(S ×R ×Ass
⊗,S × C⊗)
→MapS×R(X,C)
⊗ =MapS×R×Ass⊗(X ×Ass
⊗,S × C⊗)
over S ×R.
Moreover the induced functor Alg/S(δ) over S is canonically equivalent over
S to the diagonal functor
δ′ ∶ S ×Alg/R(C) ≃MapS×R(S ×R,S ×Alg
/R(C))→MapS×R(X,S ×Alg
/R(C))
over S ×R.
So by remark 2.18 2. we have a canonical equivalence
LMod/S×R(δ∗(B′)) ≃ δ′∗(Fun/SS×T(X,S × LMod
/T(B)))
over S ×Alg/R(C).
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7.2 Appendix B: Lurie-enriched category theory
In this subsection we will show that every operad M⊗ → LM⊗ over LM⊗ embeds
into a LM⊗-monoidal category M′⊗ → LM⊗ that exhibits a category M′ as
enriched over a monoidal category C′⊗ ∶= Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ M
′⊗.
Moreover the operadM⊗ → LM⊗ over LM⊗ exhibits a categoryM as enriched
over a locally cocartesian fibration of operads C⊗ ∶= Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ M
⊗ if and only
if M⊗ is closed in M′⊗ under morphism objects, i.e. the morphism object in C′
of every objects X,Y of M ⊂M′ belongs to C.
More generally, we will show that every cocartesian S-family M⊗ → LM⊗ ×S
of operads over LM⊗ for a κ-small category S embeds into a cocartesian S-family
M′⊗ → LM⊗ × S of LM⊗-monoidal categories that is a cocartesian S-family of
categories enriched over C′⊗ ∶= Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ M
′⊗.
The cocartesian S-family M⊗ → LM⊗ × S of operads over LM⊗ is a cocarte-
sian S-family of categories enriched over C⊗ ∶= Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ M
⊗ if and only if
C⊗ → Ass⊗ × S is a locally cocartesian fibration and M⊗ is closed in M′⊗ under
morphism objects, i.e. for every s ∈ S the morphism object in C′s of every objects
X,Y of Ms ⊂M′s belongs to Cs.
Let M⊗ → LM⊗ × S be a cocartesian S-family of operads over LM⊗. Set
M ∶= {m} ×LM⊗ M
⊗ and C⊗ ∶= Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ M
⊗.
Denote EnvLM⊗(M)
⊗ → LM⊗×S the enveloping cocartesian S-family of LM⊗-
monoidal categories (see remark 7.9 for more details) that exhibits the functor
EnvLM⊗(M) ∶= {m}×LM⊗ EnvLM⊗(M)
⊗ → S as left modul in Cat∞(κ)/S over the
monoidal category EnvAss⊗(C)
⊗ → Ass⊗ × S over S according to lemma 7.10.
We first show in lemma 7.11 that M⊗ → LM⊗×S is a cocartesian S-family of
categories enriched over C⊗ if and only if C⊗ → Ass⊗ × S is a locally cocartesian
fibration and for every s ∈ S every two objects X,Y of Ms admit a morphism
object that is preserved by the full inclusionM⊗s ⊂ EnvLM⊗(M)
⊗
s of operads over
LM⊗.
Given a cocartesian S-family N⊗ → LM⊗×S of LM⊗-monoidal categories that
exhibits a categoryD over S as a left module in Catcocart∞/S (κ) over some monoidal
category B→ Ass⊗×S over S denote Pκ(N)
⊗ → LM⊗×S the Day-convolution co-
cartesian S-family of LM⊗-monoidal categories defined by applying fiberwise the
lax symmetric monoidal functor Pκ ∶ Cat∞(κ)→ Cat∞(κ
′) that takes presheaves.
So Pκ(N)
⊗ → LM⊗ × S exhibits Pκ(D) → S as a left module in Cat
cocart
∞/S (κ)
over the monoidal category Pκ(B)
⊗ → Ass⊗ × S over S.
Moreover Pκ(N)
⊗ → LM⊗×S is a cocartesian S-family of categories enriched
over Pκ(B)⊗.
We have a Yoneda-embedding map N⊗ ⊂ Pκ(N)⊗ of cocartesian S-families
of LM⊗-monoidal categories that preserves and reflects (fiberwise) morphism
objects by lemma 7.13 as for every s ∈ S the category Pκ(Bs) is generated by Bs
under κ-small colimits.
Thus M⊗ → LM⊗×S is a cocartesian S-family of categories enriched over C⊗
if and only if C⊗ → Ass⊗ × S is a locally cocartesian fibration and for every s ∈ S
every two objects X,Y of Ms admit a morphism object that is preserved by the
embedding M⊗s ⊂ EnvLM⊗(M)
⊗
s ⊂ Pκ(EnvLM⊗(M))
⊗
s of operads over LM
⊗.
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So every cocartesian S-family M⊗ → LM⊗ × S of operads over LM⊗ embeds
into the cocartesian S-family M′⊗ ∶= Pκ(EnvLM⊗(M))
⊗ → LM⊗ × S of LM⊗-
monoidal categories that is a cocartesian S-family of categories enriched over
Pκ(EnvAss⊗(C))
⊗.
The cocartesian S-familyM⊗ → LM⊗×S of operads over LM⊗ is a cocartesian
S-family of categories enriched over C⊗ if and only if C⊗ → Ass⊗ × S is a locally
cocartesian fibration and M⊗ is closed in M′⊗ under morphism objects.
This follows from the following lemmata:
Remark 7.9. In the following we will use the enveloping cocartesian S-family
of O⊗-monoidal categories of a cocartesian S-family of operads over O⊗ for a
given operad O⊗ and a category S, defined in the following way:
By ... for every operad O⊗ the subcategory inclusion Opcocart∞/O⊗(κ) ⊂ Op∞(κ)/O⊗
admits a left adjoint EnvO⊗ ∶ Op∞(κ)/O⊗ → Op
cocart
∞/O⊗(κ).
By ... for every operad C⊗ over O⊗ we have a canonical equivalence
EnvO⊗(C)
⊗ ≃ Act(O⊗) ×Fun({0},O⊗) C
⊗
over Fun({1},O⊗) and the unit C⊗ → EnvO⊗(C)
⊗ ≃ Act(O⊗) ×Fun({0},O⊗) C⊗ is
the pullback of the diagonal embedding O⊗ → Act(O⊗) ⊂ Fun(∆1,O⊗) along the
functor Act(O⊗) ×Fun({0},O⊗) C
⊗ → Act(O⊗) and is thus fully faithful.
For every κ-small category S we get an induced adjunction Fun(S,EnvO⊗) ∶
Fun(S,Op∞(κ)/O⊗)⇄ Fun(S,Op
cocart
∞/O⊗(κ)).
The image of the subcategory Fun(S,Op∞(κ)/O⊗) ⊂ Fun(S,Cat∞(κ)/O⊗) re-
spectively Fun(S,Opcocart∞/O⊗(κ)) ⊂ Fun(S,Cat∞(κ)/O⊗) under the canonical equiv-
alence Fun(S,Cat∞(κ)/O⊗) ≃ Cat
cocart
∞/S (κ)/S×O⊗ is the category of cocartesian
S-families of operads over O⊗ respectively the category of cocartesian S-families
of O⊗-monoidal categories.
Thus the subcategory inclusion from the category of cocartesian S-families
of O⊗-monoidal categories into the category of cocartesian S-families of operads
over O⊗ admits a left adjoint, also denoted by EnvO⊗ .
For every cocartesian S-family C⊗ → S × O⊗ of operads over O⊗ the unit
C⊗ → EnvO⊗(C)
⊗ is fully faithful as it induces on the fiber over every s ∈ S the
fully faithful unit C⊗s → EnvO⊗(Cs)
⊗.
Lemma 7.10. Let S be a κ-small category and M⊗ → LM⊗ × S a cocartesian
S-family of operads over LM⊗.
Set M ∶= {m} ×LM⊗ M
⊗ and C⊗ ∶= Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ M
⊗.
Denote EnvLM⊗(M)
⊗ → LM⊗ × S the enveloping cocartesian S-family of
LM⊗-monoidal categories and EnvAss⊗(C)
⊗ → Ass⊗ × S the enveloping cocarte-
sian S-family of monoidal categories.
Denote ζ the canonical map
EnvAss⊗(C)
⊗ → Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ EnvLM⊗(M)
⊗
of cocartesian S-families of monoidal categories adjoint to the map C⊗ = Ass⊗×LM⊗
M⊗ ⊂ Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ EnvLM⊗(M)
⊗ of cocartesian S-families of operads over Ass⊗.
ζ is an equivalence.
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Proof. As ζ is a map of cocartesian S-families of operads over Ass⊗, it is an
equivalence if it induces on the fiber over every s ∈ S an equivalence.
ζ induces on the fiber over every s ∈ S the monoidal functor
EnvAss⊗(Cs)
⊗ → Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ EnvLM⊗(Ms)
⊗
adjoint to the map C⊗s = Ass
⊗ ×LM⊗ M
⊗
s ⊂ Ass
⊗ ×LM⊗ EnvLM⊗(Ms)
⊗ of operads
over Ass⊗.
Consequently we can reduce to the case that S is contractible.
In this case by ... we have canonical equivalences
EnvLM⊗(M)
⊗ ≃ Act(LM⊗) ×Fun({0},LM⊗) M
⊗
over Fun({1},LM⊗) and
EnvAss⊗(C)
⊗ ≃ Act(Ass⊗) ×Fun({0},Ass⊗) C
⊗
over Fun({1},Ass⊗).
We have a canonical equivalence
Act(Ass⊗) ×Fun({0},Ass⊗) C
⊗ ≃ Act(Ass⊗) ×Fun({0},Ass⊗) Ass
⊗ ×LM⊗ M
⊗ ≃
Act(Ass⊗) ×Act(LM⊗) Act(LM
⊗) ×Fun({0},LM⊗) M
⊗
over Act(Ass⊗).
Consequently it is enough to see that the commutative square
Act(Ass⊗)

// Act(LM⊗)

Fun({1},Ass⊗) // Fun({1},LM⊗)
is a pullback square.
To do so we have to show that for every active morphism h ∶ Y → X of LM⊗
with X also Y belongs to Ass⊗.
But if h ∶ Y → X lies over the active morphism f ∶ ⟨m⟩→ ⟨n⟩ we have a canon-
ical equivalence {f} ×Fin∗(⟨m⟩,⟨n⟩) LM
⊗(Y,X) ≃ ∏ni=1MulLM⊗((Yj)j∈f−1{i},Xi).
Containing h the space {f}×Fin∗(⟨m⟩,⟨n⟩)LM
⊗(Y,X) is not empty so that for
all i ∈ {1, ...,n} the space MulLM⊗((Yj)j∈f−1{i},Xi) is not empty.
So for every j ∈ {1, ...,m} the object Yj is the unique color of Ass
⊗.
Lemma 7.11. Let M⊗ → LM⊗ be a map of operads such that the map C⊗ ∶=
Ass⊗×LM⊗ M
⊗ → Ass⊗ is a locally cocartesian fibration. Set M ∶= {m}×LM⊗ M
⊗.
Let X,Y be objects of M and β ∈MulM⊗(B,X;Y) an operation that exhibits
B as the morphism object of X and Y in C.
Denote σ ∈ MulLM⊗(a,m;m) the unique object and for every α ∈ Assn for
some n ∈ N denote α′ the image of α, the identity of m and σ under the op-
eradic composition MulLM⊗(a,m;m) × (MulLM⊗(a, ...,a;a) ×MulLM⊗(m;m)) →
MulLM⊗(a, ...,a,m;m).
The following conditions are equivalent:
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1. The full inclusion M⊗ ⊂ EnvLM⊗(M)
⊗ of operads over LM⊗ preserves the
morphism object of X and Y, i.e. β ∈MulM⊗(B,X;Y) ≃ EnvLM⊗(M)(B⊗
X,Y) exhibits B as the morphism object of X and Y in EnvAss⊗(C).
2. For every objects A1, ...,An ∈ C for some n ∈ N and every α ∈ Assn the
canonical map
MulM⊗(⊗α(A1, ...,An),X;Y) ≃
{σ} ×MulLM⊗(a,m;m)MulM⊗(⊗α(A1, ...,An),X;Y) →
{α′} ×MulLM⊗(a,...,a,m;m)MulM⊗(A1, ...,An,X;Y)
is an equivalence.
Proof. Write [X,Y] for B and let A be an object of EnvAss⊗(C) corresponding
to objects A1, ...,An ∈ C for some n ∈ N and an operation α ∈ Assn.
The canonical map
EnvAss⊗(C)(A, [X,Y]) → EnvLM⊗(M)(A⊗X, [X,Y]⊗X) → EnvLM⊗(M)(A⊗X,Y)
induced by β ∈MulM⊗(B,X;Y) ≃ EnvLM⊗(M)(B⊗X,Y) factors as the compo-
sition of canonical maps
EnvAss⊗(C)(A, [X,Y]) ≃ {α} ×Ass(n) MulC⊗((A1, ...,An), [X,Y]) ≃
C(⊗α(A1, ...,An), [X,Y]) ≃MulM⊗(⊗α(A1, ...,An),X;Y) ≃
{σ} ×MulLM⊗(a,m;m)MulM⊗(⊗α(A1, ...,An),X;Y) →
{α′} ×MulLM⊗(a,...,a,m;m)MulM⊗(A1, ...,An,X;Y) ≃ EnvLM⊗(M)(A⊗X,Y)
as for A = [X,Y] both maps send the identity to β.
Proposition 7.12. Let M⊗ → LM⊗ be a map of operads such that the map C⊗ ∶=
Ass⊗×LM⊗ M
⊗ → Ass⊗ is a locally cocartesian fibration. Set M ∶= {m}×LM⊗ M
⊗.
Let X be an object of M that admits an endomorphism object corresponding
to a final object of the category C[X].
Set M¯⊗ ∶= Pκ(EnvLM⊗(M))
⊗, C¯⊗ ∶= Pκ(EnvAss⊗(C))
⊗ and M¯ ∶= {m} ×LM⊗
M¯⊗.
Denote σ ∈ MulLM⊗(a,m;m) the unique object and for every α ∈ Assn for
some n ∈ N denote α′ the image of α, the identity of m and σ under the op-
eradic composition MulLM⊗(a,m;m) × (MulLM⊗(a, ...,a;a) ×MulLM⊗(m;m)) →
MulLM⊗(a, ...,a,m;m).
The following conditions are equivalent:
1. For every objects A1, ...,An ∈ C for some n ∈ N and every α ∈ Assn the
canonical map
MulM⊗(⊗α(A1, ...,An),X;X) ≃
{σ} ×MulLM⊗(a,m;m)MulM⊗(⊗α(A1, ...,An),X;X) →
{α′} ×MulLM⊗(a,...,a,m;m)MulM⊗(A1, ...,An,X;X)
is an equivalence.
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2. The full inclusion M⊗ ⊂ EnvLM⊗(M)
⊗ of operads over LM⊗ preserves
the endomorphism object, in other words the full subcategory inclusion
C[X] ⊂ EnvAss⊗(C)[X] preserves the final object.
3. The final object of C[X] lifts to a final object of {X}×M LMod(M), which
is preserved by the canonical fully faithful functor {X} ×M LMod(M) ⊂
{X} ×M¯ LMod(M¯).
Proof. Lemma 7.11 implies that 1. and 2. are equivalent.
Let N⊗ → LM⊗ be a LM⊗-monoidal category and Z ∈ N ∶= {m}×LM⊗ N
⊗. Set
B⊗ ∶= Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ N
⊗.
By corollary [1] 4.7.2.40. we know that if B[X] admits a final object, this
final object lifts to a final object of {X} ×N LMod(N).
As the forgetful functor {X} ×N LMod(N) → B[X] is conservative, in this
case an object of {X} ×N LMod(N) is final if and only if its image in B[X] is.
As M¯⊗ exhibits M¯ as closed left module over C¯⊗, the category C¯[X] admits
a final object that lifts to a final object of {X} ×M¯ LMod(M¯).
We have a pullback square
{X} ×M LMod(M)

// {X} ×M¯ LMod(M¯)

C[X] // C¯[X].
The functor C[X] ⊂ C¯[X] factors as C[X] ⊂ C′[X] ⊂ C¯[X].
By lemma 7.13 the functor EnvAss⊗(C)[X] ⊂ C¯[X] preserves the final object.
So 2. is equivalent to the condition that the functor C[X] → C¯[X] preserves
the final object.
Hence 2. and 3. are equivalent.
Lemma 7.13. Let ι ∶M⊗ ⊂M′⊗ be a full inclusion of operads over LM⊗.
Set M = {m} ×LM⊗ M
⊗,M′ = {m} ×LM⊗ M
′⊗ and C⊗ = Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ M
⊗,C′⊗ =
Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ M
′⊗.
Let X,Y be objects of M and β ∈MulM⊗(B,X;Y) an operation that exhibits
B as the morphism object of X and Y in C.
Assume that C′ is the only full subcategory of C′ containing C and closed
under κ-small colimits and that the functor MulM′⊗(−, ι(X); ι(Y)) ∶ C
′op → S(κ)
preserves κ-small limits.
Then ι(β) ∈ MulM′⊗(ι(B), ι(X); ι(Y)) exhibits ι(B) as the morphism object
of ι(X) and ι(Y) in C′ ∶
Proof. For every object A of C′ denote ξA the canonical map
C
′(A, ι([X,Y])) →MulM′⊗(ι([X,Y]), ι(X); ι(Y))×(C
′(A, ι([X,Y]))×M′(ι(X), ι(X)))
→MulM′⊗(A, ι(X); ι(Y))
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induced by ι(β).
If A belongs to C, the map ξA is canonically equivalent to the canonical map
C(A, [X,Y]) →MulM⊗([X,Y],X;Y) × (C(A, [X,Y]) ×M(X,X))
→MulM⊗(A,X;Y)
induced by β and is thus an equivalence.
Thus C is contained in the full subcategory W of C′ spanned by the objects
A such that ξA is an equivalence.
ButW is closed under κ-small colimits as the functor MulM′⊗(−, ι(X); ι(Y)) ∶
C′op → S(κ) preserves κ-small limits. So by assumption W = C′.
So far we have seen that every cocartesian S-family M⊗ → LM⊗ × S of cat-
egories enriched over C⊗ ∶= Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ M
⊗ embeds into a cocartesian S-family
M′⊗ → LM⊗ × S of LM⊗-monoidal categories that is a cocartesian S-family of
categories enriched over C′⊗ ∶= Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ M
′⊗ such that M⊗ is closed in M′⊗
under morphism objects.
We call M′⊗ ∶= Pκ(EnvLM⊗(M))
⊗ → LM⊗ × S the enveloping cocartesian
S-family of C′⊗ ∶= Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ M
′⊗-enriched categories of M⊗.
Typically we use M′⊗ to reduce constructions for enriched categories to the
case of enriched left modules over a monoidal category as we do in the following.
Let M⊗ → LM⊗ be an operad over LM⊗ that exhibits M ∶= {m}×LM⊗ M
⊗ as
category enriched over C⊗ ∶= Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ M
⊗ and let X,Y be objects of M.
We will construct a canonical left modul structure on [Y,X] over [X,X].
As M⊗ is closed in M′⊗ under morphism objects, we can reduce to the case
that M⊗ is an enriched left module over a monoidal category C⊗ ∶= Ass⊗ ×LM⊗
M⊗.
In this case the functor −⊗Y ∶ C→M is C-linear and admits a right adjoint
[Y,−] ∶M → C that is lax C-linear in a canonical way.
Being lax C-linear the functor [Y,−] ∶ M → C sends the endomorphism left
modul structure on X over [X,X] to a left modul structure on [Y,X] over [X,X].
More coherently we will show the following:
Let M⊗ → LM⊗ be a cocartesian S-family of categories enriched over C⊗ ∶=
Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ M
⊗.
By ....... we have a multi-mapping space functor MulM⊗(−,−;−) ∶ C
rev ×S
Mrev ×S M → S(κ) relative to S that is adjoint to a functor M
rev ×S M →
MapS(C
rev,S(κ) × S) over S.
As M⊗ → LM⊗ is a cocartesian S-family of categories enriched over C⊗, this
functor over S induces a functor Mrev ×S M → C over S adjoint to a functor
θ ∶ M → MapS(M
rev,C) that sends an object X of M lying over some s ∈ S to
the functor [−,X] ∶Mop
s
→ Cs.
We will show in the following that θ lifts to a map γ ∶M⊗ →MapS(M
rev,C)⊗
of S-families of operads over LM⊗, whose pullback to Ass⊗ is the diagonal map
δ ∶ C⊗ →MapS(M
rev,C)⊗ of S-families of operads over Ass⊗.
For S contractible this especially guarantees the following:
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Let X be an object of M and β ∈MulM⊗(B,X;X) an operation that exhibits
B = [X,X] as the endomorphism object of X in C.
As γ is a map of operads over LM⊗, it sends the endomorphism [X,X]-left
module structure on X to a δ([X,X])-left module structure on [−,X] ∶Mop → C
corresponding to a lift Mop → LMod[X,X](C) of [−,X] ∶M
op → C.
So for every object Y of M the morphism object [Y,X] is a left-module over
the endomorphism object [X,X] in C and for every morphism Y → Z in M the
induced morphism [Z,X] → [Y,X] is a morphism of [X,X]-left modules in C.
Remark 7.14. Let M⊗ → LM⊗ be a cocartesian S-family of categories enriched
over C⊗ ∶= Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ M
⊗.
We have a natural transformation over S from the morphism object functor
Mrev ×SM→ C ⊂ C′ of M to the restricted morphism object functor Mrev ×SM ⊂
M′rev ×S M
′ → C′ of M′ that is an equivalence as the embedding M⊗ ⊂ M′⊗
preserves morphism objects.
Hence θ ∶ M → MapS(M
rev,C) ⊂ MapS(M
rev,C′) factors as M ⊂ M′
θ′
Ð→
MapS(M
′rev,C′) →MapS(M
rev,C′), where θ′ is defined similarly.
M′⊗ is a cocartesian S-family of LM⊗-monoidal categories corresponding to
a LM⊗-monoidal category over S classifying a LM⊗-monoid of Catcocart∞/S (κ).
Thus the multi-mapping space functorMulM′⊗(−,−;−) ∶ C
′rev×SM
′rev×SM
′ →
S(κ) of M′⊗ relative to S is the composition of the functor C′rev×SM
′rev×SM
′ →
M′rev ×S M
′ over S induced by the action map C′ ×S M
′ → M′ of the LM⊗-
monoid of Catcocart∞/S (κ) classified by M
′⊗ → S × LM⊗ followed by the mapping
space functor M′rev ×S M
′ → S(κ) of M′ relative to S.
Denote α ∶ S→ C′ the unit of the associative monoid of Catcocart∞/S (κ) classified
by C′⊗ → S ×Ass⊗.
Then the composition M′rev ×S M
′ α
rev×SM
′rev×SM
′
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ C′rev ×S M
′rev ×S M
′
Mul
M′⊗(−,−;−)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ S(κ) is equivalent to the mapping space functor M′rev ×SM
′ →
S(κ) of M′ relative to S.
Denote β the composition C′ ⊂MapS(C
′rev,S(κ) × S)
MapS(α
rev,S(κ)×S)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→
MapS(S,S(κ) × S) ≃ S(κ) × S of functors over S.
Then the composition M′
θ′
Ð→MapS(M
′rev,C′)
MapS(M
′rev,β)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→MapS(M
′rev,S(κ)×
S) is the Yoneda-embedding relative to S.
By proposition 7.28 1. the full subcategory inclusion C ⊂ C′ of categories over
S admits a left adjoint L relative to S. Denote γ the composition L○α ∶ S → C′ → C
of maps of cocartesian fibrations over S.
Then the restriction C ⊂ C′
β
Ð→ S(κ) × S is equivalent to the functor
C ⊂MapS(C
rev,S(κ)×S)
MapS(γ
rev,S(κ)×S)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ MapS(S,S(κ)×S) ≃ S(κ)×S over
S that is equivalent to the functor λ ∶ C
γrev×SC
ÐÐÐÐ→ Crev×SC→ S(κ)×S that induces
on the fiber over every s ∈ S the functor Cs(1Cs ,−) ∶ Cs → S(κ).
So M
θ
Ð→ MapS(M
rev,C)
MapS(M
rev,λ)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ MapS(M
rev,S(κ) × S) is the Yoneda-
embedding relative to S.
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Proposition 7.15. Let S be a κ-small category and M⊗ → LM⊗×S a cocartesian
S-family of κ-small categories enriched in C⊗ ∶= Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ M
⊗.
Set M ∶= {m} ×LM⊗ M
⊗.
There is a map γ ∶ M⊗ → MapS(M
rev,C)⊗ of S-families of operads over
LM⊗, whose underlying functor is the functor θ ∶ M → MapS(M
rev,C) over S
and whose pullback to Ass⊗ is the diagonal map δ ∶ C⊗ → MapS(M
rev,C)⊗ of
S-families of operads over Ass⊗.
γ corresponds to a C-linear map M⊗ → δ∗(MapS(M
rev,C)⊗) of S-families,
i.e. a map of S-families of operads over LM⊗, whose pullback to Ass⊗ is the
identity of C⊗.
For S =∆1 we obtain the following:
Let M⊗ → LM⊗,N⊗ → LM⊗ be κ-small operads over LM⊗ that exhibit cat-
egories M,N as enriched over locally cocartesian fibrations of operads C⊗ →
Ass⊗,D⊗ → Ass⊗ and let F ∶M⊗ → N⊗ be a map of operads over LM⊗.
The natural transformation Fun(Mop,F)○θ → Fun(Fop,D)○θ○F of functors
M→ Fun(Mop,D) adjoint to the canonical natural transformation
F ○ [−,−]→ [−,−] ○ (Fop × F)
of functors Mop ×M→D lifts to a natural transformation FM
op
○γ → (D⊗)F
op
○
γ ○F over LM⊗ of maps of operads M⊗ → (D⊗)M
op
over LM⊗.
Proof. We first show that we can reduce to the case that M⊗ → LM⊗ × S is a
cocartesian S-family of κ-small LM⊗-monoidal categories.
Let M′⊗ ∶= Pκ(EnvLM⊗(M))
⊗ → LM⊗ × S be the enveloping cocartesian S-
family of C′⊗ ∶= Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ M
′⊗-enriched categories of M⊗.
Assume that there is a map M′⊗ → MapS(M
′rev,C′)⊗ of S-families of oper-
ads over LM⊗, whose underlying functor is the functor θ′ ∶M′ →MapS(M
′rev,C′)
over S and whose pullback to Ass⊗ is the diagonal map δ′ ∶ C′⊗ →MapS(M
′rev,C′)⊗
of S-families of operads over Ass⊗.
Then the underlying functor over S of the mapM⊗ ⊂M′⊗ Ð→MapS(M
′rev,C′)⊗
→MapS(M
rev,C′)⊗ of S-families of operads over LM⊗ is equivalent to M ⊂
M′
θ′
Ð→MapS(M
′rev,C′) →MapS(M
rev,C′) being equivalent to
M
θ
Ð→ MapS(M
rev,C) ⊂ MapS(M
rev,C′) by remark 7.14 and whose pull-
back to Ass⊗ is the map C⊗ ⊂ C′⊗
δ′
Ð→ MapS(M
′rev,C′)⊗ → MapS(M
rev,C′)⊗
of S-families of operads over Ass⊗ being equivalent to C⊗
δ
Ð→MapS(M
rev,C)⊗ ⊂
MapS(M
rev,C′)⊗.
Hence the map M⊗ ⊂ M′⊗ Ð→ MapS(M
′rev,C′)⊗ → MapS(M
rev,C′)⊗ of S-
families of operads over LM⊗ induces a mapM⊗ →MapS(M
rev,C)⊗ of S-families
of operads over LM⊗, whose underlying functor over S is the functor θ ∶ M →
MapS(M
rev,C) and whose pullback to Ass⊗ is the diagonal functor δ ∶ C⊗ →
MapS(M
rev,C)⊗.
So we can assume that M⊗ → LM⊗ × S is a cocartesian S-family of κ-small
LM⊗-monoidal categories.
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Given a κ-small operad O⊗ and cocartesian S-families of κ-small O⊗-monoidal
categories D⊗ → O⊗,E⊗ → O⊗ we write
• Fun
/S,⊗,lax
O
(D,E) ∶= Alg/S
D⊗/S×O⊗
(E⊗),
• Fun
/S,⊗
O
(D,E) ⊂ Fun/S,⊗,lax
O
(D,E) the full subcategory spanned by the
functors over S that induce on the fiber over every object of S a O⊗-
monoidal functor,
• Fun
/S,⊗,lax,R
O
(D,E) ⊂ Fun/S,⊗,lax
O
(D,E) the full subcategory spanned by the
functors over S ×O⊗ that induce on the fiber over every object of S ×O a
right adjoint functor.
By ... we have a canonical equivalence
Fun
/S,⊗,lax
O
(E,Pκ(D)) ≃ Fun
/S,⊗,lax
O
(E ×O D
rev,S(κ) × S)
over S.
Especially for O⊗ = Triv⊗ we get a canonical equivalence
Pκ(D) ≃MapS(D
rev,S(κ) × S) over S.
So we get a canonical equivalence
Fun
/S,⊗,lax
O
(E,Pκ(D)) ≃ Fun
/S,⊗,lax
O
(E ×O D
rev,S(κ) × S)
≃ Fun/S,⊗,lax
O
(Drev ×O E,S(κ) × S) ≃ Fun
/S,⊗,lax
O
(Drev,Pκ(E
rev))
over S that restricts to an equivalence
Fun
/S,⊗,lax,R
O
(E,D) ≃ Fun/S,⊗,lax,R
O
(Drev,Erev)
over S.
Specializing to our situation we make the following definitions:
Given cocartesian S-families of κ-small LM⊗-monoidal categoriesN⊗ → LM⊗×
S,N′⊗ → LM⊗ × S we write
• LinFun
/S,lax
C
(N,N′) ∶= {id} ×
Fun
/S,⊗,lax
Ass
(C,C)
Fun
/S,⊗,lax
LM (N,N
′),
• LinFun
/S
C
(N,N′) ∶= {id} ×
Fun
/S,⊗
Ass
(C,C)
Fun
/S,⊗
LM (N,N
′),
• LinFun
/S,lax,R
C
(N,N′) ∶= {id} ×
Fun
/S,⊗,lax,R
Ass
(C,C)
Fun
/S,⊗,lax,R
LM (N,N
′).
So we get canonical equivalences
Fun
/S,⊗,lax,R
LM (N
rev,N′rev) ≃ Fun/S,⊗,lax,RLM (N
′,N)
and
Fun
/S,⊗,lax,R
Ass
(Crev,Crev) ≃ Fun/S,⊗,lax,R
Ass
(C,C)
over S and so a canonical equivalence
LinFun
/S,lax,R
Crev
(Nrev,N′rev) = {id}×
Fun
/S,⊗,lax,R
Ass
(Crev,Crev)
Fun
/S,⊗,lax,R
LM (N
rev,N′rev) ≃
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{id} ×
Fun
/S,⊗,lax,R
Ass
(C,C)
Fun
/S,⊗,lax,R
LM (N
′,N) = LinFun/S,lax,R
C
(N′,N)
over S.
Especially we get a canonical equivalence
LinFun
/S,lax,R
Crev
(Crev,Mrev) ≃ LinFun/S,lax,R
C
(M,C)
over S.
By lemma 7.16 we have a canonical equivalence
MapS(M
rev,LinFun
/S,lax
C
(M,C)) ≃ LinFun/S,lax
C
(M, δ∗(MapS(M
rev,C)))
over S that induces on sections a canonical equivalence
FunS(M
rev,LinFun
/S,lax
C
(M,C)) ≃ LinFunlaxC (M, δ
∗(MapS(M
rev,C)))
over FunS(M
rev,MapS(M,C)) ≃ FunS(M,MapS(M
rev,C)).
Consequently it is enough to find a canonical functorMrev → LinFun
/S,lax
C
(M,C)
over S such that the compositionMrev → LinFun
/S,lax
C
(M,C) →MapS(M,C) cor-
responds to θ ∶M→MapS(M
rev,C).
By lemma 7.19 we have a canonical equivalence
α ∶ LinFun
/S
Crev
(Crev,Mrev) ≃Mrev
over S.
The composition Mrev ≃ LinFun/S
Crev
(Crev,Mrev) → MapS(C
rev,Mrev) is ad-
joint to the left action functor Crev×SM
rev →Mrev over S of the Crev-left modul
Mrev in Cat∞(κ)/S.
α induces on the fiber over every s ∈ S the canonical equivalence
LinFunCops (C
op
s ,M
op
s ) ≃M
op
s .
So every Cs-linear functor Cs →Ms is of the form −⊗X for some X ∈Ms and
so admits a right adjoint as Ms is enriched in Cs.
So every Cop
s
-linear functor Cop
s
→Mop
s
admits a left adjoint.
Thus the full subcategory inclusion
M
rev ≃ LinFun/S
Crev
(Crev,Mrev) ⊂ LinFun/S,lax
Crev
(Crev,Mrev)
induces a full subcategory inclusion
M
rev ≃ LinFun/S
Crev
(Crev,Mrev) ⊂ LinFun/S,lax,R
Crev
(Crev,Mrev).
So we get a full subcategory inclusion
ϕ ∶Mrev ≃ LinFun/S
Crev
(Crev,Mrev) ⊂ LinFun/S,lax,R
Crev
(Crev,Mrev)
≃ LinFun/S,lax,R
C
(M,C) ⊂ LinFun/S,lax
C
(M,C)
over S.
The functor
M
rev ϕÐ→ LinFun
/S,lax
C
(M,C) →MapS(M,C)
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over S is equivalent to the composition
β ∶Mrev →MapRS (C
rev,Mrev) ≃MapRS (M,C) ⊂MapS(M,C)
of functors over S, where the functor Mrev →MapRS (C
rev,Mrev) is adjoint to the
left action functor Crev ×S M
rev → Mrev over S of the Crev-left module Mrev in
Cat∞(κ)/S.
So Mrev
β
Ð→ MapS(M,C) ⊂ MapS(M,Pκ(C)) ≃ MapS(C
rev ×S M,S(κ) × S) is
adjoint to the functorMrev×SC
rev×SM ≃ Crev×SMrev×SM→Mrev×SM→ S(κ).
Thus the functor
M
rev ϕÐ→ LinFun
/S,lax
C
(M,C) →MapS(M,C)
over S is adjoint to θ.
The following three lemmata are used for the proof of proposition 7.15.
Given κ-small operads M⊗ → LM⊗,N⊗ → LM⊗ over LM⊗ we set
LinFunlaxC (M,N) ∶= {id} ×AlgC⊗/Ass⊗(C⊗) AlgM⊗/LM⊗(N
⊗).
So we have LinFunlaxC (M,N)
≃ ≃ {id}×Op(κ)/Ass⊗(C⊗,C⊗)Op(κ)/LM⊗(M
⊗,N⊗) ≃
({C⊗} ×Op(κ)/Ass⊗ Op(κ)/LM⊗)(M
⊗,N⊗).
Lemma 7.16. Let S be a κ-small category and N⊗ → LM⊗×S a LM⊗-monoid of
Cat∞(κ)/S that exhibits a cartesian fibration N → S as a left-module over some
cartesian fibration C → S. Set C⊗ ∶= Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ N
⊗.
Let M⊗ → LM⊗ ×S be a cocartesian S-family of operads over LM⊗ such that
we have an equivalence Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ M
⊗ ≃ C⊗ over S.
Let ψ ∶ K → S be a cocartesian fibration and denote δ ∶ C⊗ ≃ MapS(S,C)
⊗ →
MapS(K,C)
⊗ the functor over S induced by ψ.
Remark 7.17. By remark 2.5 1. MapS(K,N)
⊗ → S×LM⊗ is a LM⊗-monoid of
Cat∞(κ)/S that exhibits the cartesian fibration MapS(K,N) → S as a left module
over the cartesian fibration MapS(K,C) → S.
δ ∶ C⊗ ≃ MapS(S,C)
⊗ → MapS(K,C)
⊗ is a map of associative monoids in
Cat∞(κ)/S, whose underlying functor C ≃MapS(S,C) →MapS(K,C) is a map of
cartesian fibrations over S being induced by the unique map K→ S of cocartesian
fibrations over S.
Denote δ∗(MapS(K,N)
⊗) → MapS(K,N)
⊗ a cartesian lift of δ with respect
to the cartesian fibration AlgLM⊗(Cat∞(κ)/S) → AlgAss⊗(Cat∞(κ)/S) induced by
composition with the map of operads Ass⊗ → LM⊗.
So δ∗(MapS(K,N)
⊗) is a LM⊗-monoid of Cat∞(κ)/S that exhibits the carte-
sian fibration MapS(K,N) → S as a left module over the cartesian fibration
C → S.
There is a canonical equivalence
MapS(K,LinFun
/S,lax
C
(M,N)) ≃ LinFun/S,lax
C
(M, δ∗(MapS(K,N)))
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over S that induces on the fiber over s ∈ S the canonical equivalence
Fun(Ks,LinFun
lax
C (Ms,Ns)) ≃ LinFun
lax
C (Ms, δ
∗
s
(NKs
s
)).
Proof. Remark 7.17 implies that we can apply lemma 7.18 to deduce that the
commutative square
Alg
/S
M/LM
(δ∗(MapS(K,N)))

// Alg
/S
M/LM
(MapS(K,N))

Alg
/S
C/Ass
(C) // Alg/S
C/Ass
(MapS(K,C))
over S is a pullback square.
Pulling back this square along the section of Alg
/S
C/Ass
(C)→ S corresponding
to the identity of C⊗ we get a canonical equivalence
S ×
Alg
/S
C/Ass
(C)
Alg
/S
M/LM
(δ∗(MapS(K,N))) ≃
S ×
Alg
/S
C/Ass
(MapS(K,C))
Alg
/S
M/LM
(MapS(K,N)).
The desired equivalence over S is the composition of canonical equivalences
MapS(K,LinFun
/S,lax
C
(M,N)) ≃
S ×
MapS(K,Alg
/S
C/Ass
(C))
MapS(K,Alg
/S
M/LM
(N)) ≃
S ×
Alg
/S
C/Ass
(MapS(K,C))
Alg
/S
M/LM
(MapS(K,N)) ≃
S ×
Alg
/S
C/Ass
(C)
Alg
/S
M/LM
(δ∗(MapS(K,N))) =
LinFun
/S,lax
C
(M, δ∗(MapS(K,N)))
over S, where the first equivalence exists as the functor MapS(K,−) ∶ Cat∞(κ)/S →
Cat∞(κ)/S preserves pullbacks being the right adjoint of the functor K ×S − ∶
Cat∞(κ)/S → Cat∞(κ)/S, the second equivalence is due to remark 2.10 and the
third equivalence is those from above.
Corollary 7.18. Let S be a κ-small category and N⊗ → LM⊗ × S a cartesian
S-family of operads over LM⊗.
Set C⊗ ∶= Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ N
⊗.
Let φ ∶ B⊗ → C⊗ be a map of cartesian S-families of operads over Ass⊗.
Let χ ∶ φ∗(N⊗) → N⊗ be a map of cartesian S-families of operads over LM⊗
that is a cartesian lift of φ ∶ B⊗ → C⊗ with respect to the cartesian fibration
Fun(Sop,Op∞(κ)/LM⊗)→ Fun(S
op,Op∞(κ)/Ass⊗) induced by taking pullback
along the map of operads Ass⊗ → LM⊗.
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For every cocartesian S-family M⊗ → LM⊗ × S of operads over LM⊗, where
we set D⊗ ∶= Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ M
⊗, the commutative square
Alg
/S
M⊗/LM⊗
(φ∗(N⊗))

// Alg
/S
M⊗/LM⊗
(N⊗)

Alg
/S
D⊗/Ass⊗
(B⊗) // Alg/S
D⊗/Ass⊗
(C⊗)
(13)
of cartesian fibrations over S is a pullback square.
Proof. By remark 2.8 1. square 13 is a square of cartesian fibrations over S.
Consequently it is enough to see that square 13 induces a pullback square
on the fiber over every object s of S.
Square 13 induces on the fiber over every object s of S the commutative
square
AlgM⊗s /LM⊗(φ
∗
s
(N⊗
s
))

// AlgM⊗s /LM⊗(N
⊗
s
)

AlgD⊗s /Ass⊗(B
⊗
s
) // AlgD⊗s /Ass⊗(C
⊗
s
)
of categories.
Consequently we can reduce to the case that S is contractible.
But then the statement follows from proposition 7.21.
Lemma 7.19. Let S be a κ-small category and N⊗ → LM⊗×S a LM⊗-monoid of
Cat
cocart
∞/S (κ) that exhibits a cocartesian fibration N → S as a left-modul over some
cocartesian fibration C → S (equivalently a cocartesian S-family N⊗ → LM⊗ × S
of LM⊗-monoidal categories.)
Set C⊗ ∶= Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ N
⊗.
Denote
ψN ∶ LinFun
/S
C
(C,N) →Map/S(C,N) →Map/S(S,N) ≃ N
the composition of the forgetful functor over S and the functor over S induced
by the unit S → C of the associative monoid C of Cat∞(κ)/S.
ψN is an equivalence.
Proof. By Yoneda it is enough to show that for every category K over S the
induced map
Cat∞(κ)/S(K, ψN) ∶ Cat∞(κ)/S(K,LinFun
/S
C
(C,N)) → Cat∞(κ)/S(K,N)
is an equivalence.
The map Cat∞(κ)/S(K, ψN) is equivalent to the map
Cat∞(κ)/K(K,K×SψN) ∶ Cat∞(κ)/K(K,K×SLinFun
/S
C
(C,N)) ≃ Cat∞(κ)/K(K,K×SN).
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The functor K×S ψN ∶ K×S LinFun
/S
C
(C,N) → K×SN over K is equivalent to
the functor K ×S LinFun
/S
C
(C,N) ≃ LinFun/K
K×SC
(K ×S C,K ×S N)
ψK×SN
ÐÐÐÐ→ K ×S N
over K.
Consequently it is enough to show that the map
Cat∞(κ)/S(S, ψN) ∶ Cat∞(κ)/S(S,LinFun
/S
C
(C,N)) → Cat∞(κ)/S(S,N)
is an equivalence.
Given LM⊗-monoids M,M′ of Catcocart∞/S (κ) we have a canonical equivalence
Cat∞(κ)/S(S,LinFun
/S
C
(M,M′)) ≃ FunS(S,LinFun
/S
C
(M,M′))≃ ≃
{id} ×
FunS(S,Alg
/S
C/Ass
(C))≃
FunS(S,Alg
/S
M/LM
(M′))≃ ≃
{id} ×AlgC/Ass(C)≃ AlgM/LM(M
′)≃ ≃
({C⊗} ×AlgAss⊗(Cat∞(κ)/S) AlgLM⊗(Cat∞(κ)/S))(M,M
′) ≃
LModC(Cat∞(κ)/S)(M,M
′).
Moreover the forgetful functor LinFun
/S
C
(M,M′) → Map/S(M,M′) over S
induces the forgetful map
LModC(Cat∞(κ)/S)(M,M
′) ≃ Cat∞(κ)/S(S,LinFun
/S
C
(M,M′))
→ Cat∞(κ)/S(S,Map
/S(M,M′)) ≃ Cat∞(κ)/S(M,M
′).
So Cat∞(κ)/S(S, ψN) factors as
Cat∞(κ)/S(S,LinFun
/S
C
(C,N)) ≃ LModC(Cat∞(κ)/S)(C,N) → Cat∞(κ)/S(C,N)
→ Cat∞(κ)/S(S,N),
where the last map is induced by the unit of C.
But the map LModC(Cat∞(κ)/S)(C,N) → Cat∞(κ)/S(C,N) → Cat∞(κ)/S(S,N)
is an equivalence as the unit S → C of C exhibits C as the free left C-module on
the tensorunit S of Cat∞(κ)/S.
Proposition 7.20. Let M⊗ → LM⊗,N⊗ → LM⊗ be κ-small operads over LM⊗
that exhibit categories M respectively N as pseudo-enriched over locally co-
cartesian fibrations of operads C⊗ → Ass⊗ respectively D⊗ → Ass⊗ and let
F ∶M⊗ → N⊗ be a map of operads over LM⊗.
Let X,Y be objects of M that admit a morphism object [X,Y].
The canonical morphisms
F([Y,X]) → [F(Y),F(X)], F([X,X]) → [F(X),F(X)]
in D organize to a morphism of LM⊗-algebras, where F([Y,X]) carries the
F([X,X])-left modul structure that is the image under F ∶ C →D of the canonical
[X,X]-left modul structure on [Y,X] and [F(Y),F(X)] carries the canonical
[F(X),F(X)]-left modul structure.
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Proof. Denote F′ ∶M′⊗ → N′⊗ the LM⊗-monoidal functor Pκ(EnvLM⊗(M))
⊗ →
Pκ(EnvLM⊗(N))
⊗ and ι ∶M⊗ ⊂M′⊗, ι′ ∶ N⊗ ⊂ N′⊗ the canonical full embed-
dings of operads over LM⊗. Set C′⊗ ∶= Pκ(EnvAss⊗(C))
⊗,D′⊗ ∶= Pκ(EnvAss⊗(D))
⊗.
We have a canonical equivalence F′ ○ ι ≃ ι′ ○F of maps of operads M⊗ → N′⊗
over LM⊗.
By lemma 7.11 and 7.13 ι ∶M⊗ ⊂M′⊗ and ι′ ∶ N⊗ ⊂ N′⊗ preserve morphism
objects.
It is enough to see that for every objects X,Y of M the canonical morphisms
F′([ι(Y), ι(X)]) ≃ F′(ι([Y,X])) ≃ ι′(F([Y,X])) → ι′([F(Y),F(X)])
≃ [ι′(F(Y)), ι′(F(X))] ≃ [F′(ι(Y)),F′(ι(X))]
and
F′([ι(X), ι(X)]) ≃ F′(ι([Y,X])) ≃ ι′(F([X,X])) → ι′([F(X),F(X)])
≃ [ι′(F(X)), ι′(F(X))] ≃ [F′(ι(X)),F′(ι(X))]
in D′ lift to a morphism of LM⊗-algebras, where ι′(F([Y,X])) ≃ F′(ι([Y,X])) ≃
F′([ι(Y), ι(X)]) carries the ι′(F([X,X])) ≃ F′(ι([X,X])) ≃ F′([ι(X), ι(X)])-
left module structure that is the image under F′ ∶ C′ → D′ of the canonical
[ι(X), ι(X)]-left modul structure on [ι(Y), ι(X)] and ι′([F(Y),F(X)]) ≃
[ι′(F(Y)), ι′(F(X))] ≃ [F′(ι(Y)),F′(ι(X))] carries the canonical
ι′([F(X),F(X)]) ≃ [ι′(F(X)), ι′(F(X))] ≃ [F′(ι(X)),F′(ι(X))]-left modul
structure.
Consequently we can assume thatM⊗ → LM⊗,N⊗ → LM⊗ are LM⊗-monoidal
categories that exhibit categories M respectively N as enriched over monoidal
categories C respectively D and that F ∶M⊗ → N⊗ is a LM⊗-monoidal functor.
We will show that for every object Y of M the canonical natural transfor-
mation
F ○ [Y,−] → [F(Y),−] ○F
of functorsM→D lifts to a natural transformation over LM⊗ of maps of operads
M⊗ → LM⊗ ×Ass⊗ D
⊗ over LM⊗, whose pullback to Ass⊗ is the identity of F.
If this is shown, the endomorphism [X,X]-left modul structure on X yields
the desired map of LM⊗-algebras in D.
Evaluation at the tensorunit of C induces a functor LinFunC(C,M)→ Fun(C,M)
→M. The canonical functor
LinFunD(D,N) → LinFunC(F
∗(D),F∗(N))→ LinFunC(C,F
∗(N)) ≃ N
is equivalent to evaluation at the tensorunit of D and is thus an equivalence.
Moreover F ∶M→ N is equivalent to the composition
M ≃ LinFunC(C,M)→ LinFunC(C,F∗(N)) ≃ N.
Thus we obtain a canonical equivalence (− ⊗ F(Y)) ○ F → F ○ (− ⊗ Y) in
LinFunC(C,F
∗(N)) corresponding to an equivalence of LM⊗-monoidal functors
LM⊗ ×Ass⊗ C
⊗ → N⊗, whose pullback to Ass⊗ is the identity of F.
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The desired natural transformation [Y,−] → [F(Y),−]○F over LM⊗ of maps
of operads M⊗ → LM⊗ ×Ass⊗ D
⊗ over LM⊗ is the composition
F ○ [Y,−] → [F(Y),−] ○ (−⊗ F(Y)) ○F ○ [Y,−] ≃
[F(Y),−] ○F ○ (−⊗Y) ○ [Y,−] → [F(Y),−] ○F
of natural transformation over LM⊗ of maps of operads M⊗ → LM⊗ ×Ass⊗ D
⊗
over LM⊗.
Let M⊗ be an operad over LM⊗ that exhibits a category M as enriched over
a locally cocartesian fibration of operads D⊗ → Ass⊗.
Let C⊗ → Ass⊗ be a locally cocartesian fibration of operads and F ∶ C⊗ →D⊗
a map of operads over Ass⊗ that admits a right adjoint G ∶D⊗ → C⊗ relative to
Ass⊗.
We will show in the following that one can pullback M⊗ along F ∶ C⊗ →D⊗
to obtain an operad F∗(M)⊗ over LM⊗ that exhibits M as enriched over the
locally cocartesian fibration of operads C⊗ → Ass⊗.
We start with the following construction:
Construction 4. Let M⊗ be an operad over LM⊗. Set D⊗ ∶= Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ M
⊗.
Let F ∶ C⊗ →D⊗ be a map of operads over Ass⊗.
Pulling back the LM⊗-monoidal category M¯⊗ ∶= EnvLM⊗(M)
⊗ → LM⊗ along
the monoidal functor F¯ ∶= EnvAss⊗(F) ∶ C¯
⊗ ∶= EnvAss⊗(C)
⊗ → EnvAss⊗(D)
⊗ ∶=
D¯⊗ we get a LM⊗-monoidal category F¯∗(M¯)⊗ → LM⊗ that exhibits M¯ ∶= {m}×LM⊗
M¯⊗ as left module over the monoidal category C¯⊗ = EnvAss⊗(C)
⊗.
Denote F∗(M)⊗ ⊂ F¯∗(M¯)⊗ the full suboperad spanned by the objects that
belong to C or M.
Then we have a canonical equivalence C⊗ ≃ Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ F
∗(M)⊗ of operads
over Ass⊗ and a canonical equivalence M ≃ {m} ×LM⊗ F
∗(M)⊗.
The map F∗(M)⊗ ⊂ F¯∗(M¯)⊗ → M¯⊗ of operads over LM⊗ induces a map
F∗(M)⊗ →M⊗ of operads over LM⊗, whose fiber over {m} ∈ LM is the identity
of M and whose pullback to Ass⊗ is F ∶ C⊗ →D⊗.
As next we show that the canonical map F∗(M)⊗ →M⊗ of operads over LM⊗
is cartesian with respect to the forgetful functor Op∞(κ)/LM⊗ → Op∞(κ)/Ass⊗ so
that the forgetful functor Op∞(κ)/LM⊗ → Op∞(κ)/Ass⊗ is a cartesian fibration.
Lemma 7.22 states that if M⊗ exhibits a category M as enriched over a
locally cocartesian fibration of operads D⊗ → Ass⊗, then F∗(M)⊗ exhibits M as
enriched over C⊗ → Ass⊗.
Denote (Op∞(κ)/Ass⊗)
rep ⊂ Op∞(κ)/Ass⊗ and (Op∞(κ)/Ass⊗)
rep,L ⊂
(Op∞(κ)/Ass⊗)
L the full subcategories spanned by the locally cocartesian
fibrations of operads over Ass⊗ and (Op∞(κ)/LM⊗)
en ⊂ Op∞(κ)/LM⊗ the full
subcategory spanned by the operads M⊗ over LM⊗ that exhibit a category M
as enriched over a locally cocartesian fibration of operads D⊗ → Ass⊗.
The forgetful functor Op∞(κ)/LM⊗ → Op∞(κ)/Ass⊗ restricts to a functor
(Op∞(κ)/LM⊗)
en → (Op∞(κ)/Ass⊗)
rep.
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By lemma 7.22 the cartesian fibration
(Op∞(κ)/Ass⊗)
rep,L ×Op∞(κ)/Ass⊗ Op∞(κ)/LM⊗ → (Op∞(κ)/Ass⊗)
rep,L
restricts to a cartesian fibration
(Op∞(κ)/Ass⊗)
rep,L ×(Op∞(κ)/Ass⊗)rep (Op∞(κ)/LM⊗)
en → (Op∞(κ)/Ass⊗)
rep,L
with the same cartesian morphisms.
Proposition 7.21. Let M⊗ be an operad over LM⊗. Set D⊗ ∶= Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ M
⊗.
Let F ∶ C⊗ →D⊗ be a map of operads over Ass⊗.
For every operad Q⊗ over LM⊗, where we set B⊗ ∶= Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ Q
⊗, the
canonical map F∗(M)⊗ →M⊗ of operads over LM⊗ induces a pullback square
AlgQ⊗/LM⊗(F
∗(M)⊗)

// AlgQ⊗/LM⊗(M
⊗)

AlgB⊗/Ass⊗(C
⊗) // AlgB⊗/Ass⊗/(D
⊗).
(14)
Especially the canonical map F∗(M)⊗ →M⊗ of operads over LM⊗ is carte-
sian with respect to the forgetful functor Op∞(κ)/LM⊗ → Op∞(κ)/Ass⊗ .
Thus the forgetful functor Op∞(κ)/LM⊗ → Op∞(κ)/Ass⊗ is a cartesian fibra-
tion.
Proof. Square 14 embeds into the commutative square
AlgQ⊗/LM⊗(F¯
∗(M¯)⊗)

// AlgQ⊗/LM⊗(M¯
⊗)

AlgB⊗/Ass⊗(C¯
⊗) // AlgB⊗/Ass⊗/(D¯
⊗).
(15)
Assume that we have already shown that square 14 is a pullback square.
Then the full subcategory inclusion
AlgQ⊗/LM⊗(F
∗(M)⊗) ⊂ AlgQ⊗/LM⊗(F¯
∗(M¯⊗)) factors as
AlgQ⊗/LM⊗(F
∗(M)⊗)
χ
Ð→ AlgB⊗/Ass⊗(C
⊗) ×Alg
B⊗/Ass⊗(D
⊗) AlgQ⊗/LM⊗(M
⊗)
⊂ AlgB⊗/Ass⊗(C¯
⊗) ×B⊗/AlgAss⊗(D¯⊗) AlgQ⊗/LM⊗(M¯
⊗) ≃ AlgQ⊗/LM⊗(F¯
∗(M¯⊗)).
Hence the canonical functor χ is fully faithful.
Let ψ ∶ Q⊗ → F¯∗(M¯⊗) be a map of operads over LM⊗, whose pullback to Ass⊗
induces a map B⊗ → C⊗ of operads over Ass⊗ and such that the composition
ψ′ ∶ Q⊗
ψ
Ð→ F¯∗(M¯⊗)→ M¯⊗ factors through M⊗.
ψ and ψ′ induce on the fiber over m ∈ LM the same functor Q → M¯ that
factors through M. Hence ψ ∶ Q⊗ → F¯∗(M¯⊗) factors through F∗(M)⊗.
Thus χ is essentially surjective and so an equivalence.
So it remains to show that square 15 is a pullback square.
Set Q¯⊗ ∶= EnvLM⊗(Q)
⊗ and B¯⊗ ∶= EnvLM⊗(B)
⊗.
Using lemma 7.10 square 15 is equivalent to the commutative square
Fun⊗
LM⊗
(Q¯⊗, F¯∗(M¯)⊗)

// Fun⊗
LM⊗
(Q¯⊗,M¯⊗)

Fun⊗
Ass⊗
(B¯⊗, C¯⊗) // Fun⊗
Ass⊗
(B¯⊗, D¯⊗).
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So it is enough to see the following:
Let M⊗ and Q⊗ be LM⊗-monoidal categories and F ∶ C⊗ → D⊗ a monoidal
functor.
Denote γ the cartesian fibration Op∞(κ)
cocart
/LM⊗ → Op∞(κ)
cocart
/Ass⊗ ( being equiv-
alent to the cartesian fibration AlgLM⊗(Cat∞(κ)
×)→ AlgAss⊗(Cat∞(κ)
×) ).
Let F∗(M)⊗ →M⊗ be a γ-cartesian lift of F.
Then the commutative square
Fun⊗
LM⊗
(Q⊗,F∗(M)⊗)

// Fun⊗
LM⊗
(Q⊗,M⊗)

Fun⊗
Ass⊗
(B⊗,C⊗) // Fun⊗
Ass⊗
(B⊗,D⊗)
is a pullback square.
This square is a pullback square if and only if for every κ-small category T
the commutative square
Cat∞(κ)(T,Fun
⊗
LM⊗
(Q⊗,F∗(M)⊗))

// Cat∞(κ)(T,Fun
⊗
LM⊗
(Q⊗,M⊗))

Cat∞(κ)(T,Fun
⊗
Ass⊗
(B⊗,C⊗)) // Cat∞(κ)(T,Fun
⊗
Ass⊗
(B⊗,D⊗))
is a pullback square.
This square is equivalent to the commutative square
Op∞(κ)
cocart
/LM⊗ (Q
⊗, (F∗(M)⊗)T)

// Op∞(κ)
cocart
/LM⊗ (Q
⊗, (M⊗)T)

Op∞(κ)
cocart
/Ass⊗ (B
⊗, (C⊗)T) // Op∞(κ)
cocart
/Ass⊗ (B
⊗, (D⊗)T).
(16)
Being right adjoint to the functor T × − ∶ Cat∞(κ) → Cat∞(κ) the func-
tor Fun(T,−) ∶ Cat∞(κ) → Cat∞(κ) preserves finite products and so lifts to a
symmetric monoidal functor that induces functors
β ∶ AlgLM⊗(Cat∞(κ)
×)→ AlgLM⊗(Cat∞(κ)
×)
and
AlgAss⊗(Cat∞(κ)
×) → AlgAss⊗(Cat∞(κ)
×)
that are equivalent to the functors (−)T ∶ AlgLM⊗(Cat∞(κ)
×)→ AlgLM⊗(Cat∞(κ)
×)
respectively (−)T ∶ AlgAss⊗(Cat∞(κ)
×)→ AlgAss⊗(Cat∞(κ)
×).
The γ-cartesian morphisms are those that get equivalences in Cat∞(κ).
Thus β sends γ-cartesian morphisms to γ-cartesian morphisms so that
F¯∗(M¯⊗)T → (M¯⊗)T factors as F¯∗(M¯⊗)T ≃ (F¯T)∗((M¯⊗)T) → (M¯⊗)T in
AlgLM⊗(Cat∞(κ)
×).
Thus square 16 is equivalent to the commutative square
Op∞(κ)
cocart
/LM⊗ (Q
⊗, (FT)∗((M⊗)T))

// Op∞(κ)
cocart
/LM⊗ (Q
⊗, (M⊗)T)

Op∞(κ)
cocart
/Ass⊗ (B
⊗, (C⊗)T) // Op∞(κ)
cocart
/Ass⊗ (B
⊗, (D⊗)T).
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Consequently it is enough to see that the commutative square
Op∞(κ)
cocart
/LM⊗ (Q
⊗,F∗(M)⊗)

// Op∞(κ)
cocart
/LM⊗ (Q
⊗,M⊗)

Op∞(κ)
cocart
/Ass⊗ (B
⊗,C⊗) // Op∞(κ)
cocart
/Ass⊗ (B
⊗,D⊗)
is a pullback square, which follows from the fact that F∗(M)⊗ → M⊗ is γ-
cartesian.
Lemma 7.22. Let M⊗ be an operad over LM⊗ that exhibits a category M as
enriched over a locally cocartesian fibration of operads D⊗ → Ass⊗.
Let C⊗ → Ass⊗ be a locally cocartesian fibration of operads and F ∶ C⊗ →D⊗
a map of operads over Ass⊗ that admits a right adjoint G ∶D⊗ → C⊗ relative to
Ass⊗.
The operad F∗(M)⊗ over LM⊗ exhibits M as enriched over C⊗ → Ass⊗.
The morphism object of F∗(M)⊗ of two objects X,Y of M is given by
G([X,Y]) ∈ C, where [X,Y] denotes the morphism object of X and Y of M⊗.
Proof. Pulling back the LM⊗-monoidal category M¯⊗ ∶= EnvLM⊗(M)
⊗ → LM⊗
along the monoidal functor F¯ ∶ C¯⊗ → D¯⊗ we get a LM⊗-monoidal category
F¯∗(M¯)⊗ → LM⊗ that exhibits M¯ ∶= {m} ×LM⊗ M¯
⊗ as left module over the
monoidal category C¯⊗ = EnvAss⊗(C)
⊗ and F∗(M)⊗ ⊂ F¯∗(M¯)⊗ is defined to be
the full suboperad spanned by the objects that belong to M or C.
Being a 2-functor EnvAss⊗ ∶ Op∞(κ)/Ass⊗ → Op
cocart
∞/Ass⊗(κ) sends the adjunc-
tion F ∶ C⊗ ⇄ D⊗ ∶ G relative to Ass⊗ to an adjunction F¯ ∶= EnvAss⊗(F) ∶ C¯
⊗ ∶=
EnvAss⊗(C)
⊗ ⇄ EnvAss⊗(D)
⊗ ∶= D¯⊗ ∶ EnvAss⊗(G) ∶= G¯ relative to Ass
⊗.
Given two objects X,Y of M by lemma 7.11 the morphism object [X,Y] of
M⊗ is a morphism object of M¯⊗.
So given an object A ∈ EnvAss⊗(C) we have a canonical equivalence
C¯(A,G([X,Y])) ≃ D¯(F¯(A), [X,Y]) ≃ M¯(F¯(A)⊗X,Y) ≃ F¯∗(M¯)(A⊗X,Y).
Thus the statement follows from lemma 7.23.
Lemma 7.23. Let ϕ ∶ C⊗ → Ass⊗ be a locally cocartesian fibration of operads
and M⊗ → LM⊗ an operad over LM⊗ that exhibits a category M as pseudo-
enriched over the monoidal category ϕ′ ∶ EnvAss⊗(C)
⊗ → Ass⊗.
Let N ⊂M be a full subcategory.
Assume that every objects X,Y ∈ N admit a morphism object [X,Y] in
EnvAss⊗(C) that belongs to C.
Denote N⊗ ⊂M⊗ the full suboperad spanned by the objects that belong to N
or C.
Then N⊗ → LM⊗ exhibits the category N as enriched over the locally cocarte-
sian fibration of operads ϕ ∶ C⊗ → Ass⊗.
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Proof. Let A1, ...,An ∈ C be objects of C for some n ∈ N and α ∈ Assn an
operation.
By ... we have a canonical equivalence EnvAss⊗(C)
⊗ ≃ Act(Ass⊗)×Fun({0},Ass⊗)
C⊗ over Fun({1},Ass⊗) and the full suboperad inclusion C⊗ ⊂ EnvAss⊗(C)
⊗ ≃
Act(Ass⊗)×Fun({0},Ass⊗)C
⊗ over Ass⊗ is the pullback of the diagonal embedding
Ass⊗ ⊂ Act(Ass⊗) along the functor Act(Ass⊗) ×Fun({0},Ass⊗) C
⊗ → Act(Ass⊗).
Thus (A1, ...,An, α) corresponds to an object A of EnvAss⊗(C), which can
be obtained as A ≃ ⊗α(A1, ...,An), where we consider A1, ...,An as objects of
EnvAss⊗(C) via the natural embedding C ⊂ EnvAss⊗(C) and form the tensor-
product of the monoidal category EnvAss⊗(C).
Denote β ∶ (A1, ...,An) → ⊗α(A1, ...,An) ≃ A a ϕ′-cocartesian lift of α.
Denote σ ∈ MulLM⊗(a,m;m) the unique object and α
′ the image of α,
the identity of m and σ under the operadic composition MulLM⊗(a,m;m) ×
(MulLM⊗(a, ...,a;a) ×MulLM⊗(m;m))→MulLM⊗(a, ...,a,m;m).
Let X,Y be objects of N.
As M⊗ → LM⊗ exhibits M as pseudo-enriched over the monoidal category
ϕ′ ∶ EnvAss⊗(C)
⊗ → Ass⊗ composition with β
MulM⊗(A,X;Y) → {α
′} ×MulLM⊗(a,...,a,m;m)MulM⊗(A1, ...,An,X;Y)
is an equivalence.
Denote γ ∶ (A1, ...,An)→ ⊗α(A1, ...,An) a locally ϕ-cocartesian lift of α.
We have to see that composition with γ
MulM⊗(⊗α(A1, ...,An),X;Y) →
{α′} ×MulLM⊗(a,...,a,m;m)MulM⊗(A1, ...,An,X;Y)
is an equivalence.
If this is shown, N⊗ → LM⊗ exhibits the category N as pseudo-enriched over
the locally cocartesian fibration of operads C⊗ → Ass⊗.
As every objects X,Y ∈ N admit a morphism object [X,Y] in EnvAss⊗(C)
that belongs to C, then N⊗ → LM⊗ exhibits the category N as enriched over the
locally cocartesian fibration of operads C⊗ → Ass⊗.
By 7.28 1. the full suboperad inclusion C ⊂ EnvAss⊗(C) admits a left adjoint
L, where the unit η ∶ A→ L(A) corresponds to γ ∶ (A1, ...,An)→ ⊗α(A1, ...,An)
together with the commutative square
⟨n⟩
α

α
// ⟨1⟩
id

⟨1⟩
id
// ⟨1⟩
in Ass⊗.
β corresponds to the identity of (A1, ...,An) in C
⊗ together with the com-
mutative square
⟨n⟩
id

id
// ⟨n⟩
α

⟨n⟩
α
// ⟨1⟩
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in Ass⊗.
So the image of γ in EnvAss⊗(C) factors as (A1, ...,An)
β
Ð→ AÐ→ L(A) so that
composition with γ factors as
MulM⊗(L(A),X;Y) →MulM⊗(A,X;Y) ≃
{α′} ×MulLM⊗(a,...,a,m;m)MulM⊗(A1, ...,An,X;Y).
Consequently it is enough to see that composition with η ∶ A→ L(A)
MulM⊗(L(A),X;Y) →MulM⊗(A,X;Y)
is an equivalence.
As we assumed that X,Y admit a morphism object [X,Y] in EnvAss⊗(C)
this map factors as
MulM⊗(L(A),X;Y) ≃ EnvAss⊗(C)(L(A), [X,Y]) → EnvAss⊗(C)(A, [X,Y])
≃MulM⊗(A,X;Y).
As we assumed that [X,Y] belongs to C, composition with η ∶ A→ L(A)
EnvAss⊗(C)(L(A), [X,Y]) → EnvAss⊗(C)(A, [X,Y])
is an equivalence.
7.2.1 Enriched adjunctions
Lemma 7.24. Let O⊗ be a κ-small operad.
Let G ∶D⊗ → C⊗ be a map of κ-small operads over O⊗.
The following conditions are equivalent:
1. G admits a left adjoint relative to O⊗.
2. For every object X of O the induced functor GX ∶ DX → CX on the fiber
over X admits a left adjoint FX ∶ CX → DX and for all n ∈ N and objects
X1, ...Xn,W of O and objects Y1 ∈ CX1 , ...,Yn ∈ CXn ,Z ∈ DW the canonical
map
MulD(FX1(Y1), ...,FXn(Yn),Z) →
MulC(GX1(FX1(Y1)), ...,GXn(FXn(Yn)),GW(Z))→MulC(Y1, ...,Yn,GW(Z))
is an equivalence.
Let F ∶ C⊗ →D⊗ be a map of κ-small operads over O⊗.
The following conditions are equivalent:
1. F admits a left adjoint relative to O⊗.
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2. For every object X of O the induced functor FX ∶ CX → DX on the fiber
over X admits a right adjoint GX ∶DX → CX and for all n ∈ N and objects
X1, ...Xn,W of O and objects Y1 ∈ CX1 , ...,Yn ∈ CXn ,Z ∈ DW the canonical
map
MulC(Y1, ...,Yn,GW(Z))→
MulD(FX1(Y1), ...,FXn(Yn),FW(GW(Z)))→MulD(FX1(Y1), ...,FXn(Yn),Z)
is an equivalence.
Proof. If G admits a left adjoint relative to O⊗, for every object X of O the
induced functor GX ∶ DX → CX on the fiber over X admits a left adjoint FX ∶
CX →DX.
Moreover for every objects Y ∈ C⊗ lying over some object X of O⊗ and all ob-
jects Z ∈D lying over some objectW of O the canonical map Φ ∶D⊗(FX(Y),Z) →
C⊗(GX(FX(Y)),GW(Z))→ C
⊗(Y,GW(Z)) over O
⊗(X,W) is an equivalence.
The pullback of Φ along the full subspace inclusion MulO(X1, ...,Xn;W) ⊂
O⊗(X,W) is equivalent to the canonical map
MulD(FX1(Y1), ...,FXn(Yn),Z) →
MulC(GX1(FX1(Y1)), ...,GXn(FXn(Yn)),GW(Z))→MulC(Y1, ...,Yn,GW(Z)),
where X1, ...,Xn denote the components of X and Y1, ...,Yn denote the compo-
nents of Y for some n ∈ N.
So 1. implies 2.
Condition 1. is equivalent to the condition that for all Y ∈ C⊗ lying over some
object X of O⊗ there is an object T ∈ D⊗X and a morphism α ∶ Y → GX(T) in C
⊗
X
such that for all objects Z ∈ D⊗ lying over some object W of O⊗ the canonical
map Ψ ∶D⊗(T,Z)→ C⊗(GX(T),GW(Z))→ C⊗(Y,GW(Z)) is an equivalence.
The map Ψ is a map over O⊗(X,W) and is thus an equivalence if and only
if it induces on the fiber over every morphism ϕ ∶ X→W of O⊗ an equivalence.
Using that O⊗,C⊗,D⊗ are operads and G ∶ D⊗ → C⊗ is a map of operads
over O⊗ this is equivalent to the condition that Ψ induces an equivalence on the
fiber over every active morphism ϕ ∶ X→W of O⊗ with W ∈ O.
Hence Ψ is an equivalence if and only if the pullback Ψ′ of Ψ along the full
subspace inclusion MulO(X1, ...,Xn;W) ⊂ O⊗(X,W) is an equivalence, where
X1, ...,Xn denote the components of X for some n ∈ N.
But Ψ′ is equivalent to the canonical map
MulD(T1, ...,Tn,Z)→
MulC(GX1(T1), ...,GXn(Tn),GW(Z))→MulC(Y1, ...,Yn,GW(Z))
induced by the components αi ∶ Yi → GXi(Ti) of α in DXi for i ∈ {1, ...,n}, where
Y1, ...,Yn and T1, ...,Tn denote the components of Y respectively T.
Hence 2. implies 1.
If G admits a left adjoint relative to O⊗, for every object X of O the induced
functor GX ∶DX → CX on the fiber over X admits a left adjoint FX ∶ CX →DX.
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Moreover for every objects Y ∈ C⊗ lying over some object X of O⊗ and all ob-
jects Z ∈D lying over some objectW of O the canonical map Φ ∶D⊗(FX(Y),Z) →
C⊗(GX(FX(Y)),GW(Z))→ C
⊗(Y,GW(Z)) over O
⊗(X,W) is an equivalence.
The pullback of Φ along the full subspace inclusion MulO(X1, ...,Xn;W) ⊂
O⊗(X,W) is equivalent to the canonical map
MulD(FX1(Y1), ...,FXn(Yn),Z) →
MulC(GX1(FX1(Y1)), ...,GXn(FXn(Yn)),GW(Z))→MulC(Y1, ...,Yn,GW(Z)),
where X1, ...,Xn denote the components of X and Y1, ...,Yn denote the compo-
nents of Y for some n ∈ N.
So 1. implies 2.
The second part is similar.
If F admits a right adjoint relative to O⊗, for every object X of O the induced
functor FX ∶ CX →DX on the fiber over X admits a right adjoint GX ∶DX → CX.
Moreover for every objects Y ∈ C⊗ lying over some object X of O⊗ and all ob-
jects Z ∈D lying over some objectW of O the canonical map Φ ∶ C⊗(Y,GW(Z))→
D⊗(FX(Y),FW(GW(Z)))→D⊗(FX(Y),Z) over O⊗(X,W) is an equivalence.
The pullback of Φ along the full subspace inclusion MulO(X1, ...,Xn;W) ⊂
O⊗(X,W) is equivalent to the canonical map
MulC(Y1, ...,Yn,GW(Z))→
MulD(FX1(Y1), ...,FXn(Yn),FW(GW(Z)))→MulD(FX1(Y1), ...,FXn(Yn),Z),
where X1, ...,Xn denote the components of X and Y1, ...,Yn denote the compo-
nents of Y for some n ∈ N.
So 1. implies 2.
Condition 1. is equivalent to the condition that for all Z ∈D lying over some
object W of O there is an object T ∈ CW and a morphism α ∶ FW(T)→ Z in DW
such that for all objects Y ∈ C⊗ lying over some object X of O⊗ the canonical
map Ψ ∶ C⊗(Y,T) →D⊗(FX(Y),FW(T))→D
⊗(FX(Y),Z) is an equivalence.
The map Ψ is a map over O⊗(X,W) and is thus an equivalence if and only
if it induces on the fiber over every morphism ϕ ∶ X→W of O⊗ an equivalence.
Using that O⊗,C⊗,D⊗ are operads and G ∶ D⊗ → C⊗ is a map of operads
over O⊗ this is equivalent to the condition that Ψ induces an equivalence on the
fiber over every active morphism ϕ ∶ X→W of O⊗ with W ∈ O.
Hence Ψ is an equivalence if and only if the pullback Ψ′ of Ψ along the full
subspace inclusion MulO(X1, ...,Xn;W) ⊂ O⊗(X,W) is an equivalence, where
X1, ...,Xn denote the components of X for some n ∈ N.
But Ψ′ is equivalent to the canonical map
MulC(Y1, ...,Yn,T) →
MulD(FX1(Y1), ...,FXn(Yn),FW(T))→MulD(FX1(Y1), ...,FXn(Yn),Z)
induced by α ∶ FW(T)→ Z, where Y1, ...,Yn denote the components of Y.
Hence 2. implies 1.
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Corollary 7.25. Let M⊗ → LM⊗,N⊗ → LM⊗ be κ-small operads over LM⊗ that
exhibit categories M respectively N as pseudo-enriched over a locally cocartesian
fibration of operads C⊗ → Ass⊗.
Let G ∶ N⊗ →M⊗ be a lax C⊗-linear functor.
Then G admits a left adjoint relative to LM⊗ if and only if the underlying
functor N → M admits a left adjoint F ∶ M → N and for all objects A ∈ C,M ∈
M,N ∈ N the canonical map
MulN(A,F(M);N) →MulM(A,G(F(M));G(N)) →MulM(A,M;G(N))
is an equivalence.
M⊗ → LM⊗,N⊗ → LM⊗ exhibit M respectively N as enriched over the locally
cocartesian fibration of operads C⊗ → Ass⊗.
Assume that
Then G admits a left adjoint relative to LM⊗ if and only if the underlying
functor N →M admits a left adjoint F ∶M→ N and for all objects M ∈M,N ∈ N
the canonical morphism
[F(M),N] → [G(F(M)),G(N)]→ [M,G(N)]
is an equivalence.
Let F ∶M⊗ → N⊗ be a lax C⊗-linear functor.
Then F admits a left adjoint relative to LM⊗ if and only if the underlying
functor M → N admits a right adjoint G ∶ N →M and for all objects A ∈ C,M ∈
M,N ∈ N the canonical map
MulM(A,M;G(N)) →MulN(A,F(M),F(G(N))) →MulN(A,F(M),N)
is an equivalence.
Assume that M⊗ → LM⊗,N⊗ → LM⊗ exhibit M respectively N as enriched
over the locally cocartesian fibration of operads C⊗ → Ass⊗.
Then F admits a left adjoint relative to LM⊗ if and only if the underlying
functor M→ N admits a right adjoint G ∶ N →M and for all objects M ∈M,N ∈
N the canonical morphism
[M,G(N)]→ [F(M),F(G(N))] → [F(M),N]
is an equivalence.
Proof. Denote σ ∈MulLM(a,m;m) the unique operation and α ∈MulAss(a, ...,a;a).
As M respectively N are pseudo-enriched over a locally cocartesian fibration
of operads C⊗ → Ass⊗, for every A1, ...,An ∈ C for some n ∈ N and M ∈M,N ∈ N
the pullback of the canonical map
MulN(A1, ...,An,F(M);N) →
MulM(A1, ...,An,G(F(M));G(N)) →MulM(A1, ...,An,M;G(N))
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over MulLM(a, ...,a,m;m) to {σ ○ (α,m)} ⊂MulLM(a, ...,a,m;m) is equivalent to
the map
MulN(⊗α(A1, ...,An),F(M);N) →
MulM(⊗α(A1, ...,An),G(F(M));G(N)) →MulM(⊗α(A1, ...,An),M;G(N))
and the pullback of the canonical map
MulM(A1, ...,An,M,G(N)) →
MulN(A1, ...,An,F(M),F(G(N))) →MulN(A1, ...,An,F(M),N)
over MulLM(a, ...,a,m;m) to {σ ○ (α,m)} ⊂MulLM(a, ...,a,m;m) is equivalent to
the map
MulM(⊗α(A1, ...,An),M,G(N)) →
MulN(⊗α(A1, ...,An),F(M),F(G(N))) →MulN(⊗α(A1, ...,An),F(M),N).
As all operations of MulLM(a, ...,a,m;m) are of the form σ ○ (α,m) for some
α ∈MulAss(a, ...,a;a), the statement follows from lemma ....
If M⊗ → LM⊗,N⊗ → LM⊗ exhibit M respectively N as enriched over the
locally cocartesian fibration of operads C⊗ → Ass⊗, for all objects A ∈ C,M ∈
M,N ∈ N the canonical map
MulN(A,F(M);N) →MulM(A,G(F(M));G(N)) →MulM(A,M;G(N))
is equivalent to the canonical map
C(A, [F(M),N]) → C(A, [G(F(M)),G(N)]) → C(A, [M,G(N)])
and the canonical map
MulM(A,M;G(N)) →MulN(A,F(M),F(G(N))) →MulN(A,F(M),N)
is equivalent to the map
C(A, [M,G(N)]) → C(A, [F(M),F(G(N))]) → C(A, [F(M),N]).
Corollary 7.26. Let M⊗ → LM⊗,N⊗ → LM⊗ be κ-small operads over LM⊗
that exhibit categories M respectively N as enriched over a locally cocartesian
fibration of operads C⊗ → Ass⊗.
Let F ∶M⊗ → N⊗ be a lax C⊗-linear functor.
Then F is an equivalence of operads over LM⊗ if and only if the underly-
ing functor M → N is essentially surjective and for all objects M,M′ ∈ M the
canonical morphism
[M,M′]→ [F(M),F(M′)]
is an equivalence.
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Proof. Assume that the underlying functor M→ N of F is essentially surjective.
If for all objects M,M′ ∈M the canonical morphism
α ∶ [M,M′]→ [F(M),F(M′)]
is an equivalence, then the underlying functor M→ N of F is fully faithful, using
the canonical equivalence C(1, [A,B]) ≃ M(A,B) for all A,B ∈ M, and is thus
an equivalence.
Hence the underlying functor M→ N of F admits a right adjoint G ∶ N →M
such that unit and couit of the adjunction are equivalences.
So for all objects M ∈M,N ∈ N the canonical morphism
[M,G(N)]→ [F(M),F(G(N))] → [F(M),N]
is an equivalence.
Thus by corollary 7.25 F ∶M⊗ → N⊗ admits a right adjoint relative to LM⊗.
As unit and couit of the adjunction M ⇄ N ∶ G are equivalences, unit and
couit of the adjunction F ∶ M⊗ ⇄ N⊗ relative to LM⊗ are equivalences so that
F ∶M⊗ → N⊗ is an equivalence of operads over LM⊗.
Remark 7.27. Let M⊗ → LM⊗,N⊗ → LM⊗ be κ-small operads over LM⊗
that exhibit categories M respectively N as enriched over a locally cocartesian
fibration of operads C⊗ → Ass⊗.
Let G ∶ N⊗ →M⊗ be a lax C⊗-linear functor that admits a left adjoint relative
to LM⊗.
The underlying functor N → M of G is fully faithful if and only if for all
objects N,N′ ∈ N the canonical morphism
[N,N′]→ [G(N),G(N′)]
is an equivalence:
The if direction follows from the fact that the canonical map
C(1, [N,N′]) → C(1, [G(N),G(N′)])
is equivalent to the canonical map N(N,N′) →M(G(N),G(N′)).
The only if direction follows from the fact that for all objects A of C the map
C(A, [N,N′]) → C(A, [G(N),G(N′)])
is equivalent to the canonical map
MulN(A,N;N
′)→MulM(A,G(N);G(N
′))
that factors as
MulN(A,N;N
′)→MulM(A,F(G(N));N
′) ≃MulM(A,G(N);G(N′))
and the fact that the counit F(G(N)) → N is an equivalence if the underlying
functor N →M of G is fully faithful.
Let L ∶M⊗ → N⊗ ∶ ι be a C-enriched localization.
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An object M of M belongs to the essential image of ι if and only if for all
local equivalences, i.e. for all morphisms f ∶ A → B of M such that L(f) is an
equivalence, the induced morphism [B,M] → [A,M] is an equivalence:
If M belongs to the essential image of ι, i.e. M ≃ ι(N) for some N ∈ N, the
induced morphism [B,M] → [A,M] is equivalent to the morphism [L(B),N] →
[L(A),N] and is thus an equivalence.
On the other hand if for all local equivalences f ∶ A→ B the induced morphism
[B,M]→ [A,M] is an equivalence, for all local equivalences f ∶ A→ B the induced
map M(B,M) → M(A,M) is an equivalence so that M belongs to the essential
image of ι.
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7.3 Appendix C: Endomorphism objects
Proposition 7.28. 1. Let ϕ ∶ C⊗ → O⊗ be a map of operads.
Denote EnvO⊗(C)
⊗ → O⊗ the enveloping O⊗-monoidal category of C⊗ →
O⊗.
The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) C⊗ → O⊗ is a locally cocartesian fibration.
(b) For all objects Y of O the full subcategory inclusion CY ⊂ EnvO⊗(C)Y
admits a left adjoint.
2. Let M⊗ → LM⊗ be a map of operads. Set M = {m} ×LM⊗ M
⊗ and C⊗ =
Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ M
⊗. For every n ∈ N set Ass⊗(n) ∶=MulAss⊗(a, ...,a
´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
n
;a).
Denote σ ∈MulLM⊗(a,m;m) the unique object.
For every object α ∈ Ass(n) for some n ∈ N denote α′ the image of α, the
identity of m and σ under the composition
MulLM⊗(a,m;m)×(MulLM⊗(a, ...,a;a)×MulLM⊗(m;m))→MulLM⊗(a, ...,a,m;m).
Let X be an object of M and denote γ ∶ EnvAss⊗(C)[X] → EnvAss⊗(C) the
forgetful functor.
Assume that C⊗ → Ass⊗is a locally cocartesian fibration.
The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) For every objects A1, ...,An ∈ C for some n ∈ N and every α ∈ Assn
the canonical map
MulM⊗(⊗α(A1, ...,An),X;X) ≃
{σ} ×MulLM⊗(a,m;m)MulM⊗(⊗α(A1, ...,An),X;X) →
{α′} ×MulLM⊗(a,...,a,m;m)MulM⊗(A1, ...,An,X;X)
is essentially surjective.
(b) For every object Y of EnvAss⊗(C)[X] lying over A of EnvAss⊗(C) and
every local equivalence θ ∶ A→ B in EnvAss⊗(C) with B ∈ C there is a
lift φ ∶ Y → Z in EnvAss⊗(C)[X] of θ.
3. The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) For every objects A1, ...,An ∈ C for some n ∈ N and every α ∈ Assn
the canonical map
MulM⊗(⊗α(A1, ...,An),X;X) ≃
{σ} ×MulLM⊗(a,m;m)MulM⊗(⊗α(A1, ...,An),X;X) →
{α′} ×MulLM⊗(a,...,a,m;m)MulM⊗(A1, ...,An,X;X)
is fully faithful.
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(b) Every morphism φ ∶ Y → Z in EnvAss⊗(C)[X] lying over a local equiv-
alence θ ∶ A→ B in EnvAss⊗(C) with B ∈ C is γ-cocartesian.
4. So the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) For every objects A1, ...,An ∈ C for some n ∈ N and every α ∈ Assn
the canonical map
MulM⊗(⊗α(A1, ...,An),X;X) ≃
{σ} ×MulLM⊗(a,m;m)MulM⊗(⊗α(A1, ...,An),X;X) →
{α′} ×MulLM⊗(a,...,a,m;m)MulM⊗(A1, ...,An,X;X)
is an equivalence.
(b) For every object Y of EnvAss⊗(C)[X] lying over A of EnvAss⊗(C) and
every local equivalence θ ∶ A→ B in EnvAss⊗(C) with B ∈ C there is a
γ-cocartesian lift φ ∶ Y → Z in EnvAss⊗(C)[X] of θ.
(c) The full subcategory inclusion C[X] ⊂ EnvAss⊗(C)[X] admits a left
adjoint and γ ∶ EnvAss⊗(C)[X] → EnvAss⊗(C) preserves local equiva-
lences.
Proof. 1: We have a canonical equivalence EnvO⊗(C)
⊗ ≃ Act(O⊗)×Fun({0},O⊗)C⊗
over Fun({1},O⊗).
So for every object Y of O we get a canonical equivalence
EnvO⊗(C)Y ≃ (O
⊗)act/Y ×Fun({0},O⊗) C
⊗
and given an object B ∈ CY and an object A of EnvO⊗(C)Y corresponding to ob-
jects A1, ...,An of C for some n ∈ N and an object α ∈MulO(ϕ(A1), ..., ϕ(An),Y)
we get a canonical equivalence
EnvO⊗(C)Y(A,B) ≃ {α} ×MulO(ϕ(A1),...,ϕ(An),Y)MulC(A1, ...,An,B).
To show that the full subcategory inclusion CY ⊂ EnvO⊗(C)Y admits a left
adjoint we have to find a morphism θ ∶ A → B of EnvO⊗(C)Y with B ∈ CY such
that for every object V of CY composition with θ induces an equivalence
CY(B,V) ≃ EnvO⊗(C)Y(B,V) → EnvO⊗(C)Y(A,V) ≃
{α} ×MulO(ϕ(A1),...,ϕ(An),Y)MulC(A1, ...,An,V).
If ϕ ∶ C⊗ → O⊗ is a locally cocartesian fibration, we have a locally ϕ-
cocartesian lift h ∶ (A1, ...,An)→ ⊗α(A1, ...,An) in C⊗ of the active morphism α
of O⊗.
Define θ ∶ A → ⊗α(A1, ...,An) to correspond to the morphism h under the
equivalence EnvO⊗(C)Y(A,⊗α(A1, ...,An)) ≃
{α} ×MulO(ϕ(A1),...,ϕ(An),Y)MulC(A1, ...,An,⊗α(A1, ...,An)).
For every object V of CY composition with θ ∶ A→ ⊗α(A1, ...,An)
EnvO⊗(C)Y(⊗α(A1, ...,An),V) → EnvO⊗(C)Y(A,V)
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is equivalent to composition with h ∶ (A1, ...,An) → ⊗α(A1, ...,An)
ς ∶ CY(⊗α(A1, ...,An),V) → {α} ×MulO(ϕ(A1),...,ϕ(An),Y)MulC(A1, ...,An,V)
as for V = ⊗α(A1, ...,An) both maps send the identity to equivalent objects.
As h is locally ϕ-cocartesian, ς is an equivalence.
So if ϕ ∶ C⊗ → O⊗ is a locally cocartesian fibration, for all objects Y of O the
full subcategory inclusion CY ⊂ EnvO⊗(C)Y admits a left adjoint.
If for all objects Y of O the full subcategory inclusion CY ⊂ EnvO⊗(C)Y
admits a left adjoint, then by lemma ... ϕ ∶ C⊗ → O⊗ is a locally cocartesian
fibration.
2: Let A be an object of EnvAss⊗(C) corresponding to objects A1, ...,An of
C for some n ∈ N and an object α ∈ Ass(n).
Denote h ∶ (A1, ...,An) → ⊗α(A1, ...,An) the unique cocartesian lift of α
and denote θ ∶ A → ⊗α(A1, ...,An) the morphism of EnvAss⊗(C) correspond-
ing to h under the equivalence EnvAss⊗(C)(A,⊗α(A1, ...,An)) ≃ {α} ×Ass(n)
MulC(A1, ...,An,⊗α(A1, ...,An)).
By 1. θ is a local equivalence.
For every Y ∈ EnvAss⊗(C)[X]A and W ∈ C[X]⊗α(A1,...,An) we have a canonical
equivalence
{θ}×EnvAss⊗(C)(A,⊗α(A1,...,An))EnvAss⊗(C)[X](Y,W) ≃ EnvAss⊗(C)[X]A(Y, θ
∗(W)).
Consequently there is a lift φ ∶ Y → Z in EnvAss⊗(C)[X] of θ if and only if Y
belongs to the essential image of the functor θ∗ ∶ EnvAss⊗(C)[X]⊗α(A1,...,An) →
EnvAss⊗(C)[X]A.
So the functor θ∗ ∶ EnvAss⊗(C)[X]⊗α(A1,...,An) → EnvAss⊗(C)[X]A is essen-
tially surjective if and only if for every Y ∈ EnvAss⊗(C)[X]A there is a lift
φ ∶ Y → Z in EnvAss⊗(C)[X] of θ.
But the functor θ∗ is equivalent to the functor
EnvLM⊗(M)(⊗α(A1, ...,An)⊗X,X) → EnvLM⊗(M)(A⊗X,X)
that is equivalent to the functor
MulM⊗(⊗α(A1, ...,An),X;X) ≃ {σ}×MulLM⊗(a,m;m)MulM⊗(⊗α(A1, ...,An),X;X)
→ {α′} ×MulLM⊗(a,...,a,m;m)MulM⊗(A1, ...,An,X;X).
This shows 2.
3: Let φ ∶ Y → Z be a morphism of EnvAss⊗(C)[X] lying over the morphism
θ ∶ A→ ⊗α(A1, ...,An) of EnvAss⊗(C).
For every object W of EnvAss⊗(C)[X] composition with φ induces a commu-
tative square
EnvAss⊗(C)[X](Z,W)

// EnvAss⊗(C)[X](Y,W)

EnvAss⊗(C)(⊗α(A1, ...,An), γ(W)) // EnvAss⊗(C)(A, γ(W)).
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As γ ∶ EnvAss⊗(C)[X] → EnvAss⊗(C) is a right fibration, this square induces
on the fiber over a morphism f ∶ ⊗α(A1, ...,An)→ γ(W) of EnvAss⊗(C) the map
EnvAss⊗(C)[X]⊗α(A1,...,An)(Z, f
∗(W))→ EnvAss⊗(C)[X]A(θ
∗(Z), θ∗(f∗(W)))
→ EnvAss⊗(C)[X]A(Y, θ
∗(f∗(W))),
where the morphism Y → θ∗(Z) in EnvAss⊗(C)[X]A corresponding to φ ∶ Y → Z
is an equivalence as the fibers of the right fibration γ are spaces.
Hence φ ∶ Y → Z is γ-cocartesian, i.e. square ... is a pullback square for
all W ∈ EnvAss⊗(C)[X] if and only if for all W ∈ EnvAss⊗(C)[X]⊗α(A1,...,An) the
map
EnvAss⊗(C)[X]⊗α(A1,...,An)(Z,W)→ EnvAss⊗(C)[X]A(θ
∗(Z), θ∗(W))
is an equivalence, i.e φ is locally γ-cocartesian.
So the map θ∗ ∶ EnvAss⊗(C)[X]⊗α(A1,...,An) → EnvAss⊗(C)[X]A is fully faith-
ful if and only if every lift of the morphism θ ∶ A → ⊗α(A1, ...,An) is γ-
cocartesian.
The functor θ∗ is equivalent to the functor
EnvLM⊗(M)(⊗α(A1, ...,An)⊗X,X) → EnvLM⊗(M)(A⊗X,X)
that is equivalent to the functor
MulM⊗(⊗α(A1, ...,An),X;X) ≃ {σ}×MulLM⊗(a,m;m)MulM⊗(⊗α(A1, ...,An),X;X)
→ {α′} ×MulLM⊗(a,...,a,m;m)MulM⊗(A1, ...,An,X;X).
4: In view of 2. and 3. condition (a) trivially implies (b) and condition (b)
implies (a) as the fibers of the right fibration γ are spaces.
So (a) and (b) are equivalent.
c) follows immediately from b):
Let Y be an object of EnvAss⊗(C)[X]. Then by 1. there is a local equivalence
γ(Y) → B of EnvAss⊗(C) with B ∈ C that admits a γ-cocartesian lift φ ∶ Y → Z
due to b).
Especially for every W ∈ C[X] we have a pullback square
EnvAss⊗(C)[X](Z,W)

// EnvAss⊗(C)[X](Y,W)

EnvAss⊗(C)(B, γ(W))
≃
// EnvAss⊗(C)(γ(Y), γ(W))
so that φ ∶ Y → Z is a local equivalence.
Assume that c) holds.
Let Y be an object of EnvAss⊗(C)[X] and θ ∶ γ(Y) → B a local equivalence
in EnvAss⊗(C) with B ∈ C.
There is a local equivalence Y → V in EnvAss⊗(C)[X] with V ∈ C[X] such
that γ(φ) is a local equivalence.
Consequently there is a local equivalence φ ∶ Y → Z in EnvAss⊗(C)[X] lying
over θ ∶ γ(Y) → B.
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As γ is a right fibration, every locally γ-cocartesianmorphism is γ-cocartesian.
Thus it is enough to see that φ ∶ Y → Z is locally γ-cocartesian.
But for every W ∈ EnvAss⊗(C)[X]B ≃ C[X]B we have a pullback square
EnvAss⊗(C)[X](Z,W)

≃
// EnvAss⊗(C)[X](Y,W)

EnvAss⊗(C)(B,B)
≃
// EnvAss⊗(C)(γ(Y),B)
so that especially φ ∶ Y → Z is locally γ-cocartesian.
Lemma 7.29. Let M⊗ be an operad over LM⊗. Set M ∶= {m} ×LM⊗ M
⊗ and
C⊗ ∶= Ass⊗ ×LM⊗ M
⊗.
Denote α ∶ ∆1 → LM⊗ the morphism of LM⊗ corresponding to the unique
object of MulLM⊗(a,m;m).
α gives rise to a category FunLM⊗(∆
1,M⊗).
We have canonical functors FunLM⊗(∆
1,M⊗) →M⊗
(a,m)
≃ C ×M and
FunLM⊗(∆
1,M⊗)→M⊗m ≃M evaluating at 0 respectively 1.
There is a canonical equivalence
FunLM⊗(∆
1,M⊗) ≃ (C ×M ×M) ×(M⊗×M⊗) Act(M
⊗)
over C ×M ×M.
In particular we have a canonical equivalence of right fibrations
{X} ×M FunLM⊗(∆
1,M⊗) ≃ (C ×M) ×M⊗ (M
⊗)act/X
over C ×M and so a canonical equivalence of right fibrations
C[X] ∶= {(X,X)} ×M×M FunLM⊗(∆
1,M⊗) ≃ (C × {X})×M⊗ (M
⊗)act/X
over C.
So the right fibration C[X]→ C classifies the functorMulLM⊗(−,X;X) ∶ C
op →
S(κ).
Proof. Set X ∶=∆1 ×LM⊗ M
⊗.
By lemma 7.30 we have a canonical equivalence
FunLM⊗(∆
1,M⊗) ≃ Fun∆1(∆
1,X) ≃ (C ×M ×M)×(X×X) Fun(∆
1,X)
over C ×M ×M.
Moreover we have a canonical equivalence
(C ×M ×M) ×(X×X) Fun(∆
1,X) ≃
((C ×M ×M) ×(∆1×∆1) Fun(∆
1,∆1))×((C×M×M)×(LM⊗×LM⊗)Fun(∆1,LM⊗))
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((C ×M ×M) ×(M⊗×M⊗) Fun(∆
1,M⊗)) ≃
{α} ×LM⊗((a,m),m) ((C ×M ×M)×(M⊗×M⊗) Fun(∆
1,M⊗)) ≃
(C ×M ×M) ×(M⊗×M⊗) Act(M
⊗)
over C×M×M, where we use that α is the unique active morphism (a,m)→ m
of LM⊗.
Lemma 7.30. Let M be a κ-small category for a strongly inaccessible cardinal
κ and γ ∶M→∆1 a functor with M0 = C and M1 =D.
The commutative square
Fun∆1(∆
1,M) //

Fun(∆1,M)

Fun∆1({0},M)×Fun∆1({1},M) //
≃

Fun({0},M)×Fun({1},M)
≃

C ×D // M ×M
is a pullback square.
Proof. We will show that the induced functor ρ ∶ Fun∆1(∆
1,M)→ (C×D)×(M×M)
Fun(∆1,M) is an equivalence.
ρ is essentially surjective because every morphism X → Y in M with X ∈ C
and Y ∈ D has to lie over the unique non-identity morphism of ∆1.
To see that ρ is fully faithful, it is enough to see that β ∶ (C ×D) ×(M×M)
Fun(∆1,M) → Fun(∆1,M) and β ○ ρ ∶ Fun∆1(∆
1,M)
ρ
Ð→ (C × D) ×(M×M)
Fun(∆1,M)
β
Ð→ Fun(∆1,M) are fully faithful.
But we have pullback squares
C //

M

{0} // ∆1
D //

M

{1} // ∆1
Fun∆1(∆
1,M)
β○ρ
//

Fun(∆1,M)

{id∆1} // Fun(∆
1,∆1),
where the bottom and thus also the top functors are fully faithful.
Lemma 7.31. Let C⊗ be κ-small monoidal category for a strongly inaccessible
cardinal κ.
Let A be an associative algebra of C and let M be a left A-modul structure
on A, i.e. M ∈ {A} ×C LModA(C).
Denote A′ ∈ {A} ×C LModA(C) the left A-modul structure on A that comes
from A, i.e. A′ is the composition LM⊗ → Ass⊗
A
Ð→ C⊗ of operads over Ass⊗.
Denote µM ∶ A ⊗A → A the left action map provided by M and similar for
A.
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Denote η ∶ 1C → A the unit of A and ψ the composition A ≃ A ⊗ 1C
A⊗η
ÐÐ→
A⊗A
µM
ÐÐ→ A.
Then there is a canonical equivalence of spaces
{A} ×C LModA(C)(A
′,M) ≃ C(A,A)(idA, ψ).
In particular M is equivalent to A′ in the category {A}×C LModA(C) if and
only if the composition ψ ∶ A ≃ A⊗ 1C
A⊗η
ÐÐ→ A⊗A
µM
ÐÐ→ A is the identity.
Especially M is equivalent to A′ in the category {A} ×C LModA(C) if and
only if µM is equivalent to µA′ .
Proof. The morphism A⊗ 1C
A⊗η
ÐÐ→ A⊗A
µA
Ð→ A is the canonical equivalence.
Thus η ∶ 1C → A exhibits A as the free left A-module generated by 1C so
that the canonical map
γ ∶ LModA(C)(A
′,M) → C(A,A) → C(1C,A)
is an equivalence.
Denote β the composition C(1C,A) → C(A⊗ 1C,A⊗A)
C(A⊗1C,µM)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→
C(A⊗ 1C,A) ≃ C(A,A).
The composition β ○ γ ∶ LModA(C)(A
′,M) → C(1C,A) → C(A,A) is the
forgetful map LModA(C)(A′,M) → C(A,A).
Thus γ induces an equivalence γ′ ∶= {idA}×C(A,A)γ ∶ {A}×CLModA(C)(A′,M) ≃
{idA} ×C(A,A) LModA(C)(A
′,M) → {idA} ×C(A,A) C(1C,A).
The composition {idA}×C(A,A)LModA(C)(A
′,M)
γ′
Ð→ {idA}×C(A,A)C(1C,A) →
C(1C,A) is equivalent to the map
{idA} ×C(A,A) LModA(C)(A
′,M) → LModA(C)(A
′,M) → C(A,A) → C(1C,A)
and is thus equivalent to the constant map with value η ∶ 1C → A.
Therefore γ′ gives rise to a map
ζ ∶ {idA}×C(A,A)LModA(C)(A
′,M) → ({idA}×C(A,A)C(1C,A))×C(1C,A){η} ≃
{idA} ×C(A,A) {ψ} ≃ C(A,A)(idA, ψ) such that the composition
{idA} ×C(A,A) LModA(C)(A
′,M)
ζ
Ð→ ({idA} ×C(A,A) C(1C,A))×C(1C,A) {η}→
{idA} ×C(A,A) C(1C,A) is equivalent to γ
′.
Thus ζ admits a left inverse and it is enough to see that the composition
({idA} ×C(A,A) C(1C,A)) ×C(1C,A) {η}→ {idA} ×C(A,A) C(1C,A)
γ′−1
ÐÐ→
{idA} ×C(A,A) LModA(C)(A
′,M)
ζ
Ð→ ({idA} ×C(A,A) C(1C,A)) ×C(1C,A) {η} is
equivalent to the identity.
This is equivalent to the condition that the composition
({idA} ×C(A,A) C(1C,A)) ×C(1C,A) {η}→ {idA} ×C(A,A) C(1C,A)
γ′−1
ÐÐ→
{idA} ×C(A,A) LModA(C)(A
′,M)
γ′
Ð→ {idA} ×C(A,A) C(1C,A) is equivalent
over C(1C,A) to the canonical map ({idA} ×C(A,A) C(1C,A)) ×C(1C,A) {η} →
{idA} ×C(A,A) C(1C,A).
Choosing the inverse γ′−1 of γ′ in S(κ)/C(1C,A) the composition {idA}×C(A,A)
C(1C,A)
γ′−1
ÐÐ→ {idA} ×C(A,A) LModA(C)(A
′,M)
γ′
Ð→ {idA} ×C(A,A) C(1C,A) is
equivalent over C(1C,A) to the identity.
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7.4 Appendix D: General Appendix
Lemma 7.32. Let φ ∶ C → S be a functor between κ-small categories such that
for all objects s of S the fiber Cs admits a final object X(s).
Assume that one of the following conditions is satisfied:
1. φ ∶ C → S is a locally cocartesian fibration.
2. φ ∶ C → S is a locally cartesian fibration such that the induced functors on
the fibers preserve the final object.
The category FunS(S,C) admits a final object α ∶ S → C such that for every
s ∈ S the image α(s) is the final object of Cs.
Especially a section α ∶ S → C of φ is a final object of FunS(S,C) if and only
if for every s ∈ S the image α(s) is the final object of Cs.
Proof. Denote W the full subcategory of Cat∞(κ) spanned by those categories
K with the property that for every functor ψ ∶ K → S the following condition
holds:
The category FunS(K,C) admits a final object α ∶ K→ C such that for every
k ∈ K the image α(k) is the final object of Cψ(k).
We will show that W = Cat∞(κ).
As Cat∞(κ) is the only full subcategory of Cat∞(κ) that contains the con-
tractible category and ∆1 and is closed in Cat∞(κ) under κ-small colimits, it is
enough to see that W contains the contractible category and ∆1 and is closed
in Cat∞(κ) under arbitrary coproducts and pushouts.
Tautologically the contractible category belongs to W.
Being right adjoint to the functor C(−) ∶ Cat∞(κ)→ (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op the func-
tor FunS(−,C) ∶ (Cat∞(κ)/S)
op → Cat∞(κ) sends κ-small colimits to limits.
So the case of coproducts follows from the fact that an object in an arbitrary
product of categories is a final object if every component is final in each factor.
Let X,Y,Z be objects of W and X∐YZ → S a functor. Then X∐Y Z → S is
the pushout in Cat∞(κ)/S of the induced functors θ ∶ Y → X and ς ∶ Y → Z over
S.
So the categories FunS(X,C),FunS(Y,C),FunS(Z,C) admit final objects α,β
respectively γ that take values in final objects of each fiber.
Hence the unique morphisms α ○ θ → β and γ ○ ς → β in FunS(Y,C) are
equivalences being levelwise equivalences.
Thus the category FunS(X∐Y Z,C) ≃ FunS(X,C) ×FunS(Y,C) FunS(Z,C) ad-
mits a final object that takes values in final objects of each fiber using that
every object of the pushout X∐YZ→ S is the image of an object of X or Z.
It remains to show that ∆1 belongs to W ∶
Let f ∶ s→ t be a morphism of S.
By assumption the fibers Cs,Ct admit final objects X(s) respectively X(t).
If condition 1. holds, there is locally φ-cocartesian lift X(s) → f∗(X(s)) of f
in C, whose composition with the unique morphism f∗(X(s))→ X(t) in Ct yields
a morphism α ∶ X(s)→ f∗(X(s))→ X(t) in C lying over f.
If condition 2. holds, there is locally φ-cartesian lift β ∶ X(s) → X(t) of f in
C.
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Let F ∶ A→ B,G ∶ X→ Y be morphisms of C lying over f.
We have a canonical equivalence
FunS(∆
1,C)(F,G) ≃ ({f} ×Fun(∆1,S) Fun(∆
1,C))(F,G) ≃
{idf} ×Fun(∆1,S)(f,f) Fun(∆
1,C)(F,G) ≃
{idf} ×(S(s,s)×S(s,t)S(t,t)) (C(A,X) ×C(A,Y) C(B,Y)) ≃
({ids} ×S(s,s) C(A,X)) ×({idf}×S(s,t)C(A,Y)) ({idt} ×S(t,t) C(B,Y)) ≃
Cs(A,X) ×({idf}×S(s,t)C(A,Y)) Ct(B,Y)
≃
⎧⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎩
Cs(A,X) ×Ct(f∗(A),Y) Ct(B,Y) if 1.holds.
Cs(A,X) ×Ct(A,f∗(Y)) Ct(B,Y) if 2.holds.
So for G = α or G = β we see that α respectively β is the final object of the
category FunS(∆1,C).
Let φ ∶ X → S be a functor between κ-small categories and E ⊂ S a subcate-
gory.
Denote X˜ ⊂ X the full subcategory spanned by the objects A lying over
some object s of S such that for every morphism f ∶ s → t of E there exists a
φ-cocartesian lift A→ B of f.
Denote φ′ ∶ X˜ ⊂ X
φ
Ð→ S the restriction.
For every morphism of E the pullback ∆1 ×S X˜ → ∆
1 is a cocartesian fibra-
tion, whose cocartesian morphisms are φ′-cocartesian and the full subcategory
inclusion X˜ ⊂ X sends φ′-cocartesian morphisms to φ-cocartesian morphisms:
Let f ∶ s → t be a morphism of E and A ∈ X˜s. Then there is a φ-cocartesian
lift A→ f∗(A) of f. We will show that f∗(A) belongs to X˜.
Let g ∶ t→ r be a morphism of E. As A belongs to X˜s, there is a φ-cocartesian
lift A→ (g ○ f)∗(A) of g ○ f ∶ s→ t→ r.
Using that the morphism A→ f∗(A) is φ-cocartesian, the morphism A→ (g○
f)∗(A) factors as the morphism A→ f∗(A) followed by a lift f∗(A)→ (g○ f)∗(A)
of g ∶ t→ r.
As the morphisms A → f∗(A) and A → (g ○ f)∗(A) are φ-cocartesian, the
morphism f∗(A) → (g ○ f)∗(A) is φ-cocartesian, too. Thus f∗(A) belongs to X˜.
Lemma 7.33. Let φ ∶ X → S be a functor between κ-small categories, K a
category and E ⊂ S a subcategory.
Denote X˜ ⊂ X the full subcategory spanned by the objects A lying over some
object s of S such that for every morphism of f ∶ s → t of E there exists a
φ-cocartesian lift A→ B of f.
Assume that the diagonal functor X→ XK over S admits a left adjoint rela-
tive to S.
Then for every object s of S the fiber X˜s is closed in Xs under colimits indexed
by K.
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Remark 7.34. We apply lemma 7.33 to the following situation:
Let φ ∶ X → S and ϕ ∶ Y → S be functors between κ-small categories, E ⊂ S a
subcategory and ξ ∶ Y → X a functor over S.
If for every morphism of E the pullback ∆1 ×SY →∆
1 is a cocartesian fibra-
tion, whose cocartesian morphisms are ϕ-cocartesian and ξ sends ϕ-cocartesian
morphisms lying over morphisms of E to φ-cocartesian morphisms, then for
every object s of S the fiber X˜s contains the essential image of ξs ∶ Ys → Xs.
Assume that the diagonal functor X→ XK over S admits a left adjoint rela-
tive to S.
Then by lemma 7.33 X˜s is closed in Xs under colimits indexed by K.
Assume that for every object s of S the fiber Xs is the only full subcategory
of Xs that contains the essential image of ξs ∶ Ys → Xs and is closed in Xs under
colimits indexed by K.
Then we have X˜s = Xs and so X˜ = X.
Thus for every morphism of E the pullback ∆1 ×S X → ∆
1 is a cocartesian
fibration, whose cocartesian morphisms are φ-cocartesian.
Proof. Let K⊳ → Xs be a colimit diagram, whose restriction H ∶ K ⊂ K⊳ Ð→ Xs
factors through X˜s. We want to see that colim(H) belongs to X˜s.
Let f ∶ s → t be a morphism of E. We have to find a φ-cocartesian lift
colim(H)→ Z of f.
Denote φ′ ∶ X˜ ⊂ X
φ
Ð→ S the restriction and ψ ∶ X˜K ≃ S×Fun(K,S)Fun(K, X˜)→ S
the cotensor.
For every morphism ∆1 → E the pullback ∆1 ×S X˜ is a cocartesian fibration,
whose cocartesian morphisms are φ′-cocartesian.
Thus for every morphism ∆1 → E the pullback ∆1 ×S X˜
K is a cocartesian
fibration, whose cocartesian morphisms are ψ-cocartesian, i.e. are levelwise
φ′-cocartesian.
So we get a ψ-cocartesian morphism α ∶ H→ f∗(H) lying over f.
By assumption the diagonal functor X → XK over S admits a left adjoint
χ ∶ XK → X relative to S.
χ sends α to a morphism β ∶ colim(H)→ colim(f∗(H)) of X lying over f.
The morphism β is φ-cocartesian as the composition X˜K ⊂ XK
χ
Ð→ X sends
ψ-cocartesian morphisms to φ-cocartesian morphisms:
Being a relative left adjoint the functor χ ∶ XK → X over S sends morphisms
that are cocartesian with respect to the functor XK → S to φ-cocartesian mor-
phisms.
The full subcategory inclusion X˜ ⊂ X sends φ′-cocartesian morphisms to φ-
cocartesian morphisms so that the full subcategory inclusion X˜K ⊂ XK sends
ψ-cocartesian morphisms to levelwise φ-cocartesian morphisms, which are es-
pecially cocartesian with respect to the functor XK → S according to lemma
7.35.
Lemma 7.35. Let φ ∶ X → S be a functor between κ-small categories and K a
κ-small category. φ induces a functor Fun(K, φ) ∶ Fun(K,X) → Fun(K,S).
Let τ be a morphism of Fun(K,X) that is levelwise φ-cocartesian, i.e such
that for every k ∈ K the component τ(k) is φ-cocartesian.
Then τ is Fun(K, φ)-cocartesian.
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Especially we have the following:
Denote ψ ∶ XK ≃ S ×Fun(K,S) Fun(K,X) the cotensor of the category K with
the category X over S.
Every levelwise φ-cocartesian morphism of XK is Fun(K, φ)-cocartesian and
thus especially ψ-cocartesian.
Proof. Denote W the full subcategory of Cat∞(κ) spanned by those categories
K with the property that every levelwise φ-cocartesian morphisms of Fun(K,X)
is Fun(K, φ)-cocartesian. We want to see that W = Cat∞(κ).
As Cat∞(κ) is the only full subcategory of Cat∞(κ) that contains the con-
tractible category and ∆1 and is closed in Cat∞(κ) under κ-small colimits, it is
enough to see that W contains the contractible category and ∆1 and is closed
in Cat∞(κ) under κ-small colimits.
Tautologically the contractible category belongs to W.
To verify that W is closed in Cat∞(κ) under κ-small colimits, it is enough
to check that W is closed in Cat∞(κ) under arbitrary coproducts and pushouts.
Using that the functor Fun(−,X) ∶ Cat∞(κ)
op → Cat∞(κ) sends κ-small
colimits to limits the case of coproducts follows from the fact that given a family
of functors θj ∶ Yj → Zj a morphism in the product ∏j∈JYj is ∏j∈J θj-cocartesian
if for every j ∈ J its image in Yj is θj-cocartesian and the case of pushouts
follows from the fact that given functors α ∶ A → X, β ∶ B → Y, γ ∶ C → Z and
morphisms α → γ, β → γ in Fun(∆1,Cat∞(κ)) a morphism in a pullback A×CB
is α×γ β-cocartesian if its images in A,B,C are α,β respectively γ-cocartesian.
So it remains to show that ∆1 belongs to W.
We want to see that every levelwise φ-cocartesian morphism of Fun(∆1,X)
corresponding to a commutative square
A
g

// B
h

C // D
in X, whose horizontal morphisms are φ-cocartesian, is Fun(∆1, φ)-cocartesian.
Given a morphism k ∶ E→ F of X the commutative square
Fun(∆1,X)(h,k)

// Fun(∆1,X)(g,k)

Fun(∆1,S)(φ(h), φ(k)) // Fun(∆1,S)(φ(g), φ(k))
is equivalent to the commutative square
X(D,F) ×X(B,F) X(B,E)

// X(C,F) ×X(A,F) X(A,E)

S(φ(D), φ(F)) ×S(φ(B),φ(F)) S(φ(B), φ(E)) // S(φ(C), φ(F)) ×S(φ(A),φ(F)) S(φ(A), φ(E))
and is thus a pullback square as the morphisms A → B and C → D of X are
φ-cocartesian and taking pullback preserves pullbacks being a right adjoint.
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Corollary 7.36. Let T → S,C → T, γ ∶D → T be functors.
Denote ψ ∶ Fun
/S
T
(C,D) → S the canonical functor and φ the composition
C → T → S.
Let f be a morphism of Fun
/S
T (C,D) lying over a morphism g of S corre-
sponding to a functor ϕ ∶∆1 ×S C→∆
1 ×S D over ∆
1 ×S T.
If φ ∶ C → S is a cartesian fibration, then f is ψ-cocartesian if ϕ ∶ ∆1 ×S C →
∆1 ×S D sends φ-cartesian morphisms to γ-cocartesian morphisms.
Especially we have the following:
If the pullback ∆1 ×S C → ∆
1 is a cartesian fibration, then f is locally ψ-
cocartesian if ϕ ∶ ∆1 ×S C → ∆
1 ×S D sends locally φ-cartesian morphisms to
∆1 ×S γ-cocartesian morphisms.
Especially for T → S the identity we see that f is locally ψ-cocartesian if ϕ ∶
∆1 ×S C →∆
1 ×SD sends locally φ-cartesian morphisms to locally γ-cocartesian
morphisms provided that ∆1 ×S C→∆
1 is a cartesian fibration.
Proof. Using lemma 7.35 the statement follows as in the second part of the proof
of corollary 3.2.2.12. [2], where we need φ ∶ C → S to be a cartesian fibration to
represent φ by its mapping simplex.
The second part follows from the canonical equivalence ∆1 ×S Fun
/S
T (C,D) ≃
Fun
/∆1
∆1×ST
(∆1 ×S C,∆
1 ×S D) over ∆
1.
Lemma 7.37. Let κ be a strongly inaccessible cardinal and S,T be κ-small
categories.
Let C→ S ×T be a map of locally cocartesian fibrations over T.
Then for all objects t ∈ T the functor Ct → C over S preserves cartesian
morphisms.
Dually, let C → S ×T be a map of locally cartesian fibrations over T.
Then for all objects t ∈ T the functor Ct → C over S preserves cocartesian
morphisms.
Proof. Let f ∶ X→ Y be a cartesian morphism with respect to the functor Ct → S
lying over a morphism s → s′ of S.
Let Z be an object of C lying over an object t′ of T and s′′ of S.
For 1) we have to show that the commutative square
C(Z,X)

// C(Z,Y)

S(s′′, s) ×T(t′, t) // S(s′′, s′) ×T(t′, t)
(17)
of spaces is a pullback square.
Considering square 17 as a square of spaces over T(t′, t) it is enough to see
that square 17 induces on the fiber over every object ϕ ∈ T(t′, t) a pullback
square.
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Using that the functor C → T is a locally cocartesian fibration, whose co-
cartesian morphisms get equivalences in S, the fiber of square 17 over an object
ϕ ∈ T(t′, t) is the following commutative square of spaces:
Ct(ϕ∗(Z),X)

// Ct(ϕ∗(Z),Y)

S(s′′, s) // S(s′′, s′)
But this square is a pullback square because f ∶ X → Y is a cartesian mor-
phism with respect to the functor Ct → S.
Corollary 7.38.
1. Let C → S ×T be a functor corresponding to a functor C → S × T over T
and a functor C→ S ×T over S and E ⊂ Fun(∆1,S) a full subcategory.
If C → S × T is a map of (locally) cocartesian fibrations over T which
induces on the fiber over every t ∈ T a cartesian fibration Ct → S relative
to E, then C → S ×T is a map of cartesian fibrations relative to E which
induces on the fiber over every s ∈ S a (locally) cocartesian fibration Cs → T.
Dually, if C → S×T is a map of (locally) cartesian fibrations over T which
induces on the fiber over every t ∈ T a cocartesian fibration Ct → S relative
to E, then C → S×T is a map of cocartesian fibrations relative to E which
induces on the fiber over every s ∈ S a (locally) cartesian fibration Cs → T.
2. Let C → S ×T be a functor corresponding to a functor C → S × T over T
and a functor C→ S ×T over S.
Then the following two conditions are equivalent:
(a) C → S×T is a map of cocartesian fibrations over T which induces on
the fiber over every t ∈ T a cartesian fibration Ct → S.
(b) C → S × T is a map of cartesian fibrations over S which induces on
the fiber over every s ∈ S a cocartesian fibration Cs → T.
3. Let C → S ×T,D → S ×T be functors satisfying the equivalent conditions
of 4. and let C → D be a functor over S × T corresponding to a functor
C → D over T over the category S ×T and a functor C → D over S over
the category S ×T.
Then the following two conditions are equivalent:
(a) C →D is a map of cocartesian fibrations over T which induces on the
fiber over every t ∈ T a map of cartesian fibrations over S.
(b) C → D is a map of cartesian fibrations over S which induces on the
fiber over every s ∈ S a map of cocartesian fibrations over T.
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4. Consequently the following two subcategories of Cat∞(κ)/S×T coincide:
The subcategory with objects the functors C→ S×T satisfying the condition
of 4. (a) and with morphisms the functors C→D over S×T satisfying the
condition of 5. (a).
The subcategory with objects the functors C→ S×T satisfying the condition
of 4. (b) and with morphisms the functors C →D over S×T satisfying the
condition of 5. (b).
5. Given κ-small categories C,D denote Fun(C,Cat∞(κ)/D)
cocart the subcat-
egory of Fun(C,Cat∞(κ)/D) with objects the functors C → Cat∞(κ)/D that
send every object of C to a cocartesian fibration over D and with mor-
phisms the natural transformations of functors C → Cat∞(κ)/D whose
components are maps of cocartesian fibrations over D.
Similarly we define Fun(C,Cat∞(κ)/D)
cart.
The category Fun(T,Cat∞(κ)/S)
cart is equivalent to the first subcategory
of Cat∞(κ)/S×T of 6., the category Fun(S
op,Cat∞(κ)/T)
cocart is equivalent
to the second subcategory of Cat∞(κ)/S×T of 6.
Thus we obtain a canonical equivalence
Fun(T,Cat∞(κ)/S)
cart ≃ Fun(Sop,Cat∞(κ)/T)
cocart.
By composing the last equivalence with the equivalence Cat∞(κ)/S ≃ Cat∞(κ)/Sop
induced by the duality involution on Cat∞(κ) ( and replacing S by S
op )
we get canonical equivalences
Fun(T,Cat∞(κ)/S)
cocart ≃ Fun(S,Cat∞(κ)/T)
cocart
and
Fun(T,Cat∞(κ)/Sop)
cart ≃ Fun(S,Cat∞(κ)/Top)
cart.
Let κ be a strongly inaccessible cardinal.
Let S be a κ-small category and O⊗ be a κ-small operad.
Denote MonO⊗(Cat∞(κ)/S)
cart the subcategory of MonO⊗(Cat∞(κ)/S) with
objects the O⊗-monoids of Cat∞(κ)/S that send every object X of O to a carte-
sian fibration over S and with morphisms the natural transformations of func-
tors O⊗ → Cat∞(κ)/S, whose components on objects of O are maps of cartesian
fibrations over S. Let MonO⊗(Cat∞(κ)/S)
cocart be defined similarly.
Denote Fun(Sop,MonlaxO⊗(Cat∞(κ)))
cocart the subcategory of
Fun(Sop,MonlaxO⊗(Cat∞(κ))) with the same objects and with morphisms the
natural transformations of functors Sop →MonlaxO⊗(Cat∞(κ)), whose components
are O⊗-monoidal functors.
Corollary 7.39. Let κ be a strongly inaccessible cardinal.
Let S be a κ-small category and O⊗ be a κ-small operad.
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The canonical equivalence
Fun(O⊗,Cat∞(κ)/S)
cart ≃ Fun(Sop,Cat∞(κ)/O⊗)
cocart
of corollary 7.38 restricts to an equivalence
MonO⊗(Cat∞(κ)/S)
cart ≃ Fun(Sop,MonlaxO⊗(Cat∞(κ)))
cocart.
By composing this equivalence with the equivalence Cat∞(κ)/S ≃ Cat∞(κ)/Sop
induced by the duality involution on Cat∞(κ) ( and replacing S by S
op ) we get
an equivalence
MonO⊗(Cat∞(κ)/S)
cocart ≃ Fun(S,MonlaxO⊗(Cat∞(κ)))
cocart.
Proof. Let ψ ∶ O⊗ → Cat∞(κ)/S be an object of Fun(O
⊗,Cat∞(κ)/S)
cart and H ∶
Sop → Cat∞(κ)/O⊗ be an object of Fun(S
op,Cat∞(κ)/O⊗)
cocart that correspond
under the canonical equivalence
Fun(O⊗,Cat∞(κ)/S)
cart ≃ Fun(Sop,Cat∞(κ)/O⊗)
cocart
of corollary 7.38.
Then there is a functor γ ∶ C → O⊗×S that is a map of cocartesian fibrations
over O⊗ classifying O⊗ → Cat∞(κ)/S and is a map of cartesian fibrations over S
classifying Sop → Cat∞(κ)/O⊗ .
We have to see that O⊗ → Cat∞(κ)/S is a O
⊗-monoid object of Cat∞(κ)/S if
and only if Sop → Cat∞(κ)/O⊗ factors through the subcategoryMon
lax
O⊗(Cat∞(κ))
of Cat∞(κ)/O⊗ .
Let n ∈ N and let for every i ∈ {1, ...,n} an inert morphism X → Xi of O⊗ be
given lying over the unique inert morphism ⟨n⟩ → ⟨1⟩ of Fin∗ that sends i to 1.
Then the following two conditions are equivalent:
1. The induced functors ψ(X) → ψ(Xi) over S for i ∈ {1, ...,n} form a product
diagram in Cat∞(κ)/S.
2. Each of the functors ψ(X) → ψ(Xi) is a map of cartesian fibrations over S
and for every s ∈ S the induced functors ψ(X)s → ψ(Xi)s on the fiber over
s form a product diagram.
By the naturality of the canonical equivalence Fun(O⊗,Cat∞(κ)/S)
cart ≃
Fun(Sop,Cat∞(κ)/O⊗)
cocart the induced functor ψ(X)s → ψ(Xi)s on the fiber
over s is classified by H(s)X → H(s)Xi .
Consequently it is enough to show that for every morphism h ∶ t → s of S
and every inert morphism f ∶ X → Y of O⊗ the following two conditions are
equivalent:
1. The induced functor ψ(f) ∶ ψ(X) → ψ(Y) over S preserves cartesian mor-
phisms lying over the morphism h ∶ t→ s.
2. The induced functor H(h) ∶ H(s) → H(t) over O⊗ preserves cocartesian
morphisms lying over the morphism f ∶ X→ Y.
This follows from lemma 7.40.
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Lemma 7.40. Let κ be a strongly inaccessible cardinal and S,T,C be κ-small
categories. Let p ∶ C→ T and q ∶ C→ S be functors.
Assume that the functor ρ = (p,q) ∶ C → T × S is a map of cocartesian
fibrations over T, which is fiberwise a cartesian fibration, classifying a functor
ψ ∶ T → Cat∞(κ)/S.
By corollary 7.38 ̺ = (q,p) ∶ C → S × T is a map of cartesian fibrations
over S, which is fiberwise a cocartesian fibration, classifying a functor H ∶ Sop →
Cat∞(κ)/T.
Let H(h)(B) → B and H(h)(ψ(f)(B)) → ψ(f)(B) be q-cartesian lifts of the
morphism h ∶ s → s′ of S and let H(h)(B) → ψ(f)(H(h)(B)) and B → ψ(f)(B)
be p-cocartesian lifts of the morphism f ∶ t′ → t of T.
1. The morphisms ψ(f)(H(h)(B))→ ψ(f)(B) and H(h)(B)→ H(h)(ψ(f)(B))
induce the same morphism ψ(f)(H(h)(B)) → H(h)(ψ(f)(B)) in the fiber
ψ(t)s ≃ H(s)t.
Consequently the morphism ψ(f)(H(h)(B)) → ψ(f)(B) is q-cartesian if
and only if H(h)(B)→ H(h)(ψ(f)(B)) is p-cocartesian.
2. This implies the following:
The functor ψ(f) ∶ ψ(t′) → ψ(t) sends ρt′-cartesian lifts of h ∶ s → s
′
to ρt-cartesian morphisms if and only if H(h) ∶ H(s) → H(s
′) sends ̺s-
cocartesian lifts of f ∶ t′ → t to ̺s′-cocartesian morphisms.
Proof. Denote β the composition H(h)(B) → B → ψ(f)(B) of morphisms of C
so that β lies over f and h.
By definition the morphism ψ(f)(H(h)(B)) → H(h)(ψ(f)(B)) in the fiber
ψ(t)s ≃ H(s)t ≃ Ct,s induced by ψ(f)(H(h)(B)) → ψ(f)(B) corresponds to β
under the top horizontal functor of the following diagram of pullback squares:
C(ψ(f)(H(h)(B)),H(h)(ψ(f)(B)))

// C(ψ(f)(H(h)(B)), ψ(f)(B))

// C(H(h)(B), ψ(f)(B))

T(t, t) × S(s, s) // T(t, t) × S(s, s′) // T(t′, t) × S(s, s′)
By definition the morphism ψ(f)(H(h)(B)) → H(h)(ψ(f)(B)) in the fiber
ψ(t)s ≃ H(s)t ≃ Ct,s induced by H(h)(B) → H(h)(ψ(f)(B)) corresponds to β
under the top horizontal functor of the following diagram of pullback squares:
C(ψ(f)(H(h)(B)),H(h)(ψ(f)(B)))

// C(H(h)(B),H(h)(ψ(f)(B)))

// C(H(h)(B), ψ(f)(B))

T(t, t) × S(s, s) // T(t′, t) × S(s, s) // T(t′, t) × S(s, s′)
So both induced morphisms coincide as both outer squares of the two dia-
grams coincide.
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Lemma 7.41. Let S be a κ-small category, p ∶ X→ S and q ∶ Y → S be κ-small
cocartesian fibrations and φ ∶ X → Y a map of cocartesian fibrations over S for
a strongly inaccessible cardinal κ.
Let f ∶ s → t be a morphism of S.
1. The following two conditions are equivalent to eachother:
(a) The induced functor Xs → Ys ×Yt Xt is essentially surjective.
(b) For every object B of X and every q-cocartesian lift g ∶ A → φ(B) of
f ∶ s→ t there exists a p-cocartesian lift D→ B of g.
2. The following two conditions are equivalent to eachother:
(a) For every morphism f ∶ s→ t of S the induced functor Xs → Ys ×Yt Xt
is fully faithful.
(b) Every p-cocartesian lift h ∶ D→ f∗(D) of f is φ-cartesian.
So if for every morphism f ∶ s→ t of S the induced functor Xs → Ys ×Yt Xt is
an equivalence, for every object B of X and every q-cocartesian lift g ∶ A→ φ(B)
of f ∶ s→ t there exists a φ-cartesian lift D→ B of g.
Proof. We first show statement 1.
Assume (a) holds. Let g ∶ A→ φ(B) ≃ f∗(A) be a q-cocartesian lift of f ∶ s→ t.
As the induced functor Xs → Ys ×Yt Xt is essentially surjective, there exists
an object D of X, an equivalence φ(D) ≃ A in Ys and a p-cocartesian morphism
h ∶ D→ B lying over f.
As φ is a map of cocartesian fibrations over S, the morphism φ(h) is q-
cocartesian and is thus equivalent to g.
Conversely assume that (b) holds and let A be an object of Ys, B an object
of Xt and g ∶ A→ φ(B) ≃ f∗(A) a q-cocartesian lift of f.
Then by (b) there is a p-cocartesian lift D→ B ≃ f∗(D) of g.
So we get an equivalence A ≃ φ(D) such that the composition
φ(B) ≃ φ(f∗(D)) ≃ f∗(φ(D)) ≃ f∗(A) ≃ φ(B) is homotopic to the identity.
As next we verify 2.
Let f ∶ s→ t be a morphism of S and h ∶ D→ f∗(D) a p-cocartesian lift of f.
Then for every object Z of X the fiber of the diagram
X(Z,D)

// X(Z, f∗(D))

Y(φ(Z), φ(D)) // Y(φ(Z), f∗(φ(D)))
over an object ϕ of S(p(Z), s) is equivalent to the diagram
Xs(ϕ∗(Z),D)

// Xt(f∗(ϕ∗(Z)), f∗(D))

Ys(φ(ϕ∗(Z)), φ(D)) // Yt(f∗(φ(ϕ∗(Z))), f∗(φ(D))).
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This shows 2.
Remark 7.42. Let M⊗ → LM⊗ be a LM⊗-monoidal category that exhibits a
category D as left module over a monoidal category C.
Denote 1C ∶ Ass
⊗ → C⊗ the initial object of Alg(C) and C⊗
/1C
the pullback
of the cocartesian fibration (C⊗)∆
1
→ (C⊗){1} of operads along the map 1C ∶
Ass⊗ → C⊗ of operads over Ass⊗.
Denote α ∶ D × LM⊗ → M⊗ the functor over LM⊗ corresponding to the
forgetful functor
β ∶D ≃ LMod1C(D)→ LMod(D) = AlgLM⊗/LM⊗(M
⊗) ⊂ FunLM⊗(LM
⊗,M⊗).
Denote X → D × LM⊗ the pullback of the cocartesian fibration (M⊗)∆
1
→
(M⊗){1} of operads over LM⊗ along α ∶D × LM⊗ →M⊗.
The functor X→D×LM⊗ is a cocartesian D-family of LM⊗-monoidal cate-
gories and we have canonical equivalences Ass⊗×LM⊗X ≃D×C
⊗
/1C
over D×Ass⊗
and {m} ×LM⊗ X ≃ Fun(∆
1,D) over Fun({1},D).
In other words the functor Fun(∆1,D) → Fun({1},D) is a left module over
D × C⊗
/1C
in Catcocart∞/D (κ).
Especially the functor Fun(∆1,D) → Fun({1},D) can be promoted to a co-
cartesian D-family of categories pseudo-enriched over C/1C .
Given a functor H ∶ B→D we have a canonical equivalence
FunD(B,Fun(∆
1,D))⊗ = Fun/LM
⊗
D×LM⊗
(B×LM⊗,X) ≃ Fun/LM
⊗
(M⊗){1}
(B×LM⊗, (M⊗)∆
1
)
≃MapLM⊗(B × LM
⊗,M⊗)/LM
⊗
/α○(H×LM⊗)
= Fun(B,D)⊗/α○(H×LM⊗)
over LM⊗.
Proof. For every object Z of D the fiber XZ → LM
⊗ is the pullback of the
LM⊗-monoidal functor (M⊗)∆
1
→ (M⊗){1} along the map β(Z) ∶ LM⊗ → M⊗
of operads over LM⊗ and is thus an operad over LM⊗.
The composition D×Ass⊗ ⊂D×LM⊗
α
Ð→M⊗ is equivalent to the composition
D ×Ass⊗ → Ass⊗
1C
Ð→ C⊗ →M⊗.
Thus the pullback of X → LM⊗ to Ass⊗ is equivalent to the pullback of
the LM⊗-monoidal functor (M⊗)∆
1
→ (M⊗){1} along the functor D × Ass⊗ →
Ass⊗
1C
Ð→ C⊗ → M⊗ and is thus equivalent to the pullback of the monoidal
functor (C⊗)∆
1
→ (C⊗){1} along the functor D×Ass⊗ → Ass⊗
1C
Ð→ C⊗ over Ass⊗,
which is the functor D × C⊗
/1C
→D ×Ass⊗.
The compositionD ≃D×{m} ⊂D×LM⊗
α
Ð→M⊗ is equivalent to the canonical
functor D→M⊗.
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Thus the fiber of X→ LM⊗ over {m} ∈ LM⊗ is equivalent to the pullback of
the LM⊗-monoidal functor (M⊗)∆
1
→ (M⊗){1} along the functor D →M⊗ and
is thus equivalent to the functor Fun(∆1,D) → Fun({1},D).
Proposition 7.43. Let C be a κ-small 2-category.
Let X,Y be objects of C and g ∶ Y → X a morphism of C.
1. Let f ∶ X→ Y be a morphism of C and η ∶ idX → g ○ f a 2-morphism of C.
Then there is a 2-morphism ε ∶ f ○ g → idY of C satisfying the triangular
identities (ε ○ f) ○ (f ○ η) = idf and (g ○ ε) ○ (η ○ g) = idg if and only if the
following condition holds:
For every object Z of C the induced natural transformation
ηZ ∶= [Z, η] ∶ id[Z,X] → [Z,g]○[Z, f] exhibits the functor fZ ∶= [Z, f] ∶ [Z,X]→
[Z,Y] as left adjoint to the functor gZ ∶= [Z,g] ∶ [Z,Y] → [Z,X].
2. Let C be a κ-small closed and cotensored left module over Cat∞(κ).
Then the morphism g ∶ Y → X of C admits a left adjoint f ∶ X → Y if and
only if the following two conditions hold:
(a) For every object Z of C the induced functor gZ ∶= [Z,g] ∶ [Z,Y] →
[Z,X] admits a left adjoint fZ.
(b) For every morphism ϕ ∶ Z → Z′ of C the induced natural transforma-
tion fZ○[ϕ,X]→ fZ○[ϕ,X]○gZ
′
○fZ
′
≃ fZ○gZ○[ϕ,Y]○fZ
′
→ [ϕ,Y]○fZ
′
is an equivalence.
Remark 7.44. The compatibility condition of (c) is equivalent to the condition
that for every morphism ϕ ∶ Z→ Z′ of C the induced natural transformation
[ϕ,X] ○ gZ
′
→ gZ ○ fZ ○ [ϕ,X] ○ gZ
′
≃ gZ ○ [ϕ,Y] ○ fZ
′
○ gZ
′
→ gZ ○ [ϕ,Y]
is an equivalence and is equivalent to the condition that for every morphism
ϕ ∶ Z→ Z′ of C the induced functor [ϕ,X] ∶ [Z′,X] → [Z,X] preserves the unit of
the adjunction in the following sense:
Let η ∶ id → gZ
′
○ fZ
′
be a unit of the adjunction fZ
′
∶ [Z′,X] → [Z′,Y] ∶ gZ
′
and H ∶ Z′ → X be a morphism of C.
Then the composition H ○ ϕ
η(H)○ϕ
ÐÐÐÐ→ gZ
′
(fZ
′
(H)) ○ ϕ ≃ gZ(fZ
′
(H) ○ ϕ) yields
for every morphism T ∶ Z→ Y of C an equivalence
[Z,Y](fZ
′
(H) ○ϕ,T) → [Z,X](gZ(fZ
′
(H) ○ϕ),gZ(T))→
[Z,X](H ○ϕ,gZ(T)).
Proof. We show 1:
Denote εZ ∶ fZ ○ gZ → id the counit of the adjunction fZ = [Z, f] ∶ [Z,X] ⇄
[Z,Y] ∶ gZ = [Z,g] and set ε ∶= εY(idY) ∶ f ○ g → idY.
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In the following we will see that η and ε are related by the triangular iden-
tities.
The triangular identities of the adjunctions fX = [X, f] ∶ [X,X] ⇄ [X,Y] ∶
gX = [X,g] and fY = [Y, f] ∶ [Y,X] ⇄ [Y,Y] ∶ gY = [Y,g] imply that both com-
positions (εX ○ fX)○(fX○ηX) and (gY ○εY)○(ηY ○gY) of natural transformations
of functors [X,X] → [X,Y] respectively [Y,Y] → [Y,X] are homotopic to the
identity.
Evaluating at idX and idY we see that the compositions ε
X(f) ○ (f ○ η) and
(g ○ ε) ○ (η ○ g) are homotopic to the identity.
Therefore it is enough to show that εX(f) ∶ fX(gX(f)) = f ○ g ○ f → f is
homotopic to ε ○ f ∶ f ○ g ○ f → f.
This is equivalent to the condition that ε○f ∶ fX(g○f) = f○g○f → f is adjoint to
the identity of gX(f) = g ○ f with respect to the adjunction fX = [X, f] ∶ [X,X] ⇄
[X,Y] ∶ gX = [X,g], in other words that gX(ε○f)○ηX(g○f) = (g○ε○f)○(η○g○f) =
((g ○ ε) ○ (η ○ g)) ○ f is homotopic to the identity of g ○ f.
But we have already seen that (g ○ ε) ○ (η ○ g) is homotopic to the identity
of g.
As next we prove 2.
Denote θ ∶ C → Fun(Cop,Cat∞(κ)) ≃ Cat
cart
∞/C(κ) the functor adjoint to [−,−] ∶
Cop × C→ Cat∞(κ).
We have a canonical equivalence θ(ZK) ≃ θ(Z)K natural in K ∈ Cat∞(κ)
and Z ∈ C classified by the canonical equivalence [−,ZK] ≃ Fun(K,−) ○ [−,Z] of
functors Cop → Cat∞(κ) that is represented by the natural equivalence
Cat∞(κ)(W, [T,Z
K]) ≃ C((K×W)⊗T,Z) ≃ Cat∞(κ)(W,Fun(K, [T,Z])) for
W ∈ Cat∞(κ) and T ∈ C.
Moreover we have a canonical equivalence
ζ ∶ ((Cat∞(κ) × C) ×C −) ○ θ ≃ MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ) × C,Cat∞(κ) × −) ○ θ of
functors C → Catcart∞/Cat∞(κ)×C(κ) that classifies the canonical equivalence [− ⊗
−,−] ≃ Fun(−, [−,−]).
The functor (∆1)op ≃∆1 → Catcart∞/C(κ) corresponding to θ(g) ∶ θ(Y) → θ(X)
is classified by a map ρ ∶ Z → C ×∆1 of cartesian fibrations over ∆1 such that
ρ ∶ Z→ C ×∆1 is itself a cartesian fibration.
By corollary 7.38 condition (a) and (b) of 2. together are equivalent to the
condition that ρ ∶ Z→ C×∆1 is a map of bicartesian fibrations over ∆1 encoding
an adjunction relative to C, where both the left adjoint F ∶ θ(X) → θ(Y) and
right adjoint θ(g) ∶ θ(Y) → θ(X) are maps of cartesian fibrations over C.
Let λ ∶ idθ(X) → θ(g) ○ F be the unit of this adjunction relative to C and
Φ ∶ θ(X) → θ(X)∆
1
≃ θ(X∆
1
) the corresponding map of cartesian fibrations over
C under the canonical equivalence
Cat
cart
∞/C(κ)(θ(X), θ(X)
∆1) ≃ Fun(∆1,FuncartC (θ(X), θ(X))).
Set f ∶= FX(idX) ∶ X→ Y, φ ∶= ΦX(idX) ∶ X→ X∆
1
and η ∶= λ(idX) ∶ idX → g○f
so that the morphism η of [X,X] corresponds to φ ∶ X→ X∆
1
.
Using the first part of the lemma it is enough to show that there is an
equivalence α ∶ F → θ(f) of maps θ(X)→ θ(Y) of cartesian fibrations over C and
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a commutative square
idθ(X)
≃

λ
// θ(g) ○ F
θ(g)○α

idθ(X)
θ(η)
// θ(g) ○ θ(f)
in Catcart∞/C(κ).
Such a commutative square considered as an equivalence in
Fun(∆1,FuncartC (θ(X), θ(X))) ≃ Cat
cart
∞/C(κ)(θ(X), θ(X)
∆1) between λ and
θ(η) corresponds to an equivalence β ∶ Φ → θ(φ) of maps θ(X) → θ(X∆
1
) ≃
θ(X)∆
1
of cartesian fibrations over C that is sent by the map θ(X∆
1
) → θ(X{1})
of cartesian fibrations over C to the equivalence θ(g) ○ α ∶ θ(g) ○F → θ(g) ○ θ(f)
of maps θ(X) → θ(X) of cartesian fibrations over C.
Denote (−)≃ ∶ Catcart∞/C(κ) → R(κ)C the right adjoint of the full subcategory
inclusion R(κ)C ⊂ Cat
cart
∞/C(κ) that takes fiberwise the core groupoid.
The Yoneda-embedding Cat∞(κ) → P(Cat∞(κ)) of Cat∞(κ) induces a fully
faithful functor Catcart∞/C(κ) ≃ Fun(C
op,Cat∞(κ)) → Fun(C
op,P(Cat∞(κ))) ≃
P(C × Cat∞(κ)) ≃ RC×Cat∞(κ) that sends a cartesian fibration B → C to the
right fibration
MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×B)
≃ → Cat∞(κ)×C and a map of cartesian
fibrations H ∶ B→ B′ over C to the map MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×H)
≃ ∶
Map
Cat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×B)
≃ →Map
Cat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×B
′)≃
of right fibrations over Cat∞(κ) × C.
Consequently it is enough to show that there is an equivalence
α′ ∶Map
Cat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×F)
≃ →Map
Cat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×θ(f))
≃
of maps
Map
Cat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×θ(X))
≃ →Map
Cat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×θ(Y))
≃
of right fibrations over Cat∞(κ) × C and an equivalence
β′ ∶MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×Φ)
≃ →MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×θ(φ))
≃
of maps
MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×θ(X))
≃ →MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×θ(X
∆1))≃
of right fibrations over Cat∞(κ) × C that is sent by the map
MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×θ(X
∆1))≃ →MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×θ(X
{1}))≃
of right fibrations over Cat∞(κ) × C to the equivalence
MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ) × C,Cat∞(κ) × θ(g))
≃ ○ α′ ∶
MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×θ(g))
≃○MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×F)
≃ →
Map
Cat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×θ(g))
≃○Map
Cat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×θ(f))
≃
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of maps
MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×θ(X))
≃ →MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×θ(X))
≃
of right fibrations over Cat∞(κ) × C.
The cartesian fibrations (Cat∞(κ)×C×∆1)×C×∆1 Z→ Cat∞(κ)×C×∆
1 and
MapCat∞(κ)×C×∆1(U(κ)×C×∆
1,Cat∞(κ)×Z)→ Cat∞(κ)×C×∆
1 classify functors
Cat∞(κ)
op × Cop ×∆1 ≃ Cat∞(κ)op × Cop × (∆1)op → Cat∞(κ) that correspond
to the natural transformations
Fun(−⊗ −,g) ∶ Fun(− ⊗ −,X) → Fun(−⊗ −,Y) and
Fun(−, [−,g]) ∶ Fun(−, [−,X]) → Fun(−, [−,Y]) of functors Cat∞(κ)
op ×
Cop → Cat∞(κ).
As both natural transformations are canonically equivalent, we obtain an
equivalence (Cat∞(κ)×C×∆
1)×C×∆1Z ≃MapCat∞(κ)×C×∆1(U(κ)×C×∆
1,Cat∞(κ)×
Z) of cartesian fibrations over Cat∞(κ) × C ×∆
1 that induces the equivalences
ζX ∶ (Cat∞(κ) × C) ×C θ(X) ≃ MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ) × C,Cat∞(κ) × θ(X)) and
ζY ∶ (Cat∞(κ)×C)×Cθ(Y) ≃MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×θ(Y)) of cartesian
fibrations over Cat∞(κ) × C on the fibers over {0} and {1}.
So the bicartesian fibrations (Cat∞(κ) × C ×∆
1) ×C×∆1 Z and
Map
Cat∞(κ)×C×∆1(U(κ) × C ×∆
1,Cat∞(κ) × Z) over ∆1 are equivalent over
the bicartesian fibration Cat∞(κ)×C×∆1 →∆1 and therefore encode equivalent
adjunctions
(Cat∞(κ) × C) ×C F ∶ (Cat∞(κ) × C) ×C θ(X) ⇄ (Cat∞(κ) × C) ×C θ(Y) ∶
(Cat∞(κ) × C) ×C θ(g)
and MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ) × C,Cat∞(κ) × F) ∶ MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ) × C,Cat∞(κ) ×
θ(X)) ⇄Map
Cat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×θ(Y)) ∶MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×
θ(g)) relative to Cat∞(κ) × C.
The functor (Cat∞(κ)×C)×C− ∶ Cat∞(κ)/C → Cat∞(κ)/Cat∞(κ)×C is Cat∞(κ)-
linear and the functor Map
Cat∞(κ)×C(U(κ) × C,Cat∞(κ) × −) ∶ Cat∞(κ)/C →
Cat∞(κ)/Cat∞(κ)×C is lax Cat∞(κ)-linear being the composition of the Cat∞(κ)-
linear functor (Cat∞(κ) × C) ×C − ∶ Cat∞(κ)/C → Cat∞(κ)/Cat∞(κ)×C and the
lax Cat∞(κ)-linear functor MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ) × C,−) ∶ Cat∞(κ)/Cat∞(κ)×C →
Cat∞(κ)/Cat∞(κ)×C.
Thus
(Cat∞(κ)×C)×Cλ ∶ id(Cat∞(κ)×C)×Cθ(X) → ((Cat∞(κ)×C)×Cθ(g))○((Cat∞(κ)×C)×CF)
is the unit of the adjunction
(Cat∞(κ) × C) ×C F ∶ (Cat∞(κ) × C) ×C θ(X) ⇄ (Cat∞(κ) × C) ×C θ(Y) ∶
(Cat∞(κ) × C) ×C θ(g) relative to Cat∞(κ) × C and
MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ) × C,Cat∞(κ) × λ) ∶ idMapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×θ(X)) →
MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)× θ(g)) ○MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×F)
is the unit of the adjunction
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Map
Cat∞(κ)×C(U(κ) × C,Cat∞(κ) × F) ∶ MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ) × C,Cat∞(κ) ×
θ(X)) ⇄MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×θ(Y)) ∶MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×
θ(g)) relative to Cat∞(κ) × C.
Consequently there is a unique equivalence
σ ∶ (ζY)
−1 ○MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ) × C,Cat∞(κ) × F) ○ ζX → (Cat∞(κ) × C) ×C F
of functors (Cat∞(κ) × C) ×C θ(X)→ (Cat∞(κ) × C) ×C θ(Y) such that
(Cat∞(κ)×C)×Cλ ∶ id(Cat∞(κ)×C)×Cθ(X) → ((Cat∞(κ)×C)×Cθ(g))○((Cat∞(κ)×C)×CF)
is the composition
id(Cat∞(κ)×C)×Cθ(X)
(ζX)
−1○Map
Cat∞(κ)×C
(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×λ)○ζX
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→
(ζX)
−1○MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×θ(g))○MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×F)○ζX
≃ ((Cat∞(κ) × C) ×C θ(g)) ○ (ζY)−1 ○MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ) × C,Cat∞(κ) × F) ○ ζX
((Cat∞(κ)×C)×Cθ(g))○σ
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ ((Cat∞(κ) × C) ×C θ(g)) ○ ((Cat∞(κ) × C) ×C F).
Thus we obtain an equivalence
γ ∶ (ζ
X∆
1 )
−1
○MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ) × C,Cat∞(κ) ×Φ) ○ ζX → (Cat∞(κ) × C) ×C Φ
between the corresponding maps (Cat∞(κ) × C) ×C θ(X)) → (Cat∞(κ) × C) ×C
θ(X)∆
1
of cartesian fibrations over Cat∞(κ) × C that is sent by the map
(Cat∞(κ)×C)×C θ(X)∆
1
→ (Cat∞(κ)×C)×C θ(X){1} of cartesian fibrations
over Cat∞(κ) × C to the equivalence
(ζX)
−1○MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×θ(g))○MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×F)○ζX
≃ ((Cat∞(κ) × C) ×C θ(g)) ○ (ζY)−1 ○MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ) × C,Cat∞(κ) × F) ○ ζX
((Cat∞(κ)×C)×Cθ(g))○σ
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ ((Cat∞(κ) × C) ×C θ(g)) ○ ((Cat∞(κ) × C) ×C F)
of maps of cartesian fibrations over Cat∞(κ) × C.
γ induces an equivalence
γ≃ ∶ (ζ≃
X∆
1 )−1 ○MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×Φ)
≃ ○ζ≃X → (Cat∞(κ)×C)×CΦ
≃
between maps (Cat∞(κ) × C) ×C θ(X)
≃ → (Cat∞(κ) × C) ×C (θ(X)
∆1)≃ of right
fibrations over Cat∞(κ)×C that is sent by the map (Cat∞(κ)×C)×C(θ(X)
∆1)≃ →
(Cat∞(κ)×C)×C(θ(X)
{1})≃ of right fibrations over Cat∞(κ)×C to the equivalence
(ζ≃X)
−1○Map
Cat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×θ(g))
≃○Map
Cat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×F)
≃○ζ≃X
≃ ((Cat∞(κ)×C)×C θ(g)≃) ○ (ζ≃Y)
−1 ○MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×F)
≃ ○ ζ≃X
((Cat∞(κ)×C)×Cθ(g)
≃)○σ≃
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ ((Cat∞(κ) × C) ×C θ(g)
≃) ○ ((Cat∞(κ) × C) ×C F
≃)
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of maps of right fibrations over Cat∞(κ) × C.
The composition C
θ
Ð→ Catcart∞/C(κ)
(−)≃
ÐÐ→ R(κ)C ≃ P(C) is equivalent to the
Yoneda-embedding of C and is thus fully faithful.
Therefore there is an equivalence ϑ ∶ F≃ → θ(f)≃ of maps θ(X)≃ → θ(Y)≃ of
right fibrations over C and an equivalence Φ≃ → θ(φ) of maps θ(X)≃ → θ(X∆
1
)≃
of right fibrations over C that is sent by the map θ(X∆
1
)≃ → θ(X{1})≃ of right
fibrations over C to the equivalence θ(g)≃ ○ϑ ∶ θ(g)≃ ○F≃ → θ(g)≃ ○θ(f)≃ of maps
θ(X)≃ → θ(X)≃ of right fibrations over C.
We define the equivalence β′ as the composition
MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×Φ)
≃
ζ≃
X∆
1 ○γ
≃○(ζ≃X)
−1
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ ζ≃
X∆
1 ○((Cat∞(κ)×C)×CΦ
≃)○(ζ≃X)
−1
≃ ζ≃
X∆
1○((Cat∞(κ)×C)×Cθ(φ)
≃)○(ζ≃X)
−1 ≃Map
Cat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×θ(φ))
≃
and the equivalence α′ as the composition
MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×F)
≃
ζ≃Y○σ
≃○(ζ≃X)
−1
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ ζ≃Y○((Cat∞(κ)×C)×CF
≃)○(ζ≃X)
−1
≃ ζ≃Y○((Cat∞(κ)×C)×Cθ(f)
≃)○(ζ≃X)
−1 ≃Map
Cat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×θ(f))
≃.
Then β′ is sent by the map
Map
Cat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×θ(X
∆1))≃ →Map
Cat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×θ(X
{1}))≃
of right fibrations over Cat∞(κ) × C to the equivalence
MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ) × C,Cat∞(κ) × θ(g))
≃ ○ α′ ∶
Map
Cat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×θ(g))
≃○Map
Cat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×F)
≃ →
MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×θ(g))
≃○MapCat∞(κ)×C(U(κ)×C,Cat∞(κ)×θ(f))
≃.
Remark 7.45. Let C be a κ-small closed and cotensored left module over
Cat∞(κ).
Let X,Y be objects of C and f ∶ X→ Y, g ∶ Y → X be morphisms of C.
Denote F ∶ X → Y,G ∶ Y → X the maps of cartesian fibrations over C clas-
sifying the natural transformations [−, f] ∶ [−,X] → [−,Y] respectively [−,g] ∶
[−,Y] → [−,X] of functors Cop → Cat∞(κ).
Then f is left adjoint to g if and only if F is left adjoint to G.
Corollary 7.46. Let C be a κ-small closed and cotensored left modul over
Cat∞(κ) for a strongly inaccessible cardinal κ and g ∶ Y → X a morphism of
C.
Then g is a localisation if and only if the following two conditions are satis-
fied:
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1. For every object Z of C the induced functor [Z,g] ∶ [Z,Y] → [Z,X] is a
localisation.
2. For every morphism ϕ ∶ Z→ Z′ of C, the induced functor [ϕ,X] ∶ [Z′,X]→
[Z,X] preserves local equivalences.
Proof. If g is a localisation or if condition 1. and 2. hold, g admits a left adjoint
f ∶ X→ Y in C according to proposition 7.43.
Denote ε ∶ f ○ g → idY the counit of this adjunction.
As [Z,−] ∶ C → Cat∞(κ) is a Cat∞(κ)-enriched functor, the natural trans-
formation [Z, ε] ∶ [Z, f] ○ [Z,g]→ id[Z,Y] is the counit of the induced adjunction
[Z, f] ∶ [Z,X] ⇄ [Z,Y] ∶ [Z,g].
Consequently ε ∶ f ○g → idY is an equivalence if and only if for every object Z
of C the counit of the adjunction [Z, f] ∶ [Z,X]⇄ [Z,Y] ∶ [Z,g] is an equivalence.
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